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Presentation

At the initiative and invitation of Fr. Maloney and Mother
Elizondo, the Provincial Directors of the Daughters of Charity
participated in a Vincentian Month which took place in Paris from
2-27 July 2001.
It was a time of intense formation in order to better carry out the
ministry confided to the Congregation of the Mission in service to the
Daughters of Charity.
The session was organized by the International Secretariat of
Vincentian Studies (SIEV). The Planning and Coordinating
Commission for the month was composed of Frs . Jose Maria Nieto
(Secretary General ), Roberto Lovers ( Executive Secretary of SIEV),
Fernando Quintano ( Director General of the Daughters of Charity),
Agustin Martinez ( Provincial Director , Southern France) and
Sr. Therezhina Remonatto ( Assistant General).
This Commission chose the themes to discuss and the methods
to follow in accordance with the information given by the Visitatrixes
and Directors from the previously completed survey.
During the four weeks , four major topics were taken up:
1. Knowledge of the Company; 2. The Role of the Director; 3. The
Service of the Director in the Framework of Formation; 4. The Road of
Preparing for the Next General Assembly of the Company on the
Revision of the Constitutions.
Each of these themes consisted of several topics that were
treated by experts in conferences , by the exchange of experiences of
some Directors and sisters , by personal study, sharing in group work
and plenary sessions . Three pilgrimages ( Folleville-Amiens ; Berceau
Dax-Lourdes; and Chatillon-Ars) created links between the different
weeks. Fr. Maloney , Superior General , directed a day of Spiritual
Retreat at the Berceau . The month drew to a close with a plenary
session with Sr. Juana Elizondo , Superioress General , and her
Council , the revision of the Directory and an evaluation of the
meeting.
At the time of the evaluation , all of the Directors expressed a very
positive opinion regarding this time of formation , particularly those
recently named.
In addition to the 75 Provincial Directors , a little more than half
the members of the Congregation of the Mission exercise a ministry
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close to the Daughters of Charity. It is this reality that prompted the
Editor and the Editorial Staff of Vincentiana to compile all of the
conferences of the Vincentian Month for Provincial Directors in this
issue. Due to the size of the issue , it is not possible to include the
different sharings of experiences that also merit being known. Some
will appear in the Echoes of the Company. We are certain that the
collection of these conferences will be a very useful work tool for the
missionaries who are in a ministry close to the Daughters of Charity.
Fernando Quintano, C.M.
Director General of the Daughters of Charity
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Vincentian Month 2001:
Directors of the Daughters of Charity . Mother House of the Daughters of
Charity ( Paris , July 2 -27, 2001).
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Bohumir
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Abraha T.
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Director General
Santa Luisa - Madrid, Spain
Eritrea
Sardinia - Italy
Paraguay
Near East
Puerto Rico
Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic)
Peru
Madagascar
Australia
Granada, Spain
Curitiba, Brazil
Emmitsburg, U.S.A.
Northern France
Congo
Rome, Italy
Gijon, Spain
Slovakia
Thailand
Pamplona, Spain
Naples, Italy
Sevilla, Spain
Chile
Ethiopia
Mozambique
Mexico
Los Altos Hills, U.S.A.
Evansville, U.S.A.
North Africa
Southern India
Great Britain
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J. Dennis
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Agustin
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MARTINEZ S.
Francisco J.
MARTINS
Silvio B.
Noel
MOJICA
MULET
Jos6
Jean B.
NGUYEN
OLIVEIRA
Luis C.
PANIAGUA
David
Joaquim H.
PENA
Seraffn
PERALTA
PEREIRA
Jos6 M.
Alain
PEREZ
Tomas
PERIBQNEZ
PONTICELLI
Silvano
Eamon
RAFTERY
RAMOS
Jose F.
REDONDO
Saturnino
Jacques
REINTJES
Enrique
SANZ
David
SARMIENTO
Imre
SEBESTYEN
Francisco X.
SILVA
Henry
SLOWEY
James E.
SMITH
Francisco
SOLAS
Marcin
STASIOWSKI
Stanislaw
SZCZEPANIK
TORRES
Victoriano
VAN BROEKHOVEN Jan
Alberto
VERNASCHI
Cor
WILLEMS
Georg
WITZEL
ZUPAN('IC
Joke

DC - PROVINCE
Romania
Northern India
Warsaw, Poland
Ecuador
Cali, Colombia
Chelmno-Poznan, Poland
Turin, Italy
Belgium
Normandy, U.S.A.
Southern France
San Sebastian, Spain
Recife, Brazil
Cuba
Barcelona, Spain
Vietnam
Amazonia, Brazil
Bolivia
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Philippines
Portugal
Switzerland
Canary Islands, Spain
Indonesia
Nigeria
Central America
Argentina
Salzburg and Graz, Austria
San Vicente - Madrid, Spain
Bogota, Colombia
Hungary
Fortaleza, Brazil
Ireland
Albany - New York, U.S.A.
Venezuela
Cracow, Poland
Haiti
Japan
Netherlands
Siena, Italy
Taiwan
Cologne, Germany
Slovenia

First Week

Knowledge of the Company

The references to the writings, conferences, and documents of Sts. Vincent
and Louise which appear in this issue are as follows:
Coste, Correspondence:
Saint Vincent De Paul Correspondence, Conferences, Documents,
translated and edited by Sr. Marie Poole, D.C., et al from the 1920-1923
edition of Pierre Coste, C.M. (Brooklyn/Hyde Park, New York: New City Press,
1985-1999), Volumes I-VIII.
Coste, Conferences to CMs:
Conferences of Saint Vincent de Paul, translated by Joseph Leonard, C.M.,
from the compilation of Pierre Coste (Philadelphia: Eastern Province,
U.S.A., 1963).
Coste, Conferences to DCs:
The Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul to the Daughters of Charity,
translated by Joseph Leonard ( Great Britain : Collins Liturgical Publications,
1979).
Coste, Documents:
Saint Vincent de Paul Documents XII1, published and annotated by Pierre
Coste (Paris: Librairie Lecoffre, J. Gabalda, Editor, 1924).
Spiritual Writings:
Spiritual Writings of Louise de Marillac Correspondence and Thoughts,
edited and translated from the French by Sr. Louise Sullivan, D.C. (Brooklyn,
New York: New City Press, 1991).
Documents:
La Cornpagnie des Filles de la Charity aux Origins Documents, presentation
by Sr. Elisabeth Charpy (Cornpagnie des Filles de la Charite, 1989).
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Presentation of the Company
of the Daughters of Charity
of St. Vincent de Paul
by Juana Elizondo, D.C.
Superioress General
3.171.2001

The Company, founded in the 17" century by St. Vincent de Paul
and St. Louise de Marillac, is known in the Church as: Company of
the Daughters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul, Servants of the Poor.

Origins
The Company came into existence to respond to the many needs
of the countless numbers of poor in France at the beginning of the
17''' century. St. Vincent began by founding the Confraternities of
Charity at Chatillon-les-Dombes, today Chatillon-sur-Chalaronne. The
first volunteers in the villages were women who were used to hard
work since childhood. In Paris, they were the ladies, often ladies of
rank, who belonged to the Confraternities. Pulled between the service
of the Confraternity and the demands of their family and their social
life, they began to neglect the service of the poor. In order to meet
the needs of the extreme poverty, it was necessary to have women
from the country, loving the poor, always available and ready to
carry out the lowest services, hardly proper for "persons of
condition," such as: preparing meals, caring for the sick or cleaning
an attic.
During a mission preached by St. Vincent himself, Marguerite
Naseau, a young cowherd from Suresnes, heard him propose his plan
of sending young women volunteers to care for the poor; she gave
her life for this, contracting the plague after having offered
hospitality to a sick person. Marguerite arrived in Paris in 1630.
Vincent sent her to Louise de Marillac to form her for the service of
the poor. Soon other women came to present themselves and
together, under the direction of Louise de Marillac, a new Institute
was created: The Company of the Daughters of Charity.
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For the service of the poor
In the beginning they had the care of the poor sick in their
homes, in cities and the countryside - this was the great innovation
of the new born institution - then, little by little, as needs arose,
they moved to caring for them in hospitals, assumed responsibility
for little girls in schools, foundlings, galley slaves, wounded soldiers
in the battle fields, refugees, the elderly, the mentally ill and others.
Service must be holistic; it must address both the needs of body
and soul, that is to say corporal and spiritual service. All of this was
expressed in the first article of the Common Rules:

"The principle end for which God has called and established
the Daughters of Charity, is to honor our Lord Jesus Christ
as the source and model of all charity; serving him corporally
and spiritually in the person of the poor, whether sick,
children, prisoners, or others who through shame, dare not
make known their wants...."
Service given to the poor is service given to Jesus Christ, who

wanted to identify himself with them: "In serving the poor, one serves
Jesus Christ.

"'

We are very familiar with the rich doctrine concerning the
purpose and qualities of service developed by our Founders in their
conferences and their writings.
St. Vincent created an institution open to the future:
"And that, my Daughters," he said, "was the beginning of your
Company; as it was not then what it is now, there is reason to
think that it is not now what it will be later on when God
brings it to the state which he has decided. "2
Today we continue to carry out traditional services which
respond to forms of poverty that have always been and are still
present in our days, such as care of all types of sick people, schools,
care of children and young people, the elderly, refugees. However, to
those we add responses to the new faces of poverty: drugs and their
consequences, AIDS victims, prisoners; serious implications of the
destruction of family life: abused women, children in difficulty;
unemployment with its repercussions, emergency services in
response to natural catastrophes, war, displacement of peoples,
refugees, the homeless, etc.

Coste, Conferences to DCs, 223.
Ibid., 218.
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In the countries where the Company has been serving for many
years, and even for centuries, the great political, economic and social
transformations that have occurred are in part responsible for the
social services undertaken by public institutions. There are always,
however, marginalized groups, those who are excluded from these
services, as well as actions that governments do not tend to, such as
acceptance and listening. Many Daughters of Charity are committed
to that. More and more, our canonical provinces in Europe and in
the United States are putting into place volunteer services to which
the poor have free access. We are trying to put into practice what the
Holy Father said to us in Vita Consecrata:
"it is necessary... to show concern for what the world neglects,
and to respond generously and boldly to the new forms of
poverty... above all, in the most abandoned areas.",

Secular , not religious
The Company was the first institute in which the members,
women totally given to God, non-cloistered and non-religious, were
ready to serve the poor in their homes. This was a real revolution of
the concept of consecrated life at that time.
To the sisters sent to the provinces, St. Vincent specified the
response to be given to the bishop, should he ask if they were
religious:
'You will tell hire you are not, by the grace of God, not indeed
that you do not think highly of religious, but that if you were
religious, you would have to be enclosed and consequently,
would have to say good-bye to the service of the poor. Tell hint
that you are poor Daughters of Charity who have given
yourselves to God to serve the poor. ";
Another time St. Vincent said:
'A Daughter of Charity is always in the world. You have a
vocation which obliges you to help, without any
discrimination, all sorts of persons, men, women, children,
and in general all poor persons who need your assistance.
To be "in the world" to "assist all sorts of persons" was not
compatible with the condition of "religious" of that time, who were
obliged to be cloistered. That would have hindered movement, the

' VC, 63.
' Coste , op. cit., 474.
Ibid., 1028.
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"coming and going " 6 that St. Louise had perceived in her mystical
light experience.
One of the texts in which our Founder most categorically
explained the secular character of the Company is his response to
Jacques de la Fosse on February 7, 1160:

"The Daughters of Charity are not nuns , but sisters who come
and go like seculars.
In the Rules for the Sisters in the Parishes, the Founder, in an
extraordinary fashion, stresses the elements in the life of the sisters
that are equivalent to the elements that protect nuns in their
cloisters. This text is contained in our Constitutions:

"They shall bear in mind that they are not in a Religious Order,
as this state is unsuitable to the duties of their vocation.
Nevertheless, because they are more exposed to the occasions
of sin than religious bound to the cloister, having
- for monastery, only the houses of the sick and the place
where the Superioress resides;

- for cell, a rented room;
- for chapel, the parish church;
- for cloister, the streets of the city;
- for enclosure, obedience, going only to the homes of the sick
or to places necessary for their service;
- for grill, the fear of God;
- for veil, holy modesty,
and making no other Profession to:
- ensure their vocation than their constant trust in Divine
Providence and;
- the offering they make to God of all that they are and of
their service in the person of the poor;
for all these reasons, they must have as much or more virtue
than if they were professed in a religious order;
there fore,

they will strive to conduct themselves in all those places with
at least as much reserve, recollection and edification as true
religious in their convent. "I

6 Spiritual Writings, A. 2, p. 1.
Coste, Correspondence, V111, 277.
8 Coste, Conferences to DCs, 1213.
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Nowadays, there are many religious who are not obliged to live
within a cloister, and consequently, they can consecrate themselves
freely to outside services according to their charism. The Daughters
of Charity continue to be secular because their vows do not have
religious characteristics. Others do not perceive these distinctions
very well.
In community
Since the official foundation date, November 29, 1633, the sisters
come together to live out the ideal of community life in view of a
better service of the poor. The two founders held firmly to that. They
would say to the sisters that they are "called and assembled for the
service of the poor." St. Vincent would give several of his instructions
on this subject, explaining the excellence, difficulties, solutions to
bring to it, especially stressing the necessity of mutual pardon.
St. Louise would wonderfully accompany the local communities
through her correspondence.
Today, after four centuries, our Constitutions and Statutes
continue to give community life the importance it is due: the mission
cannot do without it. Sisters, who are carrying out their services in
situations that are more and more demanding and stressful, need
appreciation, understanding, a listening ear and the support of a
loving community. Participation in community is one of the ways to
concretize belonging to the Company. This is so important in a world
where anonymity and loneliness are a constant threat. In addition,
community life has an evangelical value: "... that all may be one... that
the world may believe that you sent me.
Certainly the manner of living community life is no longer the
same, since there does not exist the uniformity that was in place at
the time of its foundation and during the years that followed.
Numerous variations were introduced according to the needs of the
many situations in which the sisters serve.
The expressions of community are many and varied according to
the group concerned, whether it be a community made up of senior
sisters who have more time for their community encounters, or of
sisters in active ministries who have to combine times of service and
times to gather for prayer, meals and relaxation. The essential is to
find a balance so as not to fall into excess or insufficiency, and even
less, into decline. Our sisters young in vocation are begging for
community life. The Common Plan is a helpful instrument to
determine the manner of community life while safeguarding the
essential elements according to the Constitutions and Statutes.

9Jn 17:21,
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With a specific spirit
Once the charism concerning "the set-vice of the poor, the most
abandoned, victims of all kinds of poverty" has been defined, it is
important not to neglect the spirit in which the service must be
rendered. St. Vincent proposed three virtues : humility, simplicity
and charity , virtues to help make the sisters capable of service in
their mission to the most abandoned, something which is not always
easy. These dispositions help the Daughters of Charity recognize the
dignity of the poor. They are their "lords and masters." Simplicity,
which St. Vincent called his gospel, makes the Daughters of Charity
able to be close to the poor, enabling them to establish genuine
fraternal relationships with them. These virtues enable the servants
of the poor to carry out their mission in conditions that are
sometimes difficult. The virtues teach them that it is sometimes
necessary to turn the medal to see the face of Christ.

With a simple, frugal style of life
A simple, frugal lifestyle will he one of the aspects the founders
most stress. In the conference of January 25, 1643, "On imitating the
conduct of country girls," St. Vincent expresses his thought on the
manner of life that he hopes for the members of the Company. They
must possess the virtues of country girls: humility, simplicity,
moderation in eating, purity, modesty, poverty, and obedience. He
concludes this conference with these words:
"If I have ever said anything true and important to you, it is
what you have just heard. You should strive to preserve the
spirit of good and true country girls. Let .you to whom God, by
his grace, has naturally given this spirit, thank hint for it, and
let you who have it not, strive to acquire the perfection which
I have just pointed out as characteristic of true tillage girls. If
girls of noble families present themselves, wishing to enter
your Company, 0, sisters, they should do so in order to live, in
body and soul, like those who really and truly possess the
virtues of village girls.
St. Vincent and St. Louise built up a solid Company, capable of
the difficult task that the charism requires: a Company founded on
the rock of charity, humility and simplicity, combined with audacity,
prudence, moderation, poverty and the common sense of county N
people. Some succinct phrases demonstrate this: "You have a right
only to fond and clothing; the surplus belongs to the service of the

° Coste, Conferences to DCs, 84.
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poor. "i' St. Vincent again said, 'Ah! Who would wish to be rich after
the Son of God had resolved to be poor?"12 Therefore, there was no
place for superfluity or waste.

St. Louise affirms: "... holy poverty and... confidence in God... are
the two pillars of the Company of the Daughters of Charity.",,
A missionary Company
Convinced that the Charity of Christ, which impels us, knows no
boundaries, the Founders sent the first group of sisters into Poland.
The Company wanted to be missionary from its birth. Our
Constitutions affirm this missionary characteristic:

"The Company is missionary by nature; it strives to retain the

flexibility and mobility needed to respond to the calls of the
Church in the face of every form of poverty. Like its Founders,
the Company tries to reach out to the poor wherever they may

be and to seek out the most abandoned and neglected. From
the very beginning, Saint Vincent, with the audacious courage
of the apostles, sent forth his Daughters on the highways of the

world. "

14

In our days, the Company continues this mission without
boundaries, as much as for the type of service as for the country to
which the Company is called. As our Constitutions point out:
"At the school of the Son of God, the Daughters of Charity
learn that no type of misery should be foreign to them...
multiple are the forms of poverty and multiple the forms of
service...... 1`
On January 18, 1655, the Company was approved by Cardinal de
Retz, Archbishop of Paris, and on June 8, 1668, it received pontifical
approbation from Pope Clement IX.
Currently, the Company is recognized in the Church as a Society
of Apostolic Life, living in community, practicing the evangelical
counsels of chastity, poverty and obedience which receive their
specific character from the service of the poor.

" Ibid., 81.
" Ibid., 812.
Spiritual Writings, L. 489, p. 518.
4C. 2.10.
C. 1.8.
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Presence of the Company in the world today
The Company numbers 23,861 sisters:
324 in various seminaries
809 under vows
22,728 who have made vows
These 23,861 sisters are distributed in:
90 countries
78 provinces
I region
2,687 houses

Our presence by continents is as follows:
Africa

19 Countries
9 Provinces
144 Houses

959 Sisters devoting themselves to the
service of the most abandoned.
Most countries in America (North,
Central and South), as well as the
larger islands of the Caribbean,
rely on the presence and service
of 5,987 Daughters of Charity in
23 countries and 796 houses.
Their works are very diverse:

America

United States and Canada:
2 Countries
5 Provinces
130 Houses
1,006 Sisters
Latin America (Spanish speaking):
20 Countries
15 Provinces
411 Houses
3,111 Sisters
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Latin America ( Portuguese speaking):
1 Country
6 Provinces
255 Houses
1,810 Sisters
Asia

The Daughters of Charity have the
joy of serving the Lord in:
17 Countries
9 Provinces
212 Houses
1,685 Sisters

Australia including Fiji and New Zealand:
3 Countries
I Province
17 Houses
80 Sisters
As we can notice, the sisters are not very numerous for a
territory so immense. However, their service, which is especially
dedicated to immigrants who are not well integrated into society, the
aborigines and those physically and mentally handicapped, deserves
special mention.
Europe

Despite difficult moments that
Europe has had because of the
decrease in vocations, the Company
is present in:
28 Countries
33 Provinces
I Region
1,509 Houses
15,210 Sisters

Presence of the Company by Continent

Seminary
Sisters

Median
Age

959

63

47,68

411

3.111

67

56,70

-

255

1.810

24

61,60

5

-

130

1.006

1

68,70

17

9

-

212

1.685

94

51,98

Europe

28

33

1

1.509

15.210

75

69,17

Oceania

3

1

-

17

80

-

66,03

TOTAL

90

78

1

2.678

Countries
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19

9

-

144

20

15

-

1

6

2

Asia

Continents

Africa

Spanish speaking

Houses
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Sisters

Latin America

Portuguese speaking

United States and Canada

m_
23.861 324 60,26

N

0
a
0
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Currently, the Company is present on 5 continents and in the
poorest countries . Over the past 5 years, new missions have been
opened in:
Africa : Angola in 1995, Ghana in 1996, Libya in 2000 and Chad
this year 2001, and we are considering a response to a call from
Kenya. The sisters who arrived in Sierra Leone in 1997 were obliged
to leave for the time being following the tragic events that took place.
They hope to return when conditions are more favorable.
America : Thanks to our sisters in Los Altos Hills (California),
the Company has extended its service to Alaska.

Asia : Recently the sisters of the Province of Thailand
courageously went to Cambodia and Laos.
Europe: Another place of expansion took place in Eastern
Europe. Since the fall of communism, our provinces in Poland and
Slovakia have opened five houses in Ukraine, two in Byelorussia and
two in Asia: one in Siberia and the other in Kazakhstan.
It seems important to us to note the presence of the Daughters of
Charity in Moslem countries: Algeria, Indonesia, Iran, Libya,
Morocco, Mauritania, Tunisia, Turkey, etc.
The assertion of St. Vincent: "The Daughters of Charity... are
sisters who come and go like seculars, " 16 continues to be meaningful,
enabling them to go everywhere. Faithful to this spirit, the Company
remains available and mobile to respond to new appeals.
Evolution of the Company
God, who is the Author and Master of the Company, leads it
wherever he wants. No doubt, this is toward the poorest of the poor.
The Company, as a whole, decreases considerably each year.
Considering only the last ten years, the decrease was 6,315 sisters,
which is an average of 630 sisters per year. Death and those leaving
the Community are the two most important factors in this
phenomenon. Deaths corresponded to the numbers of those entering
50 or 60 years ago. Over the course of the years 1940, 1950 and even
1960, the seminaries of Europe and the United States had hundreds
of sisters. There was an extraordinary growth of the Company, and
naturally, as is the rule of the human condition, they must return to
the Father's House. Currently there are fewer leaving the Community
now compared to the years following Vatican Council II. Over the
course of these last ten years, the average number of sisters having
left the Company is between 0.38% and 0.54%. This, of course, is
always too much.

" Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 277.
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The decrease which, in a certain sense, is normal, both from
deaths as from certain departures, is far from being compensated by
entrances. That is our greatest problem in Western Europe, the
United States, and it is now beginning to be felt in other countries. In
recent years, the decrease in the number of sisters and the aging of
the provinces have had a great repercussion on the works. Some
provinces have been obliged to withdraw from many of them, even if
the sisters remain in active ministry until well advanced in age. Over
these past ten years , the decrease in the number of houses has
been 491.
The aging and diminishment of the work force necessitate a
restructuring of the provinces. Last June, after several years of
preparation, the six Provinces of France were courageously
regrouped into two. This is an example that other countries and
provinces must follow, Europe, as much as the United States.
The number of provinces in the Company, however, has not
diminished, because new provinces have been created: BurundiRwanda , Cameroon, China , Eritrea, Ethiopia , Nigeria , Haiti and
Thailand . Last year a second Province was erected in India.
At the same time the Company is diminishing in number, it is
extending itself in the most needy countries. God is guiding us
toward the poorest of the poor in Africa and in Eastern Europe
where we were not present before, and the calls continue.
In Africa and in Asia, the number of sisters in the provinces is
currently growing. For Africa: Central Africa (Burundi-Rwanda),
Cameroon, Congo , Madagascar, Mozambique , Nigeria ; for Asia:
China , Philippines , India , Indonesia and Vietnam.
Currently the Province of Vietnam has the greatest number of
vocations.
It is not difficult to present the current situation of the Company
and its numerical and geographic evolution. Reality is there and we
must confront it without fear or discouragement. The most difficult
challenge is to discern the causes of this evolution, especially the
causes of the decrease in vocations in certain countries and in
certain provinces. We share this phenomenon with most religious
congregations. Some of the most certain influences are the following:
secularization, dechristianization, the consumer society, materialism
in general, eroticism, destruction of spiritual, moral and human
values and the destruction of the family. All of this does not make the
best "medium" for vocations to consecrated life. Added to this is the
decease in the number of children in families. The raw material is
lacking. It is also necessary to take into account the great number of
new institutes and spiritual and apostolic movements that are
arising. Another important factor in the decrease in vocations is the
promotion of lay ministry at the heart of the Church. In our case,
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since we have a charism that is expressed by multiple and diverse
social works for the promotion of the poor, we find a great number
of associations, NGO's and lay groups that dedicate themselves in
these areas. Does this mean that we are no longer needed in today's
world? Far from it, for there still exist areas that are abandoned,
"those whom no one wants" who lay claim to our presence and
service.

"It is necessary ... to be attentive to the needs of both the
universal and particular Church, to show concern for what the
world neglects, and to respond generously and boldly to the
new forms of poverty through concrete efforts, even if
necessarily on a small scale, and above all in the most
abandoned areas.""
This situation seems rather like an invitation to examine the real
meaning of our vocation. Today, if one only wants to serve the poor,
it is not necessary to become part of the Company or of another
congregation having the same charism. However, those who wish to
serve the poor within the context of total consecration to God, with
all the characteristics that the Founders demand for the service of the
Daughters of Charity, will find the opportunity and the support to do
so. Are we able to show this difference in our life? St. Vincent wanted
us to be totally given to God for the corporal and spiritual service
of the poor.
Another question that we must ask is concerned with our
response to the signs of the times. Are we sufficiently open, flexible to
respond to the needs of today in that which concerns service
(formation, information), lifestyle and forms of community life
adapted to the demands of service?
Some people think that we are too slow. The Company, however,
endeavors to ensure that the essential is maintained along with the
necessary openness and flexibility. The Common Plan is a precious
tool that allows us to live according to the demands of each house
and each service.

Challenges
As I have just said, the unfavorable context in which the sisters
must live out their vocation brings a series of challenges to us, who
have the mission of animating the Company.

17 VC, 63.
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Challenges common to all provinces of the Company
• To keep alive, in all its radicalness, the charism of caring
for the poorest of the poor, which requires continuous
availability and mobility . It is only in this way that we will be
signs in the Church.
• To maintain unity of life by preserving balance between the
three key elements that constitute the identity of the Daughters
of Charity: spiritual life, life of service and community life.
Today, for various reasons, there exists among the sisters in
active ministries a great danger of excessive work and a certain
tendency toward activism. This poses for them the risk of falling into
a state of exhaustion, not only physically, but also spiritually by
causing them to lose sight of their motivations. This is one of the
most commonly given reasons for sisters leaving the Company in
recent years. Because of excessive work, time devoted to prayer, to
community meetings and to relaxing together in community can be
lacking. In the end, all this creates a community lacking warmth,
with superficial relationships and even a certain loneliness. The
sisters complain about the lack of community time, and even when
these times do exist, they do not foster communication. In particular,
the sisters identify television as occupying too much of our attention.
They ask for the intervention of superiors as a protective measure. Of
course, one cannot generalize. It is the responsibility of the persons
confronted with this reality to verify and discern.

Specific challenges according to place
Do not lose sight that attentive reading of the signs of the times
certainly prompts more intense, urgent and specific challenges
according to the places. The fact that today in Europe, North
America, Australia and Japan the Company is diminishing in number
and in vitality due to aging, can have, as a consequence, a certain
despair or discouragement. In these countries, revitalization requires:
• Suitable accompaniment for the great number of elderly
sisters who continue to be our wealth, and for whom the
Company must always take care to confide to them some
service of the poor adapted to their abilities. For this it is
necessary to safeguard their spiritual life, their enthusiasm and
their convictions. Even if they cannot "work," or have the joy
of direct service, which is something they complain about, they
remain authentic Daughters of Charity, "servants of the poor"
by prayer, suffering and offering the diminishment of their
strength.
As our Constitutions affirm:
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"By their prayers and suffering, the sick and elderly sisters truly
share in the Mission. The community surrounds them with

care and affection and helps them to accept their infinnities as
a form of service.

"'1

In this same perspective, which is to put all at the service of the
poor, provincial superiors must:
• Be inventive so that no Daughter of Charity be deprived of
the service to which she has a right . Retirement from a
profession, which can sometimes last for many years, does not
suppose the immediate cessation of all activity. The sister
herself must not lose sight that the poor await her and
provincial superiors will do everything possible to satisfy her
need. To be sure, there are cases where illness or other
circumstances can make it inadvisable for a sister to continue
activity. All of this can be worked out in a sisterly dialogue
between the Visitatrix and the sister.
The lack of vocations also leads us to encourage:
• Vocational promotion , which is so important for all
provinces, must be a priority for those who are suffering a
shortage , even though this presupposes, at times, much work
and little success. What must never happen is that despair and
discouragement reach such a point that they put a damper on
our enthusiasm to seek new members and that we are
incapable of integrating them into our communities.
• The provinces having a great number of vocations are called
to make a circumspect discernment as to the motivations that
lead candidates to the Company. It is necessary to give priority
to quality and not quantity.
• Provinces having a great number of sisters who are young
in vocation, must give great importance to their initial
formation. It is necessary to watch over not only the seminary,
but also the following stage, which is most especially confided
to the Sister Servant and the local community. This is the time
that the sister young in vocation solidifies her vocation as a
Daughter of Charity in all areas. All efforts in this are
warranted and must be encouraged in order to assist the sister
young in vocation to integrate herself into the Company.

" C. 2.20.
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Specific challenges for the Provincial Directors
• Spiritual animation . All efforts in this area are necessary and
more than justified at all levels: personal, community and
provincial. Sometimes the sisters find themselves in places and
work situations that are not appropriate to the spiritual or
faith life. These are milieus where all that is related to faith
and to behavior in accord with faith are not only neither
understood nor accepted, but are even rejected and ridiculed.
These atmospheres lead to a cooling off of the spiritual, to a
lack of motivation and even to the loss of vocation and faith.
According to persons concerned, sometimes loss of vocation
was preceded by these states of soul.
Special attention must be given, on the part of all those to whom
spiritual animation is confided and more especially by the Directors,
to the sisters, who in places where we have sent them to carry out
their mission, do not have the necessary means for the spiritual life
proper to a consecrated person, such as the Eucharist and the
sacrament of penance, nor someone with whom they can
communicate in a difficult time. There have been cases, and they still
exist, where the sisters only have Mass every three months. Is it
prudent to put them in these situations? Would our Founders have
done the same?
• Formation . Another way in which the role of the Director is
fundamental is that" of formation. This is necessary at all
stages, but especially during the initial period: postulancy,
seminary, and preparation for making vows for the first time.
His function during these stages is indispensable, as much for
assisting with discernment as for an accompaniment which
can enlighten and form.
Our Constitutions also specifically give to the Directors the
formation of Sister Servants, in whose hands are the animation and
government of the communities. They must often face difficult
situations in the practical realm. Thus, there is the need for
formation, accompaniment and support. Constitution 3.11 gives to
the local community and, above all the Sister Servant, the
responsibility for the final stage of initial formation of the sister
young in vocation. This is a task that also encompasses her
integration into the local community. We are well aware that,
according to the characteristics of today's youth, without excluding
its great values, as well as the fact that our communities in some
countries have enormous differences in age and mentality,
integration into community life becomes very difficult. These
situations require accompaniment both for the Sister Servants and
for the local communities.
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Before concluding, I would like to thank you for all that the
Company receives from you through your competence and your
dedication. It is difficult to find the right words to express everything
that, from the origins of the foundation, the accompaniment of the
Congregation of the Mission has meant for the Daughters of Charity,
and through them, for the service of the poor. Thank you!
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY, Paris)

Viticentiana, July-October 2001

Mission and Charity
by Fernando Quintano, C.M.
Director General of Daughters of Charity

3.Vll.2001
Introduction
I will begin by explaining the intent of the Organizing
Commission in placing this conference at the beginning of the
program for the Vincentian month. It is a question of building a
framework that may be used to connect everything we hear and that
we communicate to one another during these four weeks. I offer a
picture frame in which the volumes and tones of the material will be
drawn and painted by all of us in the context of the following days.
The participants in this Vincentian Month are the Provincial
Directors of the Daughters of Charity, in other words, the 80 priests
of the Congregation of the Mission, whose present ministry is this
service to the Daughters of Charity in their respective provinces.
The history of the Congregation of the Mission and the Company
of the Daughters of Charity has been interwoven in spiritual,
apostolic and juridical bonds since the origin of both institutions. In
almost four centuries of existence, each one has maintained its own
identity and autonomy, and written beautiful pages collaboratively,
in a book yet unfinished.
There are other Congregations, both masculine and feminine, in
the Church who also have the same Founders, but I believe that none
among them has the fraternal relationship that exists between the
Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity. In this,
we are unique in consecrated life.
In addition to the Superior General as head of both Companies,
I think we can affirm that the Provincial Directors are the persons
who have most contributed to this mutual collaboration between the
two Congregations. In order that this relationship continues in the
future and in the best possible way, this month of formation has
been organized.
The focus of this conference will be to begin with a historical
perspective, then the present reality of collaboration, with a view to
the future.
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This first intervention will be completed in a few days when we
talk about the mi,sio n of the Provincial Director,'

1. A look at the beginning
if we return to the origin of the Congregation of the Mission and
the Daughters of Charity, it is because we recognize the truth in the
statement that says, "History is the teacher of life." Knowledge of the
past helps us understand and live the present with a view to the
future.2
In the spiritual journey of St. Vincent, there was a progressive
discovery of the union which exists between Mission and Charity and
consequently, between the Congregation and the Daughters of
Charity. Therefore, the title of this presentation. The experiences of
Gannes, Folleville, and Chi tillon, helped him discover the poor, who
were dying of hunger because of their poverty and were condemned
due to ignorance of the necessary truths for salvation. The successive
foundations of the Confraternities, the Congregation of the Mission,
and the Daughters of Charity are different responses to material and
spiritual poverty.
These three foundations, seen as a whole, may be considered the
beginning of a pastoral and social plan, to be realized through the
collaboration of laity, clergy and consecrated women.
These three foundations are destined to have the same end:
integral care of the poor, animated by the same spirit, by charity and
fundamental humility. This same end and spirit is shared by those
who intend to continue the mission of Christ and enables them to
take on the same spirit and use the same means.
Focusing on the two Companies, the Founder considered them
to he an incarnation of mission and charity: two dimensions of
evangelization and humanization, of spiritual and corporal service of
the poor, who have a hunger for the Word of God and a hunger for
bread. In order to satisfy their dual hunger, the Congregation and the

'There will be other presentations that will relate to and enrich this
conference. I am referring to the conferences on the specific nature of the
vows of the Daughters of Charity, the unique contribution of St. Vincent and
St. Louise in the configuration of the identity and spirituality of the Company
(Fr. Benito Martinez), and the presentation by Sr. Wivinc and Sr. Anne on the
identity and spirituality of the Daughters of Charity as well as the
"communications" of various sisters.
'For a more detailed study on this theme cf. J. Jamet, in Vincent de Pail!
animador de la vida co»rnitaria (Various authors), pp. 267-279, Salamanca
1975; M. Lloret, "Comunicacion a la Asamblea General do la Congregacion de
la Misi6n," Rome, 1992; and Miguel Perez Flores in a work that I have, but I
do not know if it has been published.
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Daughters of Charity exist, "as two branches of the same tree and
two hands of the same body."
St. Vincent said to the missionaries that in coming to the
Congregation they came not only to evangelize the poor but to assist
them in their material needs as well. "To do this is to evangelize in
word and action and in the most perfect way, as done by our Lord.",
However, in practice, the missionaries prioritized the ministry of the
word, while the Daughters of Charity, that of service. St. Vincent
recognized and approved it. "The Daughters of Charity have taken on
the order of Providence as a means of doing with their hands what we
cannot do with ours in serving the poor.",
With this conviction, the missionaries also serve the poor when
they collaborate in the spiritual animation of the sisters. That is why,
from the beginning, St. Vincent designated some missionaries to the
care of the Daughters of Charity, and as the Superior General of the
two Companies, he designated others to positions of authority, for
example, Frs. Portail, (the first Director General), Lambert, and
Almeras. In a conference on, "The Relation of the sisters of houses at
a distance from superiors in Paris," he says, "The Superior of the
Daughters of Charity is the Superior General of the Congregation of the
Mission or his deputy, and therefore he has spiritual jurisdiction over
the entire Company and nobody else has, unless the Superior General
gives it to him. "5
But not all the missionaries shared the opinions and practices of
the Founder. The Rules of the Congregation of the Mission
prohibited them from ministering to religious. Based on this fact,
Fr. de la Fosse sought to prove that the missionaries should not
spend time attending to the sisters. St. Vincent refuted this argument
and wrote saving, "The Daughters of Charity are not religious. If we
must direct there, it is according to the plan of God, for the birth of his
little Company. God has asked this service of us, and you know, that
God uses the same means to give birth to the being of things as to
preserving them. " And the logical conclusion that St. Vincent reaches
is that "we have an obligation to help the sisters advance in virtue so
they may dedicate themselves to the exercise of charity. "^ On another
occasion, in anticipation of possible objections that could appear in
the future, he confronted the missionaries with the following reasons:

' Coste, Conferences to CMs, 608.
Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 278, Letter 3077.
Coste, Conferences to DCs, 1207. In the Council of 8 September 1655,
St. Vincent affirmed that, "Mlle. Le Gras is the head and the soul which
animates the entire Company, and may direct the sisters along with the
Superior General."
Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 277, Letter 3077.
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"Did not the Son of God come to evangelize the poor? Yes. Did he not
want some women to accompany him? Yes. Did he not direct them
towards perfection and to the service of the poor? Yes. Well, then, if our
Lord did all this for our instruction, are we not doing good in following

him? Is it, then, contrary to his way of acting, to attend to these women
so that they may assist the poor? Our Lord did not come into the world
except to evangelize the poor and yet he directed a group of women.
What a blessing to find ourselves in the same state as the Son of God,
directing, as he did, women who serve him and serve the poor. "I For
the Founder of both Companies that the missionaries devote
themselves to the spiritual care of the Daughters of Charity is a
logical consequence. That is why he places this ministry along side
the missions to the people and the formation of the clergy; all three
are different ways of living their vocation of service to the poor.
However, in this collaboration, St. Louise plays a fundamental
role. When the Company received its first approbation on 20
November 1646, St. Vincent was named Superior General, but the
Company remained under the Archbishop of Paris. St. Louise wrote
to St. Vincent, "Those terms which are so absolute about depending on
the Archbishop will be prejudicial to us in the future, by allowing hint
the freedom to separate us from the Superior General of the
Congregation of the Mission. Is it not necessary that from our
foundation, your Charity be given us as a perpetual director? In the
name of God, Father, do not permit an to happen that would
leave room someday for separation of the Company from the direction
that God has given us. Rest assured that it would immediately cease to
be what it is. "s A year later, she again wrote to him, insisting on "the
necessity of having the Company remain always and successively under
the direction that Divine Providence had given, not only for its spiritual
but also for its material well-being. It would be better that the Company
disappear completely rather than be under another direction.", In
the second approbation of 1655, St. Louise, in fact, succeeded
in obtaining what she had intended. Someone has said that
the Daughters of Charity are what St. Vincent desired and what
St. Louise accomplished. The idea even crossed her mind that the
two Companies should form one same institution.
That commitment of the Founders to unite the two Companies
has an explanation. We know about St. Vincent's insistence that the
Daughters of Charity not be directed by religious. That could lead to
the assimilation of certain elements of a religious state, such as,

' Coste, Conferences to CMs, 607; cf. Coste, Conferences to CMs,
Repetition of Prayer 4 August 1658. 444-446.
'Spiritual 14Writings. 1-1301), p. 187.
"Spiritual Writings, 1-199, p. 234.
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wanting to identify themselves with religious, which in that epoch,
meant living in a cloister. If this occurred, as had happened with the
Visitation nuns of St. Francis de Sales, "goodbye to charity and the
service of the poor. "
There is another source of information that is very important
and vital to explaining the intimate relationship which exists between
the two Congregations. It is the union, integrity and dynamism which
proceeds from being animated by the same spirit. One same spirit
which blossoms primarily from the sane way of following Christ,
and inspired by the Holy Spirit through St. Vincent; one Christ,
Evangelizer and Servant of the Poor, infinite charity and love which
has been humbled. This Christ is the Rule of the Mission and of the
Daughters of Charity. This is the Christ whom we contemplate in
prayer, and translate to the same attitudes in the service of
evangelization, and the care of the poor. One same spirit is expressed
in virtues characteristic of both Companies.
St. Vincent communicated his faith and his experience, thus
motivating the missionaries and the Daughters of Charity, to also
take on the spirit of Jesus Christ. The conferences to each group were
the principal instruments of those who made use of them. It would
be interesting to study the doctrinal similarity of the conferences
given to the priests and to the sisters. In the explanation that he gave
of the Rules, vows, virtues, prayer and other spiritual and community
practices, the similarity is palpable.
It is not only the teachings that are similar; St. Vincent
frequently told the sisters: in our Congregation we do this or that, or
he gave them examples of different confreres and brothers. The
similarities of the vows of the two Companies, their secularity, their
status of poverty are aspects which have all been well studied. It is
not surprising that even today when the Vincentians speak to the
sisters, the latter feel that we are giving them "homemade bread,"
and when others do the same in harmony with their spirituality, they
say "This person seems to be a follower of St. Vincent."
2. After the Founders
On 6 June 1668, the Company obtained the pontifical approbation
granted by Cardinal Vendome, legate of Pope Clement IX, at the
request of the first successor of St. Vincent, Fr. Rene Almtras
and the third Superioress General of the Company, Sr. Mathurine
Guerin. Through this approbation, the Company ceased being a
"Confraternity" and became a secular community dependent on the
Pope and not on the Bishops. These two Superiors General wrote the
Common Rules of the Company published in 1672. In 1718, Fr. Jean
Bonnet published the Statutes that specified the government of the
Company, the vows, elections, admission to the Company, the various
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offices, and so on. And in what concerns the form of government, the
Statutes state that the Company is governed by the Superioress
General with the Superior General of the Mission.
Fr. Henin wrote the Instruction on the Vows which would be
approved and published by the Superior General, Fr. Nicolas Pierron
in 1701. This catechism explained to the sisters the obligations they
were undertaking in making vows, notably obedience to the Superior
General of the Congregation of the Mission.
From 1711 to 1736, Fr. Jean Bonnet governed the two
companies. Through his efforts the rules proper to the Company
were developed: canonical and regular visitations, assemblies every
six years to elect a Superioress General, regulations concerning the
Director General, Assistant General, Treasurer General, Secretary
General and the administration of the goods of the Company.
Throughout the 19''' century and up to the time of Vatican
Council I, the Company of the Daughters of Charity was the target of
many bishops who tried to remove the sisters from the authority of
the Superior General, to have them become religious, determine their
confessors, do away with the canonical visitations made by the
Congregation of the Mission, dispose of the goods of the Company,
and so on.
It is in the 20"' century that the authority of the Superior General
over the Company of the Daughters of Charity was cleared up and
strengthened thanks to the Canon Law of 1917 and the evolution of
the rule proper to the Company. On 17 October 1946, Pope Pius XII
signed the Decree that confirmed this authority as well as being
exempt from the bishops. The same thing was granted in approving
on 1 June 1954 the first Constitutions adapted to the Code of Canon
Law. These first Constitutions had a juridical and religious tone but
from another point of view they clarified the fundamental articles.

3. Vatican Council II to today
The greatest expansion of the two Companies took place between
the 19" and 20"centuries up until the 1970s. During this time,
collaboration between the two Companies expanded in every
direction.
The practice followed by our Founders frequently consisted of
sending a new community of Daughters of Charity where the
Congregation of the Mission was already present or vice versa."' The
same continues in our day. The origin of many current provinces or

i0 Cf. Coste, Conferences to DCs May 1658, p. 1049 and 26 August 1658,
p. 1121.
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the presence of communities in certain places are due to the calls
heard by the confreres or sisters already present. Mutual support to
one or the other community given during consolidations as well as
other difficult circumstances has been exemplary on more than one
occasion.
Vatican Council II asked all Congregations to revise their
Constitutions. Pope Paul VI, as well as the Sacred Congregation for
Religious, by two edicts in 1967 formulated the applicable norms for
this revision; this introduced the General Assemblies as the legislative
power and highest governing body (previously the Assemblies were
only convoked to elect a Superioress General) and added Provincial
and Domestic Assemblies. So, in the elaboration of the regulations
for these three types of Assemblies and the successive editing of the
new Constitutions (1968, 1974, 1980), the Congregation of the
Mission collaborated with the Daughters of Charity in providing
them with Vincentians who were experts in Canon Law and
Vincentian Doctrine. The present Constitutions were approved on
2 February 1983. They were the result of 12 years of reflection and
work of the entire Company, formulated in a model text that
perfectly unites maintaining fidelity to the origins and giving
attention to the signs of the times. These Constitutions establish the
principles and criteria on which the relationship of the Company and
the Congregation of the Mission relies today. We can categorize them
on four levels:

a) Government
Faithful to the desires of the Founders, the Company has, as
Superior General, the Superior General of the Congregation of the
Mission who enjoys executive and juridical powers. His mission, above
all, consists in assisting the Daughters of Charity in maintaining their
identity and keeping alive the spirit of St. Vincent. To achieve this he
uses the means he feels are most timely: writings, visitations,
conferences.... The Constitutions especially entrust him with all
matters concerning the vows; he presides at the General Council and
the General Assembly; he provides the legal interpretation of the
Constitutions." He names the Director General," the Provincial
Directors," the Visitatrixes,j4 Provincial Councillors,, and confirms the

" C. 3.27 and 1.14.
C. 3.28.
" C. 3.38.
14 C. 3.36.
15 C. 3.39.
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nominations of the Treasurer General,16 the Provincial Treasurers 17
and Sister Servants.'
It is from the authority of the Superior General that other
members of the Congregation of the Mission such as the Director
General and the Provincial Directors derive their authority.
The fact of exercising this authority as the head of two
Companies does not make one dependent on the other. The
Congregation of the Mission is not the masculine branch of the
Company, neither is the Company the feminine branch of the
Congregation of the Mission. Each has its own Constitutions that
establish its form of governance.
That of the Daughters of Charity states: "The Superioress General,
assisted by the General Council, exercises the immediate government of
the Company."19 Constant communication between the two Superiors
General allows governance to be exercised without interference nor
special difficulties. The distinct personalities of each give a different
style to this joint governance. Similar relationships must take place
at other levels of governance by the Congregation of the Mission:
Director General and the Provincial Directors. I will not stop on this
last aspect for we will talk about it specifically the day that I present
the role of the Provincial Director. But, it must be stated that on the
juridical level both the Superior General, as well as the Director
General and the Provincial Directors, have a function of governance
- that given them by the particular law of the Company - and
which does not limit them to being spiritual directors or counselors.
It must be recognized and accepted that the assignments and manner
of exercising authority at these levels of governance have evolved,
reaffirming more and more its spiritual and pastoral aspects. But the
Constitutions and Statutes continue to entrust and ask some
confreres for collaboration in government that, while they remain in
these positions, they must accept and not neglect.

b) Spiritual level
It is at this level - united with the pastoral level - that there
exists and can be perceived the greatest amount of collaboration
between the two Companies. Statistics done on this aspect show that
- in addition to the Superior General, the Director General and
the Provincial Directors - almost one-third of the members of
the Congregation of the Mission have a ministry working closely

C. 3.32.
" C. 3.40.
C. 3.45 and S. 35.
19 C. 1.15; cf. 3.29.
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with the sisters. These ministries are varied : annual and monthly
retreats , quarterly visits, confessions , spiritual direction , formation
collaboration, chaplains, and so on. This collaboration is generally
established by common agreement between the Visitatrix, Director
and the Sister Servants on one side and the Visitors, local Superiors,
and confreres on the other. Thus possible conflicts that could arise
are avoided. The Constitutions of the Company state: "Spiritual

direction is an effective means of growing in the imitation of Christ.
The Daughters of Charity seek that direction preferably from the priests
of the Congregation of the Mission, who are in a position to help them
fulfill their Vincentian vocation." And Statute 23 affirms: "The advice
10

of competent persons is sought at the various stages of formation. For

spiritual and Vincentian guidance, the priests of the Congregation of the
Mission are consulted as far as possible."
Moreover , the Constitutions of the Congregation of the Mission
also state: "Since the Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of
Charity share a common heritage, members should willingly give them
assistance when asked, especially in the matter of retreats and spiritual
direction. They should also show a brotherly spirit of cooperation in
those works which have been undertaken together. "'
The majority of annual retreats, around 500, given to the
Daughters of Charity, are confided to Priests of the Mission. And in
areas where there is not a confrere to direct the retreat , it is due
more to a lack of confreres than availability. In general, the sisters
appreciate this collaboration even if some prefer other modalities. It
is for this reason, that the last General Assembly approved this
proposition : "They make an eight - day retreat, determined by the norms
established in each province. " Therefore, each province determines the
most advantageous method for attaining the purpose of the practice
of annual retreats.
Principally, within the stages of initial formation, the sisters are
advised of the practice of spiritual direction with a preference for
priests of the Congregation of the Mission. It is this area that there
are the most difficulties, either because there are fewer confreres, or
because this ministry is not attractive to the confreres or because
they do not feel sufficiently prepared to provide this service to the
sisters. However, numerous sisters occasionally or at particular times
have recourse to the advice of confreres.
This collaboration , at the spiritual level, requires that the priests
respect and encourage the Identity of the Company. For this they
must know the writings of the Founders, the Constitutions and
Statutes of the Daughters of Charity, the Instruction on the Vows, the

Z°C 2.13 § 2.
2C.17.
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documents derived from each General Assembly, and the Echoes of
the Company. One call to attention: At present there is much written
on religious life. If we do not know what to choose from among all
that is available, what is in keeping with the Identity of the
Daughters of Charity, we risk having them become "religious." If the
sisters consider that we are more capable of assisting them in
remaining faithful to their own charism it is because they feel we
know the charism.

c) Pastoral level
Pastoral collaboration between the two Companies is very
diverse in methodology and well as intensity. It is not regulated
by norms but depends on the country, the works, the number
of members, the possibilities and the personal characteristics.
Regarding the sisters, there is excellent collaboration on the
catechetical level, liturgical celebrations, pastoral care of the sick and
elderly, dispensaries, child care and educational centers, direction of
lay Vincentian groups, youth ministry and vocations. Special
emphasis is given to today's collaboration in Popular Missions and
also within various interprovincial commissions: teaching, youth
ministry and vocation ministry.

d) Formation level
In general, the sisters feel that the confreres are more qualified in
the area of formation. That is why today they request the
collaboration of the confreres with greater insistence.
In several countries where the Congregation of the Mission and
the Company have various provinces, there is a combined
commission composed of Visitors, Visitatrices, and Directors. The
success of this commission varies, as well as the frequency with
which it meets. The most frequent is that of interprovincial
collaboration in formation, as well as other affairs concerning the
two Companies.
The Visitatrixes of Latin America have begun a center of
interprovincial formation for the sisters, headquartered in Bogota,
Columbia. This depends on the assistance of the Latin American
Confederation of Vincentian Provinces of the Congregation of the
Mission (CLAPVI) and the Daughters of Charity. This organization
furthers collaboration in common pastoral projects and the
formation of missionaries, sisters and lay Vincentians. A similar
project is planned by the priests and sisters in the Philippines for the
continent of Asia. In Spain, there have been 25 Vincentian Study
Weeks in Salamanca; a great number of priests, sisters and lay
people have participated in them. There are also courses of
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Vincentian studies for sisters on three levels: an initial course, an
intermediate course and an advanced course. The confreres also
participate in this last level which lasts for one month. Both for the
study weeks or the courses, most of the speakers belong to the
Vincentian Family. The publisher CEME has been the best means of
spreading Vincentian teaching to Spanish-speaking countries for
around 30 years. For this reason, it is the best means of formation of
members of the two Companies.
The impetus that our Superior General gives to the Vincentian
Family, in the broadest sense of the term, opens new possibilities of
collaboration, which will probably be even more useful. Already its
fruits are being seen by a greater knowledge and proximity of the
different branches of the Vincentian tree at the levels of spiritual
direction and formation. But without a doubt, a greater collaboration
among all forces will have as a result the possibility of undertaking
common works for the service of the poor, works which, without this
collaboration, would be impossible. The international secretariats of
the Vincentian Marian Youth and MISEVI are two other- reasons and
motivations for hope in this collaboration.

4. Leave the present to fix your sights on the future
We have just briefly walked through about four centuries of
collaboration between the two Companies, united by one same
founder and spirit. We have noted four levels where this collaboration
was concretized and manifested. What evaluation can we make today
of this long history?
Given that there are both lights and shadows, I believe the result
is largely positive for the two Companies. Maybe, however, we can
note some difficulties: an excessive centralism and authoritarianism,
sometimes interference on the part of certain Superiors General who
have not always respected the autonomy of the Company; or of some
Visitors who, up until 1955, were also the Directors of the sisters in
their respective provinces, or Directors deciding on nominations and
destination of the sisters. It is also from the level of authority that we
have clefended, in certain instances, the juridical status of the
Company, its secularity, its exemption, and so on. Finally, it is above
all by spiritual direction that we have contributed to the maintenance
of unity in the Company, despite its expansion over the five
continents.
If all the sisters do not question the authority of the Superior
General or of the Directors with respect to the juridical and
governmental aspects, there could be some who judge the presence of
the missionary priests at three levels of government to be
anachronous. Certainly the Company is in a unique situation at the
heart of consecrated life, a situation that other congregations do not
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understand and even less those who live in cultural contexts that are
very marked by feminism . But this tendency is not found among the
Daughter of Charity. If it were that way the sisters would have
changed their proper rule since they have the possibility of doing so
at each General Assembly. Some sisters suggest that they participate
in the nomination of the Superior General not necessarily by vote but
by something similar to the consultations that are used for the
nomination of the Director General or Provincial Director.
It is certain that none of these opinions has weakened the
respect and esteem towards the Superior General and for us who are
his representatives before the Company and the provinces . However,
one must remember that exercising a shared and complementary
authority, while respecting autonomy , is not always easy . But our
long history shows that this is possible and has been advantageous.
At the spiritual level, the sisters recognize the help received from
the missionaries to maintain fidelity to the spirit . In their
Constitutions and Statutes , they continue to consider us to be the
most capable of encouraging them in fidelity to their vocation . In this
sense they demand from us a greater formation comprised of a better
knowledge of their identity and their spirituality . They desire that the
missionaries have a better preparation , be available for spiritual
direction and offer them a greater possibility of receiving the
sacrament of Reconciliation more frequently.
At the pastoral level it must be said that the sisters have been and
are one of the columns which supports many of the pastoral projects
of the Congregation of the Mission . In certain cases they reproach us
for our lack of trust in them and excessive authoritarianism and
paternalism . Vita Consecrata expresses the desire that the new
awareness that women have of themselves and their just demands help
men to revise their mental perceptions.,,
With regard to the level of formation , more particularly that
which deals with Vincentian Formation, the sisters acknowledge that
they receive an irreplaceable contribution from the missionaries,
especially experts on Vincentian teaching, as well as a thrust that
enables them to explore and deepen a territory that, for centuries,
was the exclusive privilege of' the Congregation of the Mission.

Conclusion
In the Apostolic Exhortation Vita Consecrata, John Paul Ii
recalled the irreplaceable mission that consecrated life continues to
have today in the Church and in the world. At the same time he
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stressed the necessity for each one of the branches of this tree of
consecrated life to be faithful to its identity, to its origins and its
sacred traditions.
A will and a tradition that go back to the Founders are still
present in the person of the Superior General of the two Companies.
From this authority of the Superior General fundamentally flows the
juridical and spiritual bonds that have existed and still exist between
the Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity. The
bonds are developed and concretized in pastoral collaboration,
formation, etc. To deny or forget this history would render us
incapable of understanding that which characterizes the mutual
relationship of the two Companies. To break with this history would
be an impoverishment for one as well as the other and, without
a doubt, for the mission confided to the two Companies to serve
the poor.
It is probable, since this has been the case up to the present,
that changes will continue to evolve concerning the manner
of understanding, exercising and expressing this unity and
collaboration, accentuating the spirituality, formation or the
apostolate. The thrust that the Superiors General are giving to the
Vincentian Family opens up new horizons. But we would not be
consistent if this impetus brought to the entire Vincentian Family
became a detriment to the support and collaboration that has
always existed between us, that we consider and have always
been considered to be the two most important branches of the
Vincentian tree.
Throughout this conference, the help and collaboration brought
by the Congregation of the Mission to the Company have been
stressed more than not. This is very understandable given that it is a
member of the Congregation that has just spoken to you. That is why
I am suggesting that it be a Daughter of Charity who continues this
theme as viewed from another perspective. If she notices that the
influence and collaboration of the Company toward the Congregation
of the Mission was insufficient, personally I believe that in the future
it would be necessary to rectify this deficit. We, the missionaries, also
need to be energized and enriched but the sisters. Many recognize
this already. Often I read in provincial newsletters the sisters' words
of gratitude addressed to the Provincial Directors who are completing
their terms of office. The Directors always respond by recognizing
that they have received from the sisters more than they have given.
One confrere, who just began the mission in Central Africa wrote me
these words: "What would we do without the help of the sisters!"
The Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity
have their own identity and autonomy. That which unites them is a
common purpose and spirit. We are the heirs of a secular history of
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fraternal collaboration. In this history book there are beautiful,
unforgettable pages. We must continue to add similar pages.
I said at the beginning of my presentation that this conference
would be the backdrop and frame for all that we would experience
together during this month of formation. I will conclude by saving
that in the present and in the future, the Provincial Director is the
member of the Congregation of the Mission who can best enflesh and
strengthen this unity and collaboration between the two Companies,
and not only because of what is involved in his ministry at the level
of government, spirituality, ministry and formation, but also because
it is the path that can facilitate this everyday help and mutual
collaboration between the members of the two Companies on a
two-way road. That is what the Director's Directory recognizes and
demands.!! It is one of the objectives of this Vincentian Month for
Provincial Directors.
We owe these bonds of collaboration and proximity to the
struggle led by St. Louise to attain this end. I conclude with a
reflection and personal experience that she passed on to us: "On the
octave of the Feast of Corpus Christi, I adored the Blessed Sacrament in
the chapel of our venerable Fathers. I begged Our Lord, by the loving
union of the Word with man, that both communities might be eternally
united to him; that we might remain forever united to the Roman
Apostolic Hierarchy by means of the close union of each member of our
communities with the poor, in conformity to the Will of God...." 24
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGH'rERS OF CHARITY, Park)

" Cf. 70-71.
" Spiritual Writings, A. 21B. p. 732.
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The Identity of the Daughter of Charity:
Characteristic and Distinctive Elements
How does a Daughter of Charity live in today's world?

by Wivine Kisu, D.C.
General Councillor
4.V11.200I
Introduction
Today, the rationalist and totalitarian ideologies have fallen, and
the great scientific and technological strides that are being made
undoubtedly offer our world immense possibilities. Material progress
gives rise to an amelioration of human conditions within the
different areas of health, education, and food as well as a greater
openness for universality and solidarity of our planet, especially
during catastrophic times. Yet, we are witnesses to greater and
deeper- disparities between the richer part of humanity and the
poorer part where endemic illnesses rage, hunger, AIDS and their
consequences on society, especially on those who are least protected.
Moreover, the development of human science has provided a
greater understanding of the human being in its complexities. While
society recognizes the value of freedom, respect, and human rights,
we are unfortunately witnesses to the growth of violence in different
forms: war, break-up of families, exclusion both of persons and of
certain groups.
Faced with the wonders mentioned above, if I may thus qualify
them, brought about by science and technology, we are part of the
emergence of a culture of dechristianization and a phenomenon of
secularization at all levels in spite of the growth of all kinds of sects.
This brings with it a certain relativism, a worship of the ephemeral
and it lack of landmarks, resulting even in despair.
Many realities positively and/or negatively influence and affect
the life of a Daughter of Charity. Thus, the identity of a Daughter of
Charity, clear and easily understood at one time, seems to be
becoming, in some regards, confused and nebulous through a lack of
unity among its different aspects:

- "totally given to God,"
- community life,
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- service of the poor and the vows "which give their
service its specific character."
It seems important then to clearly re-establish ourselves as to
who we are in order always to be able to respond with fidelity,
boldness and creativity to the mission that is ours in the
circumstances of today.
Today, in light of the theme "inculturation of the charism in a
changing world" from the 1997 General Assembly, we are at a
turning point in our lives in preparation for a revision of our
Constitutions and Statutes. This revision is to be "a revitalization" of
our being as a Daughter of Charity, servant of the poor, in order to
be "more" in the living than in the doing.

1. Identity Revealing God
"When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi he put this
question to his disciples, 'Who do people say the Son of Man is?' And
they said, 'Some say he is John the Baptist, some Elijah, and others
Jeremiah or one of the prophets.' 'But you,' he said, 'who do you say
I am?' Then Simon Peter spoke up, 'You are the Christ,' he said, the
Son of the Living God.' Jesus replied, 'Simon, son of Jonah, you are a
happy rnan! Because it was not flesh and blood that revealed this to
you but nv Father in heaven. So now I say to you: You are Peter and
on this rock I will build my Church"' (Mt 16:13-17).
To Christ's question, the apostles replied according to what they
had heard said about Jesus. But Jesus' question is directed to them.
For you, who am 1? Who do you say I am? The Spirit, who comes to
the aid of the weaknesses and inabilities of humanity, helps Peter to
confess in faith: " You are the Messiah , the Son of the Living God!"
The Spirit revealed to Peter and the apostles the true identity of
Jesus. The name "Messiah" clearly reveals, at the same time, the
identity and mission of Jesus.
But, they must wait for the Resurrection of the Lord and
especially Pentecost, the anointing of the Holy Spirit, before the
apostles and disciples knew from within and understood the length,
breadth, and depth of Christ's identity: the Messiah, the Anointed
One, sent by God, and Son of God.
Attentive to events and the Spirit of God who continuously acts
in events, Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac discovered that
Jesus Incarnate, who assumed the human condition, the Messiah, is:
Adorer, Servant , and Evangelizer. They felt urged by the fire of
charity that emanates from the total gift of Christ to the Father for
the salvation of humanity: "The charity of Christ crucified urges
us." Thus Vincent de Paul and Louise experienced the identity of
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Jesus in his redemptive Incarnation. It is this Jesus that they propose
to those who will vow their- lives to his cause, taking from him their
own identity.

A. Who are these women wanting to share in the experience of
Vincent of Paul?

1. They have a name: Daughters of Charity
If a name holds the identity of a person, it also reveals the
mission and lifestyle of the person, that which the Daughters of
Charity have from then on assumed. This identity is stipulated to
them in these terms by Vincent de Paul in the response they are to
give the bishop, if they are asked who they are and if they are
religious: "Tell him that you are poor Daughters of Charity, who have
given yourselves to God for the service of the poor" (Coste, Conferences
to DCs, 474).

Since this identity has its roots in the same life as God,
St. Vincent unceasingly reminds the sisters of the source of their life
on which they must always build and conform their existence to be
worthy of the name they carry: "They shall remember the name of
Daughters of Charity which they bear, and shall strive to render
themselves worthy of it by the holy love which they shall hear towards
God and their neighbor" (Corte, Conferences to DCs, 1034).

And again: "... when you gave yourselves to God to serve the poor...
You received this name which God has given to you. Therefore, you
should live in conformity with the name you bear, since it was God

himself who gave it to the Company, for it was not Mademoiselle Le
Gras, Father Portail, and certainly not I, who called you Daughters of
Charity. Observe that it was the people, who, seeing what you were
doing and the service our first sisters rendered the poor, gave you this
name, which has remained as one most suitable to Your mode of life"
(Coste, Conferences to DCs, 1045).
This name, received from God by the voice of the people,
expresses and reveals the very essence of God's Being: "My dear
people, let us love one another since love conies from God and everyone
who loves is begotten by God and knows God. Anyone who fails to love
can never have known God, because God is love" (1 Jn 4:7-8).
Therefore, this name demands that a Daughter of Charity live in such
a way that she reflects the love God has for the world and the poor.
Because "... to say a Daughter of Charit_y... is to say a Daughter of God"
(Coste, Conferences to DCs, 741).
It is from this beautiful name Charity , Love , that all takes and
receives existence (life) in the deepest sense of the word. Within this
name alone, all the commandments are summarized and give rise to
eternal life.
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"'Master, what must I do to inherit eternal life?' lie said to hint,

'What is written in the Law? What do you read there?' He replied, 'You
must love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul,
with all your strength, and w ith all your mind, and your neighbor as
youurself "' (Lk 10:25-28).
This love of God is at the center of the good news of salvation
given by Jesus Christ, an intense love that consumed the heart of God
made man, a love he wanted to give to the world, a love which made
him say: "I have come to bring fire to the earth, and horn I wish it were
blazing already!" (Lk 12:49).
In Jesus Christ, Love incarnate, life in its fullness is given to
humanity: "I have come so that they may have life and have it to the
full" (Jn 10:10).
Within the name of Daughter of Charity is hidden a mission: that
which God, in his Son, desired in order to save our humanity.
Indeed, it is through love for humanity that God became human to
elevate us to the dignity of children of God which could not have
been clone to sinful humanity except by Love. "There is no greater love
than this: to lay down one's life for one's friends" (Jn 15:13).
The being of a Daughter of Charity must correspond to this love.
St. Vincent urged the sisters in these words: "Give all your goods to
the poor, if you have not charity, you are doing nothing; no, not even if
you gave your lives. 0, nmy dear sisters, we must imitate the Son of God
who did nothing save front the motive of the love which he had for God
his Father. And so your design, on coating to the Charity, should be to
conic here purely for the love and pleasure of God and, as long as von
remain in it, all your actions should tend to the sane love" (Coste,
Conferences to DCs, 17-18).
A Daughter of Charity must be, in the words of Mother
Guillemin, "obsessed with charity and review her interior and
exterior attitudes to adapt them to charity. Wherever she is, she must
be an expression of charity.' The witnessing to charity is the
prophecy of today. Her look, her actions, all of her being must be an
expression of love, which is life to communicate to her community
and to men and women that God sends to her."
Because a Daughter of Charity is born of the Love of God, she is
called to be, in the fullest sense of the word, a witness of charity, of
love. It is a question of life or death for her.

2. They have an option : living the fullness of their baptism in and
through the service of the poor
The vocation of a Daughter of Charity is rooted in baptism lived
to its fullest. "While it is, at one and the saute time, intimacy with the
three Divine Persons and closeness to humanity, this life should be the
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transparent vessel of the love which burns in the hearts of the children
of God" (Instruction on the Vows of the Daughters of Charity, p. 21).
The entire life of the Daughters of Charity is situated at the heart
of this Baptismal and Trinitarian life . They endeavour to live the
evangelical message in the radicality desired by Christ when he
invited the rich young man: "... Go, sell what you own and give the
money to the poor, ... then come, follow me" (Mt 19:21, Mk 10:21,
Lk 18:22). The vocation of following Christ takes all its meaning from
this baptismal life which makes us co-heirs with Christ and
successors of his mission.

For St. Vincent and St. Louise, to be "good Daughters of

Charity," one must be above all and in all "good Christians."
Christian life gives us an unequivocal choice: "That our Yes he Yes,
and our No he No!" It is with reason that the Founders insisted on
the resemblance that must exist with Christ: "Whoever sees the life of
Jesus Christ will see the same in the life of a Daughter of Charity."

Constitution 1.4 clearly expresses and gives both the content and
the essentials of what is the Identity of a Daughter of Charity: "The
Daughters of Charity, in fidelity to their baptism and in response to a

divine call, consecrate themselves entirely and in community to the
service of Christ in their brothers and sisters, the poor, in an evangelical
spirit of Humility, simplicity, and charity. " "One same love inspires and
directs their contemplation and their service; through faith, they know
that God awaits them in those who suffer. This dynamic unity of their
life finds expression in the words of St. Vincent: 'You are poor
Daughters of Charity who have given yourselves to God for the
service of the poor.'"
The characteristic elements (essential or distinctive) of our
identity clearly emerge from this article of our Constitutions:

2.1. Given to God (totally consecrated)
The gift of themselves that Daughters of Charity give to God is
found in the furrow of Christ, who, while the One sent by the Father
as Servant of his Loving Plan and Evangelizer of the Poor, could not
be totally turned towards the Father as Adorer until this project of
the love of God and humanity took flesh. All of his life was a
continual act of relationship, of communication and communion
with his Father, to the point where all he said or undertook, he did as
Son. "The Father and I are one" (Jn 10:30). "For what I have spoken
does not come from ntvself; no, what I was to say, what I had to speak,
was commanded by the Father who sent me, and I know that his
commands mean eternal life. And therefore what the Father has told me
is what I speak" (Jn 12:49-50).
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It is Christ , Adorer of the Father, consecrated by the Spirit, and
totally open to the will of the Father, who carries out the mission of
Servant and Evangelizer. In this relationship to the Father through
his prayer (cf. Lk 9:18, 28 ; 11:1; Mk 1:35), Jesus makes the will of his
Father his mission and his sustenance. "My food is to do the will of
the one who sent me, and to complete his work" (Jn 4:34).
By the example of Christ, all in the life of a Daughter of Charity
takes its meaning in "totally given," entirely consecrated to God. The
Daughter of Charity exists for a specific mission: the service of
Christ in the poor , the ultimate reason for this consecration. Only in
Jesus. Son of God and God himself, is found the starting point and
arrival point in rendering service to the poor. St. Vincent focused all
his thoughts on Christ as the ultimate model to look upon and
imitate.
"Christ is the rule of the Daughters of Charity. They endeavor to
imitate hint as their Founders perceived hint revealed in Scripture:
Adorer of the Father, Servant of his Loving Plan, Evangelizer of the
Poor" (C. 1.5).
In creating a true relationship with Christ, the Daughter of
Charity is able to do as Christ did. His gospel, his word must always
make up the rule of life and the light of the Daughter of Charity. All
of her life must be focused on Christ, so as to be identified with him.
As expressed to us in the apostolic exhortation Vita Consecrata,
the profound requirement of the call to total conversion and holiness,
causes the servant of the poor to look for the Kingdom of God, above
all, through self-renunciation to live totally for the Lord, so that God
may he all in all. Called to contemplate and witness to the
transfigured face of Christ, she is also called to a "transfigured"
existence (cf. Vita Consecrata, 35).
Such an existence is only possible in the measure that a
Daughter of Charity accepts to live in deep affection with Christ, to
enter into intimate and joyful communion with him. It is only in
allowing oneself to be guided by the Spirit that it will be possible to
advance on this road and become, day after day, a person
"conformed to Christ, the prolongation in history of a special
presence of the Risen Lord" (Vita Consecrata, 19). Thus, she enters
into an experience of meeting God, that is not an abstract ideation or
a distant God, but in the experience of a God alive in Jesus Christ.
The Daughter of Charity cannot remain and realize her vocation
and mission without a spiritual vigor that has her accept the gospel
as an absolute in its radicality. The word of God of which St. Paul
tells us: "Is near you, on your lips and in your heart," must seize her
by her attentive listening and meditation to understand it to the point
that she transforms her attention, her actions and her life. She must
be impassioned with the gospel and make it a place of meeting Christ
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to become like him . There, she finds the strength for the life and
witness she is called to bring to this wounded world.
If God is not at the center of the life of a Daughter of Charity, if
her life is not nourished and watered by the daily meeting of Christ
in the Eucharist and his word , in the end , a deadly void will be
created within her and the service of the poor. Empty, she will fill the
void with secondary things. She cannot exist , in the fullest sense of
the word, without a life deeply rooted in the Triune God.

2.2. In Community ( Called and Assembled)
The Founders could not conceive the life of a Daughter of Charity
without community life. They were convinced that it was God who
assembled the sisters to form the Company. And St. Vincent
marvelled: "What a marvel! God chose and brought together girls from
various places and provinces to unite and join them together with the
bond of charity to make manifest to men, in so many different places,
the love he bears them and the care his Providence takes of them that
they may be helped in their necessities and his Providence be thus
recognised" (Corte, Conferences to DCs, 1218).
The originality of St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Marillac
in this new form of community life marks the Identity of the
Company, and that of the Daughter of Charity. It is a community
life for the mission, a place of apostolic discernment, where the
charity of Christ resides in a spirit that binds the sisters together and
is no other than the Spirit of God.
During the first conference of 31 July 1634, which has been
handed down to us in the book of Conferences of St. Vincent to the
Daughters of Charity, Vincent remarks that Providence assembled
the Daughters of Charity with the design that they honor the human
life of Jesus on earth and serve God.
The essential reason for this coming together is brought back to
us in Constitution 2.17: "Called and assembled by God, the
Daughters of Charity live a fraternal life in common the better to
fulfill their specific mission of service."
Thus, fraternal community life is seen by the Founders as "... one
of the basic supports of the vocation of the Daughters of Charity.
This fraternal life in common is lived in a local community, where
the sisters collaborate in faith and joy, bear witness to Jesus Christ,
and continually strengthen one another for the good of the Mission"
(C. 1.6).
In relation to the other elements that constitute the Identity of
the Daughter of Charity, fraternal community life is no less
important, for it was God who assembled the first 12 sisters for a
greater good in service. "Oh! what a favor to be a member of a
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community, for each member shares in the good that is done by all.
You will by this means have more abundant grace" (Coste,
Conferences to DCs, 1).
A theological place, community life witnesses the same life of
God, communion of Father, Son, and Spirit, in a reciprocity of love
that is gift and life. Constitution 2.17 speaks well of this topic: "The
local community is modeled on the Holy Trinity...... The mission to
serve the poor is received from the Company and it is in the name of
the Company that the Daughter of Charity lives this life. It was there,
as one of St. Louise's biographers states, the Cenacle , where the
sisters came together in prayer and in union of soul to receive the
Spirit of God and the mission which the Lord reserved for them, with
the passing days, through the Company (cf. Constitutions, p. VII).
This is our holy ground, where union with Christ must exist, if not,
there is risk of a "splintered body."
We are not always aware of the prophetic strength that comes
from fraternal life, while it is the responsibility of every Daughter of
Charity and of the entire Community to become and to be prophets
of communion with God. It is the "see how they love one another" of
the gospel. Fraternal life, if truly fraternal, hears witness to a God
who is union and creates union among peoples (witness given at rue
du Bac: the large number of the faithful at Vespers).
The entire local Community has the mission to proclaim, by its
"being" and "service together ," that Jesus is present and that his
kingdom is within us.
St. Louise wrote to the sisters at Angers: "Encourage one
another, and by your mutual good example speak louder than any
words could" (Spiritual Writings, L. 402, p. 450).
Our responsibility therefore, is to make visible the wonders of
God in this fragile humanity of ours and that also call out to us. We
witness to these marvels, not so much in words, as by the eloquent
language of a transfigured life, capable of amazing the world (cf. Vita
Consecrata, 20).
2.3. For the service of Christ in the poor
mission of Christ)

(continuing the

This is the purpose of the Company. It is for this that the
Daughter of Charity was born in the Church and in the Company.
All in her life, (the "totally given to God," the confirmation of this gift
by the four vows, and community life) is lived according to this end
in which the unity of her life is found: "The principal end for which
God has called and assembled the Daughters of Charity is to honor
our Lord Jesus Christ as the source and model of all charity, serving
him corporally and spiritually in the person of the Poor" (Common
Rules, I, 1).
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To honor our Lord Jesus Christ is to be turned towards the
"Other" in openness and listening, it is to live in union with him in
an attitude of adoration that becomes a welcoming of life and gift of
self in service that is at the same time corporal and spiritual.
Because of this purpose, the Daughter of Charity is, in following
Christ, a servant of the poor.

This service is nothing more than the continuation of the
mission of Christ. "To be true Daughters of Charity you must do what

the Son of God did while on earth. And what did He chiefly do?... He
labored unceasingly for his neighbor, visiting and healing the sick and
instructing the ignorant unto their salvation. How happy you are, my

daughters, to be called to a state of life so pleasing to God!" (Coste,
Conferences to DCs, 13).
With eyes centered and fixed on Christ, as contemplated in the
Scriptures (particularly the gospels of Lk 4:18-21 and Mt 25:31-46),
Vincent de Paul found a surprising resemblance between Jesus
himself and the poor of society which was his. His relationship with
the poor truly revealed Jesus present in their person, he who desired
to become human to restore humanity to its first beauty (In God's
image God created them, man and woman...). With' faith and
conviction, he stated, "serving the Poor, is serving Jesus Christ. 0 my
daughters, this is true! You are serving Jesus Christ. And that is as true
as we are sitting here. A sister will go ten times to visit the sick and ten
times she will find God."
2.3.1. Eyes of faith
This conviction strives to cultivate and develop eyes of faith and
to consider the poor as Lords and Masters to whom the servant
must show respect, cordiality, and devotion.... "Following the example
of their Founders, they look upon them as their lords whom they must
love tenderly and respect highly, and as their masters 'who preach to
them by their presence"' (C. 2.1). "Through faith they, see Christ in the
poor and the poor in Christ" (C. 1.7).
Page 2, of the document "A New Fire," reminds us that Christ
and the poor are two inseparable points of reference that should
orient the life and mission of the Company today and always, and
therefore that of the Daughter of Charity.
This places the Daughter of Charity in an ongoing movement of
unity, in a constant coming and going between Christ adored in the
Blessed Sacrament and Christ served in his suffering, disfigured,
marginalized and scorned members. These are the poor to whom the
Daughter of Charity must continuously reveal God's tenderness.
Service of the poor becomes for the Daughter of Charity the
place where she proves her love of Christ according to the gospel: "In
so far as you did this to one of the least, you did it to me" (Mt 25:40).
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The primacy of absolute Love is lived in service. It is the very
means of the state of charity that must animate the entire life of a
servant. It is to be consumed for God in the service of the poor.
To love with a preferential love which was received freely from
God, the Daughter of Charity must give herself in the same way. She
joins the poor in their specific situation in an effort to be for them a
"sign" of God's love that is expressed by generosity, gentleness,
tenderness, compassion and caring.
The service of the poor is the central point of convergence of the
life of the Daughter of Charity: her prayer, her community life, her
povert y, her chastity, her obedience. Around this essential axis, she
finds unity of life. Without the poor, there would be no Daughters of
Charity, in the sense of the Vincentian charism.

2.3.2. An Evangelical Spirit of Humility , Simplicity and Charity
The privileged expression of "total gift to God" of the Daughter
of Charity is service of the poor lived in an evangelical spirit of
humility, simplicity , and charity . "You have a profession of helping
your neighbor," said St. Vincent to the first sisters.
This spirit consists of three things: "... to love Our Lord and serve
him in a spirit of humility and simplicity. As long as charity, humility
and simplicity exist amongst you, one may say: 'The Company of
Charity is still alive"' (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 528).
The Founders were very exacting on the behavior that Daughters
of Charity should display in regards to their spirit. It suffices to look
at the Conferences of 2, 9, and 24 February 1653; 14 July 1658 and
St. Louise's Letter A. 78. This specific spirit must fill and absorb the
entire being, the entire life of the Daughter of Charity. It is the
specific mark that characterizes a servant of the poor and in
consequence, conveys the distinction between her and all other
persons, congregations or organizations serving the poor.

2.3.3. Servant Mentality
The Spirit of the Company, made explicit in the Conferences
of 25 January 1643 (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 74 ff.) and 2, 9,
24 February 1653 (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 516 ff.), constitutes a
base upon which the Daughter of Charity builds her life and models
her attitudes. It is with eves fixed on Jesus Christ that she learns to
be servant in the style of Jesus. "For the Son of Man himself did not
come to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for
many" (Mk 10:45), and again "... here am I among you as one who
serves" (Lk 22:27).
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The entire life of a Daughter of Charity is service and it is in this
disposition that she must remain. "Being among the poor as one who
serves, who does not look to be served, but who gives her life, that is
our vocation," stated Mother Roge.

"Whatever their particular type of work or level of professional
competence, they maintain toward the poor an attitude of servant,
which implies the practice of the virtues of their state: humility,
simplicity and charity" (C. 2.9).
Called by God to be a servant of the poor, the Daughter of
Charity must acquire a servant mentality, that is, the mentality of
Jesus Christ who "emptied himself.., and humbled himself even to
accepting death, death on a cross" (Phil 2:7-8). Acquiring a "servant"
mentality requires poverty of heart as one who possesses nothing,
like Jesus Christ, like Mary, servant, pouring herself out to the will of
the Father for her.
Fr. McCullen said: "It is only after having learned humility and
obedience, in the manner of Christ, that we can he servants of the poor
in his name. We are servants because Jesus chose to be servant. He is
for us the Way, the Truth and the Life."

2.3.4. Radicality of Life in Following Jesus
"Christ is the rule of the Daughters of Charity." To live
"totally given to God," closely following Christ and continuing his
mission, "the Daughters of Charity choose to live totally and radically
the evangelical counsels of chastity, poverty and obedience; this
makes them available for the service of Christ in the poor, which is
the end of the Company" (C 1.5). All in the Company, and therefore
in the life of a Daughter of Charity, is lived in dependence to this
purpose. There is an intimate union and reciprocity between the
"total gift" and "service," for this "gift" is lived essentially in and
through service as such, in and through the apostolic action itself,
in its most profound sense.
The living of the evangelical counsels is found in fidelity... "after
the example of St. Louise, as the expression of a love which seeks to go
to the utmost demands of radicality along the path proper to our
vocation, and as a result of 'a spiritual progression which carries the
commitment of the Daughter of Charity to the point of the most sacred
bond between Jesus and herself" (Constitutions, p. VIII).
Seized by the love of God, the Daughter of Charity confirms her
response of love in a total and exclusive gift, in reproducing within
her being, the life of Jesus who came to us to be a chaste, poor,
obedient servant. Lived as a ratification of the total gift to God, the
vows are a source of strength, a union that is rooted in the mystery
of the Church (cf. C. 2.5).
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Chastity is the road by which the Daughter of Charity gives of
herself, without reserve, to Christ for the poor, and to the poor in the
name of Christ. It is a "response of love to a call of love, it involves
participation in the Paschal Mystery, the mystery of life and death"
(C. 2.6).
The poverty of a Daughter of Charity allows her to live in
harmony with the poor and thereby be available to them. It is the
fundamental characteristic of one who follows Jesus: "There is one
thing you lack. Go and sell everything you own and give the money to
the poor, ... then, come follow me" (Mk 10:21; Lk 18:22). This poverty
invites her to live simply, with great trust in Providence and to adopt
a simple lifestyle.
Obedience for a Daughter of Charity is a response to the calls of
the poor in the sending on mission by the Company. Openly and
freely adhering to the will of God, her obedience is a way of allowing
herself to be formed in the mystery of Christ by experiencing placing
herself under the cross of Christ. "Christ, for our sake, became
obedient unto death, death on a Cross." This obedience involves the
Daughter of Charity in a responsible participation in the mission of
the local community, in the name of the Company.
B. Daughter of Charity Identity in the Church
1. Society of Apostolic Life
Within the Church, the Company has a well-defined identity and
is recognized as a "... society of apostolic life in community. By a
bond which is defined by the Constitutions, its members take upon
themselves to live the Evangelical Counsels" (C. 1.13).
Canon Law 731 stipulates: "Societies of apostolic life resemble
institutes of consecrated life. Their members, without taking
religious vows, pursue the apostolic purpose proper to each society.
Living a fraternal life in common in their own special manner, they
strive for the perfection of charity through the observance of the
constitutions.
Among these societies are some in which the members, through
a bond defined in the constitutions, undertake to live the evangelical
counsels."
To strive towards the perfection of charity by the observance
of the Constitutions in leading an evangelical life in the example of
St. Vincent and St. Louise, the Daughter of Charity assumes:
1.1. Non- religious Vows
"If (the bishop) asks you: 'Do you make religious vows?' tell him:
'Oh, no, Sir, we give ourselves to God to live in poverty, chastity and
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obedience..."' (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 474). In this way, the
practice of the evangelical counsels is ratified in the transmission of
vows that are "'non-religious,' annual, and always renewable" (C. 2.5)
meaning the sisters are not religious, but Daughters of Charity, even
well before they pronounce vows for the first time.
The expression "annual and always renewable" is not synonymous
with temporary vows. They signify an ever-present, dynamic
deepening of our total gift to God in the Company. "One does not make
Vows to be a Daughter of Charity, but because one is a Daughter of
Charity and to become more of 'a Daughter of Charity" (Fr. Lloret in
Initial Formation Guidelines). Therefore, they are to be lived as
radically as possible.

1.2. Secularity
Secularity, a characteristic of the charism of the Company, is
understood in relation to the thinking of the times, to give
counterbalance to the religious life at that time, in view of allowing
greater mobility and availability , and to better respond to the
needs of the poor. "Daughters of Charity are not religious, but
daughters who come and go as seculars" (Coste, Correspondence, VI11,
Letter 3077).
In 1650, during St. Vincent's conference to prepare the sisters
being sent to Hennebont, Montmirail, and Nantes, he says to them,
in these terms: "If (the bishop) asks you who you are and if you are
nuns, you will tell him you are not, by the grace of God, not indeed that
you do not think highly of religious, but that if you were religious you
would have to be enclosed and consequently would have to say
good-bye to the service of the poor."
On 12 November 1653, he firmly maintains to the Bishop of
Nantes: "The Daughters of Charity will never be religious, and woe to
whoever speaks of making them religious" (Coste, Conferences to
DCs, 588). And yet, this secularity does not in any way conform the
Daughter of Charity to the laity. It does not dispense her from the
obligations she has freely made and that she must assume in all
honesty and freedom of spirit, that is: "To consecrate herself totally
to God, in a community of fraternal life, for the service of Christ in
the poor, with an evangelical spirit of humility, simplicity, and
poverty, carrying out the Evangelical Counsels which render her
available for this service." On the contrary, she is invited to live a
more virtuous life than that of religious: "They shall keep in mind that
they are not in a religious order, since that state is not compatible with
the duties of their vocation . Nevertheless, because they are more
exposed to the occasions of sin than religious bound to the cloister...
they must have as much or more virtue than if then were professed in
a religious order" (C. 1.9).
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Fidelity to our Rule of' life which are the Constitutions considered an accurate title - "a summary as it were of the Gospel,
accommodated to the practices that are most suitable for uniting us
to Jesus Christ and for corresponding with his designs" (Coste,
Conferences to CMs, 651) - will make us achieve what God asks of
us and lead us to perfection (cf. Coste, Conferences to DCs, 275-294).

2. International and Missionary Character

The international character of the Company is expressed in its

life, organization and representation. Faced with this characteristic,
the Company, during the last General Assembly, was called to:
• constantly make an effort "to move forward with daring
fidelity, along the path of inculturation" (A New Fire, p. 3)
• "discover personally and in community the 'seeds of the

Word' and the values present in all cultures and among the
poor" (A New Fire, p. 3)
• abandon the "means which are no longer able to express,
in today's culture, the vitality of our vocation and mission
in the Church" (A New Fire, p. 6).
These calls are joined with the missionary concern of the
Company to give "special consideration to the 'seeds of the Word'
contained in the various cultures" (C. 2.10).
This trait of the Company expresses the missionary spirit that
must animate all the sisters to be ready to serve anywhere they
are sent.
In this way, the Company, which " is missionary by nature,
strives to retain the flexibility and mobility needed to respond to the
calls of the Church in the face of every form of poverty" (C. 2.10).

C. Other Characteristic Traits
1. A Company with the Superior General of the Congregation of
the Mission as Its Superior General also
This characteristic comes directly from St. Louise in the concern
to safeguard the unity of the Company. "God gave my soul great
peace and simplicity during my imperfect meditation on the need for
the Company of the Daughters of Charity to remain continuously
under the guidance given it by Divine Providence in spiritual as well
as temporal matters" (Spiritual Writings, L. 199, p. 234).
The Daughters of Charity acknowledge the authority of the
Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission. They vow to
obey him... (C. 3.27). He names "ad nutum" (depending on his
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decision alone) a Director General to be his permanent representative
for the Company. After consultation, the Superior General names
Provincial Directors to the Provincial Councils.

2. A Company with Mary as its "Only Mother"
From the beginning, Mary has held a privileged place in the
heart of the Company: "Mary, the first Christian and the consecrated
virgin par excellence, has been present in the life of the Company
from its origins" (C. 1.12).
In their love for the Virgin Mary, the Founders invite the
Daughters of Charity to imitate and contemplate in Mary:
- " the Immaculate One, totally open to the Spirit...
- the humble and faithful Servant of the designs of the
Father, and model of the poor in spirit...
- the Mother of God, Mother of mercy and hope of the
lowly..." (C. 1.12).
Thus, the apparitions and the message of 1830 are, for the
Company and every Daughter of Charity, at the same time a response
and a welcome: response of Mary to the love they bear for her,
welcome, on their part, of the love of Mary in their regard.

II. Living the Identity Today! How?
After trying, in the first part of this talk, to target the most
characteristic elements of our Identity, we come to the second part
with the question "How in today's world."
The Identity of the Company and that of the Daughter of Charity
is unique. Unique is the love that animates and directs her life, but
multiple are the forms of poverty, multiple also are the societies,
cultures, situations and circumstances within which the service of
Christ in the poor must take root and be expressed.

This means that there are a multitude of contextual responses to
give , to live out and to put into action.
Without being exhaustive, here are two groupings of some points
of conviction and questions, in this search of "how" to faithfully live
the Identity of a Daughter of Charity that "must never be a pure and
simple repetition of the past, but a creativity that is lasting and
coherent.,,
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1. Daughter of Charity in the World
a) In the face of the rapid evolutions of our planet, the
phenomenon of globalization, and a society where only power,
prestige, efficiency, and money have value, the Company must
continue to look for ways to give each Daughter of Charity a solid
human, Christian, doctrinal, spiritual, Vincentian formation on which
she will build her being as servant of the poor. There must he an
ongoing formation and accompaniment that allows assimilation of
the Constitutions and the charism to their deepest roots.
b) In the face of fundamentalism, violence, divisions among
peoples, war, permissiveness, marginalization, exclusion, moral and
psychological insecurity, dechristianization, and drugs, the Daughter
of Charity is a contrast that brings the strength of peace and
reconciliation, respect, faith, communion, sharing, hope, " love that is
inventive to infinity ." This love reveals the other as a being born of
the infinite love of God, loved by God and capable of loving in return.
c) In a society that is dispersed, noisy, quarrelsome, the
Daughter of Charity creates times and spaces of silence,
contemplation to hear God, the cries and the silence of the poor.
d) Doubly daughters of the Church, as Christians and Daughters
of Charity, but without being blended with others and in respect to
our identity, we continue to he as bold as St. Vincent in collaboration
with the laity and the other branches of the Vincentian Family.

2. Daughter of Charity not of the World
a) Only rootedness in God by a life nourished through the
Eucharist, the Gospel, our Constitutions, and prayer, helps the
Daughter of Charity acquire the heart, sentiments and regard of
Jesus himself, and find the dynamism to grow and increase in being
an "interior person" capable of:
- This conviction: Christ is truly present in our brothers
and sisters the poor, and they , also, are present in him,
to love and serve them with respect, humility, gentleness,
kindness, joy... like a servant.
- Building truly fraternal, welcoming and dialogical
Communities where Christ is the sole identifying
criteria in order to be a witness and prophet for those
coming to the Company and for the poor (St. Paul's hymn
of charity, I Cor 13, goes without any commentary).
- Concretely living the demands of our Constitutions and
Statutes. Periodically revising our lived experiences and
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actions to readjust ourselves in the face of commitments
made, could be an effective aide.
- Living the vows and Evangelical Counsels more
authentically and transparently , without ambiguity:
healthy interpersonal relationships, without excessive
familiarity (chastity), - clarity in giving an account of the
goods placed at our disposition and living a simple
lifestyle (poverty) - renewing a spirit of asceticism,
mortification, sacrifice and availability to the Holy Spirit
who also acts through human thought (obedience) - eyes
of' faith, love and respect for the poor as Lord and Master
and sacrament of Jesus (vow of service of the poor).
St. Vincent expressed his deep desire to see the Daughters live
the practice of the Evangelical Counsels and their vows in this
beautiful prayer: "O my God, we give ourselves entirely to you. Grant
us the grace to live and die in the perfect observance of true poverty...
to live and die chastely..., of living and dying in the perfect
observance of obedience. We likewise give ourselves to you, 0 my
God, to honor and serve, all our lives, our lords the poor" (Coste,
Conferences to DCs, 22).
b) Allowing the Holy Spirit to create us into a resemblance to
Christ... (cf. C. 2.3) so as to daily become a prophetic force capable
of discovering the challenges of inculturation and the New
Evangelization with boldness and discernment.
c) Being in all and for all " a true Daughter of Charity: a good
Christian " in making the maxims of the Gospel of Jesus Christ
our own.
Note that a lukewarm life is led by a declining sense of belonging
and communion to the Company; by self-marginalization; taking
flight in memberships outside of community; superficiality in the
spiritual life and prayer, and a spiritual identity crisis.

Conclusion
In a world tossed about by many winds, we need to firmly guard
our identity in following the recommendations of St. Paul: "Guard
the rich deposit of faith with the help of the Holy Spirit who dwells
within us" (2 Tm 1:14).
Since we are born into the Love of God by baptism and we are
Daughters of Charity, that is "Daughters of God," we must become
"more" like Christ, the Son of God, and, through his example,
continue his work of salvation: service of the poor.
All Daughters of Charity, and each one in particular, must firml
believe in the witness of fraternity, for even if we personally expend
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much in the service of the poor, we will never witness to the gospel
if we live side by side without fraternal union. Our strength will be
evangelical radicalism and our weakness will be the lack of witness,
a trend towards a middle class outlook.
The gospel must always be our Rule of life and our light. It is
the gospel that will help us rediscover the fire, the passion of
God, that of the poor , living and loving in the manner of Christ. A
look of faith towards the poor allows one to recognize the disfigured
face of Christ. Living this double movement of love in everyday
humble service, lived in a community of fraternal life, is the heart
of our vocation. It is the key to revitalizing our charism, and
therefore, the life of the Daughter of Charity and the entire Company
(cf. Eduardo Cardinal Martinez Somalo to the Visitatrices, Rome,
May 2000).
Strongly attached to Christ, we know how to be what we are and
what we must become: Daughters of Charity Servants of the Poor
with all its implications.
We must allow the words of our Savior to resonate within us:
"Live on in me, as I do in you. No more than a branch can bear fruit
of itself apart from the vine, can you bear fruit apart from me... for
apart from me you can do nothing. Anyone who does not remain in
me is like a withered branch that has been thrown away" (Jn 15:4-6).
Prayer will be the key to remaining faithful: " Give me a person
of prayer, she will be capable of everything " said St. Vincent.
May the Virgin, Only Mother of the Company, obtain for every
Daughter of Charity and the entire Company protection in guarding
our Identity against "winds and high waters," in having our Identity
shine with a radiant beauty that amazes the world. And may the
credibility with which we live our Identity, urge many others to
join the chain of love begun by Christ and followed by St. Vincent,
St. 1.cnrise and our first si.stcr,^.
(Translation: TR ANSI,%TION CE NTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY , Paris)

Vincentiana , July-October 2001

The Spirituality
of the Daughter of Charity
by Anne Prevost, D.C.
Seminars I)ireclra a% France

4.VlI.2001

1 have been asked to present the spirituality of the Daughter of
Charity and how to live this spirituality in the Company today. I do
not claim to make a fundamental presentation on the spirituality of
the Daughter of Charity. I am simply going to share with you my way
of presenting our spirituality to the (young) sisters of the Seminary.
I am counting on your personal experience to complement and make
distinctions according to your own context.

Some preliminaries , by way of introduction
To begin, it seemed a good idea to remind ourselves of what we
understand by Christian spirituality, as I do with the Seminary
sisters. For this, we can begin with an extract from Romans where
St. Paul speaks of life in the Spirit.
For the Christian, spirituality is "life according to the Spirit of
Jesus," this Spirit which gives belief in Jesus Christ, who guides
him/her to love as Jesus Christ, and to be committed as Jesus Christ.
In effect, the Holy Spirit progressively guides the Christian to reflect
Jesus' manner of living and acting, to make his style of life, his
quality of life, one's own, living more and more in concert with the
philosophy of Trinitarian love. Living according to the Spirit of Jesus
means therefore to allow oneself to be shaped, inspired, and led by
the same Spirit that shaped, inspired, and led Jesus Christ. This
action of the Holy Spirit takes hold of the entire person: heart, body,
spirit, with one's emotions, psychological make-up, behavior,
relationships, etc.
John Paul II writes in the Post-Synodal Exhortation Vita
Consecrata (1996 n" 93): "... the spiritual life, understood as life in
Christ or life according to the Spirit, presents itself as a path of
increasing faithfulness on which the (consecrated) person is guided by
the Spirit and configured by him to Christ, in full connnnnnaionn of love
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and service in the Church. All of these elements... give rise to a specific
spirituality, that is, a concrete program of relations with God and one's
surroundings, marked by specific spiritual emphases and choices of
apostolate, which accentuate and re-present one or another aspect of
the one mystery of Christ. "
The central reference for Christian spirituality, therefore, is
Christ, as presented in the four gospels. And when we speak of
spirituality in the plural, we want to stress the unique ways of
following Christ. All Christians do not have the same calls to the
mission nor the same charisms. They, therefore, do not all have the
same questions, nor the same challenges to overcome. Christians
have different responses characterized by spiritualities that manifest
different approaches to the world and to humanity. That is the
richness of the Church.
In the following talk, I will approach the spirituality of the
Daughter of Charity through the dimension of the Mystery of the
Redemptive Incarnation. For this manner of Christ's love deeply
touched our Founders and today it remains a challenge for our
contemporary world.
My talk is divided into two parts:
- In the first part, I will focus on the spirituality of the
Daughter of Charity in the light of that of the founders;
- In the second part, we will see how our spirituality allows
us to take up the challenges even today.
So that this first part not be too long, I will not read the
quotations from St. Vincent and St. Louise; however, you can find
them in the written text.

1. The Spirituality of the Daughter of Charity
Every founder has his/her own way of reading and revealing the
Gospel, of taking in, putting into action, and living certain
characteristic traits of Jesus. The strong lines of our spirituality as
Daughters of Charity follow from this particular way the Founders
felt called by Jesus Christ, and invited to participate in his life and
mission.

A. A baptismal spirituality
Like all baptized persons, Daughters of Charity are called to the
fullness of Christian life. Our entire life as Daughters of Charity is
rooted in our baptism. By baptism, Daughters of Charity are
incorporated in Christ and consecrated to God. "Children of God by
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baptiser and living members of the Body of Christ, the Daughters ofCharity go to the Father through the Son and in the Spirit. They aspire
to live in uninterrupted dialogue with God, remaining in his hands in
filial confidence and in submission to his Providence" (C 2.2).
The Founders frequently remind us that to be "good Daughters
of Charity," is to be "good Christians" (Coste, Conferences to
DCs, 113).

In line with baptismal consecration, we are committed to live
and act in the spirit of Jesus Christ. "When it is said that the Holy
Spirit acts in anyone, the mean that the Holy Spirit, abiding in such a
person, bestows on hint the same inclinations and the same
dispositions as Jesus Christ had on earth, and causes him to act in the
same way. I do not say with equal perfection, but according to the
measure of the gifts of this Spirit" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 627).
It is therefore, only possible to do as Christ did on the condition
of being what he was. "Whoever looks at the life of Jesus Christ will see
an incomparable resemblance in the life of a Daughter of Charity".
According to the experience of faith of the Founders, the spirit of
humility, simplicity, and charity are concrete expressions of the
Spirit of Jesus Christ who must animate our lives as Daughters of
Charity. "It is the will of God that Daughters of Charity should devote
themselves particularly to the practice of' humility, charity, and
simplicity" (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 529).
Clothed in the Spirit of Jesus as servant, we embrace the risk of
living with him, like him, following him, reflecting his manner of
living and acting, imitating him.

B. A Christocentric spirituality
All Christians are called to follow Christ and imitate him, but
many roads are offered to live this call. As Daughters of Charity, we
are called to follow Christ such as the founders perceived him
through their spiritual experiences. "Christ is the Rule of the
Daughters of Charity. They endeavor to imitate hie, as their Founders
perceived him revealed in Scripture: Adorer of the Father, Servant of his
Loving Plan, Evangelizer of the Poor" (C 1.5).

1. Following Christ as the Founders perceived him
We contemplate Christ as Adorer of the Father, entirely turned
toward the Father, and as Servant of the Father's Loving Plan, the
work of redemption for which he was sent. We join him in his
manner of speaking, particularly to the lowly and the poor, as
Evangelizer of the Poor . These three features of Christ must be read
in their deepest wholeness: if Jesus is Evangelizer of the Poor, he is
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the Servant of the Loving Plan of his Father to humanity. And if he
is the perfect Servant, it is because his being is totally centered on
the Father.

2. ... and continuing his mission
It is not enough to contemplate the characteristic traits of Christ
as perceived by the Founders. It is also about putting them into
action in our lives through our life as servant of the poor. For this,
we choose to live the evangelical counsels of chastity, poverty and
obedience totally and radically which make us available for the
service of Christ in the poor. Our entire life is marked by the total gift
to God. This implies a continuous detachment of ourselves: "What
does a Daughter of Charity say who makes vows of poverty, chastity
and obedience? She says that she renounces the world, that she despises
all its beautiful promises and gives herself unreservedly to God" (Coste,
Conferences to DCs, 820).
C. Spirituality in reference to the mystery of Redemptive
Incarnation
According to our Founders, the center of our lives is the person
of Christ, God incarnate in the history of humanity in order to save
all. All during their lives, they contemplated this Mystery of the
Incarnation through the mystery of the cross. "They contemplate
Christ in the self-emptying of his Redemptive Incarnation and they
marvel 'that a God should somehow be unable or unwilling to be
separated from man"' (C 2.2 and St. Louise).
Our Founders honored Jesus Christ
- in his Incarnation, living and acting among men and
women in order to save them;
- in his Redemption, giving his life for them.

1. The mystery of the Incarnation or Christ incarnate
Our entire life is founded on faith in the mystery of the
Incarnation which is the greatest expression of the mercy of God in
regards toward humanity. "God so loved the world that he gave his
only Son" (Jn 3:16). The Incarnation manifests the depth of the
mystery of God to humanity. It definitively reveals who and how God
is. Christ became incarnate so that God might be close to humanity
to the point of really becoming one of them. "He was made in the
likeness of all men, except sin," St. Paul tells us.
The act of self-abasement and shattering of Christ reveals God's
humble manner of becoming close to humanity, in becoming one of
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them, lowly and dependent. Jesus is not only "God among us" but
also "God for us." At the school of our Founders, we contemplate
Jesus Incarnate:
- who is present and who acts in a given time and place;
- who gives his life to save humanity.

a) Jesus Incarnate , a man who is present in a given time and
place
In meditating on the mystery of the Incarnation, our Founders
contemplate the humble insertion of Jesus in familial, professional
and social environments.
• His humanity
Childhood : The Founders contemplated the poverty of the infant
in the crib. "Do we not also see how the Eternal Father, having sent
his Son on earth to be the Light of the World, nevertheless caused
him to appear here in the guise of a little boy, just like one of those
poor little boys you see coming to the door..." (Coste, Conferences to
CMs, 353).
For St. Louise, the childhood of the Son of God "give us freer
access" to go to him. "It is from the example of his infancy that You
will obtain all that you need to become true Christians and perfect
Daughters of Charity, ask him for his Spirit" (Spiritual Writings,
L. 647, p. 666).
Life at Nazareth : Our Founders were also surprised by the fact
that the Eternal Word made Man spent the greater part of his life in
obscurity and devoted to the most ordinary tasks of everyday life.
Life at Nazareth represents the essential of Jesus' life, it is the place
of silent and anonymous work. "We must honor the unknown state,
the hidden life of the Son of God" (Coste, Correspondence 1, 81, Letter
to Louise de Marillac, N° 50). "The Son of God, in becoming man, was
pleased to adopt a common life that he might be conformable to men...
He also had the same manner of working, of making his way, and of
acting like us... He wanted to insert himself in our nature to unite us
with him. He became man to show us by his manner of living hove we
should live..." (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 572-573). St. Louise
advised a sister beginning a new work to contemplate how Jesus
buried his life in the midst of his people (Spiritual Writings, L. 575 to
Anne Hardemont, p. 659). "It is important not to despise the 'not
doing' of the hidden life of the Son of God..." (cf. Coste, Conferences to
DCs, 16, 23).
For the Founders, it is loving the everyday, doing the ordinary
things of life well, including the apparently little and obscure tasks.
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• Life of faith : "Jesus, Adorer of the Father"
St. Vincent was struck by the familiarity that Jesus had with God
and the surprising intimacy between him and his Father. Jesus is
"faill? towards his Father" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 627-628) and
"charity towards humanity" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 584-585) he
said. Completely turned towards the Father, Jesus also is totally
oriented towards humanity, since the Father's gaze is turned towards
humanity . For our Founders, it is living in constant union with God
in order to recognize God's active presence, not only in prayer, but
also in the heart and life of humanity.
• Spiritual struggle : "Jesus, Servant of God 's Loving Plan"
Our Founders dwelled a long time on Jesus' acts of humility
during his public life, both at the beginning of his ministry when he
inclined before his precursor as well as before his apostles when he
bent down to wash their feet. 7 must remember the humility that Our
Lord practiced at his baptism , to serve as an example that I must
imitate..." says St . Louise.
For our Founders, Jesus seeks only the will of his Father. "Our
Lord's standard was to do the will of the Father in all things; and for
this end, he says that he came upon earth not to do his own will but
that of his Father" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 492). In the desert, the
devil tried to endanger Jesus. The devil not only tempted him in his
mission , but above all in the way he carried it out . Jesus refuses all
earthly power, all superficial success, all riches in order to proclaim
the primacy of God. He freely chooses to enter into the hidden and
simple way of daily responsibility. "The Son of God resolved to be
poor!..." (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 812); "Our Lord performed all the
actions of his life front obedience" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 795).
For our Founders, it is a question of following the poor, chaste,
and obedient Christ in leading the struggle against the spirit of
power, domination, popularity, passivity, etc.

b) Jesus Incarnate , a man who acts to save humanity
For St. Vincent, Jesus is not only Adorer of the Father and
Servant of his Loving Plan, but also Evangelizer of the Poor. He
became incarnate to evangelize and serve the poor.
• Jesus, Evangelizer "of the Poor " ( Luke 4:18-19)
Through her reading of the Gospel of the Samaritan, St. Louise
contemplated the love of Christ towards sinful humanity and
glimpsed her mission of reconciliation (Spiritual Writings, A 7,
p. 700-701). Faced with the poverty and ignorance of the country
people, St. Vincent reflected particularly on the priority Jesus accords
the poor in order to express God's love for all peoples. "The Son of
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God carne to preach the gospel to the poor" (Coste, Conferences to
CMs, 299). "Our Lord Jesus Christ, it would seen, made his chief care,
on coning into the world, to help the poor and to take care of there"
(Coste, Conferences to CMs, 111-112). For our Founders, it is placing
the poor at the heart of our lives and concerns, reflecting and
organizing our lives in function of them.

• Jesus, Evangelizer "through Charity"
Our Founders often reflected on Jesus' manner of evangelizing
the poor, principally through his being "perfect Charity" which made
him kneel before his own in order to serve them in a spirit of
humility. "Our Lord spent himself and his life in service to his
neighbor," St. Louise tells the sisters in Nantes (Spiritual Writings,
L 513, p. 541).
Filled with compassion for all who suffer, Jesus healed the sick,
expelled demons, and reintegrated the excluded into society to show
God's tenderness to all. "We roust imitate the life and actions of Our
Lord... who said he was not on earth to do his own will, but to serve
and not be served. " For the Founders, what characterizes the
evangelical attitude of Jesus is that he puts himself in the position of
servant before all, even before the one who opposed him, Judas. "The
Son of God was consumed with love of ' the Father in serving the poor"
(Corte, Conferences to CMs, 512).
For St. Vincent and St. Louise, it is putting oneself at the service
of healing all who suffer, by a corporal and spiritual service, in order
to realize one's vocation as a child of God and become a "friend of
God."

2. Mystery of the Redemption or Christ the Servant
Our Founders honored Christ not only in his Incarnation, but
also in the great mystery of the Redemption as an act of love par
excellence.
They contemplated Christ under the two following traits:
- the suffering, humiliated Christ;

- the Servant Christ who gave his life to the end for all men
and women.
a) Jesus humiliated , the "poor one " par excellence
"When Our Lord was on the cross, what distress was he not in?"
Even through he knew well that it was for the salvation of humanity
and for the glory of God his Father, nevertheless, he was pierced with
pain and experienced interior sorrow to the point of crying: "My
Father, why have you abandoned me?"
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Our Founders contemplated Jesus Christ humiliated, scorned,
despised, beaten, and scourged, taking upon himself violence,
cruelty, injustices, and lies to expiate all sins and bring humanity
back to the Father's love. The Founders recognized the face of
God through humiliation, suffering, misunderstanding, and the
crucifixion.
For our Founders, it is about not letting oneself be disheartened
by contradictions but to have an attitude of poverty of spirit such
that God can love and forgive through us.

b) Jesus the Servant gives his life to the end for humanity
"Could he witness a greater love than in dying the way he died?"
"Look at the Son of God! Oh, what heart of charity! What flame of
love... You have come to expose yourselves to all kinds of miseries... to
take up a life of suffering and to suffer a shameful death for us. Is there
any comparable love? But who could love in a more distinguished way?
Only Our Lord who is so in love with his creatures that he left his
Father's throne to come and take on a human body subject to
infirmities. And why? To establish for us, by example and word, charity
of our neighbor. It is this love that crucified him and made this act
worthy of our redemption" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 584-585).
Jesus the Servant lives his mission with a love that led to
dispossess himself to be all for others. He went to the end in his
offering and since this was rejected, going to the end entailed death.
Our Founders contemplated in the cross, the sign of the infinite love
of the Servant, who did not seek revenge, did not punish, but
pardoned his executioners and accepted the annihilation of himself.
It is in loving, in serving, in saving humanity in abasement and the
total gift of himself on the cross that Jesus carries out the Father's
loving plan. There, he will appear to us as "the source of humiliated
love, just for us" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 584).
For our Founders, it is in giving without reserve, without
restriction and without return for the service of the poor. Reflection
on the mystery of the Redemptive Incarnation of Christ is naturally
followed by the mystery of the Resurrection. If the Risen Christ has
no longer had anything to do with space and is beyond time, he is
nevertheless always with us until the end of the world (Mt 28:20).
The life of the Risen Christ embraces all places and all time. He
continues to love the world, to desire its good, and its salvation. The
Risen Christ invites us to be with him and in him, to see in his
earthly life the model of the mission close to the poor in order to
continue it.
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D. A spirituality of incarnate servant today
The Risen Christ continues to become incarnate today in the
hearts and lives of humanity. According to the spirituality of the
Founders, we continue the mission of Jesus Christ. Like them, we
experience Christ Incarnate and Redeemer who continues to be
present and active in our personal lives and at the center of the
world. Like them, we respond to the call of Christ who invites its to
continue his mission close to the poor, in offering him all that we are
and all that we do, in constant trust in Divine Providence (C. 1.9).
For us, Daughters of Charity, the actualization of the spirituality of
the Founders is authenticated in a spirituality of service, rooted in
charity.
Constitution 2.1 (last paragraph) states that our spirituality of
service, in a large sense, progressively leads us to an identification
with Christ the Servant. "It is this imitation of Jesus the Servant that
Saint Vincent and Saint Louise recommended to the Sisters. "
Constitution 1.10 specifies that the path along which we should
allow ourselves to be guided by the spirit of Christ the Servant is that
of the three evangelical virtues of humility, simplicity and charity.
For the Founders, there is a profound link between the three
attitudes of Christ the Servant described in Constitution 1.5 (Adorer
of the Father, Servant of his Loving Plan, Evangelizer of the Poor)
and the three evangelical virtues they recommended to us. The three
specific virtues characterize our servant spirituality:
1. Humility in following Christ, Adorer of the Father:
- welcoming the Spirit of Jesus Christ;

- looking with faith on peoples and events.
2. Simplicity in following Christ, Servant of the Loving Plan
of the Father:
- an attitude of servant for continuing that of Christ the
Servant.
3. Charity in following Christ, Evangelizer of the Poor:
- service to the whole person and to all people.
1. Humility in following Christ , Adorer of the Father
Our spirituality as Daughters of Charity is characterized first of
all by a profound attitude of welcoming the presence of the Risen
Christ before taking action. It is rooted in a living faith in his
presence that continues to be incarnate in the history of humanity, in
the very simple realities of everyday joys and sorrows, as well as in
scripture and the sacraments.
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a) Welcoming the Spirit of Jesus Christ
Essential to our spirituality is the movement of "emptying
ourselves to be filled with God" and "clothing ourselves with the
spirit of Jesus Christ" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 626). Within our
everyday lives, we give ourselves to God. We welcome God's Spirit, in
order to live in deep union with him and serving him in the poor.
To depend on the Holy Spirit is to allow him to create in us a
resemblance to the humble, simple, loving Christ (C 1.10, 2.3). "My
dear .sisters, give youru'lves wholly to God to do thoroughly well what
you are going to do. Ask him for the Spirit of his Son that you may be
able to perform all your actions as he did his" (Coste, Conferences to
DCs, 474). "It is the will of God that Daughters of Charity should
devote themselves particularly to the practice of humility, simplicity,
and charity" (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 529).
Times of personal and community prayer are privileged times to
contemplate the incarnate Christ and to welcome him as he is
revealed in the gospel and in daily life, particularly in the lives of the
poor. In a spirit of humility, we recognize the Father's unceasing love
for us, uniting us to him. We meet Christ the Servant; we learn to
look at the world as Christ saw it and to enter more into his humility
and charity.

b) Eyes of faith towards peoples and events
Humility is that attitude of the heart that turns us towards God
and towards others. It helps us develop eves of faith which lead us to
a shifting away from ourselves in a positive dynamic because it
allows us to recognize the active presence of the Father in the person
and life of the poor. Following the Founders, we live an authentic
encounter with God in meeting and serving the poor. "In serving the
poor, one serves Jesus Christ" (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 289). When
we welcome the poor, we welcome the Lord such as he gives himself
to be seen in our world today.
Nourished by prayer and the Eucharist, where we discover the
body of the Lord in the poor and simple signs of the word, present in
the bread and wine, we learn to recognize him more in the body and
spit-it of the poorest as in the impenetrability of so many difficult
situations where we live. Through faith the Daughters of Charity "see
Christ in the poor..." The sisters find Christ and contemplate him in the
heart and life of the poor (C. 1.7). "Turn the medal and you will see
with the light of faith that the Son of God, who became poor, is present
to us in the poor..." (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 42).
In faith, we are invited to contemplate on the face of the
humiliated and disfigured poor, whatever their type of poverty may be,
the face of the Crucified: Jesus Christ, poor, humiliated and disfigured
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by his passion. We believe that the Risen Jesus continues to give
himself to be seen in all wounded by life (physical, psychological,
emotional, moral, spiritual wounds). Having welcomed his Spirit, we
can, like Thomas, recognize him as "My Lord and my God" and say
like St. Vincent: "They are our Lords and Masters." In accomplishing
this faith approach which consists in recognizing and welcoming the
incarnate Christ in prayer, events and the life of others, we truly
hc(mn ' "Adorers of the Father" and make of our entire life a place of
inio n \vith God.

2. Simplicity in following Christ , Servant of God's Loving Plan
Constitution 2.1 states: "It is this imitation of Jesus the Servant
that Saint Vincent and Saint Louise recommend to the sisters 'in order
that they might live as good Christians and be good Daughters of
Charity. "' Constitution 2.2 emphasizes: "They contemplate Christ in
the self-emptying of his Redemptive Incarnation and they marvel 'that a
God should somehow be unable or unwilling to be separated from
reran. "' "Thev learn from the Son of Man how to reveal to their brothers
and sisters God's love for the world."
A servant' s attitude for continuing that of Christ the Servant
Our being as Daughters of Charity must, therefore, translate and
extend, in our time, the being of Christ the Servant. That is why our
spirituality as Daughters of Charity is not only expressed by a
welcoming attitude , but also by one of servant . In contemplating
Christ's attitude, Servant of the Father's loving Plan, we gradually
learn to do only what pleases him and to desire to do his will as a
servant. This virtue of simplicity leads us to become more and more
Servants of the Father's Loving Plan in going directly to God with a
disposition that is clear to all. Constitution 2.2 states: "They endeavor
to be docile to the pronrptings of the spirit, convinced that they will be
the instruments of his work insofar as they are faithful... Louise de
Marillac expressed the desire that the Company be dependent on the
Holy Spirit so that it might fulfill the designs of the Father and bear
witness to the Son, risen from the dead. "
This attitude of the heart which makes us seek the will of God
allows us to discover more profoundly the mystery of Christ's Cross.
It leads us to follow him in his struggles and sufferings through
concrete resolutions and the practice of the Evangelical Counsels.
We strive to imitate Jesus' act of total self-giving to the Father to
save humanity. The virtue of simplicity reminds us that humbly
washing the feet of the poor is only possible when we live in constant
communion with Jesus the Servant.
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3. Charity in following Christ Evangelizer of the Poor
Our mission as Daughters of Charity continues the mystery of
the Redemptive Incarnation in our day; that is, the involvement of
God in the history of humanity. That is why our spirituality as

Daughters of Charity is not only expressed in welcoming and being
servant, but also by the action of being servant.
Rooted in Christ the Servant, who is the "source and model of all
charity" (C 2.1 last §; C 1.4), seeking to allow him to create his image
in us, we serve him in the person of the poor. Our entire life
expresses "a state of charity" of which Christ is the source and model.
The inseparable love of God and neighbor that is expressed in our
service of the poor gives our vocation all its meaning. To be "servants
of the poor" is not an action of one moment, but brings us into a
"state of charity" (C 2.9 § 1) that includes our entire life. We must not
confuse charity with generosity or even solidarity. Charity is at the
same time a vision of faith and putting into action the love of God.

Serving the entire person and all persons
"Apostles of Charity," we are sent by Christ, close to the poor, to
continue his work of freedom and thus to show them the face of love.
The Charity of Christ crucified urges us to love the entire person and
to "help every human being to fulfill his or her vocation as a child of
God" as is stated in Constitution 2.3.

Serving the entire person
When the Risen Jesus appeared to the apostles, he "showed then
his hands and his side" On 20:20). Then He said to Thomas: "Take
your finger and examine ntv hands. Put your hand into my side. Do not
persist in your unbelief but believe!" (Jn 20:27). Like Thomas, we are
called to join Christ in holding out our hands toward the wounds of
others, to take into account their sufferings and to help them by
placing ourselves in their service in the attitude of Christ the Servant.
Animated by this Charity poured out into our hearts by the Holy
Spirit, we unite corporal and spiritual service.

Serving all the poor
The Charity of Jesus crucified presses us to serve all the poor
without exception neither of person, nor place, in giving "priority... to
the truly poor" (C 1.8 § 2). "You have a vocation that obliges you to
help, without any discrimination. all sorts of persons, men, uvomen,
children and in general all poor persons who need Your assistance"
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(Coste, Conferences to DCs, 1028). This service is lived in mutual
exchange and sharing: we evangelize one another reciprocally. The
poor evangelize us, question us, convert us, energize us.

E. Mary , teacher of the spiritual life
Mary, the first Christian , the Consecrated one par excellence
Mary is situated at the beginning and at the very center of the
salvific mystery, in having the mission of bringing Christ into human
history. Naturally our Constitutions remind us of her place in our
lives as Daughters of Charity: "Whoever seeks to /bllow Jesus Christ
hill also encounter her who received hire from the Father" (C 1.12).
Our Founders discovered and contemplated the place that Mary held
in the heart of God, particularly through the texts of the
Annunciation and the Visitation.

Discerning in Mary the servant of the Lord par excellence, they
saw in her, the one who could best show us how to fulfill our
vocation, her presence was so evangelical. "Let them... act as tl^ ev
imagine the Blessed Virgin would have acted. Let them contemplate her
charity and humility and be very humble before God, cordial among
themselves, charitable to everyone..." (Coste, Correspondence 1, 504).
Constitution 2.16 invites us to take Mary as teacher of the
spiritual life, not only in the apprenticeship of a life of union with
God but also that of a total commitment as servant. Could not
Constitution 1.12 also be paraphrased as follows: "Whoever seeks to
follow Jesus Christ, Adorer of the Father, Servant of His Loving Plan,
and Evangelizer of the Poor, will also encounter Man,, the Immaculate
One, Adorer of the Father, Servant of His Loving Plan and... Mother
of merc.v and hope of * the lowly, or who evangelizes the poor."

Mary, the Immaculate One, Adorer of the Father
The text of the Annunciation confirms the relationship of Marv
with the Lord: "full of grace," "the Lord is with you." Empty of all
that was not of God, Mary shows us what the Spirit can do in a
creature. Totally open to the Spirit, she knows that she only exists in
second place, in response to a call. Her heart is empty to welcome in
her without reserve, but with joy and gratitude, the very Gilt of God.
The text of the Annunciation also reveals Mary's way of being before
the Father: deeply attentive to God, she listens to him, matches her
heartbeat to that of the heart of God and joins his active presence in
the heart and life of others. Totally turned towards God, she is also
like his Son, always turned towards humanity, her children. Mary,
deeply receptive and totally open to others, has a look that is turned
both inward and outward. Her meeting with Elizabeth allows us to
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see her manner of living authentic and profound reciprocal human
relationships. At the Nativity too, Mary allows her limitless sense of
welcome to the shepherds and the wise men show through. At Cana,
her attentive and discreet availability allows her to see what no one
else observed: that the wine had run out. Marv is sensitive to the
human moment of existence, attentive to concrete situations, to
people and to things. Mary, Adorer of the Father, is the model of
closeness to God, union with God. She teaches us to give ourselves to
God in order to serve him in the person of the poor, in listening to
God's Word through the words of the poor and through events.

Mary, Servant of the Father ' s Loving Plan
The text of the Annunciation shows us that, after having listened
and reflected, Mary decides: "1 am the servant of the Lord, let it be
done unto me according to your word!" Through these words, Mary
brings to light her identity as servant, obedient to the Father. Freely
welcoming the Father's Loving Plan into her heart, she gives herself
entirely to God in total availability. She lets the love of God work in
her life. It is not just any "action," but loving obedience to the will of
God, a response to his request, a support for God's Loving Plan.
Her departure for AYn Karim expresses, in its own way, that a
charitable life always assumes leaving of oneself, leaving one's
routines, freeing oneself from all that hinders the journey. There is
no union with God without renunciation of self. Marv is the model of
support of God's Loving Plan. It is this fundamental attitude that
must always direct and animate us. We can only be true servants of
the poor in the measure we are servants of the Lord, where we
humbly accept the expressions of our Master's desires.

Mary, Mother of mercy , who evangelizes the poor
After hearing and reflecting on the will of God, Mary acted. Her
decision went immediately into action. Her being of servant is
expressed through concrete acts of service. Life in the Spirit always
moves to outside itself in accomplishing human tasks. That is why,
moved by the Spirit, Mary departed "in haste" to help her older
cousin.
• With Elizabeth, Marv brought out two important aspects of
our service to the poor.
- Her greeting introduces us to the quality of being present
to the poor, allowing them to talk, listening to them,
recognizing them for themselves, sharing deeply with
them;
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- Her concrete acts of service reveal a love that is not afraid
to wear itself out, to do repetitive physical activity.
Mary teaches us to live ordinary life in an extraordinary way by
living authentic and deep relationships with the poor, by concretely
and courageously putting ourselves at their service to show them the
tenderness God has for them.
• At Cana, Marv brings us into a conversion of opinion in
looking at the poor in another way and being attentive to their basic
needs. She also leads us to tactfully bring out the abilities of others
without personal interest.

• At the foot of the Cross, far from avoiding shame, suffering,
Mary is present, accompanying the condemned Jesus.
• In the Upper Room, Mary is there, at the service of all, a

visible sign of the invisible Christ. She is a link among the disciples,
a seed of unity.
• At Pentecost, Mary believes that the Spirit of her Son
continues to communicate and act in the hearts of humanity to help
them see themselves as children of the same Father and to live
together as brothers and sisters.

Conclusion
In Mary we will discover the perfect attitude of servant. She, who
allowed herself to be fashioned by the Spirit, teaches us to allow
ourselves, at the beginning of this Third Millennium, to be fashioned
by the same Spirit to continue the mission of her Son close to the
poor. That is why we daily meditate on two evangelical prayers, the
Rosary and the Angelus, as a way, among others, not only of
following the steps of God who approaches our humanity in inviting
himself to Mary's house, but also of placing ourselves at the school of
Marv the servant.

II. The Spirituality of the Daughters of Charity
and Today 's Challenges
Introduction
After having determined from a bit closer our spirituality from
the experiences of our Founders, we now come to the second
question which also is important: How do we live this Daughter of
Charity spirituality today? How do we continue the mission of the
Redemptive Incarnation in today's world? How do we honor Jesus
Christ, the source and model of all charity, serving him corporally
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and spiritually in the person of the poor within the cultural context
of our different countries?
Christian spirituality has a basically historical and concrete
character. We must struggle against an ideal image of concrete
modalities to live our spirituality in today's world. The modalities
vary according to place, context, and ongoing evolutions. It is
impossible to determine them once and for all from the outside. They
are to be invented on the field of history and to be unceasingly
readjusted. I will limit myself to two world and ecclesia realities of
today that very directly call out to us:

- the first is the phenomenon of globalization;
- the second is the New Evangelization spoken of by John
Paul 11.
Faced with globalization, we have to inculturate ourselves more
and more into the world of the poor. This will reveal itself by a
lifestyle that is close to the poor and a positive outlook on life that
can astonish and disconcert, to find therein the actual presence of the
Risen Lord which leads to following him and opens a pathway of
hope. To commit ourselves in the New Evangelization, service of the
poor lived with a spirit of humility, simplicity and charity, is an
authentic pathway of evangelization.

A. The Daughter of Charity, servant, Incarnates the presence of
Christ in the world of the poor

1. Context: Globalization
Globalization is a process of worldwide exchange that puts
countries, economies, groups, ethnicities, religions, cultures, and
values, in relationship with each other, with their positive and
negative aspects. We can undoubtedly affirm that never in the
existence of humanity has there been the possibility of being so
united as there is today and in the coming decades, thanks to new
technologies, to the entrance of computers in homes, or to the
ability of everyone to access information and the possibility of
nearly unlimited encounters. Globalization, with its capacity for
exchange, can create better life opportunities for everyone; but it also
favors the concentration of power in the hands of some and pushes
for the adoption of a sole form of thought and action on a universal
plan. It contributes to the gradual erosion of collective reference
points be they social, political or spiritual. The decline of traditional
values and the rise of a culture centered on materialistic and
economic aspects tend to eliminate cultural differences around the
world.
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Even if we are able to know what is happening in other places by
the speed of communication, we cannot forget the importance of the
cultural, social and religious roots of all humanity and their values.
Every person is capable of living these values and therefore showing
them to be "alive" for others. In today's world where communication
technology develops and is perfected day in and day out, the mystery
of the Redemptive Incarnation and the mystery of the Resurrection
challenge us: how can we enter into relationship with others? Which
form of communication should we encourage?
- Christ's incarnation reflects the culmination of human
relationships: Christ came to join all humanity in a universal
dimension to communicate his message of love through a quality
presence and a reciprocal relationship.
- On the Cross, Christ is despised, above all others. Yet, in living
the supreme values of Truth and Goodness in his rejection, he opens
a pathway of freedom and life for us.
- The Resurrection presents us with the mystery of the Spirit
present in all humanity; this is expressed by the capacity to live and
participate in building a more fraternal society.
For Daughters of Charity in the world of universal
communication, the center of our concern and commitment is the
person of the poor. It is not, first of all, to engage in a great
worldwide humanitarian effort, but to throw ourselves in an
adventure of relationship and service where availability and openness
to the workings of the Spirit reign. Our spirituality as Daughters of
Charity leads us to:
- seek, with others, concrete ways of living out today the
presence of Christ to all, especially to the poor;
- look at concrete persons, taken one by one, each
possessing a dignity and living his/her own reality in a
given place, time, and culture.

2. A challenge : living close to the poor
By vocation, we are called to take up the challenge to be close to
the totally destitute" in order to render Christ present to the poor.

a) Closeness to the poor
Following Christ, who chose to come among us, we are called to
"go to them" and to live the process of winning them over: "Being
with, sharing the living conditions of the people, welcoming, going
toward, participating in the life of others...... In 1968 Mother
Guillemin said: "The first reflex of love is to try to resemble the one
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loved... This is why we feel urged to become close to the poor, to live
among them in true proximity of life and concerns."
The words of our Charter state: "[having] for monastery only the
houses of the sick," etc. The places where we are to be are the streets
of the city and the wards of the hospitals. It is there that we will
meet God. "A sister will go ten times a day to visit the poor and ten
times a day she will find God there." A rented room specifies a lifestyle
where we refuse to settle in (C. 1.9). Our lifestyle must allow us to
live the truest possible proximity with the poor. "Going to them"
means "leaving" our lifestyle, our ways of seeing and thinking, to
discover those of the poor and to bring our way of living as close as
possible to that of our "masters." It is no longer only moving
geographically but experiencing a benevolent closeness to enter
progressively into a great understanding of their needs, their
mentality, their difficulties, etc.
• Inculturation
Inculturation, in the first place, implies taking the time to live
with the poor, to create bonds and to remain faithful in order to
progressively learn their story. We can talk about truly absorbing
ourselves with the poor as time necessary for our service, to root
ourselves with them, to become poor with the poor, to live among
and for them. Of course, it is not the physical proximity that matters
the most. We can spend the entire day outside our community,
meeting many of the poor, but if we hold on to a possessive,
maternal or moralistic mentality, we do not cone out of ourselves,
out of our own mentality. True proximity with the poor is in an
interior domain. It is within the heart that true fellowship resides.
We will only know them well if we love them. The approach of
Christ's Incarnation is the fundamental reference point where the
justification of our closeness to the poor is rooted. Our quality of
presence always plays to a paschal rhythm: it is leaving our "world"
to join that of the poor, emptying ourselves to make room to join
them where they are, such as they are, and not as we would like
them to be.
We have to unceasingly convert our ways of seeing, thinking and
understanding to those of Christ. In living our spirituality in a world
where the ephemeral and the superficial reign, we take up the challenge
of length and quality in our relationships.

b) Reciprocal relationships
The central conviction of our Christian faith is that the Spirit of
the Risen Christ is given to all humanity. The Spirit precedes us, is
present in everyone's life, speaks to the heart, is already at work in it.
And we, we need only join in the action of the Spirit. Living with the
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poor, is not only doing something for them, but entering into
dialogue with them and being open and attentive to the mystery of
God's action in them, recognizing that the essential of the Christian
message can already be found with them.
Listening is therefore primary. It disposes us to receive what the
poor already carry as seeds of the Spirit. It invites us to allow
ourselves to be transformed as Christ let himself be moved by the
words of a pagan, the Syrophoenician. This approach makes us
respect the poor and take them seriously. We can then welcome them
and make their original way of living our own. Indeed, it is not
enough only to dialogue with them, but also to welcome them
respectfully for who they are, what they do and what they aspire to
do, to the point of learning to see reality through their eyes. A basic
disposition is at the heart of this manner of living with the poor:
becoming a partner, in an attitude of reciprocity, where each receives
and gives to grow in mutual communication.
Later, we can carry out a true work of discernment to collect and
sort that which will favor and nourish life, and denounce with them
that which is an obstacle to this life that is searching to be born and
to grow. In living our spirituality in the world where "each one for
his/herself ' reigns, we take up the challenge of true partnerships where
each one gives and receives to advance together.
• The poor evangelize us by their values
Faith is a gift from God that makes us welcome God in our lives:
"True religion is among the poor; God enriches then! with a living faith;
they believe, they touch, they savor the words of life.... For the ordiuarv,
they keep the peace among troubles and punishments. What is the
cause of this? Faith. Why? Because they are simple; God made grace
abound in them that was refused to the rich and wise of the world."
Faith is not only in action during prayer. It must become the guide of
our thoughts, judgments, and actions. The eyes of faith lead us to
"see" and love the Lord in all that is human, with particular attention
for all that is lowly and insignificant in the eyes of the world. The
spirit of faith makes us truly see the poor "as our masters" who
evangelize us, and not like persons towards whom we bend down.
The poor evangelize us by their qualities and values lived out
daily. In the world of the poor, in spite of the egoism that can show
itself and the temptation of "each one for his/herself," bonds of
solidarity, a climate of mutual help and simple sharing are created.
Often the poor, who have experienced suffering, feel called by the
suffering of others. In addition to solidarity, the poor often know
how to appreciate what is done for them, to be content and to foster
true gratitude for it. We can go still deeper. The poor are perhaps the
only ones who truly give by making their gift an initiative of love,
since for them, the gift implies deprivation. Furthermore, when the
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poor accept us such as we are, with all our limitations, they make us
discover God's immense capacity of acceptance and mercy in our
regard. In living our spirituality, we take up the challenge to allow
ourselves to be evangelized by the poor.
• The poor evangelize us by their poverty
The poor evangelize us not only by their qualities, but also
because they shake us up and demand from us deep conversion. They
ask the best from us, and make us pass from instinct to the spiritual.
If they evangelize us, it is not because they are living examples of
virtue. Their heart could also be as violent and deceitful as any
human heart. In truth, what humanizes us is that they manifest what
humanity is. They reveal that human beings are lowly, weak, fragile,
sinful, and mortal.
Without always explicitly asking for affection, the poor remind
us of a primordial need of humanity - respect, recognition, esteem.
What they are looking for above all is a look that shows
consideration, a look that gives them back a positive image of
themselves.
Through their need for true relationships, the poor refocus us on
the essentials of life - sharing, gratuitousness, love. If we listen to
their calls, the poor awaken in us the sources of compassion and
goodness; they liberate in us the capacity for undreamed of love. To
persevere in authentic relationships with the poor, which we
sometimes fear, we must recognize that they reveal our own poverty
to us. Without knowing it, they put their finger directly on our
wounds and limitations that hinder us from fully loving. They
become a mirror and help us to recognize, after all is said and done,
that we are not so different from one another. Unless we become
hardened, the poor can become a grace of deep reconciliation
between others and ourselves.
When we are able to see the poor as those who, by reason of
their weaknesses, show us the fundamental truth of our humanity,
that is to say, our own fragility, then they have already grown, and
we with them. Christ is particularly questioning in the poor. We
cannot meet the poor if our hearts are not deeply filled with fraternal
fervor. desiring truly to renounce wanting to be above them in order
to be simply with them, maybe even the least among them. In the
presence of the poor, we are invited to solidarity, to justice.
The poor evangelize us in a new way by leading us to charity, to
humility in our service. We place ourselves at the service of the poor,
instead of dominating them by imposing our knowledge and our
plans for them. It is also letting ourselves be evangelized and letting
go of the idea that we are going to "save," can "save," someone. In
accepting our service, such as it is, the poor allow us to express,
beyond our limits, the source of love that dwells in our hearts and
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our ability to give life in following Christ the Servant. In living our
spirituality, we take up the challenge of ' true fellowship where the
lowliest is the favorite.
B. The Daughter of Charity , servant , incarnates the actions of
Christ the Servant in the world of the poor
We are in the world, not to conform or assimilate ourselves to it,
but to continue the mission of Jesus Christ. The world is where we
verify the authenticity of our faith and our charity.

1. Context : The New Evangelization
The expression "new evangelization" was created and put
forward by John Paul II in his January 2, 1986, letter to the
European Bishops. He wrote: "The profound and deep cultural,
political, ethnic and spiritual transformations that have occurred in
giving a new configuration to European society, must correspond to a
`new quality of evangelization,' that knows how to suggest to today's
humankind the eternal message of salvation in new and convincing
terninologv." "Our- works must witness that we love them," said
St. Vincent. The service of the poor is a pathway of evangelization as
a means of authentically living the gospel.

2. Challenge : serving the poor as Christ the Servant
Our spirituality of service is derived from the manner by which
our Founders understood the Incarnation and mission of Christ. "To
be true Daughters of Charity, you must do what the Son of God did
while on earth" (Coste, Conferences to the DCs, 13). God founded the
Company to "do what a God did on earth... in order to honor the hoh'
humanity of Our Lord" (Coste, Conferences to the DCs, 56). God
sends us to the poor to show them his love. What characterizes us is
not so much service but a spirituality of servant. We manifest our
spirituality of servant by the love we give to God and by love of the
poor which is translated by acts of charity.
Our affective love of God leads us to an effective love for the
poor. We must be empty of ourselves to be entirely turned towards
the well being of the poor. To combat the temptation of imitating
"earthly kings" (Lk 22:25) and following the surrounding culture of
society with various ways of helping the poor "from on high," our
Founders remind us, time and time again, of the necessity that "we
must imitate the Son of God who did nothing save from the motive of
the love which lie had for God his Father" (Coste, Conferences to the
DCs, 18). Being clothed in the Spirit of Christ, we are able to love and
serve the poor with:
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- "respect and devotion" which reveals a spirit of humility
"always seeing God in them;"
- "cordiality" which expresses simplicity of heart;
- "compassion and gentleness " which shows a spirit of
charity.
Our vocation as Daughters of Charity is equivalent to reflecting
the vocation of Christ . " Look at the Son of God! Oh! what a heart of
charity ! what a flame of love !" ( Coste, Conferences to CMs, 584).

a) With an attitude of servant which must be the putting into
practice of the virtues of their state of life: humility,
simplicity , and charity
To truly become "servants of the poor" and so that our service of
the poor is an expression of the mission of Christ, we must enter into
the dynamism of the Spirit of Christ. There is no true service of the
poor without conversion of heart. The service that we should offer
today's society must be filled with and characterized by the necessary
virtues asked for by St. Vincent for his daughters.
• Humility
To consider a service of the poor with respect, the first
indispensable virtue is humility. We must not confuse humility with
an inferiority complex, a poor image of oneself or lack of confidence.
It is not weakness, nor timidity, nor a personality flaw and even less
the burying of one's talents. Humility leads us to turn ourselves more
towards God and the poor, and to commit ourselves to them as God
asks us to do. Humility is a moving away from ourselves in a positive
energy that propels us towards others, that frees us from needless
complications and complexities.
Serving the poor with humility is first of all freely listening to
them before looking to resolve their problems. Putting oneself at
their service requires an effort of attention to enter into their world,
in opening oneself first of all to the mystery of the person, looking to
understand his/her sufferings and joys. This requires an attitude of
discretion and modesty on our part. Humility teaches us not only to
be attentive to the lives of the poor, but also to reflect on them, to
grasp their point of view. We will never finish trying to understand
the language of the poor. Sometimes we believe too quickly that we
have found the right formula for explaining or getting someone back
on his/her feet. We are unceasingly provoked to deepen our openness
to dialogue to find pathways of mutual understanding.
Humility helps us speak at the right moment. It helps us ask for
the right words always for a good intention. Humility leads us to
believe that the poor are bearers of a unique thought that we do not
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suspect and of which we can take advantage. In taking their lives
and thoughts seriously, we believe in their possibilities and can
trust them. The conviction that the poor carry uncultivated riches
within themselves leads us to develop a discreet and attentive quality
of presence to the smallest signs of hope, to their aspirations, to
their deep desires. The poor need a great deal of confidence. When
they feel understood, it then becomes possible to begin something
with them.
The decision comes from them not us. Humility alone allows us
to have this attitude capable of recognizing that each situation must
be approached by the poor themselves and not by us. Inhabited by a
spirit of humility, our attitudes and words are no longer enough,
nor certain of always being right. We are less likely to take ourselves
as a reference point and to make hurtful comparisons. Humility
controls our reflexes of power and self-affirmation; we who know,
who can, who criticize, we learn to dominate the power we have
at our fingertips. Humility makes us go beyond the human or
the psychological to enter into the domain of love. We do not
discover new things, but it allows us to acquire a new regard towards
the poor.
The way in which the poor presented themselves to us depends
largely on our attitude towards them. Humility allows us to approach
the poor in faith and to recognize the presence of God in them. If we
lack humility, we deprive them of their sense of depth, we cut them
from their roots, and thus devalue them. The poor need to be
acknowledged for themselves before being helped. They do not ask
first of all to be assisted but to be looked upon and recognized as
persons. Humility makes us see them as "our masters" who preach to
us by their very presence.
Humility is above all an act of faith in Christ, particularly in his
Redemptive Incarnation. This faith consists not only in speaking of
the grandeur of all humanity, but also in inviting one to penetrate
beyond each face to discover the icon of Christ.
• Simplicity
We must not confuse simplicity with the desire for assertiveness
or the desire for power; nor with spontaneity and naivety. Naivety is
an excess of confidence that often results from ignorance, from
inexperience or from lack of reflection. Spontaneity makes one react
immediately, responding to the first impulse without thinking. The
human condition is that of twilight: there are contradictions,
ambivalence, and fragility in us all and all a patch of mystery.
However, simplicity, which is above all an attitude of the heart,
moves from the superficial "I" to the deep and honest "I" and accords
as much as possible its will with God's. Simplicity allows us to have
a sincere behavior that creates clear unambiguous relationships,
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without seeming to be something that it is not. Through a simple
heart, without any sort of disguise, without complication, nor
self-searching, we reveal ourselves in all sincerity and act without
duplicity, affectation, or ostentation. If we do not judge beyond
ourselves, we clarify our emotions and put the poor at ease:
moreover, this encourages us to believe that others do not judge
either. On the contrary, if we lack simplicity with the poor, we risk
putting their sincerity into question and becoming suspicious of
them. The poor very quickly sense a lack of simplicity and
relationships then become distorted.
Simplicity makes us avoid all ambiguity in our language, our
manner of being, by not drawing attention in one way or another "frankly and simply." When we walk in straightforwardness, we do
not constantly have disputes, negative criticism, or bitterness on our
lips. Simplicity prevents us from making only negative judgments
about the poor. Even if we can pinpoint certain causes of some forms
of poverty, simplicity helps us note the difficulties of the moment as
lived by the poor. Our quality of servant of the poor demands this
simplicity in all things, in our lifestyle, if we want to be understood
by them. Simplicity is also the search for God and God's glory in all
that we do.
• Charity
A distinctive feature of our spirituality is to make of the service
of the poor an act of charity. Our spirit is charity. We must not
confuse charity with generosity or even solidarity. It is neither "being
in love," nor emotions. It cannot restrict itself to an act however
generous it might be. Charity is the very expression of the charity of
the Father, of his unconditional love for humanity. Charity makes us
share in the deepest sentiments of God's Heart, God's mercy and
fidelity to humanity. Charity is going all the way in love, whatever the
difficulties encountered along the way. Charity is there for the
duration.
The two expressions "service" and "charity" do not naturally go
together. Serving the poor is to recognize them as dependent
persons, in circumstances of need and thus of inferiority. Yet, service
of the poor is not only humanitarian aid but is a place where we
must witness to Jesus Christ the Servant in an effective way. Our
commitment to serve the poor lives with the affection of a loving
heart.
Service of the poor is putting God's love to work through the
faithful commitment of our entire self . It gets its energy and
expression from God's Love. Since charity does not exist without
humility nor simplicity, we strive to translate God's charity in
humble and simple service. In serving the poor with charity, we
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reveal to them the ways of God and show them who God is, and how
God loves "to the end."
Our actions in serving the poor only have meaning if they are
done through and in love. It is not so much about doing things as it
is doing them "in love" (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 45). It is
important that the charity of Christ penetrate our heart to love
without counting the cost, to be compassionate, open to others, and
non-judgmental. Through charity, we come into solidarity with the
poor to the point of accepting that our lives will he completely
changed by this virtue. In living our spirituality, we take tip the
challenge of choosing a spirit of service that expresses God's tenderness
for the poor.

b) With a constant focus on the promotion of the whole person
and every person
Our love of God cannot limit itself to a simple spiritual
experience; it must take form in a commitment in favor of the
dignity, the promotion of the person. It is serving the poor by taking
into account all their physical, economic, intellectual, moral and
spiritual poverty and giving them means to find their dignity again.
Even if the starting point of service ties up with a particular need of
the person: physical, emotional, intellectual, economic, or spiritual,
etc., our service takes the whole person into consideration.
• Quality corporal service
St. Paul said: "You trust know that your body is a temple of the
Holy Spirit, who is within - the Spirit you have received from God"
(1 Cor 6:19). If the body is truly the dwelling place of God, holy
ground, this profoundly transforms our relationship and service. The
life of every poor person is sacred and we touch them with even
greater respect. In washing the feet of his disciples and in asking us
to do the same, Jesus shows us the importance of meeting the
physical presence of another with gentleness and tenderness, for the
body is precious: it is the person. Our Founders asked us to serve our
suffering brothers and sisters with "compassion, gentleness, cordiality,
respect, and devotion" (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 923).
Our actions, whether in teaching, education, health care, or
social services are called to he actions of charity, that is, coming
from God's love. They must not be reduced to purely professional
actions, even if they are subject to professional and administrative
regulations which govern and fulfill them with the necessary
competence. We have to accompany the poor on their journey,
awakening their conscious so that they can progressively analyze and
understand their situation themselves, evaluate the realities in which
they are involved, and discern and seek solutions for a better future.
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• Quality spiritual service
Meeting the poor, welcoming them, listening to them, loving
them and serving them are the necessary conditions for a service that
is evangelistic. Indeed, through service of the poor, we place
ourselves at the service of the Good News of Jesus Christ. We strive
to proclaim the Good News in deeds as in words, and "incarnate this
proclamation" in such a way that anyone, of good will, can hear this
Good News, presented in as authentic and simple a way as possible,
and thus deepen it and, if he/she chooses, accept it.
However, this is not necessarily saying to make Christians of all
people, nor to push all the baptized to return to the Church. In living
spiritual service we also strive to place the other in a position to
give. The greatest happiness that we can give to the poor is to allow
them to give. Again, it is being open to the questions of our
contemporaries, seeking less to give ready-made answers as to study
more deeply the questioning.
• Every poor person
"You have a vocation which obliges you to assist everyone,
without distinction of persons: men, women, children, and, in
general, every poor person who needs you" (C 1.7). In living our
spirituality, we take up the challenge to work for the development of the
entire person and of all persons.

c) In a spirit of collaboration
Our vows of corporal and spiritual service of the poor- require the
gilt of our person and our time. But the service of the poor is not
limited to serving only the person in difficulty; it also takes into
account his/her environment and other persons with whom we are
called to collaborate.
The Holy Spirit involves us today, more than ever, to share our
spirituality with the laity in companionship for better service.
Partnerships and collaboration with others is not a strategic plan due
to the fewer numbers of vocations. It is an essential component of
our vocation.
• Collaboration from within the works of the Company
We live our spirituality of service in promoting collaboration
with the laity in our own apostolic works as much as possible. Today,
many of them rely principally on the laity; that is how the mission of
the Company can continue. This collaboration with the laity extends
the scope of our mission and transforms our way of serving the poor.
Collaboration equally enriches what we do and what we live. It
stimulates us to encourage the laity to open themselves to Vincentian
Spirituality, to accompany them, to support them, and to form them.
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This collaboration requires an attitude of availability, listening and
sharing.
• Collaboration with "those who work to promote the rights
of the poor"
Today, our service also calls us to collaborate more closely with
institutions, organizations, and activities that are not under the
sponsorship of the Company. Among these are found social service
centers for development and assistance, educational institutions,
international organizations, ecclesial communities, and movements
and services of the Church. This collaboration is a privileged place to
live our spirituality as Daughters of Charity in complementarity with
others. In living our spirituality, we take up the challenge of putting
our respective riches in common to promote the dignity of the poor.
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY, Paris)

Vincentiana, July-October 2001

Specific Contribution
of St. Vincent and St. Louise
to the Identity and Spirituality
of the Daughters of Charity
by Benito Martinez, C.M.
Protnnce of Zaragoza
5.VIl.2001

These last few years, there has been little importance given to the
fact that the Daughters of Charity are secular and not religious. Even
so, this reality is as important now , if not more so, as it was at the
origin of the foundation , because the Daughters of Charity were
brought into existence to work for the good of the poor . Since the
modern-day world has nationalized education , health care and social
services, it seems that society no longer needs the sisters ' work. By
abusing its power, the State considers that it alone has the right to
provide for the necessities and well being of its citizens. It seems that
currently, religious have no other choice but to return to the sources:
to be the sign of the Kingdom of God on earth! Nevertheless , this is not
the case of the Daughters of Charity who came into being not only to
bring the witness of the evangelical values through their lives, but to
serve the poor. Without them , there would be no Daughters of
Charity. That is why, in studying the foundation and formation of the
Company, it is necessary to take the poor into consideration, or
better vet, the natural development of service over the course of the
centuries.

1. The Company of the Daughters of Charity
It is said that the Daughters of Charity are what St. Vincent
wanted them to be and what St. Louise made of them. I am totally in
agreement with this saying. The natural evolution of social and
religious events was of great importance. Circumstances presented
different manners of finding a remedy for the needs of the poor to
the two saints, and both of them had sufficient insight to make use of
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them. Their realistic understanding was the impetus to establish the
Charities.' Everything sprung forth from the Charities. The Daughters
of Charity were the practical evolution from it, adapted to diverse
situations. In reading the first documents of the life of St. Vincent, it
seems that the time line stops after the foundation of the Association
of Charity and the Congregation of the Mission . It was conversations
with St. Louise over the years and her initiatives that impelled our
founder to introduce the Daughters of Charity into the Charities and
to form this special association that was to become the Company. It
was events which in presenting themselves allowed him to pull out
what was considered invaluable in other institutions for their
purposes, which gifted the new Company with a Council, a Director,
canonical and regular visitations, etc.
It is evident and without discussion: the Confraternities of
Charity are the exclusive work of St. Vincent de Paul; however, the
foundation of the Daughters of Charity belongs equally to both
saints. I dare to assert, by using a little science fiction, that if one of
the two had been missing, the Company of the Daughters of Charity
would never have existed. Even though it was Marguerite Naseau'
who first had the idea of integrating into the Charities young girls
desiring to give themselves to God for the free service of the poor,
Mademoiselle Le Gras played an indispensable role: offering a place
of welcome, of encounter, of reference, and above all, that of being
formator of the young girls. Vincent expressed this innumerable
times. In 1630, he wrote to Louise: "Let me also know whether that
good young woman from Suresnes, who visited you before and who
spends her time teaching girls, has come to see you as she promised me
last Sunday when she was here" (Coste, Correspondence, 1, 68).
Vincent said that Marguerite, before dedicating herself to the care of
the sick poor, visited Louise several times and kept in touch with her.
The insistence of Vincent, on this occasion, that Marguerite visit
Mademoiselle, supposes that he considered Louise's influence on
Marguerite to be decisive , or he judged her advice to be a
determining factor in this extremely important event. As a follow-up,
he continued to proceed in the same way with regard to the other
girls. Marguerite was the reference point or model. Vincent
welcomed them into the Charities and Louise received and formed
them. The influence of Louise was even greater in the definitive
formation of the Company. Although many historians attribute this

' Martinez , Benito, C . M., Emper't ada en un paraiso para los pobres
(CEME: Salamanca, 1995) 81-85.
St. Vincent recounts these events five times. Four of the times, he
attributes the initiative to Marguerite and only in one of the accounts does he
attribute the first decision to himself. Coste, Conferences to DCs, 71, 184, 217,
406, 535.
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to Vincent de Paul, and very few to Louise de Marillac, I believe that
it is necessary to attribute as much to St. Vincent as to St. Louise,
each one having a particular role to play in view of the divine
charism.
An ecclesial institution is formed when there is a convergence of
irreplaceable divine mediations and a series of diverse natural
circumstances. If we examine the latter, we find that one day,
St. Vincent de Paul wrote to Mademoiselle Le Gras: "I ant delighted
tt'ith the employment of those good Young women and I commend Your
desire to give theist a painting, but not Your giving way to concern
about the matter. You belong to Our Lord and his holy Mother. Cling to
them and to the state in which they have placed you until they make it
clear that thev wish something else of you. "' Without changing the
context of the letter but, on the contrary, in accord with the thinking
of Vincent de Paul, I am led to believe that this refers her to a change
in civil state, in this specific case, to become religious. I deduce this
because Louise was thinking of this state in order to appease God
for the vow made during her youth which she was unable to keep.
St. Vincent was opposed to this. Sometime afterwards, Vincent de
Paul would again firmly oppose the intentions of his directee: "As for
the rest. I beg you, once and for all, not to give it a thought until Our
Lord makes it evident that he wishes it, and at present lie is giving
indications to the contrary.... You are trying to become the servant of
those poor voting wo ^ nen, and God wants you to be his own, and
perhaps of more people than You would be in that wav. And even if you
were only his, is it not enough for God that your heart is honoring the
tranquility of Our Lords?" (Coste, Correspondence, 1, 111).
This letter enlightens us much. Vincent was opposed to Louise's
changing her state and becoming a religious. The letter however also
says that Louise wants to change states together with the voting
women and that in this new situation they would not be serving the
neighbor. We can deduce from this that Louise was seeking to create
a new religious foundation. This does not surprise us today, but
Vincent de Paul told her that God had another design on her: to
consecrate her to the service of many people, without defining where
she would serve them, if in the future Company, in the Charities, or
going to visit them. What is meant by the sentence, "And even if you
were only his?" Does that mean to enter a convent by herself or
remain as she is?
This attitude of Louise gave rise to frequent conversations
between the two saints on this same subject. Vincent developed a

' Coste, Correspondence, 1, 70-71. In the seventeenth century, the word
state" signified social class (for example, the third estate), the milieu in which
a person lives his civil situation: celibate, widow or religious.
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supernatural conviction that would be for him the key element in
the future: Louise had a mission to accomplish but united to the
young women and for the poor. One has the impression that the
two saints spoke about assembling the young women in a Charity
only for them. Louise, undoubtedly, had to undertake this. She
nervously pushed herself to bring this about quickly and, obstinate
that she was, she never ceased to renew this effort. In May 1633,
Vincent tried to stop her because he was not sure if this was the will
of God. In September, Vincent was convinced that God wanted
something exceptional from Louise; concretely, he wanted to bring
the young girls together in a Charity for them alone. One month
later, Louise, with the direction of Vincent, began this experiment
during weekends. Finally on 29 November 1633, they both decided to
more formally begin this new Charity with Marie Joly and two or
three other companions. Nine months before, Marguerite Naseau
had died.,
I think that it is the human unfolding of various circumstances
that leads us to the conclusion that St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise
de Marillac are both the founders of the Company of the Daughters of
Charity. We can arrive at this same conclusion if we examine the
events in a supernatural way: the Vincentian charism is also a
Louisian charism.
There is no doubt that, in order to found the Company of the
Daughters of Charity, both Vincent and Louise received the divine
charism as founder: an experience of God that led them to become
aware of their life. For Vincent de Paul, this experience came about
in 1609 when, being accused of stealing, he met Berulle who
introduced him to prayer. For Louise de Marillac, it began in 1607
when, in the boarding school, having suffered abandonment, she had
recourse to the Capuchins who taught her to pray. The experience of
God brought about a change of life, a conversion; and the divine
experience and conversion led to a revelation that gave them a
mission: to devote themselves to the poor. With St. Vincent, it came
from material egoism, with St. Louise, spiritual egoism and for both
of them, a Dark Night experience in 1617 and 1623 respectively.
Materialization of the mission came from a dark night experience. To
escape from it, Vincent offered himself to the poor and as for Louise,
it was God who drew her out of it in order to offer her to the poor.
St. Vincent began the project at Folleville and Chitillon; St. Louise
made the discovery thanks to St. Vincent in 1629. It was one same
charism in two people, which means it can be said that both saints
received the same charism.

Coste, Correspondence, 1, 174, 175, 200, 211, 216, 218.
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Study on the development of the Company leads us to the same
end. The two founders influenced essential aspects of the nature of
the Company, even though from different positions. Vincent de Paul,
founder of the Confraternities of Charity, is the Director and
Superior of the nascent Charity. He gave it spirituality, theological
foundation and he set up its juridical structures. At that time, it was
out of the question that a woman could be director of a
confraternity.' But, Vincent de Paul ordered nothing contrary to the
opinion of his collaborator, not at least without her knowledge. For
her part, Louise was very attached to the person of her director; she
was the best and most faithful disciple. She accepted his teachings as
the most appropriate for her daughters. Vincent had great and
particular esteem for his directee, and justifiably so, since he put all
confidence in her.

2. Circumstances , St. Vincent and St . Louise
It seems that St. Vincent had been president of numerous
commissions of directors for "projects" dedicated to the poor. With
regard to the Daughters of Charity, however, he adapted into rule the
ideas and initiatives of the Directress because she, more than he, was
in contact with the realities of the workings of the Company. It is
enough to read some responses of St. Vincent to Louise's letters to be
convinced of this. "1 approve of what you wrote me; therefore, kindly
do it as soon as possible, Mademoiselle. Excuse me if 1 do not come to
see you today; I am anxious to get to the city." "1 just read the order of
the day that you sent me and think it is fine." Or the terse responses he
gives to her questions: "1 think so..., you will see..., you are doing
well..., please try that..., when you think it is time..., speak with the
Duchess....
The Charity of the daughters was a Charity dependant on
Monsieur Vincent, who himself was named director - not the
pastor. He settled the daughters in Louise's house - not in the parish
- and he named her Superioress.' The governance and the

` Do not forget the difficulties encountered by Mlle . Le Gras in not being
able to sign the contract for the hospital in Angers as Directress but 'Directress
under the authority of the Superior Genera l of the Congregation of the Priests of
the Mission " ( Coste, Correspondence, II, 2, 8).
Coste, Correspondence , II, 77 , 131, 290-293.
At the beginning of the Company, the Superioress and the two officers
were widows or single women from other Charities . The first were Louise de
Marillac from the Charity of St. Nicolas -du-Chardonnet and Mesdames
Goussault and Pollalion from the Charity of Hotel-Dieu . Who had the idea
of electing her from among the Daughters of Charity ? On the one hand,
St. Vincent wrote to Fr. Ozenne : " It has been a while since I thought about
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immediate direction of the Charity were the responsibility of the
Superioress , as in the other Charities. Vincent was very busy with
ecclesiastical and civil affairs. He knew the qualities and values of
Louise de Marillac very well and he more or less entrusted the
Company into her hands , considering that the sisters were more her
responsibility than his. Usually he spoke of "her girls. " At the time of
the first council of the Company , the Superior said : "After that, the
sister servant [St. Louise] who will have collected the votes, will follow
that which she found to be the most appropriate . And if- she does not
wish to follow neither one nor the other, that is up to her to say. We
will not finish this point today ; we will need to think about this before
God. Or else, if she it -ants to take advice , she might say: I will discuss
this with Monsieur Vincent; the will see what will be the best ." I Louise
drew up the first rule and employment of time, adapting the general
rule of the Charities to her daughters . Vincent made very few
changes in it after taking several months in reading it. He suggested
that Louise explain it to the sisters and only in view of the
admiration Louise had for the Director , did lie himself explain it
during the month of July 1634. Since it was in its embryonic stage,
the rules drawn up by St. Vincent in 1645, 1646, and 1655 take into
consideration both the rule of the Charities as well as the one drawn
up by Louise with the observations that she stressed to him."
Furthermore , without knowing why - as the hypothesis goes,
because of the fear of being considered as religious - St. Vincent
did not want to publish the Rules of the Daughters of Charity and it
even seemed he was afraid to compile them . Nevertheless , in 1651,
St. Louise stressed again the necessity of writing rules so that the
sisters would be able to read them once a month and that the
Company would be strengthened ( L. 315). In 1655, after the approval

this subject and I often asked myself what would be the best way to direct
them, to choose someone from the same Company, or from the Company of
the Ladies of Charity, or someone else from among the Ladies? But each
solution presents difficulties.... That is why, after having well thought out and
considered everything, we felt it was best to start with a blank slate and to
elect, by a majority of votes, someone the company judges to be the most
capable among them to accomplish this mission." But we also know that
St. Louise wanted the sane thing. Mathurine Guerin wrote after the death of
St. Louise: "One day a sister told her that she would not like a Superioress
who was not a member of the community (Company).... And, as the sister did
not know it it was a good disposition or not, the same Superioress (Louise)
said to her that one must praise God for having given her the idea."
" Coste, XIII, 592 (French Edition). Cf. also, Coste, Conferences to DCs,
732-733 and what is said in the Council of 8 September 1655 (XIII, 693,
French edition).
Spiritual Writings, A. 54, 55; Coste, X111, 125, 145, 146 (French
Edition).
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of the Rules of the Company, Louise continued to take initiatives to
the Superior "for the strengthening of the Company" (L. 605, 629).

3. The Daughters of Charity and the Priests of the Mission
The initiatives of St. Louise have had a great influence on the
evolution of the Company. Louise knew that her daughters, like most
women of the 17" century, were second-class citizens both in society
as well as in the Church. They were subordinate to men, having no
juridical rights, so that the Charities had to admit a man as a
prosecutor "to act in justice proceedings."", She also knew that they
had no other culture than that which life had taught them and that
popular religion was full of superstitions, but that they were young
women consecrated to God, living the evangelical counsels, to whom
the responsibility of directing numerous civil and ecclesial works had
been confided. It is very curious that for the first time in history these
girls were obliged to mix with the crowds on the street. It was
necessary, therefore, that these young women have a simple plan of
formation so that there would be harmony between consecrated life
and service. That is to say that they be Daughters of Charity and
Louise was charged with this under the direction of Vincent. The
Company could not copy other institutions because at that time it
was the only one of its kind. That is the reason it was supported by
the Congregation of the Mission, which was part of its organizational
structure.
Without taking into account the reluctant attitude of St. Vincent
who tried to avoid distracting the priests from their missions, Louise
planned courtesy and business meetings with them to exchange news
about the works or persons in the two Companies.,` It is probable that
today we see only simple social relationships which was the style of
the time. We sense, however, that in the spirit of Louise all of this was
part of a vast plan that she did not hide and that she strove to bring to
fruition,' with tenacity to the point of saying to the Daughters of
Charity, that the superior of a community of missionaries is also the
superior of the sisters in that place. This is not a symbolic superior as
this phrase could suggest to us: "Please convey my very humble and
respectful greetings to your reverend superior" [that of the missionaries],
but having authority over the Daughters of Charity as she wrote in a
Rule: "The sisters shall have great respect for the administrators and

St. Louise, Documents, 624; Coste, XIII, 420 (French edition).

" It was the missionaries more than St. Vincent who opposed directing
the Daughters of Charity, as we will see further along.
' Spiritual Writings, L. 10, 179, 182, 202, 214h, 261....
Ibid., L. 88, 445, 607, 629....
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obedience to the superior of the Mission. "'a In this way, by encouraging
the sisters to have confidence in the missionaries we can say that it
was Louise who promoted the foundation of the union between the
two institutions and between their members, a union which is still in
place today. Certainly St. Vincent, in his heart of hearts, was surely in
agreement with this idea, because, at the end of his life, he openly
defended this idea even against the opinion of his missionaries. He
wrote to Fr. Dehorgny as follows: "1 think that, as Superior of the
Missionaries, he [Fr. Cuissot] should still regard those sisters in the
same way as he does the seminarians and that those who hear their
confessions, instruct, and direct them should do as he recommends and
independently of him" (Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 270-271). Ten days
before his death, the saint gave an obedience to the sisters sent to
Poland in which he told them: you will keep "the manner of life that
you have been accustomed to in France, under the direction of Monsieur
Desdames or another who would be Superior of the Priests of our said
Congregation who are now in Poland" (Coste, XIII, 589, French
Edition).
Psychology provided Louise de Marillac with a sense of security
and support that she received from the fact of being united to a
prestigious congregation of men, as was the case of the Congregation
of the Mission at the time of St. Vincent. Louise felt at peace and
somewhat lost interest in the communities near a house of
missionaries or of those in which a priest of the Congregation of the
Mission was visiting. During a council meeting, a question arose of
opening an internal seminary in the south of France, and a type of
provincial house for the south. Louise clearly said: "1 think this would
be quite useful seeing that it was in a place where there were Priests
of the Mission " (Coste, XIII, 713, French Edition). Convinced of
this idea and against the advice of Vincent de Paul who wanted
to distance the Central House of the Daughters of Charity from
St. Lazare, Louise tenaciously put it in the forefront.'` When there
were no Priests of the Mission close to the houses of the sisters she
insisted that Vincent de Paul send a missionary to visit the houses,
review their life and encourage them, up to the point of permitting them
to make vows, to place or name an interim Sister Servant. 16

" Ibid., L. 646, 135.
Spiritual Writings, L. 131, 134, 182, 204, 300, 310, 416, 646; Coste,
Correspondence, 1, 308; 11, 150, 175.
"Among other letters, see: Coste, ibid., II, 80- 8 1; III , 216-218; Spiritual
Writings, L. 185, 186, 312, 554.
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4. Canonical Visitations , Provincial Directors , Confessors and
Spiritual Direction
From here it was only one step to undertaking canonical
visitations by the missionaries officially appointed by Monsieur
Vincent. We need to assert that the initiative comes from Louise. And
the fact is confirmed by the dialogue that took place between the two
founders. We cannot forget that the first time, as far as we know,
that Fr. Lambert made the visitation to the community at Angers,
St. Vincent wrote to him: "Mademoiselle Le Gras would like you to go
to Angers to see the Daughters under the form of a visitation
[Canonical], " and we are surprised that four years later Fr. Lambert
writes to Louise in these words: "Eight days ago, I received one of your
letters, but not the one where you sent me to Angers and you indicated
something in particular for when I would be there." It is necessary to
also remember that each missionary, after having made the
visitation, sent a report to Louise concerning the points that she
herself had indicated to him.,,
It is in similar historical and social circumstances, and taking
into account the distances between the houses, that we must look for
the origin of the present Provincial Directors. Without a doubt, the
Director General finds his origin as a result of the overload of work
of Vincent de Paul. With the impossibility of directing the Daughters
of Charity as he should, Vincent delegated certain works concerning
the sisters to another missionary. This irrefutable fact was facilitated
by Louise de Marillac in recommending to the Superior (Vincent)
that another missionary attend the conferences with him (L. 124).
This missionary also participated in the Councils of the Company. It
was almost always Frs. Portail and Almeras. The role of the
Provincial Director, however, flowed from the distance of some
communities, especially those in Poland. It was necessary to accord
to the superior of the missionaries sufficient authority to direct the
sisters and even to discharge them from the Company (Coste,
Correspondence, VII, 416).
By accepting the rigid and archaic doctrine of the 17" century
on confessional jurisdiction," Louise knew that the Superior of
the Congregation was also Superior of the Daughters of Charity.
Vincent de Paul, who told them that they were Daughters of the
parish under the direction of the parish priest," forbade them to go
to confession without his permission to priests that he had not

"Corte, Correspondence , II, 80-81; Spiritual Writings, L. 47, 103.
" Cf. Venceslaus Ciapla, C.M., De iurisdictione ad excioiendas
confecsumes Puellartnn C'haritati.' Sancti Vincentii a Paulo. Dissertatio
ad Lcu ream (Pro manuscripto), Romae, 1957.
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named.' St. Vincent's position in what concerns confessions of the
Daughters of Charity is not clear. There was a constant struggle
within himself. Whenever appropriate, the missionaries would he the
confessors, given the particular nature of the missionaries and their
identical charism. This however, clashed with Canon Law and in
addition many missionaries felt a repugnance for this ministry.20
Louise had clear ideas surrounding the question: the missionaries
must be part of the direction and take care of confession of the
Daughters of Charity according to a plan she had established in her
mind down to the smallest detail. If they are not authorized to be

" Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 276-279; Conferences of 9 June_ 1658,
16 March 1659, 11 August 1659. It is convenient to recall, for all that follows,
some dates and aspects of the Company during the time of the Founders. Up
until 1636 the Founders did not have a clear vision of what would become of
this Confraternity of young women and widows. They only knew that it was a
"Charity" within the "association " of Charities, like the Charity of Ht (el-Dieu
became a few months later. From 1636, and more exactly from 1639, at the
time of the foundation at Angers, they were convinced to have founded a new
institute that today we call Consecrated Life, composed of the laity . In all of
the Charities of women, the Director was the pastor of the parish, except for
two: the one located at the home of St. Louise and that of Hotel-Dieu. As they
were not located within any parish, Vincent named himself director of the
two, and in the Charity of young women and widows, he also rearmed a delegate
to replace hirer during his absences. But it was the .Supenoress and the tu•n
officers that directed and governed the Charity of women. During the first
years of the Charity of voting women and widows, St. Vincent named the
widows of the Charity of 116tel- Dieu as being responsible for them . The Priests
of the Mission had been authorized to establish Confraternities of Charity, by
the Archbishop of Paris as well as by the Pope (Coste, XIII, No. 66, 72, 79, 8)
French Edition), up until the time they were confirmed in the Rules (1, 2).
Establish but not direct. Once a Charity was established, it remained under the
spiritual direction of the parish priest, although Vincent de Paul - because he
was the founder - was used to asking a visitor or visitatrice to review and
animate the Charities in the Provinces , as was the case with Louise de
Maxillae (.Spiritual Writings, A. 51, 53). However, very soon, it appeared to
others that the Confraternity of the Daughters of Charity - and not that of
was placed under the direction of the Congregation of
the Hotel- Dieu
the Mission. It was thus that the Queen Louise Marie of Poland wrote to
St. Vincent: "Although always... under the direction of the Congregation of the
Mission " (Corte. Correspondence, V, 165). it is good to recall that during the
17''' century, the palish confessors were the parish priests and those who had
their own jurisdiction, vicarial, or by delegation. This also applied to the
members of the Charities, even if they were Daughters of Charity.

Not counting the places where the missionaries were parish priests,
like at Richelieu, we find that the missionaries and St. Vincent himself were
the confessors for the Daughters of Charity at Valpuiseaus, but did not allow
the sisters at Chalons and Sainte- Menehould to "have as confessors" the
"Gentlemen of the Mission." They were not the confessors for the sisters
because they did not have permission (Corte, Correspondence, 111, 395-397;
Spiritual Writings, L. 375, 385).
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their usual confessors, she would see to it that they could be so in
extraordinary cases, such as when a sister had a problem, when the
community was new, or when there was a delicate situation, or when
there was a specific social environment like during the time of the
Fronde. When a community of missionaries was in proximity to
Daughters of Charity Louise would ask them to be their ordinary
confessor.Although Vincent de Paul did not like to set aside missionaries as
confessors for the Daughters of Charity - he vehemently refused
that they be confessors for religious - he assumed, against the
advice of a number of his confreres, that the spiritual direction of the
Company be a work confided to the Congregation of the Mission.
This does not mean that all missionaries, just because they are
missionaries, be spiritual directors of Daughters of Charity.' This can
be seen in the Assembly of 1651. Despite the compliments given to
the works of the sisters, Vincent decides that the missionaries will
direct them only in some extraordinary cases. During the last years of
his life, however, St. Vincent accepted the idea of St. Louise, and he
defended the following against the objections of the missionaries:
spiritual direction of the Daughters of Charity was a work confided
by God to the Congregation of the Mission. He went as far as to
insert this in the Rules of the Congregation."
I dare to give this conclusion: Louise persisted, and in a certain
way succeeded, that this aspect of the activity of missionaries be part
of the organization of the Company. Vincent de Paul allowed himself
to be convinced of the appropriateness of this at the end of his life
(Coste, Conferences to CMs, 607-608).

5. Two branches of one same Company
One of the contributions of Louise de Marillac to the Company
was succeeding in having the Superior General of the Congregation
of the Mission as Superior General of the Daughters of Charity. This
is well known. No one is ignorant of the fact that, thanks to Louise's
tenacity, the Daughters of Charity have the Superior General that
they had wanted despite the original opinion of St. Vincent. Much

" Ibid., L. 10, 67, 133, 277b, 261, 375, 385, 585; Coste, Correspondence, 11,
23, 181, 205; Coste, Conferences to DCs, 46. Although this is not very clear, it
seems that the confessors of the Central House were also priests of St.-Laurent.
St. Louise wrote to St. Vincent: "Several of our sisters would very much like to
make their confession today, and I fear a priest from St.-Laurent will not be
available to us.... I beg you to do us the charity of sending us one" (Spiritual
Writings, L. 348).
zz Coste, Correspondence, Vlll, 263; Coste, Conferences to CMs, 605.
Common Rules. X1, 11; Coste, Correspondence, Vill. 270-271, 276-279.
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has been written about this subject and I am not going to stop to
discuss it.
The vision and desire that Louise had about the structure of the
Company is not well known. Whereas St. Vincent, a law graduate,
appealed to the Council of Trent and to the Constitution Quaecttntque
of Clement VIII (7 December 1604) to establish the juridical nature of
the Daughters of Charity, Louise dreamt of a single institution
composed of two bodies, that of missionaries and that of servants.
This had been a dream, but success did not accompany it neither
during her life nor after her death. It seems that no one accepted her
wishes because they were so audacious or perhaps prematurely
prophetic. Her vision was to become historic, but at the time, it was
already magnificent to have been able to impose her opinion on the
topic of the Superior Genet-al. Three times, at least, she wrote to
Vincent about the natural union between the Company and the
Congregation of the Mission, and on these three occasions one has the
impression that she wanted a particular union , a union that would
have perhaps changed our history.
The eve of Pentecost 1642, when Louise was to have worked in a
room where the ladies of the aristocracy were to have met, the ceiling
collapsed. St. Vincent tells us that it is by the grace of God that the
meeting had been cancelled and that Louise had gone out a few
minutes before and had been saved. Surprised, Louise wrote to her
Director, "we should see it as a warning to his Charity to establish a
close union between the way ol"life that God wanted this connntutity to
practice and that of his institute , since there are common interests to be
found in this place of God" (Spiritual Writings, A. 75). Louise surely
wrote this around 1645.
The strong canonical and civil establishment of the Company
was a great concern for Louise at this time. She saw in this graced
accident the manifestation of the Divine Will of which the desire was
to unite the two institutions into one , because she understood that
their interests were shared. To firmly establish the Company was of
as much interest to the Daughters of Charity as to the missionaries.
In 1651, St. Louise strengthened in her mind the conviction that
the Superior Genet-al of the Priests of the Mission should also be that
of the Daughters of Charity, and she adds an explanatory condition
that many biographers have silently overlooked: "... with the consent of
their Company, so that, to association with then[, it might share in the
good they accomplish so that the Divine Goodness... might grant our

" See the reasons for the two positions in Benito Martinez, C.M., op. cit.,
180; also, R. Meyer - L. Huerga, Una institution singular: El Superior General
de la Congregation de la Mision y de las Hijas de la Caridad (CEME:
Salamanca, 1974).
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Company the grace to live in the same spirit with which his goodness
animates their honorable Company" (Spiritual Writings, L. 315).
In the 17" century the word "association" had the meaning of
uniting in one body in a physical or moral way in order to form one
unity in the same manner that a faculty and a professor are
associated to a university or a third order to its foundation. We can
affirm this if we read a meditation from 1646. Remembering some
past events, Louise writes as if this is something normal: "On the
octave of the Feast of Corpus Christi, I adored the Blessed Sacrament in
the chapel of our venerable fathers. I begged our Lord, by the loving
union of the Word with man, that both Communities might be eternally
united to hint; that we might remain forever united to the Roman
Apostolic Hierarchy by means of the close union of each member of our
communities with the poor, in confonnity to the Will of God"
(Spiritual Writings, A. 2113). These two bodies cannot be other than
the two institutes that St. Louise imperatively demanded form hut
one community or Congregation. And if we have doubts and think
she is referring to local communities she dispels our uncertainty
when she asks the Immaculate Conception to "preserve the purity in
both Companies."
Each text, studied in particular, obliges us to reflect on this
doubt, but on the whole, I am inclined to admit as judicious, the
affirmation that I just presented. St. Vincent did not have to doubt,
even if in the beginning he seemed reticent, about the relationship
between the missionaries and the Daughters of Charity. At the end of
his life, however, one has the impression that he assumes the
position of Louise. We are well acquainted with the arguments that
he presents to his confreres to convince them of the relationship
existing between the spiritual aid to the Daughters of Charity and the
nature and end of the Congregation of the Mission (6 December
1658). Despite everything, it seems that he did not dare present,
before all the missionaries, an argument that was suspicious for
them but that he did not hesitate to write to Fr. de la Fosse in
February 1660: "The Daughters of Charity have become, in the order of
Providence, a means God has given us to do by their hands what we
cannot do by our own in the corporal assistance of the sick poor, and
to say by their lips a few words of instruction and encouragement for
their salvation... these sisters are devoted, like us, to the salvation and
comfort of their neighbor. If l say with us, 1 will be saving nothing
contrary to the gospel... " (Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 239).

6. Formation of the Daughters of Charity
Formation of the first sisters was entirely Louise's responsibility.
In the beginning this formation was short - one to three months focusing almost exclusively on mastery of the passions, detachment
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through mortification and on technical and human preparation for
service. Soon, however, Louise organizes a simple formation plan for
ordinary women. She arranged times and practices in reading,
sewing and techniques for service. She sought help from other people
without putting aside the pedagogical knowledge she received from
the Ursulines, something which did not please St. Vincent. She
arranged spiritual and religious formation using a catechism, by
exchanges, and conferences that she herself gave each week.' It is
Mlle. Le Gras who brought a sense of organization and St. Vincent
supervised. We are a little surprised at the aplomb and the
autonomy, one could almost say independence, with which Louise
gave advice and norms to the sisters sent to distant or difficult places:
Le Mans, Montreuil, Arras.- Louise had conceived a plan and she
had participated in the development of the conferences that the
superior gave. The superior suggested having a conference monthly
or every two weeks, however, Louise wanted them weekly and she
even gave the topics. In general , these dealt with, as far as possible,
practical subjects, the Rules, or lifestyle. Louise recommended to
Vincent to choose the theme in advance in order to prepare it,
suggesting some point for meditation and a reflection for putting it
into practice.21 Very delicately with her feminine ways, she would ask
him for another missionary to come to the conferences.
Certain experts are not in agreement with some of my ideas.
They attribute to St. Vincent many of the achievements that are
rightly Louise's. If this was not totally the case she at least
participated in accomplishing them with our founder. I am going to
repeat here, what I have already written elsewhere: "Vincent de Paul
has been the source of teachings given to the Daughters of Charity but
Louise was the root through which the teachings flowed and the
fountain to which the sisters carne to draw water. Everyone knows n•ell
that water takes its flavor from the lands through which it flows."
Vincent de Paul, rather, contributed to the formation of the
sisters in previous centuries as well as this epoch. fie influenced
them more after his death than during his life. Over the course of
his life, but above all after his death, the Priests of the Congregation
of the Mission felt obliged to help the Daughters of Charity fulfill
one wish of their founder. But the missionaries are at present, as
they were previously, penetrated with St. Vincent and very little of
St. Louise. They have within their reach the conferences of the

"Abelly, Book 1, Chap. XXIV, p. 114-115 (French Edition); Coste.
Correspondence 1, 290; Gobillon, Book IV, Chap. 1, p. 137 (French Edition).
1n Spiritual Writings, L. 134, A. 85.
" Ibid., L. 124, 128, 86, 173; A. 55; Coste, Correspondence, 1, 263.
334-335, 438-439; Coste, Conferences to DCs 13, 614-615; Gohillon, Book IV,
Chap. I, p. 137 (French Edition).
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Founder. In the beginning these were written copies and later they
were printed. Even later, the letters between the two saints and the
letters of St. Vincent to certain sisters were printed. It took, however,
226 years to publish, in an incomplete way and in French only, the
letters and writings of Louise de Marillac. To have her complete
works, it was necessary to wait 250 years and it existed then
exclusively in lithograph for libraries.'" Vincent de Paul, with human
politeness and saintly prudence, had refused to communicate with
the sisters, except some in confession, in direction or by letters. He
had had some particular exchanges with some sisters and
communities through Louise de Marillac. Because of his exhausting
work, he could not take charge of the Company. It is Louise who is
then recognized as body and soul for this work. Vincent knew this,
he approved it, and he was reassured with it.
In reading the Conferences to the Daughters of Charity, we can
falsely conclude that her influence was not only enormous but
decisive. Let us analyze it in all facets. With the number of
conferences that we have, it does not seem that we have lost too
much given, on the one hand, the great esteem that Louise had for
them, the enthusiasm with which she compiled them or had them
complied and, on the other hand, her fidelity to preserve them
corresponds to an average of one every four months. At several
retreats, St. Louise delicately complains about the long time between
two conferences. It must be added that only the sisters of the house
were able to attend , and one from each parish in Pat-is, so that "the
poor would not be inconvenienced" (Spiritual Writings, L. 124). The
sisters sent to the provinces did not have the possibility of attending
the conferences. One must remember that since 1647, there were as
many sisters in the provinces as there were in Paris . One must also
remember that Louise never permitted the conferences of the
superior to leave the house so that they would not be lost or be
copied "for fear that the meaning of our Most Honored Father would
be changed" (Spiritual Writings, D. 954).
It is Louise who modeled the spirituality and life of the
Daughters of Charity. It is necessary to remember several behaviors
of Louise and the sisters: for many years, Louise had been the
formator for those who came to the Company and of the Seminary
sisters. She was also the Directress of the house. All the sisters lived
with her day after day, at least for some months. Some sisters sent
outside of Pat-is wrote to her that they missed the teaching they

=" The Spanish- speaking sisters were not able to read the letters of
St. Louise until 1945, and her writings , almost in totality , until 1985 (CEME
Edition , translation of the French of Sr. Charily).
" Spiritual Writings, L. 75, 110, 124, 386, 650.
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learned from her. When they left for other communities, she
continued to direct them through her letters which constituted, for
most Daughters of Charity, the indispensable nourishment to be, to
live and to serve. Louise de Marillac knew the importance of her
letters. She wanted, at times being too optimistic, to maintain a
correspondence with the Daughters every week or at least every two
weeks. The year of her death, in January, she writes to Mathurine
Guerin, her former secretary: "Mv dear Sister, take care to read our
dear letters in order to receive in this tray the spirit off' Jesus Christ,
without which all our words and actions would be but clanging
cymbals" (Spiritual Writings, L. 650).
In summary, Louise endowed the identity of the Daughter of
Charity with characteristics which, despite influences from readings
and former Directors, have been transmitted until this day and have
been preserved as a Louisian deposit that one is unable or does not
want to uproot.

7. Spirituality
Nevertheless, one must assert that Louise was not the only
superior giving final decisions, neither was she the one to project the
ideology that gave form to the Company. She reserved this role to
Vincent de Paul. She tried to see that the Daughters of Charity were
living the spirituality that the superior, Vincent, had shown them and
with which she identified herself year after year. Louise took on the
function of showing the practical pathway to be able to live out the
Vincentian teachings. Louise who had lived out a Rhine-Flemish
spirituality during her youth, later had assimilated Vincentian
spirituality. During the last years of her life, however, she combined
these two tendencies in such a way that she lived her spirituality,
Louisian Spirituality. She directed the sisters as Vincent de Paul
wanted rather than how she thought, more along the lines of Francis
de Sales than of Berulle. From St. Francis she preferred for her
Daughters, the Introduction to the Devout Li%e to his Treatise on the
Love o/' God, even though she was never able to ignore the Nordic
spirituality of St. Francis that she sometimes inculcated in some of
her Daughters whom she considered to be more spiritually
profound.'° She spoke to others about intimate union with God,
about abandonment, total detachment and annihilation. She invited
them to seek pure love. One cannot forget that she dedicated to all
the Daughters of Charity the few pages of the writing Practice of Purr
Love (Spiritual Writings, A. 27).

" Spiritua l Writings , L. 377 , 405, 426, 448, 519 . 531b. 546, 642.
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8. The Spirit of the Company
Without a doubt, the vows constitute an identifying mark of
the Daughters of Charity. According to what we read at the end
of the conference of 19 Jul' 1640, St. Vincent prepared them with
St. Louise, a work of the two of them, which was linked to the
religious conditions of the times. This was the most characteristic
trait of the charism of the Company and is the spirit behind the
purpose: totally given to God to serve the poor corporally and
spiritually. Good service requires appropriate virtues and above all,
a life of union and community. If the work team is not cohesive, it
is not effective. It follows that St. Vincent, and in a special way,
St. Louise, enumerate the qualities and necessary virtues for the
sisters in order to live in unity and serve the poor with dignity. Little
by little Vincent and Louise arrive at the conviction that these virtues
must not be numerous so that they will be able to be easily
assimilated by the poor country girls. They were struck by these three
virtues: humility, simplicity and charity. In 1617, St. Vincent was
already speaking about the necessity of the Ladies of Charity in
Chatillon possessing these virtues of humility, simplicity and charity
(Coste XIII, p. 435, French Edition). At the time of proposing the
characteristics of the Daughter of Charity, however, Vincent hesitates
between several of them until the month of February 1653 when he
explains the spirit of the Company in three famous conferences.
Louise de Marillac arrives at the same result. To which one of them
do we owe this spirit? To both of them? To the spiritual atmosphere
of Paris at the time? The three virtues went perfectly with the
doctrine of Berulle on the Incarnation of which St. Vincent could
never completely separate himself; "Jesus Christ in His Incarnation is
the Adorer of the Father and Servant of His Loving Plan. "" In this way
he arrives at the theological explanation drawn from the Incarnation
of the Word. As for Louise de Marillac, she is fully "Berullian,"
delighted, she accepts them, but she explains them in a more
practical and precise manner. "Gentleness, cordiality and forbearance
must be the practices of the Daughters of Charity, just as humility,
simplicity and love of the holy humanity of Jesus Christ, who is perfect
charity, is their spirit" (Spiritual Writings, L. 377).
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DALGIHTERS OF CHARITY , Paris)

" C. 1 . 5 . Idea taken from St. Vincent , Coste, Conferences to CMs 1 I 1-1 13.
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Vows of the Daughters of Charity
by Fernando Quintano, C.M.
Director General of the Daugthe s r f Charity
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Introduction
St. Vincent and St. Louise, co-Founders of the Company of the
Daughters of Charity, were aware of the novelty being surmised of
the new manner of following Christ and the fact that God was the
author.
During this first week of the Vincentian Month for Provincial
Directors of the Daughters of Charity, the most important traits that
charcterize this new plan of life have been presented: the identity,
spirituality, and contribution of each Founder to this specific
configuration of the Company.
Another identifying and original trait of the Company is, without
a doubt, the specific manner of understanding and living out the
Evangelical Counsels. This is why today, we will talk about the vows
through which the Daughters of Charity live their life in chastity,
poverty, and obedience as a confirmation of their total gift to God
and to be more available for the goal of the Company: the service of
Christ in the Poor.'
I will present and develop this theme in the following manner:
First, we will reflect on what it means, in the Church in general, to
live, through vows, what we call Evangelical Counsels. Secondly, we
will talk about the vows of the Company according to the Founders
and the present Constitutions. Then we Will clarify the difference
between religious vows and the vows of the Daughters of Charity,
though some are the expression of evangelical radicality and others
spiritual requirement. Finally, we Will enumerate some aspects
relating to each vow which should be emphasized relating to the real
life of the Company.

' Cf. C. 1.5.
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1. Vows and the Evangelical Counsels
In the theology of Christian Spirituality, we generally understand
the word "vow" as meaning the very serious way in which a person
commits himself/herself before God to accomplish what was
promised by this vow. It is like a covenant between God and the
person making the vow, a covenant to which one is faithful by reason
of his/her word.
A vow is an act of the virtue of reverence. Through this virtue,
the creature feels inclined to give honor and worship to God, which
is owed him as Master and Lord of all creation. St. Vincent said that
Jesus Christ possessed two great virtues, namely: "Reverence towards
his Father and charity towards mankind.", Thanks to this virtue,
Christ gives his Father glory, honor and praise, looking in all things
to accomplish the Father's Will and be pleasing to God.
In the domain and language of consecrated life, the vows are a
commitment through which one lives out the Evangelical Counsels of
chastity, poverty and obedience. There can also be other ways of
living them out, for example through promises. Some congregations
add a more specific fourth vow; for the Daughters of Charity it is the
vow of Service to the Poor.
Vowing to live the Evangelical Counsels expresses the entire
offering of oneself to God, in following Christ within these three
dimensions of his historical life, while at the same time desiring to
overcome the obstacles that can occur and hinder this commitment
such as the inordinate use of power, sex, and money. The
Exhortation Vita Consecrata presents the Evangelical Counsels as "a
spiritual therapy" for humanity' in the face of the idolatry of the
sexual instinct,' a materialism which craves possessions,` and the
distorted use of Freedom.'
Jesus Christ himself suffered these three tests as obstacles to his
mission, as can be seen in the temptations in the desert., St. John
enumerates "carnal allurements, enticements for the eve, and the lilt of
entpty show", as being opposed to the love of the Father. St. Vincent
asked, "What does a Daughter of Charity say who makes vows of
poverty, chastity and obedience? She says that she renounces the world,
that she despises all its beautiful promises and gives herself

Coste, Correspondence, VI, 413, Letter 2334.
'VC 87.
VC 88.
'VC 89.
'VC91.
Cf. Lk 4:1-13.
IJn2:16.
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unreservedly to God. That is what one does by making vows, and that
is how one should act to observe them faithfully.""
The vows express a commitment and a spiritual fervor. Through
them, one assumes not only the concrete material that makes up the
object of the vows, but the corresponding virtue and Evangelical
Counsel as well. This is meaningless unless the vow achieves the
demands of the virtue. For example: through the vow of poverty, the
Daughters of Charity "commit themselves to a total dependence in the
use and disposition of the goods of the Company, as well as in the use
of their personal goods. " 10 This manner of concretizing the material of
the vows does not free the sisters from the requirements that are
implicit in following the poor Christ and their condition as servants
of the poor. If the Daughters of Charity take literally the way of
understanding and living poverty, they will weaken and diminish the
evangelical demands, which were asked for by St. Vincent: "Mv
Daughters, you have chosen him ever since you entered the Company;
you have pledged him your word and as he led a life of poverty, you
must imitate him in that respect.",, "All of you who are members of the
Company and have not yet made vows are hound to observe poverty; as
for those who have made vows, that goes without saying. That is
why, when the Constitutions present the vows of the Daughters of
Charity, in addition to concretizing the vows, they take on the
theology and spirituality of the virtues and the corresponding
Evangelical Counsels.
It cannot be any other way, for Daughters of Charity, in the
pronouncement and renewal of vows, confirm their consecration to
God which consists in following the evangelical and radical way of
Christ, in totally giving oneself to God in service to the poor. In
reaffirming this confirmation and to better fulfill this goal, they
accept the Evangelical Counsels of chastity, poverty and obedience
and all the demands associated with these vows.

2. Vows in the Company
Vows were introduced nine years after the foundation of the
Company. Before this, they were, however, authentic Daughters of
Charity. When they entered the Company, they began living poverty,
chastity and obedience.
Before the practice of vows was introduced, St. Vincent often
spoke to the sisters on the need to practice the virtues of chastity,

" Coste, Conferences to DCs, 820.
`C. 2.7.
" Coste, Conferences to DCs, 815.
12 ibid., 816.
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poverty, and obedience. At that time, the vows were not essential
elements of the Company, but more the practice of these three
virtues. In speaking of poverty, St. Vincent said to the sisters: "Some
of you have made a vow of poverty and the rest have determined to do
likewise. When you entered the Company, all of you were resolved to
embrace poverty, otherwise you would not have been admitted."',
In the Conference of 5 July 1640, St. Vincent said to the sisters:
"Daughters of Charity..., even though they have not vows to sustain
them, do not cease to be in a state of perfection, if they are real
Daughters of Charity."'° During his conference two weeks later, he
conveyed with much feeling how he was moved by the vow formula
of the Hospital Religious of Italy who assumed the vows of poverty,
chastity, obedience and service to their lords, the poor. The sisters
then expressed that they be allowed to do the same. St. Vincent,
admitting the possibility, made very clear that if one day they did
make vows, it would not be to become religious.,,
On 25 March 1642, St. Louise, as well as four sisters,
pronounced vows for the first time "for life." Later, other sisters did
as well, but freely: some made vows, some did not; for some, they
were temporary, for others, perpetual, not that these differences
created any obstacles or sense of inequality in the Community. In
1648, the vows began to be annual, and the sisters also asked
permission of St. Vincent for first pronouncements as well as
renewals.
With time, the practice of making vows and pronouncing them
for the first time between five and seven years of vocation began to be
generalized. After 1801, this requirement was indispensable for
remaining in the Company.
The great concern and effort of the Founders was inculcated in
the sisters that, even if they pronounced vows, they would not be as
religious but they would continue to be secular. Thus, the Founders
wanted to safeguard the mobility of the service of the poor, to be
where the poor are found. Fear and danger remained in the fact that
in making vows, they could be considered as religious, which would
be an inescapable consequence leading to the risk of enclosure: "If he
(the bishop) asks you who you are and if you are nuns, you will tell
him you are not... but that if you were religious you would have to be
enclosed and consequently would have to say good-bye to the service of
the poor. Tell hint you are poor Daughters of Charity who have given
yourselves to God to serve the poor.... If he asks you: 'Do you snake
religious vows?' tell him: 'Oh, no, Sir, we give ourselves to God to live

" Ibid., 887.
"Ibid., 12.
" Cf. ibid., 21-22.
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in poverty, chastity and obedience , some of us forever and others for
a year. '
The present Constitutions faithfully convey the Founders' plan for
the Company , as well as the manner in which they conceived the vows.
Currently , the Company is recognized in the Church as a Society
of Apostolic Life. These Societies do not have religious vows; they
accept the Evangelical Counsels by a specific bond as defined in the
Constitutions." The Constitutions of the Daughters of Charity state
The
that the vows are "non-religious , annual, and always renewable.
Church, in approving the present Constitutions , guarantees that the
Company, through the manner in which the vows are understood
and expressed today, remains faithful to the Founders.

"Non-religious" vows
The expression "non-religious vows" signifies, first, that the vows
of the Daughters of Charity are distinct from the vows of religious.
The fundamental difference is that religious life accepts the
Evangelical Counsels through public vows and it by this act that one
becomes a religious, while for the Daughters of Charity it is the gift
of one's life to God in service to the poor. That is why one is
considered a Daughter of Charity at the time of entrance to the
Seminary. The vows (not public, nor completely private, but specific
to the Company) confirm then this total gift to God to better serve
the poor. The central point within religious consecration is the
profession of vows, while in the Daughters of Charity it is charity
expressed through the corporal and spiritual service of the poor.
St. Vincent told the sisters: "... You give your whole life to the practice
of charity and, therefore, you give it to God;"'v "(you consume) your lifk
for the same reason for which Jesus Christ gave his - for charity, for
God, and for the Poor!"2
It is often said that the definition of "non-religious" vows, as they
are pronounced in the Company, is negative in tone and does not
explain well what the vows are. For myself, they are very clearly
explained within the areas of the Constitutions and the Instruction on
the Vows devoted to them.-" Trying to reassert the value of the vows
today does not make them become "religious" but allows them to be
understood and lived according to the Constitutions.

Ibid., 474.
Cf. Canon 731.
a C. 2.5.
v Coste. Conferences to DCs, 409.
Coste , Correspondence, VII, 397, Letter 2734.
21 Cf. C. 2.4 to 2. 8; 2.1; 2.9 and the Instruction on the Vows, 1989.
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"Annual and always renewable" vows
The Founders hesitated between the temporality and the
permanence of the vows in the Company. Finally, they decided on
temporality, through vows that are renewable every year on the Feast
of the Incarnation.
The fact of being annual and renewable does not diminish the
importance of the vows. Temporality is not a provisionary sign, it is
a spiritual energy, an impetus for a gradual deepening of the
vocation. The annual renovation is a YES without discontinuity in
the vocation. Given that the vows confirm the consecration made to
God and that this, in a deliberate way, is an option for all of one's
life, the vows are "always renewable." In this sense, the yearly
recurrence and the renovation are intimately united expressions. In
the face of a possible relativizing of vows by the fact of being annual,
St. Vincent asserts: "However, it would be better not to make them at
all than to do so with the intention of securing a dispensation whenever
you wished.""

The vows must be understood and lived in the light of the
"special vow"
Another fundamental aspect of the vows of the Daughters of
Charity is that the end of the Company constitutes the object of the
fourth vow, the "special vow." 23 It is the most specific of the
Company, most directly linked to its identity and its purpose in the
Church. The other three must be understood and lived in reference to
the fourth. The formula used to express them allows it to be clearly
seen: "In response to the call of Christ who invites me to follow him
and to be a witness to his charity to the poor, I... renew the promises of
rnv Baptism and vow to God for one year, chastity, poverty and
obedience... and to devote myself to the corporal and spiritual service of
the poor. "24 For "the service of Christ in the poor is an act of love both affective and effective love - which directs their lives."25 "The
practice of the evangelical counsels... takes on a specific character from
this service. "2,1 "The practice of the evangelical counsels is linked at all
times to the service of the poor. "1' The Company is a Society of
Apostolic Life and these are identified, above all, by un apostolic end;
that of the Daughters of Charity is the corporal and spiritual service

22 Coste, Conferences to DCs, 22.
Cf. C. 2.9.
24
C. 2.5.
C. 2.9.
21
C. 2.4.

27C. 3.6.
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of the poor. This end is the object of a "special vow" and to better
fulfill it they take on and practice the other three.,, Constitution 2.1
stresses: "Service is for them the expression of their consecration to
God in the Company and gives it its full significance."
3. Difference between religious vows and the vows of the
Company
The Code of Canon Law affirms what constitutes the consecration
specific to religious. It is the profession of the Evangelical Counsels of
poverty, chastity and obedience by public vows.29
Daughters of Charity are not religious, they do not make
profession of the Evangelical Counsels; therefore they do not
consecrate themselves to God in the manner of religious. The words
of St. Vincent are very clear on this subject: "They shall bear in mind
that they (Daughters of Charity) are not in a Religious Order, as this
state is unsuitable to the duties of their vocation... making use of no
other form of profession to assure their vocation than the continual
confidence they have in Divine Providence and the offering they make to
God of all that they are and of their service in the person of the poor. "30
Daughters of Charity are not professed. And, since according to
Canon Law, religious consecration is made by profession, the
Daughters of Charity are not religious nor consecrated from the
canonical point of view.
However, the word "consecration," as used in the Constitutions
to apply to Daughters of Charity, signifies "unreservedly giving
oneself to God," "entirely giving oneself," "offering one's life." In this
sense Daughters of Charity are really and truly consecrated. If the
specific consecration of religious life is configuring oneself to Christ
chaste, poor and obedient, the consecration of the Daughters of
Charity is also a configuration to Christ, but through three other
dimensions of his life that are no less essential: Adorer of the Father,
Servant and Evangelizer.
The Company is part of consecrated life, but not of religious life.
It is a Society of Apostolic Life.' These societies "resemble" religious
life because they also strive for the perfection of charity, in short,
evangelical holiness, but in following a different route than Institutes
of Religious Life. Societies of Apostolic Life do not make public
professions; that is why their vows are neither "religious," nor public.
They strive for perfection through the observance of their

"Cf. C. 1.5.
2 Cf. Canon 654.
° Coste, Conferences to DCs, 1213.
"Cf. C 1.13.
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Constitutions and embrace the Evangelical Counsels in a particular
manner as determined by these same Constitutions."
St. Vincent also used the word "consecration" as opposed to
"profession" in applying it to the Daughters of Charity, in precisely
contrasting the terms profession and consecration of religious: "It is
a vocation where one makes a profession to love God and neighbor. "33

4. Vows as an expression of a greater spiritual demand and
evangelical radicality
Although "consecration" for the Daughters of Charity is different
than that of religious, both carry similar evangelical radicality and
demands. St. Vincent's text that I just quoted, where he states that
the Daughters of Charity do not make religious profession and are
not part of the religious state, continues thus: Daughters of Charity
"should have as much or more virtue than if they had made their
profession in a Religious Order. "3' At the beginning of his conference,
after asking the sisters to oppose and cry out if anyone wanted to
make them religious (at that time, being religious signified being
cloistered, and for this reason it would be impossible to serve the
poor), St. Vincent tells them: "That is why it is most important that
you should be more virtuous than religious. And if there is one degree
of perfection for persons living in a Religious Order, Daughters of
Charity need two."31 Behind these words of the Founder was hidden
the opinion that some sisters had that the cloistered religious state
was more perfect than the "state of charity" of the Daughters of
Charity. St. Vincent wanted to convince them that it was not so and
that even if he admired religious greatly, he said to the Daughters of
Charity that even though they were not religious they "do not cease to
be in a state of perfection, if they are real Daughters of Charity"'' and to
reinforce this conviction he adds "I have never seen a state so
perfect. " I,
These words of St. Vincent prove that the consecration of the
Daughters of Charity
rity carries with it a great radicality: "Now, to be
true Daughters of Charity, it is necessary to have given up everything:
father, mother and the hope of establishing a household. The Son of
God teaches us this in the Gospel. It is also necessary to give up self...

Cf. Canon 731.
Coste, Conferences to DCs, 417, 802.
" Ibid., 1213.
Ibid., 1211.
Ibid., 12.
17 Cf. ibid., 1211, 1235.
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To he Daughters of Charity is to be Daughters of God, daughters who
belong entirely to God. "}&
St. Vincent, in addressing the missionaries, commented on this
sentence of Jesus: "You must be perfect as your heavenly Father is
perfect, "19 "that is a high airn, " he said to them, "nevertheless, it is the
standard." And he adds: 'But, as all Christians do strive to attain it,
God, by certain tivavs which men should admire, beholding the
negligence of the greater number, raises up some who offer themselves
to his Divine Majesty to undertake, with his grace, to become perfect
themselves and to lead others to perfection. "'° St. Vincent gives a
similar explanation to the Daughters of Charity during one of the
conferences on the vocation.'' And on another occasion, in referring
to the Company as a continuation of Christ's mission, he said: "What!
to do what God did on earth? Should you not be most perfect? Alt! yes,
sisters, should you not be angels in the flesh?"''
The vows of the Company are equally an extremely demanding
sign, even though they are "non-religious." Listen to this from St.
Vincent: "And it would be well if those on whom God has bestowed
the grace of giving themselves more perfectly to him and who have
promised to serve hire in the Conipany were to renew their vows.
"You have, by entering the Company, chosen Our Lord as your
Spouse, and he received you as his spouse or, to put it better, you have
been betrothed to him and, at the end of four or five years, more or less,
you have given yourselves entirely to him, so that you are his
spouses and he is yours." 4"
"Mv Daughters, the name of each of you was written in the book of
charity when you gave yourselves to God to serve the poor; and, in
particular , on the day when you made your vows You received this
name which God has given to you. ""
The Daughters of Charity give themselves totally to God "in
fidelity to their Baptism. "'' They strive to live their Baptismal
consecration in serving Christ in the poor and to accomplish this
they practice the Evangelical Counsels that they take on as
"non-religious," annual votes." They pronounce the vow formula

Ibid., 12.
Mt 5:48.
Costc, Conferences to CMs, 599.
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after having affirmed: "1 ... renew the promises of my Baptism."'" In
other words, consecration or the total gift of their life to God to serve
Christ in the poor, as made by the Daughters of Charity , is also a
response to the call of God to live the Gospel teachings that imply
baptismal consecration . It is in this sense that St. Vincent wanted,
not more , not less, that the Daughters of Charity be "good Christians"
and he did not ask anything more exacting than if he had asked them
to be good religious.

5. Some points of insistence for Daughters of Charity today
concerning the vows
If the first pronouncement of vows and the annual renovation of
vows for the Daughters of Charity are a confirmation of the
consecration, a new YES pronounced in freedom to the vocation to
which God calls them, it must be all that is included in this vocation
that is confirmed both in assuming them for the first time as in the
renewal each year. This being established, I am going to focus my
attention on some aspects that, in my opinion, are currently in need
of a special thrust within the Company. While recognizing that
others could he listed, I will limit myself to stressing only six points,
the first two concern the vows in general and the others refer to each
of the four vows in particular.
a) Vows in general
That the vows are "non-religious" and renewed annually does not
diminish the evangelical radicality that is implied in accepting the
evangelical counsels by vows. St. Vincent urged the sisters to live
their vocation with greater preciseness "from the moment you make
vour vows. " Previously, I said that accepting the evangelical counsels
through vows has always signified, in the Church, a radical following
of Christ. And if the vows are not this, they lose their reason for
being. Fr. Maloney wrote: "The vows are prophetic signs and enticing
parables if lived out genuinely to the end. Othenvise they become a
scandal, a lie, the story of one who gave but then took back. °''1 Without
this note of radicality, the vows become like salt that has lost its
flavor and like yeast that no longer raises the dough. We must be in
a state of heightened awareness of the vows becoming trite and
relativized which could happen for some sisters. That is why the
Provincial Council must show discernment when the sisters request
to make vows for the first time as well as for the renovation of vows
and therefore encourage adequate preparation for these acts.

C. 2.5.
Robert P. Maloney, Echoes of the Compares, May 1996, 216.
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b) Temporality of the vows
The fact that the Daughters of Charity make vows for one year
and that they are renewable does not affect in any way the vocational
option that, in itself, is for a lifetime. Our two Founders often
insisted on this point. St. Vincent said: "... you have given yourselves
to him in the Company with the intention of living and dying in it......
And St. Louise writes: "... we do not accept anyone who does not
intend to live and die in the Company. "S"
Perhaps, influenced by the present day culture of fear of lasting
commitments and a preference for things that are short term, some
sisters relate their vocational choice to the temporality of their vows.
The intention of the Founders was just the opposite. They agreed that
vows were made in the Company as a vocational sign of maturity and
stability. Fidelity to the vocation includes perseverance,"- even when
the vows are made for one year.
The annual Renovation does not mean that the vows are
temporary but dynamic, a new thrust and deepening in what
consecration in the Company implies. This must be very clear with
the Daughters of Charity, even if other congregations are somewhat
confused in this respect. A few months ago, during a meeting of
Major Superiors, someone suggested that a way of attracting
vocations would be to make vows for a year, like the Daughters of
Charity. The reasoning for this statement was that there would be a
connection to the current sensitivities of young people. This is a false
perception of the meaning of the temporality of the vows in the
Company and an erroneous and inaccurate way of presenting a
vocation to young people; the proof in this lies in the fact that the
Daughters of Charity do not attract more vocations than the other
institutes.
If the sisters of the Company did not renew vows annually as a
sign of confirmation and progressive deepening of their vocation, this
temporality of the vows would become an occasion of conflict and
casuistry. There are conflicts for the sisters who, when asking to
renew their vows, question, year after year, whether they should
remain or leave. This causes imbalance, instability, disintegration,
moving them to have very little sense of belonging to the Company.
There is also casuistry and conflicts for the sisters and for the various
legal actions of governance before the various possibilities as referred
to in the Constitutions: requesting or imposing a delay in renewing
vows, for how long, how will it be lived out, what accompaniment to

Coste, Conferences to DCs, 559.
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be offered to them according to whether they have completed ten
years of vocation or not, etc. What is more serious, is when one asks
for a dispensation from vows a little before or after the Renovation of
Vows, especially if the alleged reason already existed before. Does
this not denote a devaluing of the vows? Happily, these cases are not
many given the large number of sisters. Nevertheless, in an
institution such as the Company where the members make vows for
a year, the request for dispensation must be the exception, if what it
means to commit oneself before God by vows is taken seriously.

c) Vow of Chastity
In a hedonistic society that turns the spotlight on sexual
satisfaction, the chaste celibate becomes incomprehensible; there is
mistrust of the authenticity of living this out or it is doubted. This is
the context within which consecrated life lives out the evangelical
counsel of chastity today.
Certainly, the sexual revolution helped to make sexuality less
repressed and overcame some taboos. But we must not ignore, that
despite its positive aspects, sexuality has been made trite and brought
disgrace in society as well as religious life.
Statistics, reliable and unreliable, tell us that the unresolved
problems of sexuality are the greatest cause of most vocations being
abandoned, although we list other causes as well. Likewise,
immature and distorted expressions of sexuality and affectivity
underlie some behaviors of community life and service of the poor.
Points of emphasis to this vow are: first, a mystique of chastity. If
there is not an impassioned love of Christ and his cause, upheld by
prayer- and supported by a loving community, consecrated evangelical
chastity becomes impossible and lacks its true motivation. Secondly,
during the stages of initial formation, today more than ever, clear
information and a solid formation must be given in what concerns
sexuality and effectivity, and in what is implied and is signified in
living as a chaste celibate.
A positive view of sexuality does not exclude vigilance and
asceticism. Some of the precautions that St. Vincent proposed to the
sisters as means to safeguard chastity would seem exaggerated to us
today. Yet experience confirms the need to balance affectivity and
being on guard within friendships, the use of mass media, and so on.
For chastity is at the same time a joy-filled offering and a
renunciation . The Constitutions recall that chastity is "a response of
love to a call o/ love, involving participation in the Paschal Mystery, the
invstery of life and death. "" If it is true that the vow of chastity of the

" C. 2.6.
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Daughters of Charity is also oriented towards the service of the poor,
it is not its basis. It is based on the example of Christ and a love for
God above all else. Chastity must not be summed up as being an

instrument for the noble cause of service to the poor.
d) Vow of poverty
Today's points of emphasis for the vow of poverty as taken by the
Daughters of Charity can be thus concretized:
The Company serves the poor through diverse works and
serices. To accomplish this, the Company needs material goods,
furnishings and buildings. It has been this way since the beginning
and it must be realized that it did not hinder the Founders nor the
first sisters in living evangelical poverty.
In an environment of consumerism and wastefulness particular
to richer countries, the expression of poverty of the Daughters of
Charity must be it lifestyle that is temperate and simple. We must be
cautious for it is very easy to go from necessity to convenience and
from there to superfluous.
If it is very difficult to witness to and live out poverty in being
rich, a point of emphasis on this vow is addressed to communities and
provinces who are poor and are beginning to establish themselves.
May they not thirst for riches nor possessions; may they not
necessarily attach efficacy of service to the poor to large works. The
poor can be served in using simple means without giving the
impression of being a powerful institution supported by inexhaustible
foreign capital. It is easier and perhaps more evangelical to be poor
and live in poverty among the poor when one freely chooses to be
among them, than appearing to be poor while having many goods.
Another point of emphasis concerning the vow of poverty of the
Daughters of Charity is the use of personal goods. This afternoon we
will speak on this point, for it is necessary that the sisters as well as
the Directors he very clear in their thoughts when asking or giving
permission to use these goods termed "personal."

e) Vow of obedience
Jesus is, above all else, the Son of God who was incarnated to
accomplish the mission that the Father confided to him, a mission of
announcing the good news to the poor. The vow of obedience of the
Company searches to facilitate the continuation of Christ's mission
among the poor. The determination of St. Vincent that the Daughters
of Charity not be religious was so that the cloister would not deter
them from going to where the poor were calling.
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But in addition to overcoming this physical obstacle, the
Daughters of Charity were asked to be "daughters that go and cone, "5J
a total availability and great mobility. When St. Vincent spoke
to the sisters of obedience, he almost always expressed it as the
availability of the sisters to go where Superiors sent them and the
poor were calling.
In the present culture, individualism and egoism often hide
under the appearance of respect for personal freedom. The point of
emphasis relating to today's vow of obedience consists in arousing
availability. The necessary and continuous revision of works in each
province cannot be realized without this total availability of the
sisters. The mission of the Company must not be hindered by
personal plans nor by affective, professional or apostolic bonds
of the sisters. Obedience demands free hearts accepting the will of
God, aware also that authority, community discernment and the
signs of the times are necessary to discover God's designs for the
Company.

f) Service of the Poor
When the Daughters of Charity affirm that the vow of service of
the poor is the most characteristic vow of the Company, that it is the
expression of their consecration, the framework that unifies and gives
meaning to the other three vows, they are making authentic
assertions but have not exhausted the entire truth. For "it is not
enough to serve the poor, "`s "many others... profess, as you do, to help
the poor but not in the same way."gib It must always be added: that the
service of the poor be done as Daughters of Charity. This requires
seeing the poor with eyes of faith, perceiving them as the image of
Christ; seeking at the same time to help them, promoting and
evangelizing them, giving this service in a true attitude of servant,
expressed in humility, simplicity and charity. In this way the sisters
will live out this service as an expression of their consecration and
avoid the danger of falling into professionalism.
The point of emphasis for the vow of service to the poor will be,
then, to recover or develop further the mystique of service. And this
has a great deal to do with the "for whom," the "why" and the "how"
the poor are served.

" Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 277, L. 3077.
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Conclusion
The vows of the Daughters of Charity are "non-religious." But the
object of their vows is the same as for religious: the Evangelical
Counsels of poverty, chastity, and obedience. According to the
Exhortation Vita Consecrata, accepting the Evangelical Counsels can
only be explained as "unbounded generosity and love. "S' Loving Godmore than anyone expresses itself in chastity; more than anything in
poverty; more than oneself in obedience. The difference between the
vows of the Daughters of Charity and those professed by religious is
not more or less in the great evangelical radicality of one or the
other, but in the manner of understanding them and in some
juridical aspects. Fidelity to one's own vocation presupposes an
enlightenment of its identity and specificity. These two aspects are
understood in this concise phrase of Fr. Lloret: "One is not a
Daughter of Charity because of making vows, but one makes vows
because one is a Daughters of Charity and to always be so more
perfectly. "SK These words express well the specificity of the vows in the
Company as well as the dynamic sense of the annual renovation.
However, the Daughters of Charity, by reason of their particular
consecration to God, do not identify themselves with the laity.
Therefore, for this same reason, they must not be identified with
religious. They are not more or less one or the other; they are
different. It is the Holy Spirit that created within the Church
different charisms and varied ways of following Christ. The Church
insists that each congregation be faithful to its charism, convinced
that this diversity of charisms embellishes the body of Christ.
This diversity of charisms is perhaps a question of details, but
this does not mean that it is something done by accident for it
touches at the identity of every congregation. That is why it is
important to know and faithfully incarnate what is specific in each
charism. The temporality of the annual and renewable vows of the
Daughters of Charity as a progressive confirmation of their specific
consecration is a question of fidelity to their own identity. Moreover,
it is a spiritual dynamism that has beneficial repercussions on the
vitality with which the Daughters of Charity live their total gift
to God.
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY, Paris)

57 VC, 105a.
"Michel Lloret, Echoes of the Company, September-October 1985.
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Introduction
The Statutes of the Company of the Daughters of Charity, when
listing the various functions which are the responsibility of the
Director General , indicate the following : "Coordinates and guides the
work ol the Provincial Directors . "' During the seven years which have
passed since the Superior General named me as his permanent
representative to the Company,-' I have had meetings with several
groups of Provincial Directors , specifically with those of countries
where there are several provinces of Daughters of Charity; jointly
with those of Latin America and the Caribbean , and with those of the
Slavic languages of Europe . I have also met individually with others
while visiting their respective provinces. This extraordinary meeting
permits us to meet all together. For me, it is a special opportunity to
fulfill this task of coordination and guidance which has been
entrusted to me , and we must thank the two Superiors General who
have convoked it.
In September 1996, I wrote an article in the Echoes of the
Company on the same theme which I have been asked to develop
today. That was the only time that I preferred that our Superior
General read an article before it was published . I am aware that, for
the Director General as well as for the Provincial Directors, we have
to carry out this office in agreement with the one who has named us
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to be his representatives to the Daughters of Charity at both of these
levels. So, in this conference I could limit myself to repeating what I
wrote five years ago, resting on this assurance. But life goes on and
situations are different now, as much in the Congregation of the
Mission as in the Company of the Daughters of Charity.
In the meetings with Directors to which I have alluded
previously, the questions they asked usually dominated the agenda,
especially the ones coming from those who had been more recently
appointed. Several of you have been named during this year, and
others have been in this office for only a short time. It is likely, then,
that you also will want to find answers to many questions. Doubtless,
when you were named to this office You read carefully the
Constitutions and Statutes of the Daughters of Charity and the
Directory for Provincial Directors. But since what has been asked of
me is a presentation about the office of the Provincial Director based
on these three documents that is what I am going to try to do. I will
endeavor not to repeat literally what you already know, nor dwell on
long explanations of the texts. Rather, I am going to try to clarify
some points which might cause doubts. I will also respond to
questions which some of you have asked when sending the copy of
the Annual Report or in your own private correspondence. And there
will he time throughout the month to continue clarifying things for
each other.

1. The Provincial Director according to the Constitutions of the
Company
The office of Director, whether General or Provincial, dates from
the origins of the Company. St. Vincent was the Superior General of
the Congregation of the Mission and of the Daughters of Charity. His
many responsibilities did not permit him to attend to the needs of
the sisters in the way he wished and they needed. To help him in this
service, he sought the collaboration of some of the missionaries, for
example: Fr. Portail, first Director General, and Frs. Desdames and
Bertoldi, superiors of Warsaw and Turin respectively, who could be
considered the first Provincial Directors of Poland and Italy. They
acted with the powers St. Vincent delegated to them, although the
office was not juridically well defined. Successive Superiors General
continued to give norms and guidelines which extended or limited
the powers of these offices. The first Constitutions of the Company
(1954) gave a juridical stamp to the role of Provincial Director, and
Fr. Slattery promulgated the first guidelines in 1965, which were
renewed by Fr. Richardson in 1976.
In 1967, the Sacred Congregation for Religious granted the
Company the authority to hold General Assemblies as its supreme
legislative body. Since that time, the Daughters of Charity have had
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the ability to decide how they would like the role of Provincial
Director to be defined , and this is what has been done in successive
General Assemblies . Through the years, not only has the language
evolved , but responsibilities have been clarified and limited. The
office of Visitatrix has been established as having the ultimate
responsibility for governance in the province , and the pastoral and
collaborative nature of the role of Director has been emphasized,
especially in spiritual and Vincentian formation . In fact, to know
what a Provincial Director is, what are his responsibilities , and how
they are exercised , it is necessary to have recourse to the
Constitutions and Statutes of the Company, besides what may be
occasionally or permanently assigned to him by the Superior
General.
The Constitutions and Statutes currently in effect preferred to use
language accessible to the sisters rather than technical and juridical
terms, which are always more precise but less understandable.
Perhaps it is for this reason that some think that the role of the
Director does not appear to be clearly delineated in the particular law
of the Company . I believe that the Directory for the Provincial
Directors, approved by Fr. McCullen in 1985, clarifies these functions
and explains how to exercise them. The rapid evolution of history, the
change in mentality of the sisters, the realities of the Congregation of
the Mission and other circumstances recommend revision of this
Directory.
In the current particular law of the Company, the Provincial
Director is a priest of the Congregation of the Mission whom the
Superior General of the two Companies has named , after the
prescribed consultations , as his representative in each province of the
Daughters of Charity. And, as the Superior General has as his
mission to help the Company remain faithful to its spirit and
mission, the mission of the Provincial Director has the same goal.
Among what is said in the Constitutions , I will spend time only
on three points which might raise some questions , and so, it is
suitable to give an explanation of them.
1. "He shares with the Visitatrix and her Council the responsibility of
promoting the Vincentian spirit in the province."'
A first clarification is in relation to the authority of the Provincial
Director. Among other possible definitions , Fr. Flores defines
authority as "the legal faculty, legitimately held, to be able to direct the
members of a society or coniniunity , so that they may achieve the ends
which have been proposed within the society or convnunity."

' C. 3.38.
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The Provincial Director legitimately possesses such authority, as
much as by being the representative of the Superior General as
through the particular law of the Company.
"To share" implies a convergence of tasks, in this case with the
Visitatrix, to whom the Constitutions confide the task of the direction
and immediate governance of the Province.' This does not mean a
double authority (Director and Visitatrix), but a shared authority
(Director with the Visitatrix). She is the person ultimately responsible
in governance and in the decisions which are made. Fr. Flores cites
this "comment" of Fr. Contassot: "In the same way as the immediate
governance of'the Company belongs to the Mother General and not to
the Superior General... the governance of* the province belongs to the
Visitatrix" (and not to the Director). So that the exercise of this
shared authority does not produce conflicts, each party will have to
exercise its authority in harmony and complementarity, and never as
a competition of powers. However, each must know, accept and
mutually respect the authority proper to the other.

2. "... he collaborates in the organization of' all that concerns the
spiritual formation of the sisters, particular/v that of the Sister
Servants. "
"To collaborate" means to work with others. If the Visitatrix,
aided by her Council, has the obligation of promoting the spiritual
and apostolic vitality of the Province, the Director, who shares this
same mission, offers his complete collaboration so that this mission
may be made a reality in the province.
The collaboration of the Director in establishing a well-organized
General Formation Plan and specialized Commissions, who plan and
carry out appropriate activities in the province, is one of the best
ways to contribute to the spiritual and apostolic vitality of the
province. The Constitutions emphasize collaboration in spiritual
formation, but later we will see the explanation of this in the
Directory. And in the face of the importance, and also the difficulty,
of the office of Sister Servant, it is not surprising that the
Constitutions also highlight the collaboration of the Director in their
formation.
3. "He slakes the visitation of the local communities which is
required by the Church. "^
This refers to what is prescribed in Canon 628 § 1: "Superiors
who are designated for this function by the proper law of the institute
are to visit the houses and members entrusted to them at the times
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designated by the norms of this same proper law." The Statutes
enumerate some of the powers which the Superior General has,
among others, "... to make personally or by delegation, the visitation of
the provinces and local communities required by the Church.
The
Statutes also specify that this visit "concerns the spiritual and
Vincentian aspects of the sisters' lives."" This, then, is about the
canonical visitation. In religious communities, the bishop, or his
vicar named for this purpose, makes this visitation. In the Company,
as the large Society of Apostolic Life that it is, this visit is made by
the Provincial Director.
Among all the topics that the Directory deals with, the most
space is given to the canonical visitation." This is one way of
emphasizing its importance. And rightly so, since this is asked for by
Canon Law. The bishop could require the Directors to make this visit
to the communities of sisters in his diocese, and if they do not do it,
send the Vicar for Religious. It would not be the first time that this
has happened. Therefore, let me insist on this point.
The Constitutions ask the Director to be available to the sisters
so that they may go to him with complete liberty. They demand
personal attention more and more. The Provincial Director is not the
same as it spiritual director, but in fact, there are many sisters who
regularly or occasionally go to him as if he were. The canonical
visitation is a special time to promote the Vincentian spirit and
apostolic vitality, on both the personal and communal levels. The
Directorv indicates in detail how to carry this out.
I realize that this will take a lot of your time, above all in
provinces with many local communities. In this case, the Director is
usually freed from other ministries. But when he shares his time with
other duties, the priority must be, in fact and by law, the office of
Director.10 The Superior General resolves exceptional cases by mutual
agreement with the Visitatrix, Visitor, and Director.
The petition to name a Sister Servant for a third three-year term
or beyond is presented to the General Council. This petition is
accompanied by a series of data, among which is the date of the
evaluation made by the Director at the last canonical visitation. The
Mother General, the Council, and I regret the delays or omissions we
note in the making of these visitations. When this happens, we
believe it deprives the sisters and communities of an important
source of energy and this can also contribute to a certain lack of

'S. 35.
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appreciation of the office of Director for some sisters. The Annual
Report of the Province, which the Director sends to the Superior
General, must include references to canonical visits."

2. The Provincial Director according to the Statutes of the
Company
I will also limit myself to explaining some points referring to the
Provincial Director, which perhaps are not well defined.
1. Appointment
This rests with the Superior General, and is done after
consultation with the Visitatrix, Councillors, the Visitor and the
previous Director. The reason that this consultation is limited is due
to the fact that very frequently the sisters do not know the priests
well, and the information that they might contribute would not be
very enlightening. This appointment is for six years, and can be
renewed.12 For a second term, the Superior General has decided that
the consultation be directed to all the sisters of the province, since
after six years the sisters have some opinions about the Director to
contribute to the discernment and decision of the Superior General.
This new appointment is usually for three or six years, according to
the decision of the Superior General.

2. Duties
• The Statutes , when listing the various duties of the Provincial
Director, state: "He presides at the Provincial Assembly and
attends the Council meetings." The Company considers that the
Provincial Assembly is one of the times when the Director must
appear more clearly as the personal representative of the
Superior General . Therefore the presidency is confided to him.
The Directory for the Directors and Rules of the Assembly
specify his functions and how he exercises them.
The Visitatrix presides at and directs the council meetings.
The Director attends, which must not he interpreted as a passive
presence . He participates and expresses his opinion freely, if he
judges it suitable , in order to collaborate in a better study and
discernment of the business proposed and in decision -making. It
often happens that the council meetings focus on day-to-day

"Cf. Directory, p. 23, # 61.
" Cf. S. 46.
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affairs, and this is necessary. But there is also a time and place
for reflection and discernment on the broader themes with which
the government of the province must be concerned: fidelity to the
spirit and purpose of the Company, evangelical reading of the
signs of the times, a response to new calls of the Church and the
poor, what formation should be like today, vocation ministry, the
revision of works, the situation of local communities, etc. The
Director, with a broader vision and a point of view which is not
taken up with immediate affairs and problems, can collaborate
so that these broader themes are dealt with by the Council and
dealt with in depth, calmly, and with foresight.
The Constitutions also state that the Director presides at the
Provincial Assembly" and attends meetings of the Council." As
president of the Assembly, both Canon Law" and the Directory
for the Assembly'' itself grant him the power to decide the vote
in case of a tie. In practice, it would be more prudent to ask for
another ballot so that the Assembly might decide the question.
Granting him the power does not mean that he has an obligation
to exercise it. According to C. 3.42, the Director is not a member
of the Council. He attends and participates in its meetings, but
he does not vote and his contrary opinion does not have veto
power."
The Statutes list some matters for which the Director "gives
his opinion" and others for which he "gives his approbation"
during Council meetings. He can give his opinion freely in all
matters dealt with by the Council, but in the four instances listed
in Statute 46 he is `requested expressly to do this. To give his
approval means taking a clear and definite position about
matters related to the vows, to living outside a house of the
Company and the dismissal or readmission of a sister. The
approval or refusal of the Director does not change or annul the
decision of the Council.19 The Constitutions, as a general
principle, give primacy to the Visitatrix and her Council. If the
Director were to be the one who decides the matter that would
not respect this general principle.20 And as these are important
matters whose resolution lies with the General Council, they are

Cf. C. 3.39.
Cf. C. 3.42.
Cf. Canon 119, 2
# 72.5.
" Cf. Directory, # 20.
S. 46.
" Cf. Directory, p. 13, # 20.
20 Cf. Glossary: Approbation of the Provincial Director.
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interested in knowing the opinion of the Director. From personal
knowledge, I can tell you that the General Council values the
opinion of the Director, and when it is not given, he is asked to
express it. The same applies to consultations. (This interpretation
of "give his opinion" or "give his approbation" is probably not
convincing to everyone. Fr. Flores also thinks that the editing of
the Statutes is unclear and would need to be improved in the
next revision.)
The Director must be aware of what is going on in the
province, and one of the best ways of doing this is by
participating in Council meetings. Therefore, it would not be
suitable for him to attend only the meetings which deal with
matters needing his opinion or approval. He would be detached
from what is going on in the province. When he cannot attend,
the Directives for the Visitatrix indicate that he must be
informed immediately about the topics discussed and the
decisions taken."
• The Director is asked to give his opinion regarding the "disposal
of the goods of the province in important matters. "-- "Important
matters" can be understood as an amount above that for which
the province has authorization from the General Council.2, The
Director's opinion will he a help in making just use of goods.
Sisters who have personal goods ask permission of the
Director to use them in "good works."-4 In order not to produce
differences in the lifestyle of the sisters, the Director helps them
to discern how to use the interest produced by their personal
goods, and he cannot authorize their use for other than "good
works."', Fidelity to the vow of poverty goes beyond simply
asking for and granting permissions.

3. The Provincial Director according to the Directory
Some judge that the Constitutions and Statutes present an
unclear picture of the office and duties of the Provincial Director. I
do not think the same can be said of the Directory. In it the features
that perhaps might be somewhat nebulous in the other two
documents are clarified and, above all, his duties and how to carry
them out are explained clearly and in detail.

-' Cf. Directives for the Visitatrix and Her Council, p. 21.
-- S. 46.
=' Cf. C. 3.55 § 3.
Cf. C. 2.7; S. 46.
"Cf. Directory, p. 19, # 46.
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This afternoon , some time has been set aside for personal
reading of this document, and so I will not stop now to present what
is said in it. Besides, there is still the possibility that the Company
might introduce changes which affect the Director, when the
Constitutions are revised during the next General Assembly. Along
the same lines I have followed until now, I am only going to dwell on
the two points contained in the Directory, and on which it is suitable
to reflect due to their importance and the difficulties which they can
present in actual practice.
• The Constitutions and Statutes determine the authority of the
Visitatrix and the Director in the Province. It is not always easy
to exercise authority that is shared and complementary.
Therefore, the Director makes the effort to demonstrate the spirit
that should animate relations between the two superiors.,, This
involves collaboration and complementarity, and never a power
struggle. Both exercise authority as a service so that the province
might live in fidelity to the spirit and end of the Company.
Humility, simplicity, and charity are the virtues which best
contribute to the good exercise of authority and overcome any
conflicts which might arise. Mutual esteem and trust, and
frequent and congenial dealings between the Visitatrix and
Director do not mean that they must agree on everything.
Possible differences of opinion can help illuminate reality by
different, but never antagonistic, insights.
It is rare when the Visitatrix and Council do not have to face
difficult situations, for example in the revision of works, acute
conflicts within local communities , dealings with external
organizations, etc. The proximity of the Director at these times,
his advice and support, are more than just duties of his office;
they are signs of solidarity and brotherly affection.
There is one aspect to be especially careful of in the
relationship between the Visitatrix and Director, and that is to
avoid giving the sisters any reason to think that the Visitatrix and
Director speak with the same voice. It is possible that a sister
might have a falling out with the Visitatrix or Director, and
become alienated from him/her. If the sisters see them as too
closely identified with each other, they will not feel they can call
on one or the other with the hope of being welcomed and heard.
• The Constitutions entrust to the Director as a special
responsibility the spiritual formation of the sisters. The Directory
amplifies and specifies this responsibility: "As far as possible, he
takes an interest in all stages of formation: aspirants, postulants,

'^ Cf. Directory, pp. 9-10.
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seminary sisters, young sisters who are preparing for vows, and
those who have made vows. He takes part in choosing the topics,
in planning the programs, in the schedule of meetings, and in the
selection of the speakers, especially by participating in the
Formation Comrnis.sion. "27 This expresses the importance of the
Director's collaboration in regard to all that relates to formation.
The spiritual solidity of the sisters and the quality of service to
the poor are in play here. Naturally, the Director cannot be asked
to be an expert in the different fields included in formation, but
he can take an interest in encouraging it. The Guide for Initial
Formation, published two months ago with the approval of both
Superiors General, repeatedly asks for the collaboration of the
Director, and that document was written by a commission of
sisters involved in formation.
The Director's concern will be centered in advancing the
General Formation Plan, developed by the Provincial Council
with the assistance of the Formation Commission and the
technical Commission. (It is anticipated that, during this month,
a Commission formed of Directors and a General Councillor will
present to us the broad outlines of a Provincial Formation Plan.)
The annual retreat has special importance in the spiritual
animation of the sisters, and the Directory entrusts its planning
to the Provincial Director and the Visitatrix.21 If, in practice,
another sister plans and contacts retreat directors, it is desirable
that there be dialogue with the Director about this. The General
Assembly of 1997 approved a proposition in which each province
was urged to seek the most appropriate means for revitalizing
these eight days of the annual retreat. The Directory emphasizes
how important it is that the Director be present and available to
the sisters during this very important time in their spiritual life.

Conclusion
The Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity
have written a history of union and collaboration for almost four
centuries. The founders began it, and we are their heirs. The
Provincial Director has been and continues to be the figure who best
incarnates this union and collaboration in practice. The way of
perceiving and exercising this office or ministry has continued to
change throughout history, at times due to the evolution of Canon
Law and at other times because of the evolution of the particular law
of the Company. This shows us how the Daughters of Charity

2' Directory, p. 14, # 26.
:q Cf. Directory, pp. 13-14, ## 23-25.
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perceive the role of the Provincial Director. It is up to them to say
what it will he in the future. It is completely justifiable that, due to
the increasing maturity of the sisters and the present cultural
sensitivity to equality and feminism, the role of the Provincial
Director might be more and more shifted toward the spiritual and
pastoral plane. In essence, that is the collaboration which the
founders intended, although, at that time and since then, the role has
also been expressed by juridical bonds of authority.

Both the Constitutions and Statutes of the Company and the
Directory recognize the authority proper to the Provincial Director.

He exercises this authority in collaboration with the Visitatrix, who is
primarily responsible for the government of the province. Both must
envision their office as a service of complementarity, aimed at
encouraging the sisters' dynamic fidelity to the spirit of the Company
and its purpose in the Church.
The Constitutions and Statutes present the picture of the
Provincial Director. The Directory for Provincial Directors describes
in further detail his duties and the way they are carried out. But we
must recognize that the current context, the reality of both the
priests and the sisters, the qualities or limitations of the Director, the
Visitatrixes and the sisters also influence the manner in which this
office is carried out. This afternoon several sisters will tell us about
this, and tomorrow some of the Directors will present to us their
experiences of how they carry out this service.
There has been an undeniable evolution in the office of the
Provincial Director, in the sense of a movement from a decisionmaking role to that of spiritual and apostolic animation. Be that as it
may, the following words were addressed by Fr. McCullen to the
Directors and sisters at the time of presenting the Directory for
Directors: "There has been a certain evolution in the office of Director.
However, let no one underestimate the importance of the Director as
spiritual animator and guide in the life of the sisters and the activities
of the province: to do so would not only he unfaithful to the deepest
intentions of St. Vincent and St. Louise, but would definitely weaken
the apostolic vitality of the sisters in their service to the poor."
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY, Paris)

Vincentiana , July-October 2001

Forming for Consecrated Life Today
by Christian Sens, C.M
lYsitor of Toulouse
10.VII.2001

There are certainly many ways to approach and present
formation for consecrated life. I have chosen three axes: human
formation, Christian formation, and Vincentian formation. I will
obviously talk about the formation for consecrated life of the
Daughters of Charity and therefore a formation for which the
objective is service of the poor, the service of Jesus Christ in the
person of the poor. This will be the first part of my talk. Each of
these axes merits ample development. I am simply going to offer you
some reflections on points of emphasis that seem to me important
today, being very conscious that I am dependent on the situation of
the Daughters of Charity in France and in the context of this country.
In other situations, other contexts, other points of emphasis can be
chosen. I do not have any more claim than you to say how to think
about formation for Daughters of Charity. You have much more
experience than I in that area and it will be interesting that you can
share and compare within the various provincial practices.

1. Formation for the service of the poor
I am not going to develop this part at length, in that certain
points will be treated later on in the talk.
"Service is for them the expression of their consecration to God
in the Company and gives it its full significance" (C. 2.1). This quote
from the Constitutions allows me to clarify right away which
consecrated life I am talking about here because this has an impact
on formation. The consecration of Daughters of Charity is not
identified with that of religious. Their original manner of living
baptismal consecration is to give oneself to God for the service of the
poor or to serve Jesus Christ in the person of the poor. It is for this
reason that God created the Company.
"You should also reflect that your chief business, the one which
God particularly requires, is diligence in serving the poor. Hence you
should treat them gently and kindly, reflecting that it is for that
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purpose that God has brought you together, for that purpose he
established your Company" (Coste, Conferences to DCs, 107).
Within the consecration of the Daughters of Charity, God and
the poor, Christ and the poor are inseparable. One does not enter the
Company to live an experience of religious life or to simply have an
experience of community life, but fundamentally to serve the poor, in
community, in the manner of Christ the Servant. In that capacity,
their formation, both initial and ongoing, must allow them to verify
the call of God and their response, to deepen their spiritual
experience, but never forgetting that the poor are necessarily present
within the call, the response, and the spiritual experience.
If their consecration does not make them religious, it does not
have a lesser dimension of radicality, even if they renew it every year.
The gift to God for the poor, the gift to God and to the service of the
poor commits their whole life and their person. Vincent de Paul
wrote to Anne Hardemont who was in Ussel on 24 November 1658:
"You have had a hard time getting used to the region, but you will
also have great merit before God for having overcome your
repugnance and for having done His Will rather than your own.... 0
Sister, how consoled you will be at the hour of death for having
consumed your life for the same reason for which Jesus Christ gave
his? for charity, for God, for the poor! ... And what greater act of love
can one make than to give oneself, wholly and entirely, in one's state
of life and in one's duty, for the salvation and relief of the afflicted!
Our entire perfection consists in this" (Coste, Correspondence, VII,
396). The path to holiness of the Daughters of Charity, in following
Christ the Servant, passes by the road of the poor. They are called to
commit themselves there totally, "in life and in duty," in other words,
both through their manner of being as by their actions, their
commitment.
Formation for consecrated life includes at the same time,
therefore, deepening of the mystery of God and of faith,
contemplation of the Servant Christ, knowledge of the Constitutions
and also a better comprehension of the world of the poor, learning
their language and their culture. This better comprehension and
learning are an integral part of the spiritual experience of the
Daughters of Charity.

2. Human formation
In all formation plans, whether in view of an ordained ministry
or the consecrated life, human formation has its place. We know well
that piety and the desire to give oneself to God does not compensate
for a lack of maturity or balance or a poorly integrated emotional
life. The decrease of vocations in some countries, and I think of
France, cannot become an excuse that would lead one to he less
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demanding regarding the human maturity of the candidates, their
emotional equilibrium, their capacities for relationships, their sense
of service, their aptitude also to assume changes in a world where
transformations are rapid and profound.
I am not going to develop a human formation program here, but
simply raise some points that seem important to me today. Your
experience as Director will most certainly allow you to add others
and above all share the way in which you live your responsibility of
accompaniment to the province, the communities, the sisters in this
area of human formation.

2.1 Rereading of life
I believe that human formation demands learning to read and
reread one's life, one's experiences, to make them more objective and
also to be able to measure progress, but also limitations, poverties,
blocks, perhaps wounds caused by failures or bad experiences. It is
thus that one becomes more responsible for oneself in better
mastering one's life, choices and actions. Rereading carries a
communitarian dimension because one must also learn to reread
one's life with others, notably in community, and accept their way of
seeing, their questioning, their challenges. This is done during the
initial stage of formation. It must also continue all through life. Do
the sisters always easily have this possibility? In what way do the
provinces and the Directors address this concern and help the
communities and the sisters do this rereading personally and as a
community.

2.2 Learning differences
Human formation is composed of this lesson. A great deal is said
today about differences, but perhaps it is because they are hard to
live with and accept both on the cultural and religious levels. They
can become a source of conflicts. In the imposing community
establishments of yesterday, differences could be hidden or even
erased. Misunderstood uniformity could lead to standardization. This
could not be understood at a time where respect for the human
person and human rights became strongly maintained values. It is
not more possible in communities that today are generally smaller
with daily and stronger confrontations with others. One does not
enter a community ready made, in a sort of mold that eliminates
differences. The community builds itself up daily with the richness of
differences when they are recognized and accepted not as obstacles
but as the richness of unity and communion. It is a question then of
learning, and this learning is never finished, living fraternally with
other persons not of one's choosing but with whom one shares the
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same work, the same consecration to God for the service of the poor.
It is not about dreaming of communities without tensions and
without conflicts, but rather of learning to accept them, to manage
them, to move beyond them. Undoubtedly to know and welcome
differences, one must learn self respect as far as, according to
Monsieur Vincent, "we cannot have respect without meekness, and
without meekness we cannot have charity" (Coste, Conferences to
DCs, 232). Your mission as Director brings you into contact with the
communities and the sisters. You certainly witness tensions or even
conflicts that can exist within certain communities, relationship
difficulties of certain sisters. You are undoubtedly sometimes called
on by communities to help confront a conflict, a relational problem.
This is part of your responsibility of accompaniment. And
undoubtedly it is up to you yourselves to learn to manage conflicting
situations.

2.3 Emotional balance
One cannot talk about human formation without bringing up
affectivity and the work of truth to be done in order to be celibate
and live chastity. We know well that this work of truth does not
stop with the initial commitment. Celibacy presents questions as well
to our contemporaries; love can be distorted so as to become a
simple consumer object. Yesterday, institutional walls could serve
as protection. Today, communities are well inserted into a
neighborhood, a street, a village and neighbors are commonplace.
One does not take on celibacy; one does not live chastity in
surrounding oneself with protections or repressing emotions.
Chastity lived in celibacy does not limit itself to renunciations; it does
not forbid loving and cannot be lived with a hardened heart.
Consecrated persons are called to love, to learn to love every day
because this learning is never completed. The one who can one day
say that he/she has loved enough, will be admitting to the fact that
he/she no longer loves or is no longer able to love. In this area of
relationships, the rereading of life that I touched on previously is also
a requirement. It can be done in community, but in this area, not all
can be shared in community. A personal accompaniment is
necessary. Within the provinces, the suggestions for reflection on the
vows are certainly available to the sisters. Are these reflections
exchanged, deepened in community? This undoubtedly brings up
your responsibility of accompaniment to be attentive to this
reflection (or process) and to bring it to the attention of the province
and the communities in this sense. What I say refers to chastity, but
it is equally true for poverty and obedience. The language for
presenting the vows has been revised and this has effects on the way
of understanding them and living them. To speak only of obedience,
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it is evident that today it is no longer lived under the model of
military obedience that one could have known in the past, but in
dialogue, without abandoning the attitude of availability. The time of
formation is obviously needed to better understand the vows. The
community itself can also play a role in formation.

2.4 The challenge of feminism
The recognition of the place and the role of women in society as
in the Church is a challenge of our times and not only in countries
like Afghanistan. The state of "submission" which in the past could
be determined for women, including by theologians, is unacceptable.
The human formation of Daughters of Charity must take into
account the challenge of feminism and guide them to take their place
in the world and in the Church and to come there fully in their role
of consecrated "women." You are men whose mission is a service
of assistance and accompaniment of women. In this service, there
is certainly reciprocity and you receive also from them. In
collaboration, in this partnership with the sisters, you probably
measure the richness of the difference, the richness of femininity.
But, in the Church, as in society, the place and role of women is yet
far from being fully recognized everywhere. Your mission can only
make you sensitive to the challenge of feminism and this very
recognition fully validates the challenge.

3. Christian formation
"0 my daughters, if you are really faithful in the observance of
this mode of life, you will all be good Christians. I should not
say anything more than that if I were to say to you that you would
be good religious. Why do people join religious orders'
rders if not to
become good Christian men and women? Yes, my daughters, look
upon it as great thing to become good Christian women by the
faithful observance of your rules. God will thereby be glorified and
your Company will edify the entire Church" (Coste, Conferences to
DCs, 113).

3.1 Choosing " the better part"
I do not intend to develop here all of the dimensions of the
Christian life. I will take only one aspect. To be good Christians, it is
not enough only to pray, to go to church, to sacrifice oneself in
service. All disciples of Christ are called to choose, without ceasing,
"the better part," like Mary sitting at the feet of Jesus to hear his
words and to put oneself at his school. The desire for formation, for
deepening of faith, for a greater knowledge of the Bible is today very
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strong, and numerous are the formation proposals. Certainly faith is
a fundamental gift of God and a response from men and women by
free personal commitment. But faith without expression risks being
thrust into the imaginary. And it does not suffice to tirelessly repeat
methods and discourses of the past. Christians live always as humble
seekers for God and in this role are invited to deepen their faith in
order to live it, to speak of it and to witness to it in the measure to
which they are called to take their part in the ministry of
proclamation in the Church, a role which is not reserved only to
those ordained ministers or to some specialists.

3.2 Honoring the spiritual dimension of service
For Vincent de Paul, service is always a corporal and spiritual
service. It is there, without a doubt, in the 17,h century, a typical
Vincentian mark, the same as the presentation of evangelization
"through word and work." Such a definition of service shows a vision
of persons in all the aspects of their humanity. We are beings of
needs: bread, clothing, roof, health... and in this capacity the service
is corporal. But we are also beings of desire: for justice, peace,
dignity, fellowship, solidarity... carrying also within ourselves
questions on the meaning of life and death, of history and human
adventure. We even believe that it is not unworthy of ourselves to ask
questions of transcendence, questions of God. That is why service
must have a spiritual dimension which Monsieur Vincent touches on
in talking of the "good word" to say on any occasion, the "truths
proper to salvation" in teaching the poor.
To be good Christians, Daughters of Charity are invited, as all
disciples of Christ, to an unceasing deepening of their faith to renew
it and to renew themselves. The quality of their service in its spiritual
dimension can only he to their advantage as well as to that of the
poor. I do not make any claim here to give you a course on dogma.
Allow me simply to touch upon the question of God. Can we talk
about God today by simply taking the words, expressions and the
discourses of yesterday, in a world that no longer has any need for
God to understand itself, others, and to many of our contemporaries,
simply to live? We no longer turn towards a higher authority to get
answers to unresolved questions. Today, presenting a needed God
carries the great risk of relegating him to a category of usefulness.
Now God is revealed as the God of the Covenant, the God of
gratuitousness. He is the God of love, always appealing to humanity's
freedom. The philosopher Levinas talks about the grandeur of God
that "set up a being capable of atheism." God is well beyond the
concepts of useful and necessary, of useless and not needed. We
cannot confine God to our images and that is why we must
unceasingly probe the mystery in contemplating the face of Jesus
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Christ. Let us add that today, notably in the area of ethics, of
bioethics, new questions are being asked. Obviously, one cannot
become a specialist in all areas. But accepting to enter into a process
of ongoing formation, biblical, theological, spiritual, ethical is a
demand to give structure to faith and to bear witness to it within the
diversity of languages and cultures of humanity. To be good
Christians and in fidelity to their spiritual dimension of service, this
requirement obviously concerns Daughters of Charity.

3.3 Learning to "read"
We also find this concern for formation in Monsieur Vincent. It
is also written in the rules. "You make good use of whatever free time
you have after attending the sick; never be idle; study how to read,
not for your own particular advantage but so as to be ready to be
sent to places where you can teach. How do you know what Divine
Providence wishes to make of you? Always be prepared to go
wherever holy obedience may send you" (Coste, Conferences to
DCs, 5). Certainly Daughters of Charity no longer learn to read like
Marguerite Naseau. But allow me to interpret this learning to
reading. Is it not necessary to unceasingly learn to read the Bible, the
Christian mystery to deepen it? Is it not necessary to learn to read the
"signs of the times"? Is it not necessary to learn to read sociological
data in their complexity, situations of poverty and their causes? Is it
not always necessary to learn to read the Vincentian charism to
actualize it? Is it not still necessary to learn to read Jesus Christ in
order to recognize him in the person of the poor?
This concern for formation appears also through dialogues
between Louise de Marillac and Vincent de Paul during a council
meeting (Coste, XIII, 664-665, French Edition). A sister asked for a
catechism. She was not satisfied with the one that was sent to her
and asked for another one. "We sent off asking Monseiur Lambert to
send us one and he sent us the one of' Bellarmine and told the sister
to whom he gave it that it was very scholarly and it was only for
clerics. Now, as we should not appear too learned, I had some
thoughts of not sending it; and as I was in a hurry, I did not leave; I
simply conveyed that she only read it, because what cones from the
book does not come from oneself. It seems that it is not everything to
just learn by heart and recite it." Not to appear learned undoubtedly
comes under humility. But this would be a false understanding of
humility to refuse to be knowledgeable. Have Daughters of Charity
and also the Congregation of the Mission never fallen into this?
Certainly humility guides one to want to take the last place, that of
servant , that of maidservant, but it demands, I believe, competence to
take it at its best.
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Vincent de Paul's response is unequivocal: "To which our most
honored Father replied: There is no better catechism, Mademoiselle,
than that of Bellarmine; and when all the sisters know it and teach it,
they will only be teaching that which they must teach, for they are
for instructing, and they would know what the clerics should know.
Do you know what is giving support to the two or three daughters of
Madame de Villeneuve? It is knowing the meaning of this catechism.
They teach it and by this are doing an unbelievable good. It would be
good if it were read to our sisters and if you yourself could explain it
to them, so that all learn it and sound it out for teaching it. Since
they need to present it, they need to know it. They cannot learn more
solidly better than from this book. I am delighted that we have talked
about it for I believe this reading will be of great use" (Coste, XII1,
664-665, French Edition). Learn, examine, know how to show and
teach, this no doubt comes under a course in initial formation, but
also in ongoing formation.
Formation courses are certainly available in the provinces. The
sisters can also participate in formation offered by the dioceses and
Christian communities. As Directors, you have, in connection with
the Visitatrix, a responsibility in this area and I am not telling you
anything new. But is this concern for formation really taken into
account within the dynamics of the provinces? Do the sisters show
the same desire for competence in showing a high regard for the
spiritual dimension of service as for the corporal dimension?
Confronting the unbelief of so many of our contemporaries or their
religious indifference, facing the diversity of languages and cultures,
and observing the pursuit of spirituality, even if it is diffuse, which
we can perceive today, is there not a danger to the very quality of
Vincentian service, a danger for the poor?

4. Vincentian formation
As in the preceding sections, I will simply suggest some
reflections on this area of formation. Therefore, 1 am not going into
the content of this formation and its diverse aspects of Vincentian
charism, which must be taken into account.

4.1 An ongoing deepening of the charism
It is not so much the reality of the charism that is in question as
much as the actualization which is done through institutions,
communities, commitments, and practice. It would be illusory to
claim to find this charism in an exact state to transfer it to our
present time. We received it in the language and the culture of the
17" centurti. It is never, like the Gospel itself for that matter, outside
of the realm of time and culture. The work of inculturation moves,
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therefore , through the process of confronting the charism j ust as we
receive it with our time and the history of the poor today . References
to sources , to founding texts, a simple fidelity to the letter, to
practices and works would certainly be sterile. We recognize all the
while that this could be the temptation of every institution , including
the Church, to want to reproduce all identically , also adding other
practices over the centuries, for fear of losing its identity. It is then
that it well risks losing it. An authentic reception of the sources
guides rather to looking for the spirit , the intuitions and the
convictions that lived within and animated the Founders . It is thus
that fidelity can become inventive and give the charism a meaningful
and significant translation during this time in the history of
humanity , the history of the poor. Repetitive fidelity can paralyze
institutions and people as witnesses to the past and sterilize
commitments because the poor with their expectations and the needs
that make up the world of the poor- today can risk being forgotten. It
is a matter then of deepening the charism , of working at the texts of
the founders, but to actualize it and to live it today . Vincentian
formation is always a required passage for Daughters of Charity. It
also comes under ongoing formation which is certainly offered in all
the provinces , and which also happens within community sharings.
There is there a demand for the inculturation of the charism that was
the theme of the last General Assembly of the Daughters of Charity.

4.2 A deeper understanding of society and the world of the poor
I would like to stop for a few moments and talk about another
need. An ongoing deepening of the charism, as essential as it is, is
not enough. One must still learn to better understand society, to
better comprehend social facts in their complexity. The rapid and
profound transformations of the world do not allow understanding in
simplistic ways with conclusive affirmations or ideological slogans.
Reality today is far too complex to be satisfied with a superficial look.
To "see" to "know for oneself," a diversity of approaches and readings
are needed: political, economical, social, cultural, sociological,
socio-political, etc. We are no longer in a time where the categories
middle class/masses or exploiter/exploited allowed the classification
of a majority of people and the accounting of the society. Today there
is the "anonymous" power of money, the weight of multi-nationals,
the egoism of rich nations clutching their interests, cold when faced
with the question of the forgiveness of the debt of Third World
countries, little concerned on environmental questions because the
economy prevails. There are all these people that we can no longer
call victims of exploitation because they are simply forgotten by the
side of the road of profitability at all costs and fierce competitiveness.
There is violence, ethnic and even religious conflicts. There is racism.
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Thereare the counter-values that the 1997 General Assembly
document, "A New Fire," evoked. All this obviously affects the poor
and even creates new forms of poverty. How can one truly be at their
service without taking an interest in the context of society, without
taking the time to better comprehend it, without seeing the causes of
poverty, of marginalization, or of exclusion, without learning the
language and culture of the poor? This look at the reality of society
and the poor is learned, without a doubt, by experience, but also by
personal and communal reflection and by the means of formation. In
what way are these taken into account in the provinces and
communities?
A more profound knowledge of society and the world of the poor
also allows - and I quote from "A New Fire" - to "discover
personally and in community the 'seeds of the Word' and the values
present in all cultures and among the poor." The document evokes
solidarity, the struggle for justice and freedom: the recognition of the
dignity of all human beings; close personal relationships; a sense of
celebration; trust and hope in Providence. The list is not exhaustive
and we can add a commitment for peace and the search for avenues
of dialogue, humanitarian actions, ecological and environmental
accountability and so many gestures of friendship, sharing, everyday
solidarity. Recognizing the "seeds of the Word" implies a look of
faith but without economizing a serious analysis of the reality. Thus
one can surpass, as Vincent de Paul invites, "the so often deceptive
appearances."

4.3 Love inventive to infinity
While elucidating on counter-values, we are called to love our
world, this world "that God loved so much that he gave his only Son"
(in 3:16). How can we say to this world that it is loved by God
without letting a little of Christ's tenderness for humanity, for the
poor, show on our faces and the face of our communities?
Vincent de Paul reminds us that "love is inventive to infinity." It
is first and fundamentally the love of God that is inventive to infinity
and our love comes from God in drawing from the source of the love
given. From this we can never pretend to exhaust the infinite richness
of love in the today of our responses and practices, both personal and
communal. Humility guides us to know it. The Vincentian charism
does not give Daughters of Charity ready-made responses in facing
the challenges of poverty and the miseries of our times. It freely
opens a space to renew and create the most appropriate responses to
the calls of the deprived, the wounded, the suffering, the excluded
and to find these responses with them. Fear and the need for security
can cause regrets of the past, "the fleshpots of Egypt," to the point of
being frozen in this past along with the practices of yesterday
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without being really and fully able to live in the present. Such a
backward-looking attitude is not only a risk for older people. It can
also be seen in younger people. I believe that Vincentian formation
must learn to make the necessary changes, to live them with hope,
both personally and communally in order to witness that love is
inventive to infinity. This certainly brings out our responsibility of
accompaniment.
Conclusion
I will conclude in naming another area of formation. We know
that in the experience at Chatillon, Vincent de Paul was aware that
only a communal response, structured and organized, could relieve
the challenge of poverty in a lasting and efficient way. The decrease
of vocations, the graying of certain provinces, and I am thinking
particularly of France, have led sisters to leave the responsibility for
schools and retirement homes to the laity, while safeguarding the
Vincentian spirit. Their own works have decreased and the
commitments of the sisters in the social organizations and
associations have become more numerous. I do not know if my
reflection is pertinent but I will give it. Whatever the situation of the
provinces, rich in numbers and youth or poverty, does not humility
tell us that no Company, no Congregation, no community, can alone
take up all the challenges of poverty and misery and have all the
competencies necessary to confront them? Without questioning the
responses provided by "our" works, I believe the service of the poor
demands that we enter into a dynamic of collaboration today with
the other members of the Vincentian Family, whenever possible, also
within the framework of organizations or associations, ecclesial or
not and with anyone who wishes to be an artisan of justice, peace,
solidarity with the deprived, the suffering, the wounded, the
excluded. This is the challenge for all Vincentians. Is it not also a
chance for the Vincentian spirit to be widely shared with everyone
who is in solidarity with the poor and to fight alongside them for
justice and the recognition of their dignity?
(Translated by: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAU(iIrrERS OF CHARII'l', Paris)
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The Provincial Director:
"Animator" of the Daughters of Charity
by Augustin Martinez, C.M.
Director of France-South
l 1.VI L 2001

Article 3.38 of the Constitutions of the Daughters of Charity
states: "The Director is a priest of the Congregation of the Mission,
appointed by the Superior General; he shares with the Visitatrix and her
Council the responsibility of promoting the Vincentian spirit in the
Province. "
As a Missionary, the director is, by vocation, an "evangelizer of
the poor." It is, in virtue of this title that he lives his vocation and his
mission in one of the provinces of the Daughters of Charity in
communion with the sisters. He "assists ," "collaborates," and
"shares" with them the evangelization and service of the poor.
It is in this spirit, as stressed in the Constitutions and the
Directory, that we must situate the Provincial Director's mission of
animator.'
I will divide my presentation into three sections, emphasizing
our common Vincentian Heritage:
1. The Congregation of the Mission and the Company of the
Daughters of Charity: A common history of listening to the
poor;
2. Priests of the Mission and Daughters of Charity: Service of the
Poor: a sharing of the mission;
3. Director of the Daughters of Charity, "Animator": Community
Visitations.

' C. 3.38; S. 46; Directory # 34 and ff.
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1. The Congregation of the Mission and the Company of
Daughters of Charity : A common history of listening to the
poor
In the beginning... Two events : Folleville and Chatillon
St. Vincent was led by Divine Providence, through the events of
his life,2 to consecrate himself to the salvation of the poor.
In 1617, while he was fulfilling his ministry in Gannes-Folleville,
he became aware of the fact that the evangelization of the poor was
extremely urgent.

"The poor country people... often die in the sins of their voutlr
because they are ashamed to make them known to the pastors
or vicars whom they know and who know them. "'
St. Vincent tells us that after the "conversion of the peasant from
Gannes," (Madame de Gondi) "asked me to preach in the Church at
Folleville," to exhort the people to make a general confession, which
I did. There was an overwhelming response and everywhere God
bestowed his graces. That was the first sermon of the Mission, and
the success that God granted it on the feast of the Conversion of
St. Paul, God did not do so without a design on such a day.a
St. Vincent always considered the date of 1617 as the beginning
of his missionary work.
To better illustrate the providential character of the origins of
the mission, he later confided to his missionaries: "Ali, Gentlemen,
and my Brothers, no one had ever thought of that; nobody knew
what were Missions; we were not thinking of them at all, and we did
not know what they were, and that is the sign by which a work of
God may be recognized..." (Conferences to CMs, 169).
More specifically, Vincent started by looking at life and not first
of all theorizing on the mission. He himself knew that loving the poor
explained the objective of the Company of the Mission.
"Let us go then, mry brothers, and devote ourselves with new
love to serve the poor, and even seek out the poorest and most
abandoned" (Coste, Conferences to CMs, 367).
When he grasped the event well and understood that it coincided
with the will of God, it was then that he moved into action.

' Vincent de Paul, His Spiritual Experience and ours (brochure).
` Coste, Correspondence 1, 48, Letter 28, To Pope Urban VIII, June 1628.
' Coste, Conferences to CMs, 20, Extract on the Mission preached at
Folleville in 1617.
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"St. Vincent - writes Fr. Jean Morin - proposes to us a
spiritual experience... in the manner of reading and interpreting
events. It suffices to look back at the texts where he evokes the events
of Folleville or Chatillon or the story of the theft, the story of the
Mission of Marchais, etc."
In all these cases and many others that punctuate the life of
St. Vincent, it is a matter of events that he lives and interprets for
himself and for us. This is the key to his "spirituality."
It was in August of the same year 1617, at Chatillon-les-Dombes,
that the encounter with the poor sick in need took place.
In the conference to the Daughters of Charity of 13 February
1646 "On the Love of Our Vocation and the Assistance to the Poor,"
Vincent speaks to the sisters about the founding event of their
Company: "In a small village where Providence had called me to be
the parish priest, one Sunday morning while I was vesting for Holy
Mass, a woman of the parish came to tell me that in a house, a short
distance from the others, a quarter of a league away, everyone was
sick, so that there was not a single person able to help the others, so
great was the need of each one. This greatly touched my heart and I
did not hesitate to speak about it with affection in my sermon. God
touched the hearts of those who were listening, so that they were
moved with compassion for these poor afflicted people...."
And that was the first place where the charity was established.
St. Vincent added in rereading the event: "And that, my Daughters,
was the beginning of your Company.",
At Chatillon, it seems that a further step is taken by St. Vincent.
The missionary, charged with the evangelization and confession of
the poor people, must also know how to take care of immediate
emergencies and be able to organize material help.
A fundamental conviction animates this man by the experience
and the reading that he does. "No one can disassociate oneself from
misery." The true sinner would be the one who does not see poverty.
We all are in solidarity with the poor.
St. Vincent did not study files, he saw the poor. He knew them
for himself, as he stated to Brother Jean Parre.
Very quickly, St. Vincent makes the connection between mission
and charity: between the importance of the one and the necessity of
the other.

Coste, Conferences to the DCs, 218, 13 February 1646.
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Two Calls: Evangelize and Serve the Poor
From these two events and the calls heard, St. Vincent discovers
and proclaims the intimate connection that exists between the
evangelization of the poor and their service.

From that time on, the evangelization and service of the poor are
found at the heart of the mission of the sons and daughters of
Vincent de Paul. Our vocation - Vincent will say to the missionaries
- is "to assist," "to serve," "to evangelize and to relieve the burden of
the poor" after the example of Jesus Christ.
"In this vocation we are in close conformity with our Lord

Jesus Christ who, it would seem, made his chief care, on
coming into the world, to help the poor... And if the Lord were

asked: 'Why did you come to earth?' - 'To help the poor.' 'Anything else?' - 'To help the Poor,' etc."

"... the little Company of the Mission strives to devote itself
lovingly to the service of the poor, who are God's well-beloved,
and so we have reason to hope that, for love of them, God will
love us... Let us seek out the poorest and most abandoned; let
us confess before God that they are our lords and masters and

that we are unworthy to render them our little services."'
"...If there are any among us who think they are in the
Congregation of the Mission to preach the gospel to the poor
but not to comfort them, to supply their spiritual but not their
temporal wants, I reply that we ought to assist them and have

them assisted in every way, by ourselves and by others. ""
In speaking of the service of Christ in the poor in the Conference
of 14 June 1643, St. Vincent tells the Daughters of Charity:
"You must often reflect that your chief business, the one which
God especially requires of you, is diligence in serving the poor,
who are our lords. Oh! yes, sisters, then are our masters.
Hence you should treat their: gently and kindly, reflecting that
that it is for that purpose that God has brought you together,
for that purpose He established your Company. You should
take great care that, as far as you can, they shall want for
nothing both in regard to the health of their bodies and the

Coste, Conferences to CMs, 1 I 1-112, 29 October 1638, On Perseverance
in One's Vocation.
Coste, Conferences to CMs, 366-367, January 1657, On the love of
the poor.
r Coste, Conference to CMs, 608, 6 December 1658, On the end of the
Congregation of the Mission.
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salvation of their souls. How happy you are, my Daughters, to
be destined by God for this work for the whole of your life.
On 24 November 1658, Vincent de Paul wrote to Sr. Anne
Hardemont:
"... How consoled you will be at the hour of your death to have
consumed Your life for the same purpose for which Jesus
Christ gave his life. It is for charity. It is for God. It is for
the poor....
Two Responses to the Calls of the Poor
On 17 April 1625, St. Vincent signed the contract for the
Foundation of the Congregation of the Mission for Evangelizing
the Poor.

Evangelizare pauperibus misit me (seal of the Congregation): "He
has sent me to bring Good News to the Poor."
"The purpose of tire Congregation of the Mission is to follow
Christ, evangelizing the poor. This purpose is achieved when,
faithful to St. Vincent, the members individually and
collectively: make even/ effort to put on the spirit of Christ
himself, ... work at evangelizing the poor, especially the more
abandoned...... 1
On 29 November 1633, Vincent De Paul and Louise de Marillac
founded the Company of the Daughters of Charity , Servants of the
Sick Poor.
Caritas Christi urget nos (seal of the Company ): "The Charity of
Christ urges its."
The Charity of Jesus Christ animates and enflames the heart of
the Daughter of Charity, presses her to run to the service of every
misery.
"Tire principal end for which God has called and assembled
the Daughters of Charity is... to serve Christ in the person of
the poor."12

Coste, Conferences to DCs, 107, 14 June 1643, Explanation of the Rule.
Coste, VII, 382, L 2734, To Sister Anne Hardemont, 24 November 1658.
Constitutions of the Congregation of the Mission, Article 1.
S Constitutions of the Daughters of Charity, 1.3.
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Today
Since the Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of
Charity share the same heritage, members should willingly give
them assistance when asked, especially in the matter of retreats
and spiritual direction. They should also show a brotherly
spirit of cooperation in those works which have been
undertaken together.

2. Priests of the Mission and Daughters of Charity : Service of the
poor : a sharing of the mission
The director "shares with the Visitatrix and her Council" the
responsibility of promoting the Vincentian spirit and "collaborates in
the organization of all that concerns the spiritual formation of the
sisters, particularly that of the Sister Servants.""
In the patent received from the Superior General, the Provincial
Director's mission is stated as: "To promote the spiritual and apostolic
life of the Daughters of Charity and to help the Visitatrix in the
government of the province...."

In the beginning
St. Louise requested of St. Vincent that the Company, "... receive
spiritual direction from the missionaries."
St. Louise de Marillac wanted the Company of the Daughters of
Charity to be placed under the authority of the Superior General of
the Mission and to receive spiritual direction from the missionaries.
She presented three reasons:
- "... the poor will be assisted;"
- The Company will remain "under the direction that
Providence gave it;"
- The Company will be able "to live the spirit" of the
Congregation animated by St. Vincent.
- In 1646, Louise wrote to Vincent:
"... Monsieur, do not let anything happen that could in any
way, remove the Company from the direction that God has
given it, for you can be sure that as soon as that happens, the
sick poor will no longer he assisted ...... Is

" Constitutions of the Congregation of the Mission, Article 17.
14 Constitutions of the Daughters of Charity, 3.38.
" Coste, Correspondence, III, 132, Louise de Marillac to Vincent de Paul.
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- One year later, in November 1647, "In peace and
simplicity," Louise communicates to Vincent de Paul: "It is
necessary that the Company of the Daughters of Charity
always be, successively, under the direction which Divine
Providence has given it - in that which concerns both
spiritual matters as well as temporal ones.",,,
- On 5 July 1651, ... Louise, in speaking to the General of
the venerable Priests of the Mission, insists on the
necessity of the Company of the Daughters of Charity
being "subject to and dependent on" the General of the
Priests of the Mission... "in order to live the spirit" with
which he animates the Congregation of the Mission....
"The need for the Company... entirely subject to and dependent
on the venerable guidance of the Most Honored Father General
of the venerable Priests of the Mission, with the consent of
their Company. United with them, we will then share in the
good they do, so that the Divine Goodness, through the merits
of Jesus Christ and the prayers of the Blessed Virgin, may grant
us the grace of living in the spirit with which his goodness
animates their honorable Company.""
St. Louise concludes her letter by making allusion to her
experience of having been "under the guidance" of St. Vincent for
25 years, "in order to do the holy will of God."
St. Vincent's response that the Congregation of the Mission
"direct the Daughters of Charity."
Ministry to the Daughters of Charity is mentioned in the Common
Rules of the Congregation of the Mission: "Our Congregation was
appointed to direct the Daughters of Charity. "'A
St. Vincent, in giving the Common Rules to the Confreres in
1658, commented:
'it is true that thirty-three years or so have passed since our
Congregation was established, without us having given you the
rules in writing... The Congregation has, little by little, and
gracefully practiced there before they were brought to light...."
Ministry with the Daughters of Charity was part of this practice
before the letter. There has been "the doing," "the practice" and the

" Coste, Correspondence, III, 255-256, Louise de Marillac to Vincent
de Paul.
" Coste, Correspondence, IV, 224-225, Louise de Marillac to Vincent
de Paul.
'h 1658, Common Rules of the Congregation of the Mission, XI, 11.
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"corporal and spiritual service of the poor" by the Priests of the
Mission and the Daughters of Charity.
Since "the foundations" of the Double Family, "God, from whom
all good things come" has been at work in this ministry of "direction"
and "collaboration."
From 29 November 1633 until his death in 1660, St. Vincent
participated in the formation and the spiritual and apostolic
animation of the Daughters of Charity through his conferences and
exchanges.1°
St. Vincent named Fr. Portail to assist him in the spiritual
direction and government of the Daughters of Charity and, in 1640,
he became the first "Director" of the sisters.'"
Fr. Portail (t 1660) attended the conferences given by St. Vincent
to the sisters, presiding at some of them. He attended council
meetings and was consulted regarding the vows of the sisters.21
In the dialogue with the sisters in the course of the Conference of
19 April 1650, he alludes to the "ten or twelve years" that he has the
honor of "serving the Company."
In the letter to Jacques de la Fosse," Priest of the Mission, at
Troyes, 7 February 1660, St. Vincent explains the reasons why the
Company takes care of the Daughters of Charity:
"The Daughters of Charity are not nuns, but sisters who come
and go like seculars; they are parishioners under the guidance of
the pastors in the places where they are established. If we have
the direction of the house in which they are formed, it is
because the guidance of God has made use of us to bring their
Little Company to birth, and you know that the same things
God uses to give being to things he also uses to preserve them....
So then, there is this difference between them and nuns: the
latter have for their end only their own perfection, whereas
these sisters are devoted, like us, to the salvation and comfort
of their neighbor. If I say with us, I will be saying nothing
contrary to the gospel but something very much in conforrnity
with the practice of the primitive Church, for Our Lord took
care of some women who followed Him, and we see in the
Canon of the Apostles that they administered provisions to the
faithful and were involved in apostolic duties."

1° Coste, Introduction, xi-xxi.
m Coste, Conferences to DCs, 444-454, 19 April 1650.
Z' Coste, Table of Contents, XIV, Portail, Antoine.
2 -' Coste, Correspondence, VIII, 276, To Jacques de la Fosse, Priest of the
Mission at Troyes, 7 February 1660.
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Today...
As in the time of St. Vincent, the Daughters of Charity, in
general, are aware of the spiritual assistance which the Congregation
of the Mission can provide them:
"Spiritual direction is an effective means of growing in the
incitation of Christ. The Daughters of Charity seek the direction
preferably from the Priests of the Mission, who are in a
position to help them to fulfill their Vincentian vocation"
(C. 2.13; 3.5; S. 23).

The Congregation of the Mission gladly welcomes the desire of
the sisters and the responsibility that St. Vincent confided to it.
The Congregation knows that, in helping the Daughters of
Charity maintain the spirit of the Company and remain

faithful to the demands of their vocation, it prolongs its own
apostolic work in the service of the Poor, as St. Vincent
assured them: "We do with their hands what we cannot do
with our own."
"The missionaries to whom this ministry to the Daughters of
Charity has been confided know perfectly well, that in
providing this service, they are accomplishing the desires of
St. Vincent and St. Louise and that they are acting in
conformity with a very important aspect of their vocation.
They are equally conscious of the spiritual riches they receive
from the sisters.""

3. Director of the Daughters of Charity, "Animator ": Community
Visitations
The Director's Visitation and Community Animation. The
Provincial Director "makes the visitation of the local Communities
which is required by the Church" (C. 3.38; Canon 628).

Time
The Visitation should be a moment of clarification, revision and
animation at both the personal and community level. It concerns the
spiritual and Vincentian aspects of the life of the sisters (S. 46).24 For
the Visitation, the following is foresee, as far- as possible:
1. Suitable preparation. A rereading and verifying of the
Common Plan. Sharing on an appropriate outline;

Directory for Provincial Directors. 1985.
Cf. Director for Provincial Directors, 1985 nos. 55-58.
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2. Listening to all the sisters individually, with moments of
prayer, of community review. (Propose a reflection sheet
for the individual meeting with the sisters);
3. The closing of the Visitation with a community
celebration.
4. A new meeting, when it is possible, some time afterwards
with the community which was visited.

In addition to the official (canonical) visitations , the Director
makes informal, unofficial visits to the communities in order
to he aware of the spirit of the house and its evolution, to
spend time with the sisters, and to participate, if invited , in
various co ^ nnuu nity reflections, or to reflect together on a
particular topic (Directory, n° 58).
Place
The spirit of the Company is lived in the local communities that
the Director visits:
"The Founders considered fraternal life one of the basic
supports of the vocation of the Daughters of Charity. This
fraternal life in common is lived in a local community, where
the sisters collaborate in faith and joy, bear witness to Jesus
Christ, and contintrally strengthen one another for the good of
the mission" (C. 1.6).
The mission of the Sister Servant is to animate the local
community (cf. C. 2.24; 3.45). It consists of animating the spiritual,
apostolic and community life of the sisters.-5
In addition, Constitution 3.38 underscores the collaboration of
the provincial director "in the organization of all that concerns the
spiritual formation of the sisters, particularly that of the Sister
Servants."
The local community can also be a place of privileged animation
for the Provincial Director in the framework of his mission.
The Director helps the Sister Servant to be the animator of the
sisters, "totally given to God for the service of the poor" in a
continual and growing radical fidelity to following Christ according
to the specific charism:
"Animator of communion, of co ^n ^^^ unity and ecclesial service,
animator of attentiveness to persons and of listening..."
(Directory, n° 36-39).

"F. Quintano, "The Sister Servant: Animator: Of What? flow?", in
Echoes of the Co ^npan v, December 2000.
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In general, the Director "helps the sisters to be true servants of
the poor, remaining always attentive to their new calls and
overcoming all the temptations of routine and immobility"
(Directory, n" 43).
Director' s Visitation : Collaboration and Formation in Community
Animation.
The Director's Visitation of the Local Communities are privileged
occasions in which to collaborate with the Sister Servants in
animating the spiritual, apostolic, and community life of the sisters.
The Constitutions emphasize the close relationship that exists
among the three dimensions of the life of a Daughter of Charity.
Service "nourishes their contemplation and gives meaning to their
community life, just as their relationship with God and their
fraternal life in common continually revitalizes their apostolic
commitment" (C. 2.1).
Animation in the local community is a good way by which,
through "seeing for himself' the mission of the sisters, the Director
assists the sisters to grow in their vocations, in accordance with the
service that is asked of him.
To recreate communities rooted in Jesus Christ... which share
the experience of God, ... which live communion in dialogue and
discernment, ... in an attitude of servant, mobilized by creative,
realistic, demanding, and capable of being evaluated Common Plans
(A New Fire 1997).
The Provincial Director is often solicited by the Sister Servants to
form and animate the communities in the practice of Apostolic
Reflection and the development of the Common Plan.
This on-site animation requested by the sisters is a means of
revitalizing the Community in the spirit of the most recent General
Assemblies and the Constitutions:
"Apostolic reflection allows the Daughters to discern more
clearly the action of God in people's hearts and lives" (cf. C. 2.9,
S. 5).
"tile commit ourselves on the way of discernment by Apostolic
Reflection" (At Jacob's Well, 1991 General Assembly).
"In order to assure the vitality of its service of Christ in the
poor in the particular mission entrusted to it by the local
Church and the province, each community works out its
Common Plan" (C. 3.46).
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY, Paris)

L'incentiana , Juh-October 2001

Sing a New Song
by Robert P. Maloney, C.M.
Superior General
Berceau, 13.V11.2001

It is not easy to be a Provincial Director of the Daughters of
Charity in such a rapidly changing world. You, as Directors of the
Daughters, live in daily contact with some of the greatest changes
taking place today. Let me briefly mention three.
1. First , you are witnessing firsthand a slow, but dramatic change
in the way society views women: their equal dignity as human
persons, their role in society, their rights, their participation in
decision-making. The document, Vita Co ^ tsecrata, speaks
eloquently about the changed role of women in Institutes of
Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life and it urges that
women in the Church have the opportunity to participate "at all
levels , including decision - making processes , above all in matters
which concern women themselves."
Of course, rapid as such changes may seem to us, from a
feminine perspective their pace may seem that of a slowly
receding glacier. In my own country, for example, it surely is
very hard for women to comprehend that the Constitution gave
most men the right to vote in the year 1789, but that women
received voting rights only in 1920. Women rightly complain too
that, after more than a century and a half of women's rights
movements, they are still paid significantly less than men who
perform similar types of work and that they hold relatively few
positions of leadership in politics, in business, and in the
Church.
2. At the dawn of the third millennium you are witnessing
strikingly new forms of poverty to which, thanks be to God, the
Daughters of Charity have been among the first to respond. AIDS
has reached epidemic proportions in Africa. There and in other
places throughout the world it has already taken millions of lives
and will surely take millions more. No other period in human

Vita Consecrata, 58.
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history has ever seen so many refugees as ours. Tens of millions
of displaced people flee poverty, violence, and political or
religious oppression in their homelands in search of a better life.
Often they come to the megacities that have grown up on all
the continents only to be rapidly disillusioned by life in
neighborhoods characterized by squalid living conditions, drugs,
violence, and massive unemployment. And though the world has
never known so many rich, it has also never known so many
poor, and the gap between these two groups, I am sorry to say,
somehow seems almost impossible to bridge.
3. Thirdly, one of the greatest changes in modern times is precisely
the accepted rapidity of change. After years of living within a
philosophical-theological framework in which change was
accepted slowly and sometimes even grudgingly, we now live
within an information society in which change is an accepted
fact of life. People change houses, jobs, even spouses and
religious commitments with remarkable rapidity. Changes over
the last 50 years have been drastic not just within society, but
within the Church as a whole and in religious communities.
With all these changes, it is not easy to be a Director of the
Daughters of Charity today. It is even inevitable, in light of the
changing role of women in society, that some Directors would be
suffering a crisis of confidence, either confidence in themselves or
confidence on the part of the sisters. But it is precisely in moments
like these that it is important to reflect on the role of Director
peacefully and creatively.
St. Augustine once said that those who travel in the dark must
sing. In fact, he encouraged them to sing especially when they were
afraid of being assailed in the night! Song conquers fear and fear is
among the greatest enemies in Christian life. And so I encourage you
today to sing a new song.

The Changing Role of the Provincial Director
Let me speak very concretely about the varied, and rapidly
changing, situation of Provincial Directors throughout the world.
These brief observations are not at all theoretical. Nor do they imply
a value judgment, either positive or negative, about these changes.
They are simply a statement of what I have seen transpiring over the
last decade.
1. While many Directors still work full-time in the service of the
Daughters of Charity, for many others being Director is a
part-time job. Many spend at least 50% of their time in another
ministry.
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2. Some confreres are Directors of two provinces (for example,
Graz and Salzburg, and, until recently, Paris and Rennes, and,
very soon, Rome and Siena).
3. While all Directors take part in the council meetings of the
Daughters, sometimes they take part only in those matters
strictly required by the Constitutions and Statutes.
4. Sometimes the Director of the Daughters of Charity is also the
Visitor of the corresponding province of the Congregation of the
Mission. We have had four or five examples of this in recent
years (for example, Cuba and , until recently, Ethiopia and
Ecuador).
5. Sometimes the Director of the Daughters of Charity is also the
"asesor" of other Vincentian groups, like the Vincentian Marian
Youth groups, AIC, the St. Vincent de Paul Society, the
Miraculous Medal Association , etc. Even if he is not the "asesor,"
the Provincial Director today usually has much more contact
with these other branches than in the past.
6. Today, many Provincial Directors have significant contact with
other Provincial Directors because there are national or regional
meetings of Directors or because, if they are also "asesores" of
the lay groups, they meet other Directors who are also
"asesores."
7. The candidates suggested as possible Directors during
consultation are often reluctant to accept the job. In fact, it is
often much harder to name Provincial Directors of the Daughters
of Charity than to name the Visitor or the Visitatrix of the same
province.
8. Most Directors know their role very well and provide an
outstanding service in helping animate the spirit of the province
and in assisting in the formation of the sisters on various levels.
But, even today, there are occasional examples of Directors who
are intrusive in the government of the Daughters of Charity.
9. On occasion, Directors feel rejected by some of the sisters and,
on occasion, by the Visitatrix too. This sense of rejection flows
from various causes. The principal ones that I perceive are: 1) a
personality conflict between the Director and the Visitatrix;
2) authoritarian attitudes, either on the part of the Director or on
the part of the Visitatrix; 3) cultural currents suggesting that the
Director's role is "useless" or "unneeded."
10. By and large, Provincial Directors are very much appreciated
both by the sisters of the province where they serve and by the
Visitatrix and her council.
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On Being a Provincial Director Today - Singing a New Song
Of couse, as the world changes, so too must we. Otherwise, we
stagnate and die. That is why I encourage you today, as Directors of
the Daughters of Charity, to sing a new song. What shall that song be
like at the beginning of the third millennium?

1. Sing a deeply spiritual song
This seems so obvious, but there is nothing more important. The
Director of' the Daughters of Charity is called in a special way to
collaborate in organizing with the Visitatrix and her council the
formation program of the province, initial and ongoing. There are
many aspects to formation: human, spiritual, theological, pastoral,
community. But, important as all these aspects are, we must remind
ourselves again and again, as St. Vincent constantly repeated, that all
formation leads toward "putting on the Lord Jesus Christ."2 As
formators you must not simply know about Christ; you must have
deep personal experience of the Lord yourself. It is only if you are
genuinely filled with the Spirit of the Lord that you will be able to
communicate that Spirit to others.
You are also called to visit the sisters, listen to them, and speak
with them individually; to he a "soul friend," so to speak. But not
everyone who makes the spiritual journey is a good guide. A guide
needs training and experience to sharpen his natural gifts. He or
she knows the paths wayfarers tread in the course of the journey:
the high roads, the low roads, the shelters, the pitfalls, the traps.
Good guides have fallen and risen many times. They know how
to reanimate those who are discouraged and to temper with
experienced counsel the impatience of the overzealous. The best
guides walk with those they are forming, at times quickening the
pace, at times slowing it down, at times pausing for rest.
St. Vincent would be quick to say that every formator must be
humble. Is there any virtue about which he talked more frequently?
The wise formator listens to the sisters' needs. He reaps before he
sows. He allows himself to he evangelized and changed by those he
serves. Many a good formator has found himself saying: "I think I got
more out of offering this course than the participants did!" One
hopes that both participants and formators are mutually transformed
in the process.

2 Rum 13:14.
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2. Sing a liberation song
Your principal role is to be an animator. An animator is one who
communicates life, breath, spirit , soul. In the presence of a good
animator , people come alive. They dream new dreams and see new
visions. The Spirit of the Lord enflames something in their hearts.
They begin to hear the deepest voices of reality. They begin to see the
possibility of a new heaven and a new earth. They become freed from
the inner bonds that hold them back and become eager to pour out
their lives with a new and deeper generosity.

As part of this liberating process, I encourage you to use a
renewed pedagogy, to engage the sisters themselves fully in the
formative process so that they become active agents in their own

formation. They themselves, after all, have the primary responsibility
for their formation. Our hope is that they become "multiplying
agents," able to pass on to others the gifts that they have received.
The formation methods that you use with the sisters are very
important. Pedagogy is both an art and a science. In order to achieve
the goals of formation, a good formator must know not just the
content that he is presenting, but must also know how to work with
both individuals and groups. He must use modern means of
communication. He must be able to stimulate the participants to
help one another in the formation process.

3. Let the leitmotif of your song be a 17'" century melody
Our song, new though it may be, must echo the wonderful
melody composed by Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac during
three and a half decades around the middle of the 17"' century. Their
song too was not completely new, since it echoed the cry of the poor
of Israel which rings out from the pages of the Old and New
Testaments.
In order that you might sing this song well, I encourage you to
be deeply immersed in the writings of Vincent and Louise. Know
their song by heart. Let it come spontaneously to your lips. Read
their writings again and again so that their vision becomes yours.
Vincent and Louise have given us a wonderful heritage. Their
charisms remain strikingly relevant today as new forms of poverty
multiply and the gap between the rich and the poor grows
continually wider. The well prepared formator must know the life of
Vincent and Louise, the history of the Companies they founded, their
spirituality, their mission, their foundational works, their concrete
and effective love for the poor. It is these elements especially that the
formation process aims at transmitting to future servants of the poor.
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4. But make your song genuinely new
Even the greatest composers adapted melodies that they had
already heard and used existing poems and stories that fascinated
them. Beethoven's Ninth Symphony concludes with an ode written by
Schiller. Verdi's operas adapted stories that were already well known
in Italian folklore. But these artists knew how to bestow newness on
the old, to transform what they had received, and to bring forth its
beauty in a new and striking form.
The Document of the Daughters' General Assembly in 1997 has
some new and striking emphases. It challenges the Company "to join
forces with people who defend life and human rights, as well as with
those who struggle for justice and solidarity with those who are
excluded from society, especially women and children who are the
poorest of the poor in many parts of the world."'
Do not let these emphases be forgotten, as is the case with so
many documents. Sing them out. Shout out the plight of refugees,
women and children in the modern world. Sing the tragedy of new
forms of poverty that clamor for remedies.

5. Sing out your song in polyphony
In the last seven or eight years we have become very conscious of
being members of a worldwide Vincentian Family. Our Family is
huge, an army, so to speak, a peaceful army in the service of the
poor. The groups that constitute our family have a common heritage
but at the same time distinctive charisms. It is important that we
appreciate both the common and the distinctive elements within our
family tradition. We have a long healthy history in this regard, with
much cooperation among the members of the Congregation of the
Mission, the Daughters of Charity, AIC, the Society of St. Vincent de
Paul, the Miraculous Medal Association, the Vincentian Marian
Youth groups and, most recently, MISEVI. Besides these, many other
groups share in our tradition. In recent years we have had increasing
contact with the Religious of St. Vincent de Paul, the Federation of
Sisters of Charity in France , Germany, Austria, Italy, and India, the
Charity Federation in the United States , and numerous others.
Encourage the Daughters of Charity to labor with the members
of the branches of our family, to establish Vincentian groups
wherever they go, especially youth groups. Young people are the
future of the Church. It is they who will sing our Vincentian song in
the future. So let our song not be a solo, no matter how beautiful. Let

'A New Fire (1997), 11, 1b.
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it be polyphony at its best, a harmonious melody that gives hope and
joy to the poor.
St. Vincent was a wonderful formator. Generous people like the
first Daughters of Charity gathered around him eagerly and were
captivated by the vision he communicated. My hope is that, like
Vincent, you can be faith-filled animators of the charism that he and
St. Louise handed on to the Daughters.
Reflecting gratefully on the mystery of God, the Psalmist, cries
out, "I will sing and make music for the Lord." I encourage you today
to sing a new song. Sing a deeply spiritual song, a liberation song, a
song whose leitmotif is a wonderful 17"' century melody composed by
Vincent and Louise, but a song that is genuinely new as we, like
Vincent and Louise, envision a new place for women in the Church
and confront new forms of poverty in the world. Sing out your song
in polyphony with the Daughters and with all the Vincentian groups.
Join the poor in your song. Join young people in a beautiful
polyphonous hymn and let it be a mighty chorus resounding to the
glory of God.

' P% 27:6.

Vincentiana , July-October 2001

Homily of the Superior General
to the Provincial Directors
of the Daughters of Charity

Genesis 46:1-7,28-30; Matthew 10:16-23
We all need a guiding star in life . As St. Vincent grew older,
more and more that star became simplicity. "It is the virtue I love
most ," he stated . " It is my gospel ." Simplicity is love of the truth,
even passion for it . " I am the way and the truth and the life," Jesus
says. " No one comes to the Father except through me" - through the
Truth. "Those who act in the truth , walk in the light ," Jesus declares.
"The truth will see you free ," he assures his followers.

So I encourage you today , in the footsteps of St. Vincent, make
truth your guiding star as Directors of the Daughters of Charity.
St. Vincent loved the saying in today's gospel . In fact , he uses it
in the second chapter, fourth paragraph of our Common Rules. He
tells us:

Jesus, the Lord, expects us to have the simplicity of a dove.
This means giving a straightforward opinion about things in
the way we honestly see them , without needless reservations. It
also means doing things without any double-dealing or
manipulation , our intention being focused solely on God.
Each of us, then, should take care to behave always in this
spirit of simplicity , remembering that God likes to deal with
the simple, and that he conceals the secrets of heaven from the
wise and prudent of this world and reveals them to little ones.
Let me reflect with you for a few moments on this first virtue of
the Congregation . What is its meaning for those who exercise the
service of Director of the Daughters of Charity?
1. Jesus is saying first of all , " Speak clearly and simply." Do so
humbly and with great charity, but speak the truth. Let your yes
mean yes and your no mean no. I encourage you to do this as
Directors of the Daughters . Speak simply in the council meetings
of your province . Speak simply in your contacts with individual
sisters , when they seek spiritual direction from you. And in order
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to be an effective Director yourself, I encourage you to speak
simply with your own spiritual director. My experience is that at
times many of us are afraid to express our own truth. We
hesitate to talk about our sexuality and celibacy, our struggles,
our hopes, our fears, our dreams, our weaknesses. Jesus calls us
today to speak clearly and simply. I know, of course, that that is
difficult, but it is one of the great challenges that faces us today.
Can we he simple in our own lives? Can we help create a
communal environment among the Daughters of Charity in
which they constantly speak the truth with love?

2. Jesus is also encouraging us to w itness to the truth. He is saying:
"Let your life match your words." "Let your Vincentian charism

shine out through your life." "Let the truth set you free." I
encourage you today to call the sisters to witness to the truth

that is at the heart of our missionary vocation.
• Call them to go wherever in the world the needs of the
poor are crying out, rather than hold on tightly to the
security of a place or a job that they like or even the
friends or people who appreciate them so much.

• Call them to live with one another in community as
friends who really love each other.
• Call them to share their own material possessions with the
poor and to stand with them in their struggle for justice.
• Call them to witness to forms of love that are more lasting
than sexual union, rather than to focus on sexual relations
as if they were the only way of loving.
• Call them to discern the will of God with their sisters, to
listen well, rather than to dominate or claim a personal
monopoly in knowing God's will.
• Call them to renounce immediate gratification for the sake
of more important communal goals. rather than seek
solely what is pleasing in the here and now.
• Call them to spend time genuinely in prayer rather than to
feel they must always be "doing something."
In other words, call them to be authentic. Urge them to make
their words and their life be one as Daughters of Charity.
3. Jesus encourages us, finally, to practice the truth. He says to us:
"Do the works of justice and of love." In the context of Matthew's
gospel, what "practicing the truth" means is clear. It means living
in solidarity with the poor, feeding the hungry, giving drink to
the thirsty, searching for the causes of their poverty and trying to
eradicate them through educational programs, health care
programs, human development programs. It means sharing
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God's word with them and inviting them to his Eucharistic table.
And today, when there is so much violence, it means being a
peacemaker and teaching others to be peacemakers too. "Do the
works of justice and peace," Jesus says to us. Of course, the
Daughters of Charity are very good at this. Doing the works of
justice and charity lies at the heart of their vocation. But I
encourage you as Directors to help them renew those works.
Urge them to focus again and again on the Document of the
Assembly of 1997 as it calls them to find the new poor, the
refugees, the women, the children who are the poorest of the
poor in today's world and to serve them with effective love.
So, my brothers, the Lord lays out before us today this
challenging saving: "Be simple as a dove." Speak the truth. Witness to
it. Practice it. Live it fully. If the truth shines out from you, then your
words will be good news for the sisters, your lives will be good news,
your works will be good news. How I want to encourage you in this
today! Animate the sisters to love the truth deeply, to live it
authentically, and to make it real in works. Then you and they will be
a sign in the world that Jesus is really alive among us.
Robert P. Maloney, C.M
Berceau , 13.VII.2001

Third Week,

The Service of the Director
in the Framework of Formation

Vincentiana , July-October 2001

The Role of Consecrated Women
in the Church and in Society Today:
a Reflection
by Julma Neo, D.C.
General Councillor of the Daughters of Charity
16.vll.2001
1. Introduction
I would like to begin this reflection by stating what may seem an
obvious fact, that is, that my development of this subject will be very
much influenced by my personal and social context. I am a
consecrated woman, a Daughter of Charity, born and reared in a
developing country in Asia. For the most part of my consecrated life,
I was engaged in formation work with sisters and the laity and in
pastoral work among the poor, particularly through the base
communities. I am sure someone with a different personal
background from a developed country in the North would treat this
same subject differently.
I think it is important to say this at the beginning, since this
question of context forms an important element in the reflection I
will share with you.

2. Context
2.1 Significance of context
With the new hermeneutics and the shift from a classical to a
historical method in contemporary theological reflection' (understood
as faith and life dialogue), context has assumed an importance as
never before. As partner in this dialogue, context determines in a way
the content of the reflection - its statements and conclusions.
To understand better my statements and conclusions, I would
like first of all to highlight certain features of our ecclesial and
societal context today that to my mind significantly affect
consecrated women and women in general.

'Robert Maloney, The Way of St. Vincent (New York: New City Press,
1992) 48.
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2.2 Some realities today that significantly impact on consecrated
women
2.2.1 Ecclesial realities. A number of ecclesial documents within the
past few decades and the orientations they created have greatly
affected consecrated women.
By stressing the common mission received by all Christians at
baptism, Lumen Gentium opened the doors for the fuller participation
of women in the life of the Church. This common mission implies
co-responsibility among men/women, lay and consecrated, clergy and
the hierarchy. Gaudium at Spes added still another dimension to this
understanding of mission. By exhorting a more positive view of the
world, Gaudium et Spes reversed the Church's centuries-old stance of
separation from the world. It spoke of mutual relations between the
Church and the world (GS 40) and encouraged dialogue between them
(GS 44). Its insistence on the dignity of the human person provided a
further impetus for women's reawakened sense of their own dignity.
Other ecclesial pronouncements are even more explicit in their
statements about women/consecrated women. Vita Consecrata
contains by far some of the most significant affirmations of
consecrated women ever made by a pope. It exhorts the promotion of
"a new feminism that rejects the temptation of imitating models of
male domination in order to... overcome all discrimination, violence
and exploitation" (VC 58, Evangeliutn Vitae 99). Pacem in Terris 41
had earlier identified the aspirations of women as one of the "signs
of the times." Mulieris Dignitatern affirms the dignity and role of
women today.
In addition, there are other similar references in documents
issued by various Synods and gatherings of bishops and major
superiors/religious on the continental levels.2
2.2.2 Societal realities. Our society today is one of contrasts and
paradoxes . The synthesis of the responses of consecrated women
from all over the world prepared for the Synod on Consecrated Life
describes this reality well. Ours is a world where we simultaneously
find:
Seeds of death and seeds of life, unbelief; ignorance, practical
atheism and search for God, transcendence, meaning, gap
between rich and poor, culture of violence and search for more
just relationships between nations/peoples, new global
awareness of womens dignity, concern for the environment,

Cf. Instrumentu;n I.aboris # 48 European Synod, Final Message # 9
American Synod, Final Message # 7 Asian Synod, Final Document FABC 4
1986, Statement of AMOR (Asia-Pacific Meeting of Religious) X 1994.
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exclusion and division (race, culture, gender, class, religion)
among persons, groups and nations and l onging 10'r global and
cosmic unity.'
Let us take a closer look at two contemporary realities that have
far reaching consequences for women: globalization and the women's
movement. Although they may not be found in all countries to the
same extent, their progressively growing impact on a global level
cannot be denied.
Globalization , prominent in the agenda of many governments,
has further widened the scandalous gap between the rich and the
poor and has reinforced the "feminine face of poverty. 4 Among the
"victims" of globalization children and women count the most,
persons with HIV-AIDS, migrant workers, victims of the sex trade,
refugees, low paid women laborers.
Today many social analysts and even advocates of globalization
admit that the negative consequences it has brought in its wake
outweigh its positive contributions.5 The "culture of death" that
accompanies globalization evokes grave concern among those
committed to a more humane future. A more critical questioning and
guarded acceptance have now replaced the enthusiasm and the hope
that initially greeted this phenomenon.
The feminist/women's movement , is a movement that has
been rapidly spreading throughout the world within the past few
decades. Governments, global institutions and churches, whatever
their bias towards women's movements, have not been blind to their
influence.'

' "Theological Reflection on our 30 Years Post Conciliar Experience of
Feminine Apostolic Religious Life" in UISG Bulletin, no. 94, 1994, p. 20.
'According to a 1986 UN Report data cited by Mary Dija Ogebe in
"Social injustice," Our Time Has Come (Michigan: Baker Book House, 1994)
61, women are half of the world population, perform 2/3 of the work hours,
receive 1/10 of world income and own less than 1/100 of world propert y;
3/4 of women are in developing countries, 55% are in Asia. See also, Ivone
Gebara, "Les Femmes et la Mondialisation. Le Droit a la Difference" (Sedos
Bulletin, November 1999) 295-301.
Cf. also Ecclesia in Asia # 6.
A distinction is made between womanism/women's movement and
feminism/feminist movement. The two are different but related ("Womanism
is to feminism as purple is to lavender"). The latter has its origin in middle
class white women's struggle for equality with men, particularly before the
law, in the West. The former is associated with women of color from North
America and from developing countries.
'Most governments and international meetings have included feminine
concerns in their agenda and/or have added more women among their
participants. Cf., representations in the recent Special Assemblies for Bishops.
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It is unfortunate that the feminist/women's movement has often
been misunderstood and reduced simply to a few controversial
women's issues, e.g., abortion, reproductive rights, ordination. At
other times, feminism has been presented as being "anti-men" instead
of being "pro-human." Such perspectives towards women's movements
are quite limited and they risk missing the woods for the trees.
There are different strands (liberal, cultural, radical) or brands of
feminism (Western, Hispanic, Afro-American, Asian or African).,
Allow me to make three statements about these movements in
general and the cause they advocate.
First of all, feminism involves a changed consciousness of
women and about women by both women and men. Through the
women's movement, both have become more conscious that women
are not simply "objects," as they have so often been regarded in the
past. Rather they are "subjects" that can influence the shape and the
direction of history through the power they have within them to
make choices in freedom and responsibility. Women, too, have been
created in God's image (Gn 1:27) with the same dignity and rights as
men. Feminism puts the primacy on people's shared humanity rather
than on gender. Action in behalf of the feminist cause flows from a
commitment to a common humanity.
Secondly, among women of color and women in the Southern
Hemisphere, this consciousness involves a struggle to he freed from a
three-fold oppression they have been experiencing for generations:
oppression due to race (racism), class (classism) and gender (sexism).
Economically poor women in developing countries experience a
deeper oppression than their counterparts in the North. Hence,
they would rather speak of "women's movement" to distinguish
themselves from the "feminist movement" associated with the
experience of middle-class white women in developed countries.
Thirdly, feminism refers to a way of seeing reality (vision,
perspective) that is inclusive and holistic. It is a vision that is
"both/and" rather than "either/or." It sees the whole of the cosmos plants, animals, human beings and the environment - as being
interconnected (the "web of life"). The death or destruction of a part
invariably affects the whole. From this way of seeing flows a
characteristic way of relating, being present and doing.°

a Claire Murphy, An Introduction to Christian Feminism (Dublin:
Dominican Publications, 1994) 16-29. See also, "An Overview of the Philippine
Women's Movement" by Rina Jimenez-David, a paper presented at a seminar
on Advancing Gender Issues in the Legislature, 27-28 August, Manila,
Philippines.
'Cf. Joan Chittister, "Heart of Flesh: A Feminist Spirituality for Women
and Men," an unpublished manuscript of a talk given during the SEDOS
Symposium held in Rome, December 2000.
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The feminist perspective is the opposite of the patriarchal
perspective that has predominated in the Church and in societies for
centuries. The patriarchal perspective sees reality as dualistic
(soul-body, spirit-matter, thought-feeling, intellectual work-manual
work) and hierarchical (top-down, above-below, superior-subject,
clergy-laity, men-women, old-young, white-black). In this perspective,
the first elements in this set of pairs are always considered superior
to the second. This patriarchal perspective has contributed to
producing opposing and conflicting groups in the Church and in
societies. This patriarchal perspective is also characterized by a way
of relating that dominates, competes and imposes. Globalization has
reinforced this manner of relating. We see some concrete effects of
this patriarchal perspective in our daily life. For example in
generation and racial conflicts, in tensions between parish priests
and pastoral lay workers/sisters, in media advertisements exploiting
women, in suspicious attitudes towards the body and feelings in
spirituality.
Just as the feminist perspective can also he found in men, so,
too, the patriarchal perspective is often present among women
because the patriarchal system In has been deeply entrenched in most
cultures for centuries.

3. The role of consecrated women today
Given these realities in the Church and in society, what then
should be the role of consecrated women today? I propose three roles.

3.1 To contribute to the creation of a "culture of life"

Consecrated women can help give birth to this "culture of life"
by globalizing:
3.1.1 A new way of seeing (vision, perspective) that is inclusive and
holistic. Consecrated women need to foster this feminine perspective
in those who do not have it and to help those who have lost it to
recover it.
In divided and fragmented societies, this way of seeing helps
people arrive at personal and social integration. For at the bottom of
most conflicts anywhere in the world today is a vision that allows
some groups to exclude or to dominate others. We see concrete
examples of this in the recurring conflicts in the Balkan States, in the
Middle East, among minority groups in North America, Western
Europe, Oceania and Islam dominated countries, in ethnic/tribal

Murphy, op. cit., p. 10, p. 59 ff.
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wars in Asia and Africa and among the indigenous peoples of Latin
America and Asia.
3.1.2 A new rvav of relating (relationships) that is marked by
mutuality, interdependence and equality, not by domination or
competition. In this way of relating, it is not a question of inferiority
and superiority or of having "power over." Rather it is a question of
equality on the basis of a shared humanity.
This manner of relating respects the "otherness" of the other.
Differences due to race, gender, class, culture, ideology or religion
are not equated with inferiority. They are seen as legitimate, as
richness to be accepted and explored for collaboration towards the
common good rather than as threats to be diminished or as evil to be
exorcised.
In a world often intolerant of differences, this new way of
relating has profound implications not only for the interpersonal but
also for the international and political levels.
3.1.3 A new way of being present (presence) that is characterized by a
"being with" in compassion. It is a sensitive presence that listens with
the heart and thus is able to penetrate depths of being otherwise not
accessible to reason. "Vie heart has its reasons that reason knows not"
(Pascal). This manner of being present pierces through socially
constructed norms that equate people with "what they do," with the
color of their skin or with how much they possess, but that often
hide their deep longing to be valued for who and what they are. This
new presence leads to solidarity without frontiers.
In today's world where efficiency, productivity and
competitiveness are valued at the expense of the greater portion of
humanity, we need this "new presence" if we are to survive humanly.
The century that just ended has been one of untold violence and
unimaginable suffering. Our century will be one of further violence
unless we turn it into a time of tenderness and compassion.
3.1.4 A new way of doing (praxis) that empowers, works with people,
rather than dominates, that dialogues in search of non-violent
solutions rather than imposes. Pluralism (religious, cultural, ethnic)
is a feature of our world today. It will not become any less in future.
A friend forwarded to me these interesting data from the Internet
that illustrate this reality. According to Philip Harter, a medical
doctor at Stanford University School of Medicine: If earth's
population was shrunk into a village of just 100 people with all
the human ratios existing in the world still remaining, this tiny
diverse village would look like this: "57 would be Asian, 21 would
be European, 14 from the Western Hemisphere, 8 would he African,
52 would be female, 48 would be male, 70 would he non-while,
30 would be white, 70 would be non-Christian, 30 would be Christian,
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6 people would possess 59 percent of the entire world's wealth and all
6 would be from the United States, 80 would live in substandard
housing, 70 would be unable to read and 50 would suffer from
malnutrition."
In such a milieu, there is only one way to live in peace; that is,
for dialogue - interpersonal, intercultural, inter-religious - to
become a way of life. Unless we have learned to dialogue, the
possibilities for unity in future will remain painfully limited for us.
3.1.5 Consecration, the "culture of life" and the reign of God.
Consecration provides a profound motivation for consecrated women
to create this "culture of life." Through their consecration,
consecrated women commit themselves to follow Jesus radically. And
Jesus embodied the new way of seeing, relating, being present and
doing we have spoken of earlier.
Jesus' way of seeing was inclusive. The Good News that he
preached was good news because it excluded racism, classism and
sexism (Gal 3:28-29), which are products of historical and cultural
evolution. Jesus related to women in a way that was completely
unheard of in his time and that astounded even his disciples (Jn 4:27).
He took women seriously and engaged them in profound theological
conversations (Samaritan woman: Jn 4:7-26; Martha: Jn 11:21-27). He
allowed himself to be challenged by the Syrophoenician woman in
Mk 7:24-30. He believed in Mary Magdalene enough to make her the
first bearer of the good news of the resurrection (Jn 20:17-18). Jesus
accepted to be ministered to by women disciples (Mk 15:41; Lk 8:1-3).
He so completely trusted a woman that he let himself remain in her
womb powerless for nine months (Lk 2:6-7).
Tenderness, sensitivity and compassion for the marginalized
(leper: Mk 1:40-45, widow: Lk 7:1 1-16) characterized his way of being
present to people. He was attentive to the good qualities of the "little
ones" (the widow who gave her all: Lk 21:1-4) and to their unmet
aspirations (the sick man by the pool in Jn 5:5-9). His wav of doing
empowered people. He did not condemn people but set them off on
a new lease in life by freeing them from whatever held them captive
- whether demonic possession: Mk 5:1-20 or sin: Jn 8:3-11. Dialogue
was part of his approach to people (Samaritan woman: Jn 4:7-26;
disciples at Emmaus: Lk 24:13-27).
Creating a "culture of life" is essential to our mission as
consecrated persons for it was at the heart of Jesus' mission. "1 have
come so that then may have life and have it to the full" (Jn 10:10).
Today he continues to ask us to participate in its creation. When
consecrated women respond to this challenge, they help bring about
the reign of God here and now. By so doing they transform society.
Today as in the time of Jesus, the reign of God has not only a
personal but also a societal dimension.
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3.2 To witness to a "new holiness"
3.2.1 The need for consecrated persons to be witnesses rather than to
be simply efficient administrators and competent professionals has
been repeatedly underscored in various documents and gatherings."
The same is true of the imperative that consecrated persons be holy."
3.2.2 Today's consecrated women need to witness to a type of
holiness that can speak to our contemporaries. As the 1997 European
Congress on Vocations underscored, new models of holiness are
called for.'

"Feminine spirituality" is one such model. What are some
features of this spirituality?
"Feminine spirituality" is "integral spirituality." It rejects
compartmentalizing the pet-son whether in prayer, celebration,
spiritual direction or discernment. The "emotions" and the "body"
can lead the person to God just as much as the "spirit" and the "will."
One can pray with the body as well as with the mind. In this
spirituality, consecrated women grow in their relationship with
God as "whole persons" with their unique personal histories and
feminine traits.
"Feminine spirituality" is likewise integral in the sense that it
goes beyond the dualism of the "private" and the "social." No area of'
life remains outside the domain of spirituality. The consecrated
woman meets God in her relationships, in her struggles in
community, in the sacraments, in liturgical celebrations as well as in
her ministry and in socio-political concerns (for example, promotion
of justice, the preservation of the ecological balance, the debt issue).
Thus, feminine spirituality is deeply personal as well as political,
global and cosmic.
This kind of spirituality finds resonance in the holistic
spiritualities of Asia and in those of indigenous peoples. It is much
needed in Europe and North America given the fragmentation of the
post-modern worldview.'°

" Cf. Unpublished manuscript "Report of the Bishops' Conferences and
Religious in Asia" presented at the pre-Synodal Consultation on Religious Life
held in Thailand, May 1994. See also, "Vocations to Consecrated Life" by
Bruno Secondin in Vocations to the Consecrated Life in the Context of Modern
and Post-Modern Society (USG 1999) 94.
" Lumen Gentiunt chapters 5-6, Evangelii Nuntiandi 69 and Vita
Consecrata # 35.
" Final Document of the Congress on Vocation to the Priesthood and to
Consecrated Life in Europe # 12.
" Sandra Schneiders, Finding the Treasure (New York/Mahwah, New
Jersey: Paulist Press, 2000) 109 and Vocations to Consecrated Life pp. 83, 90.
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3.2.3 Through this integrated spirituality, consecrated women affirm
that their faith in Christ is "something which has not merely a
religious value but also a human value as an active and all inclusive
project which teaches... what answer to give to... the new challenges

arising from the cultures of our time." 15
3.2.4 Witnessing to this "new holiness" will be powerful on condition
that it is communal and intelligible to our contemporaries. A witness
that does not provoke questions regarding transcendence and
mystery while being fully engaged in "secular" concerns will not be
read as witness today. In these days of global mergers, individual
witnessing is still needed but it no longer suffices.
3.3 To be a force for ecclesial renewal and societal transformation
The history of the Church has continually shown that
consecrated women have contributed to ecclesial renewal and
societal transformation down through the ages in various ways.'°
Among the many ways through which they can do so today, I would
like to indicate five:
3.3.1 Facilitating the "margins-to-center" movement in the Church by
the poor, the laity and women. The Church as communion was a
focus of the recently concluded Special Assemblies of Bishops for the
different continents." But given the situation of the Church that still
exists in many places, such a vision will not be realized as long as
there are people that remain in the "margins" in the Church. In many
countries, the movement by the poor and the laity is taking place,
thanks to renewal programs. But that of women has hardly begun.
Consecrated women can contribute to ecclesial renewal by acting
as catalysts for this triple movement through their various apostolic
works.
3.3.2 Networking with others to promote the cause of women,
particularly the most excluded. Many women's congregations have
taken up the challenge of women's promotion through different
apostolic works; for example, gender education, legal advocacy,
assistance in their basic needs and enabling education. What is

" Cardinal Eduardo Somalo, "Orientations, Challenges and Opportunities
Emerging in Consecrated Life," Catholic International (March 1999) 120.
" Two excellent books on this subject are those of Patricia Ranft, Women
and the Religious Life in Pre-modern Europe (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1996) and A Woman's Way, (New York: Palgrave, 2000).
17 See Instru ^nentunt Laboris 1999 European and 1998 Oceania Synods,
Final Messages 1997 American Synod, 1998 Asian Synod and 1994 African
Synod.
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urgently needed is to network with others on the national and global
levels in order to globalize these collective efforts.
Installing women in decision -making structures both in society
and in the Church will be a quantum leap for the cause of women. As
long as women are not included in processes of decision- making, all
other efforts will remain palliative. Creating possibilities to ensure
this presence remains "the" challenge for most women's groups
today. "It is therefore urgently necessary to take concrete steps" along
this line (Vita Consecrata 58).
3.3.3 Providing models for collaborative ministry in the Church.
Collaboration between men and women is not new in the Church, as
we know from the history of our Congregations. But doing so in a
spirit of partnership is relatively new and difficult. There are still
deeply entrenched obstacles in both women and men, in groups and
institutions that need to be overcome. For instance, attitudes such as
machismo/male chauvinism, structures and cultural values that
discriminate , stereotypes of the ideal woman , theological orientations
and psychological dispositions . An awareness of these roadblocks
coupled with a desire to overcome them would be a very good
beginning.

3.3.4 Constructing models for leadership and goventinent that reflect
the fem in ist vision and ivav of relating and doing. The feminine mode
of leadership is circular rather than hierarchical. It emphasizes
reciprocity, dialogue, participation, consensus and persuasion rather
than domination , control and imposition. It focuses on people at the
"base," "below," the "grassroots" thus relying heavily on the group
not just the leader. This style of leadership strives to empower people
instead of over-powering them through an excessive emphasis on the

"powers" of authority.
3.3.5 Undertaking seriously the challenge of Inculturation of the
faith/charism. Paul VI has rightly called the split between the gospel
and culture as the drama of our time (Evaiigelii Nuntiandi 20).
Inculturation closes this split by bringing about the integration of life
and faith/charism. Inculturation, far from being an imperative only
for "mission countries," is at the heart of renewed efforts at making
faith a reference point for the construction of cultures and
civilizations.'" I any deeply convinced that, especially today, renewal
of the Church and societal transformation cannot go very far unless
inculturation is taken very seriously.
Through these five concrete ways, consecrated women can help
build an alternative future that can enkindle hope in the hearts of
those who search for viable alternatives for the future.

" Instrionention Laboris # 15 European Synod.
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This task of constructing an alternative future is formidable but
possible. We cannot renege from this challenge. "We need to
participate in the creation of cultures and society." Otherwise we risk
losing them by default.

3.4 Three images
In summary, three images that capture well this three-fold role of
consecrated women are: " mother" (to give birth to a "new culture"),
mystic (to contemplate God in all of reality) and prophetess (to
construct an alternative future for the Church and society). By being
fully who they are, consecrated women build up the Church and
society. "These sisters, fully consecrated and fully women, are the true,
authentic answer to the challenge of the present day.

4. Conclusion
4.1 It is my profound belief that unless lay/consecrated men, clergy
and the hierarchy allow consecrated women more space to realize
their roles in the Church and in society today, something that is
essential to the future of the Church and of societies will remain
unmet.
Women make up more than three-quarters of consecrated
persons in the Church.-- It will not therefore be presumptuous to
claim that any diminishment of the role of consecrated women will
ultimately redound to the impoverishment of the whole Church. "The
future of the new evangelization is unthinkable without a renewed
contribution from women, especially consecrated women" (Vita
Consecrala 57).
More than half of the world's population are women. Unless
their full humanity can be assured, that of the other half continues to
be jeopardized.
4.2 Just as biological life is not possible without the participation of
both women and men, so, too, the "culture of life" will not be born
unless both collaborate in a spirit of genuine partnership. The role of
women in the Church and in society we have reflected on will not be
realized without a change of attitude on the part of both women and
men, without renewed ecclesial and societal structures. Only when

" Somalo, ibid.
"According to "International Statistics on Men and Women Religious,"
Catholic international, VI, 3 (March 1995) 137 there were 865,902 women
religious compared with 205,852 religious priests/brothers throughout the
world in 1992.
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this happens can we speak of having given birth to a "new creation"
together.
Some important questions we need to ask ourselves at this
point are:

1. How can you as Directors respond authentically to the
changed consciousness of consecrated women today? How
can you assist the sisters you work with carry out their role
in the Church and in society with this new consciousness?
"It is equally important to point out that womens new
self-awareness also helps men to reconsider their way of
looking at things, the way they understand themselves,
where they place themselves in history and how they
interpret it and the way they organize social, political,
economic, religious and ecclesial life" (Vita Consecrata 57).
2. How can we, together, give birth to this "culture of life" in
our provinces?

3. How can we witness to a collaborative ministry in ourprovinces? What attitudes in us facilitate/prevent this
collaboration? What structures around us help/hinder it?
4. What do we - Directors and sisters - need to help us
make this collaboration more effective?

To continue this irreversible journey of walking together in our
provinces, a journey that we have chosen (or perhaps was imposed
on us by circumstances), we need much patience, openness, humility

and courage. But hope remains. "Behold I make all things new..."
(Rv 21:5).

4.3 Creating together this "culture of life," being witnesses to a "new
holiness" and being a "force for ecclesial renewal and societal
transformation" - this is our gift as consecrated women to the
Church and to the world for this millennium. 1 pray that this gift be
accepted by us all with gratitude, openness, daring and courage as a
gift from the Father, who is the "giver of all gifts."

Vincentiaua , July-October 2001

"Man and Woman God Created Them
by Jeanne Signard
Congregation of the Daughters of the Holy .Spirit
17.VII.2001
Preliminary Remarks
1. A double polarity
Every human person has a masculine pole and a feminine pole:
a duality of ying and yang, animus et anitna. This duality is made
known to us by God from the beginning of Genesis. "God created mare
in his image. In the image of God he created him, male and female he
created them" (Gn 1:27).
The uniqueness does not go without the distinction. Does this
not mean that each of us , in the image of God, is at the same time
masculine and feminine ? Numerous biblical texts and Fathers of
the Church remind us that God has a mother's womb and that the
God of Jesus Christ is "father-mother" ("pater-maternel").'
To speak of feminine psychology to men, is therefore to talk
about a part of themselves. Do we not say "the woman, half of the
man," not in the sense that she would be only half of a man, but that
man also has his feminine side. Depending on whether one is man or
woman, it is a question of the dominant not the exclusive character.
That is why I will speak often of the masculine and feminine rather
than man and woman.

2. Nature and culture are indissociable
We admit that it is difficult to distinguish what is specifically
feminine, what comes from the very nature of the woman and what
comes from the culture, the history of civilizations and social roles
with their symbolisms, including the domination-submission
relationship. The feminine pole, usually considered inferior, is
traditionally found to be depreciated in favor of the masculine pole,
with some exceptions, such as the Aztecs and the Celts.
The newness of the gospel , the example of Jesus himself and
the practice of the first Christian communities should have caused a

'Albert Samuel, Les Femmes et les religions , Ed. de ('Atelier, 1995.
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radical conversion in this area for Christians! Thus the Church fell in
behind patriarchal societies. In its defense, we say that this is the
price of its incarnation, or today we would say of its inculturation.
In a multicultural context , it is impossible in a few howl to
touch on all the nuances of the feminine situation from continent to
continent and country to country. We will content ourselves then by
pointing out some general characteristics of feminine psychology,
leaving to each one the care to apply it to his particular area.
There is, however, a domain where the distinction is clear. It is
the biological and sexual differentiation : no man has ever carried a
baby in his womb. The psychological roots itself in the biological.
Inevitably there is a difference between man and woman in the way
of approaching reality, in relation to themselves, to others, and to
God and in the way of living religious life.

3. Equal does not mean identical
Here I will use the term "identical" not as synonymous \/ith
equal, but in the context of the identity of a person. Every human
person identifies himself/herself in differentiating himself/herself
from another. We are in agreement in saying that the woman is
equal to the man , but in a relationship of complementarity, that
respects and values the differences. Otherwise we risk an unending
struggle, where the loser will always want revenge. At this moment, it
is the woman who is seeking revenge. It would he a shame if she
becomes lost in wanting to imitate man. Let us leave to man the
domains where he is incomparable and let woman distinguish
herself in the domains where she excels . And if today the positions
formerly held by men are accessible to her, she will fill them all the
better in that she will bring them the feminine mark which was
lacking. Writers, men and women, will not write the same thing;
philosophers, do not give the same explanation of good; theologians
do not use the same language in speaking of God. The "real presence"
resonates differently for a man than for a woman who has the
capacity to bear another being within herself.
When a man and a woman contemplate the face of Jesus who
chose to become man, born of a woman, do they not have they own
way of looking at Christ? Before getting into a fight, as in politics, on
the question of if there are enough women in positions of
responsibility in the Church, we need to think, more fundamentally,
about the masculine and feminine ways of living faith (and
religious life).

Daniel Marguerat , Le Dieu des premiers chrEtiens, Chapter 7 , Ed. Labor
et Fides, 1993.
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What we have in common is this creative ability in the image of
God, which is not the ability to do the same things in the same way,
but the ability to do different things in different ways. It is in this
way that the creative power of God is reflected, shared and specified.

4. Choice of a behavioral approach : Transactional Analysis
We are going to set aside Freudian psychoanalytical analysis
which relies on Oedipus complexes and castration (read on this
subject Les enfants de Joeaste') as well as cultural, theological and
historical approaches, to focus ourselves on a more behavioral
approach . For this I take my inspiration from transactional analysis,
a methodology among others. This grid of analysis will allow us to
see how feminine psychology colors the personal experiences of the
woman in general and that of the religious in particular. This cannot
be done without women religious being in contact with men religious
in their own manner of living the same realities.

1. Personal Development according
to Transactional Analysis
Transactional analysis teaches us that our personality develops
in three stages and give us three levels of expression and action. We
share these three levels; it is the way we behave that differentiates us.
1. Our " Parent state," which varies according to culture and
education, has integrated the principles, values and norms, and fruits
of education. It gives structure to our judgement, gives us reference
points in our discernment and choices. These are all our "must...,"
"should...," "what is important in life...," "this is normal, or not
normal."
The "parent state" can manifest itself in two ways. If it is fairly
centered on laws, norms and rules to remember and respect, it is
called the "Critical Parent ." Rather masculine, it favors socialization.
If it centers on help, support, advice, it is called the " Nurturing
Parent ." It provides the means, advice and stimulation to "be as
one should be," that which is usually considered relevant to the
feminine pole.
2. Our "Adult state " looks for objectivity. It calls on reason,
disregarding emotions. It endeavors to look at situations with
realism. It likes clarity and logic at the risk of becoming cold and
impersonal.

'Christiane Olivier, Les enfants de Jocaste, Ed. Denoel-Gonthier, 1980.
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3. Our "Child state" is the seat of our impulses, our emotions,
our feelings, our pleasures and our sufferings, our enthusiasm. It also
makes us dream, desire, and imagine. It is the source of our intuition
and our creativity , of our ability to adapt . In front of the "Critical
Parent," it can become submissive or rebellious.
Imagine a team assembled to find a solution to a problem. The
"Creative Child " has an ingenious idea right away: "I feel, he/she
says, that if we do such and such, we can manage!" The others
around the table look at him/her with an air of scepticism, all the
more as he/she is well know for outlandish ideas. A sensible "Adult
state" will immediately ask "tell me how you see this working." - "I
can't explain it, but I Just feel..." - "well, when you can see it more
clearly, we'll come back to it!" Around the table, there will also he a
"Critical Parent " who will recall "that we do not have the right, that
that will never he accepted, that it is not customary" and a
" Nurturing Parent" will look for ways to manage without moving.
"The Submissive Child" will be in agreement with the "Critical," the
"Rebel " automatically against. And it is thus that the "Creative
Child" is quickly stifled by duty and reason. If it is a mixed group,
you probably will have thought that depending on whether one is a
man or woman; one will have the tendency to appeal to a certain
"state" more than another. Note that a personality is all the richer
when its "states" are alive and when it appeals to the "state" that is
suitable to the circumstance.
Now let us look at how our manner of being and acting in
each of these " states" is marked by the fact of being man or
woman . We will point out the effects on feminine religious life as we
go along.
This distinction does not aim to value one over another. It is a
question of exploring the underdeveloped possibilities within each,
which, if left to their own devices, risk becoming one-sided and
imbalanced.

II. Living in the masculine and feminine "Parent state"
If we look at a man and a woman in their "Parent state," that is
recalling the "principles, values, and norms," we readily recognize a
masculine and a feminine style.

1. Masculine pole
Centered on the law, it first of all appeals to our " Critical Parent
state ." It is the father who represents the law . It is the father, who
"castrates," separates, differentiates, helps to get out of merging and
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confusion, who forbids or allows, who structures, who marks out the
road, maintaining consistency on the personal level as well as the
institutional level. It is the masculine that defines and makes statutes,
roles, and functions respected. The "political" dimension of power is
more familiar to the masculine pole.

In the exercise of authority, man appreciates more all that is on

the side of strictness, straightforwardness, clarity, precision, justice,
the law for all. Listening too much to each, it is difficult to keep the

consistency of what has been established of which he feels
responsible.

In order not to become drunk with power, slide into rigidity,
authoritarianism, impersonality , the masculine pole must appeal to
its "Nurturing Parent," the more feminine.
The "Nurturing Parent " humanizes the "Critical"
Transactional analysis mentions five conditions for a rule to be
humane and we could find the same conditions in the Bible and the
Gospel. It must be:

Applicable
The one responsible for remembering the rule could believe it is
applicable, while for the one who must apply it, it is inapplicable or
perceived as such. The capacity to listen, the reluctance to demand
without support from the heart, characteristics from our feminine
pole, render us more able to dialogue in a authority -obedience
relationship: "For this Law that I enjoin on you is not beyond your
strength..." (Dt 30:11-13; Mt 23:4).

Useful for life
It is once again our feminine pole that dares call into question
certain practices that are maintained by habit or laziness, practices
that were vital in the past or in other places but today encumber and
arrest creativity. This feminine calling into question is made less in
the name of freedom as in the name of life: to save that which is
vital, by love, a woman is capable of bending herself to the craziest
demands as well as contesting them.
Note again that woman has a sense of the useful, which coexists
very well with what is gratuitous and gracious. "It is useful because it
is pretty" (Saint-Exuperv). She embellishes the looks of anything a bit
useless which makes it charming; the walls, the dishes are decorated.
Why are there so many women in Churches and present at
Liturgies , places where the rules of efficacy are not in vogue? There
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where the masculine sees a waste of time, the feminine believes that
the patience of a slow gestation is part of true life and all
relationship.

Protector
Allergic to the arbitrary, the woman will look for the sense of
what is required, which will make the one who is on the side of the
obvious say that she is sometimes complicated. If the request is in
the sense of protecting life, she will be obedient in the least detail.
Perhaps she learned the hard way that the forbidden is protective:
"If von eat of the tree of knowledge of good and bad, you will die"
(Gn 2:16).

Contractual
The three previous conditions are indispensable for the fourth to
be respected, the most important for woman: the "yes" from the
heart. It is this "yes" of love that renders the "yoke light" and makes
the woman happy even in the worst of trials. The only law for her:
"you will love," "Love and do as you please." A vet-v feminine moral,
which made some say that woman is naturally immoral: "hi the way
of your decrees lies my joy" (Ps 119:14).

Adaptable
To Babel, where everyone was building with bricks (assured
efficiency!) and dreamed of a single language, our feminine pole
prefers the babble of Pentecost where each one heard the other
speaking in his native language. Differences and exceptions are part
of life. Is it not the feminine pole of Jesus that led him to practice the
very perplexing form of justice that paid as much to the workers of
the last hour, that went after the one lost sheep, that celebrated the
return of the prodigal son, that authorized the apostles to pull off the
heads of wheat on the Sabbath to satisfy their hunger?

2. Feminine Pole
The "Nurturing Parent " state is more developed in women.
Power struggles between women are just as strong as with men, but
more diffuse, concealed, sometimes disguised as service. In the
exercise of responsibility, woman prefers to help, advise, seek
concrete means for obtaining support without too much force. This
makes her ingenious, shrewd, good at explaining, for requiring
everything while avoiding displeasing.
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Her gift as a mediator, her allergy to violence, makes her
particularly skillful in resolving conflicts among persons. It is the
mother of the family that achieves by sweetness what the father
could not get by force. In a parish team, it is the sister who will make
a decision accepted while the priest only succeeded in waking up the
"rebellious child." But be careful! Her power of seduction can appear
at times as manipulation and risks arousing the suspicion of the
speaker.
The manner in which Catherine of Sienna counselled and even
admonished Pope Urban VI is a marvel of this type.

"Most holy and most gentle Father in Christ, the gentle Jesus, I,
Catherine, the servant and slave of the servants of Jesus Christ, write
with the desire to see you, the true and legitimate shepherd and chief
of your sheep."
"Yes, most Holy Father, when you have to place shepherds in the
garden of the holy Church, may they be people searching for God,
and not honor; and may the path they choose to get there be one of
truth, and not of lies."
"0 most Holy Father, be patient when we tell you these things
for they are only said for the honor of God and your salvation, as a
son must do who tenderly loves his father: he cannot support that
one does something which would be a mistake or disgrace for his
father, and al vavs watches over his honor, because he knows that a
father who governs a large family cannot see more than a man, and
then, if his legitimate children do not watch out for his honor and his
interests, he will often be deceived. It is this way for you, most Holy
Father: you are the father and lord of all Christianity. We are all
under the wings of your holiness. Your authority extends to all; but
your vision is limited like that of man, and it is necessary that your
children see and do, in the sincerity of their heart and without any
senile fear, all that is useful to the honor of God, to yours, and to the
salvation of the flock that is under your guidance."
"I know that your Holiness ardently desires to have helpers who
are able to serve you, but for this it is necessary to listen to them
with patience."'

The woman in charge of community
More maternal , the woman will feel responsible for each person
(for a mother, each child is unique). She will have the tendency to
consider each as a case, to be more listening, more understanding.

'Michel Scouarnec, Deux mule ans d'Eglise par les textes, Ed. Atelier,
2000.
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She will try to soften, personalize, and develop the rule. Looking
from the outside, one might think of a lack of authority or a
laissez-faire attitude.
When she is at ease, she willingly practices co-responsibility,
consultation and negotiation down to the smallest detail. This
interest brought to personal life can lead women to give themselves
to having a say in the activities of everyone. Support, without a
doubt, but also at times gossip, jealousy. Envy and jealousy play a
more considerable role in the life of a woman than of a man. Freud
attributes this difference to the ancient penis envy of which the
importance is undeniable.
The "critical " protects the "nurturer " from the tendency to mix
Transactional analysis equally draws our attention to five
conditions so that our feminine pole, centered on help and support,
does not become too stifled in trying to take on so much. It is the
critical parent representing the masculine pole which, during
discernment, helps to ask certain questions:
- Is this your role ? The nurturer is always ready to go to
the rescue of all distress without caring about institutional
authority. It is thus that a sister, assessing that the
directress of novices lacked know how with a novice, felt
obliged to make tip for it.
- Are you competent ? One does not improvise helping. A

kind heart is not enough.
- Do you not overdo it? Is it really the best way to help?
Wait until the angel passes before plunging the sick person
into the pool, or inviting him, like Jesus, to take tip his
mat and walk? (in 5:8).
- Do you respond to a request ? "What do you want me to
do for you?", "If you wish." Imposing one's help, thinking
oneself indispensable, not knowing when to withdraw,
refusing someone the space needed to get up and walk
alone - many feminine devices that can stop growth and
stifle life.
- Are you honest about the sentiments of you heart? If the
heart has its reasons that reason does not know, the heart
without reason can lead to passionate deviations under- the
guise of charity.
The masculine, more concerned about the law, and the feminine,
more concerned about life, must hold fast together well. A law, a
moral that has the purity and rigidity of' crystal also will have the
fragility. Our feminine pole, recalling that "the Sabbath is made for
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man," prevents life from being stifled by norms, even if it means
changing them if it is vital. But it is also good that our masculine
pole reminds us that there is a Sabbath to respect and that a life
without law would lead straight to disorder.
It is in the Beatitudes that we find the strongest invitation to
gentleness, humility, poverty of spirit, peace, mercy..., virtues
usually recognized as feminine. But it was the man Jesus who
proclaimed them!
Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac learned from each other
not to make visits to the poor and sick but to care for their bodies
and souls. It was Vincent de Paul who freed Louise from her
torments and opened for her the royal road of charity. But without
Louise de Marillac, would Vincent have had such an influence?
Today, the Church still has to bear the distress and anguish of our
contemporaries, like a woman carries and cradles a suffering child.
No doubt, in the way of approaching certain questions relative to
ethical rights, the Church needs to listen more to the thoughts of
women who, without forgetting the law, are often first on the side of
understanding and compassion.

Ill. Living in the masculine and feminine "adult state"
When we appeal to our .'adult state," which is the part of
ourselves centered on refection and action, we find this same
difference and this same complementarity. Here is how Karl Rahner,
German theologian, expressed these usual characteristics of the
masculine temperament, at the time of a gathering of Catholic men
in Cologne:
"Man is turned towards the outer world. He is more concerned
with the carrying out than with the intention. He likes to see
himself in the work. He is less centered on the persons than the
things. He willingly looks for the principles; he fears the
reproach of letting 'personal' elements get into his deed. He
wants to be dust': to recognize this quality in him is to render
him a compliment to which he is almost more, sensitive than
that of being kind. It is easier for him than woman to
distinguish between the thing and the person (it is not an
advantage in every respect). He withstands solitude better. He
is prophet, while woman is mystic. He organizes and makes
plans; he attaches his tivav of acting to rules and norms. He
lives more by his head than his heart. He more easily falls out
with himself than woman, who will accept quietly the mystery
of her being. He opens himself to distant horizons while
woman embodies the little corner ofearth that forms the
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framework of her existence . He Wants to be recognized in what
he does: what he offers is his work , not his heart . He build
systems, woman sees things imaginatively [...]."
1. Differences in the way of looking at a question
Even the way of looking at a question can have accents that are
rather masculine or feminine.
The masculine mind likes things to fit logically, the linear
development of ideas, long-term vision, reference to a system of
thoughts. Consequently man stays easily convinced once he
understands.
The feminine mind moves forward in a star shape or in a spiral,
through the meanderings and complexities of everyday life, which
says that women are complicated, confused, uncertain, and do not
know what they want. That is because for them intuition often
precedes understanding. To the "explain, I don't see what you are
trying to say," she responds: "I can't explain it, but I feel it."
In brief, the masculine pole thinks with the head and will be
convinced if he understands; the feminine sees with the heart and
will be convinced if it has been touched. Their consistencies are far
from being the same, each having its own logic. Does not the heart
have its reasons that reason does not know? As some African novices
said, "It was not explained because it has not entered our heart."
"Mar-v treasured all these things and pondered them in her heart"
(Lk 2:19).

2. Differences in the way of transmitting the message
Men, they say, like to reason, analyse, discuss, and theorize.
Great political discussions, debates and, in the world that concerns
us, preaching, theology, and fundamental research are for them.
(This needs to be qualified because it is in the midst of evolution,
when will parity come?).
It is to women to capitalize on, to explain, to popularize, to
personalize . They are found in teaching, in catechizing, in directing
different groups. Consequently they are better placed to sense
reluctance, difficulties, and find the teaching methods that make
the subject matter easily assimilated by all. It is a safe bet that
many misunderstandings could be avoided if, before making
encyclicals and episcopal writings, or even sermons and conferences,
public, women were asked to translate them into more up-to-date
language and seek the teaching method for transmitting them.
Are they not there to make the word " flesh "? In a bipolar
institution such as ours, do religious women find places to deliver the
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word made flesh, daily in contact with the sick, with children, with
the poor, with those who are excluded? The masculine watches over
the integrity of the message; but when it is about the actualization of
a charism of mercy, are not women well placed to hear the new
needs of the world and to invent new forms of presence? The root of
the word mercy in Hebrew is "womb," is it not?

3. Differences in the way of taking action
The masculine pole in pursuit of fulfillment, efficiency, turns
more towards the outer world. He plans and organizes, in avoiding
confusion between projects and personal problems.
"He would like his life to be in accord with his ideas; this
explains that in case of need he will mold his concept of the
world on his way of acting, while woman more easily
accommodates herself to a contradiction between theory and
practice, as long as the theory remains within the range of
ideas. He is easily convinced as long as he understands." Again
says Karl Rahner.
The feminine pole "works the little corner of the earth that
forms her existence" in connivance with things and beings. Before
beginning a project, women first think about people and their
reactions. They are going to focus on how the message is received
rather than how it is delivered (biological difference, perhaps!). This
makes the elaboration of a precise, coherent, structured and efficient
project more difficult. "What is she trying to get at? And what a waste
of time"!
In community , the possibility of living together, to get along, to
share, in a word to be happy will count as much as the apostolic
work. Unity happens more in the being than in the doing.
In action , if she is moved, woman will invest herself personally,
totally and affectively in the task, with a preference for direct
contact with people, which gives her extraordinary strength and
endurance . The actions she shows and the sentiments she
experiences are inextricably linked, as testifies this anecdote
recounted by Watzlawick.;
Tonight is John's birthday, and Mary is lovingly making a cake
for the party. She is a little worried because the cake is not rising. At
that moment, John comes into the kitchen. Here is the dialogue
between John and Mate:

` Paul VVatzlawick, Comment reussir a echoue, Ed. Seuil, 1986.
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Mary : John, I'm afraid this cake is not rising!
John : Maybe there is not enough yeast; what does the recipe
say?
Mary: That's just like you.
John : What do you mean that's just like me?
Mary: You know well what I mean . You always do that and
you know that bothers me.
John : For the love of heaven, what are you talking about?
You said that the cake isn't rising, I said that maybe there
isn't enough yeast and then all of a sudden, this has nothing
to do with the yeast, it is now a fault I might have or God
knows what...
Mary: Sure, to you the yeast is more important than me.
That it could be the devilish yeast, I can doubt it myself. But
for you, it is of no importance that I want to please you with
this cake.
John: I don't deny it for one moment and I am grateful to
you for wanting to please me. But I was only talking about
the yeast, not you.
Marie: It is surprising how you, men, you succeed in keeping
things well separated. For us women, it makes us sick!
John : No, the problem is that you women, you confuse yeast
and love.
To be of desire before all, woman will try to bend reality to
her dream , especially if it is a good cause: "What woman wants, God
wants." Energized by her desire, otherwise discreet, fearful, lacking
assurance, she becomes imaginative, creative, bold. The possibility of
failure does not frighten her; in front of the hesitations of authority,
she asks only to be allowed to try, certain, from within herself, that
she will succeed. This attitude can lead her to place herself on the
fringes of the institution or become a foundress when her charism is
too personal like Mother Teresa or Sr. Emmanuel. The other side of
the coin is that she risks closing herself in on her personal problems
and desires. Fortunately the masculine is there to contain and
regulate the ardour of desire, recalling the law that balances the ways
of grace.
Within the assessment , the masculine, which tends to want life
to be in accord with ideas, will seek instead in what way the reality
may differ from the plan. To him, the feminine is not a close
contradiction between theory and practice . To the " you must,"
woman prefers " how do you ." Is not this what the Daughters of
Charity knew how to do with Monsieur Vincent when others wanted
to cloister them?
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4. In the face of problems to be resolved
In the case of difficulties, thanks to feminine intuition, woman
moves ahead ; she sees them coming, guessing the early warning
signs, anticipates. At all times and in all cultures there have been
women prophets, fortune-tellers.
In the gospel, women are the first to perceive the meaning of the
events. Thus, Marv, mother of Jesus, is the first to know that the time
was accomplished, that the hour of Jesus had arrived at Cana. The
elderly Elizabeth is the first to recognize him. The Samaritan
Woman, Martha in front of Lazarus' tomb, Marv of Bethany who
anoints Jesus' body in light of his burial, the Canaanite Woman,
the women at the tomb: all were the first to have believed without
having seen.
More centered on people, where man sees problems, woman
sees faces . Her solicitude then changes itself into worry, which
sometimes invades her field of consciousness and she becomes deaf
to all reasonable arguments. Molehills can then become mountains
and the atmosphere can easily turn tragic.

5. In looking for solutions
Our masculine pole will go towards solutions that are more in
conformity with, more faithful to tradition. Our feminine pole,
pushed more by the principle of economy (Oikos: house where one
must live together), will go instinctively towards vital solutions
through the route of dialogue.
In a family, in teams, on the personal or community level,
women find solutions, because one must live, even survive, avoid
breakdowns and dead ends. This aptitude, in connection with giving,
preserving , and renewing life, would explain why congregations of
women passionately rushed into the aggiornamento (maybe they had
to make up for lost tine). More recently we have seen young sisters
gathering in inter-communities to look for new solutions to their
minority status within aging communities. It is regrettable that the
men's congregations only timidly responded to their invitation.
The methods may he different, but in all parts of the world,
women find unexpected solutions , perform ingenious feats, to
protect and save life. Was not Moses saved by the complicity of three
women: his mother, his sister and the daughter of Pharaoh? All the
women of the Bible and the Gospel from Eve to Mary have
something to do with giving life, making it increase, protecting it,
and giving it again indefinitely.
Mary, the mother of Jesus is always present at the important
moments, at the beginnings: at the announcement of the angel, at the
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birth, at Cana, at the cross, when the Church prepared itself to be
born through the breath of the Spirit. Mary's hope is an insistent,
persevering, persistent hope. At Cana she was not discouraged by the
refusal of Jesus: "Do whatever he tells You." Also as insistent, is the
hope of the Canaanite Woman who, in a way, introduces Jesus to his
ministr %' with the pagans. It is she who makes him hear their cries,
their appeals for help. She too insisted in her prayer for her
daughter, to the point of accepting being compared to a dog. "May it
be done as You want, as You hoped for. "
To be a mother is a charism given to all women and is a part
of her very being. In the African culture, it is the first duty of a
woman. A girl becomes an adult when she brings her first child into
the world. "If by our celibacy we cannot become a mother, we are
not credible" said an African woman religious.
Giving life is also protecting life. It is preferring love over hate,
peace over war. It is saving the infant and the poor from the claws of
the powerful and strong. The last ones to remain at the foot of the
cross are the first at the tomb, persistent accompanists of life. The
angel at the Resurrection terrorized the soldiers, but reassured the
women.
In summary, man is more on the side of the map while woman
is on the side of the territory . For man the view from the plane
indicates the direction while for woman it's a search for "a new
way" that allows moving forward in spite of the unexpected and
stumbling blocks appearing suddenly on the road. The one who looks
at the map does not see the little bumps to which the one with her
nose to the ground is very sensitive. It is true that she can get lost in
the details.

IV. Living in the masculine and feminine " Child state"
1. Managing emotions
Our "Child state" is the seat of our drives , our emotions , of our
potential for pleasure and suffering. Our "Parent state," charged with
making us sociable, and our "Adult state" charged with drawing us to
reality, both contribute in regulating our emotions, in controlling the
expression of our feelings. But what remains of our "spontaneous
child"?
Transactional analysis recognizes four fundamental feelings:
joy, sadness, fear and anger. In the concern for identity distinction,
upbringing permits or forbids the expression of certain feelings,
according to whether we are born a girl or a boy.
An expression of aggressiveness is more tolerated coming from
a boy; aggressiveness coming from a girl would label her as being
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naughty. This repressed aggressiveness can change a woman into
being melancholic with depressive tendencies. The obligation to
please and to not show annoyance, her need to seduce, drives her to
restrain her "rebellious child." But this repressed energy might work
its way out in other ways: physical problems, suddenly and
unexpectedly letting off steam, transference.
On the other hand, tears, considered as a sign of weakness, can
be for a woman an indisputable weapon to defuse masculine
aggressiveness and get what she wants. As a threat, she would prefer
to blackmail with tears.
But does not this capacity to interiorly understand things and
beings, to be tuned into the mysteries of life render woman more
vulnerable? "God counts the tears of women", says the Kabbale.
"Because women better understand the world than men, they cry more
often." On the other hand, a big boy must not cry and not be afraid.
He will hide his fear in playing hard and his tears in showing
aggressiveness or in retreating.
The fact that expressed emotion does not correspond with the
feeling normally experienced gives rise to misunderstandings: for
example, sending someone off who tries to console you during an
ordeal (rather masculine) or bursting into tears when attacked
instead of defending oneself or trying to explain (rather feminine!).
The best way to react is to continue the communication as if the
sentiment normally expected was expressed : for example instead
of being inhibited in front of tears, calmly reformulate the problem
and take up the conversation later.

2. Expressions of feelings
Here we are approaching a personal domain, if there is one.
Listen to what Karl Rahner tells us on this topic in speaking about
man: "Love is a part, not the all of his life. He has restraint and an
uncertain attitude lacing the world with his feelings. He is capable of
self=scorn and he finds it uncalled for to give it importance. If there is
contradiction between theoretical points of view and his own thoughts,
lie finds it normal; lie mistrusts ideas that are in too much agreement
with his feelings."
Women like to talk about their feelings, something more difficult
for men. They are willing to give their opinions, but without stating
their sensitivities. They hesitate to lift the veil from their impressions,
for lack of knowing how to convey and communicate them.
Feminine Communities will talk more easily about personal
experience. In the rereading of life, one attaches more importance to
the way in which each person is being challenged by the situation. If
the climate is one of trust, Gospel sharings, spontaneous prayers will
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be more involved. Men have some reticence about venturing onto
this terrain. For the feminine , faith is a matter of taste and not
only truths to believe.°
It is all religious life that will be the beneficiary of research
where men and women take the time to realize what there is in
common and what there is specific in their way of living as men and
as women, their relation with God, and their love of Jesus. On the
other hand, distrust can drive women into an absolute silence.

3. The woman religious, spouse of Christ
The woman religious lives her response to God's call, like a pair
of lovers, as a wife responds to her husband. John Paul II thanks her
for being the indicator that reminds the Church and humanity to
turn to the Spouse.
"The Church's vocation, of all the Church, men and women, is to
celebrate the mystical wedding with her Savior. And who, better than
ivornan, can help the Church to be fully spouse? Founded by tnen, the
apostles, the Church becomes, in the last book of the New Testament,
the Apocalypse, the spouse of Christ. "'
Like the Samaritan Woman, the meeting of Jesus makes living
water well up in the heart of woman which will make her run to
draw others to the source. As a young woman awaits the coming of
her spouse, the intensity of her desire keeps her awake, even in the
middle of the night. Like the woman who buries the leaven in the
dough, she knows to place the totality of desire in the small and the
everyday.
Mystical enthusiasm has led some women into trances of the
love relationship often lived out in transference. But a strong
evangelical sense and an enlightened piety, and often a good
counselor can guide her to meet the Spouse in the place where He is
given to love: in the person of the poor, the lowly, the sick.
Vincent de Paul knew how to recognize the interior inspiration
of Louise de Marillac: "Why not since God gave you this feeling?"
From then on the organizational qualities of Louise began to be
revealed. It was she who managed and directed, restarted the work,
and fostered harmony in the hospitals. But it was the spouse that she
longed for, she and the Daughters of Charity when Monsieur Vincent

° Michel Scouarnec, La foi, one affaire de gout, Ed. Atelier, 2000.
' Lucienne Salle, Femme pour 1'aimer, Ed. Silo6, 2000, et femme au
Vatican: Alberic de Palmaert, Le sexe ignore, Ed. Desclee De Brouwer, 1994;
Christian Ducoq, La fenmre le clerc et le laic, Ed. Labor et Fides, 1989; La
revue Chrisurs: "Femmes en Eglise, enjeux et difference" No. 170, April 1996;
Lencyclopedia Universalis: "Femme."
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asked them to receive the abandoned infants. It is still of him that
they think today in caring for the wounds of a traumatized society
contemplating there the wounds of Christ.

In conclusion
The examples of women traditionally put forth to men are
already obsolete. Young women who today are entering religious life
appear very little like protective mothers, dangerous seductresses or
submissive children. Having lived within a coeducational system
before entering the convent, they are able to make close and
brotherly friends with priests. These fraternal relationships , replacing
little by little the dependant relationships must provoke some
profound changes within the face of the Church and religious
life. And mixed institutes like yours , contribute to this renewal
providing that the masculine and feminine double presence is
present at all levels. The problem is that the absence of entrances
within recent decades makes new practices more difficult , in this
domain as in others , and this as much on the masculine side as on
the feminine side.
"At present when humanity is experiencing such a profound
transformation, women, imbued with the spirit of the Gospel,
can do so much to help humanity not be inhumane....
Likewise as modern man freed the energy that was enclosed
within matter, it must be that one day we will come to liberate
the explosive energy that is enclosed within the heart of
women" (Paul VI).
(Translation : TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY , Paris)

Vincentiana. July-October 2001

How Can One Help Someone
in Critical Situations,
With the Aid of Ongoing Formation?
by Pierre Angebault
6'udisi Father
I9.\11.2001
Introduction
Dear friends, the Preparatory Commission asked me to take up a
challenge: to suggest a developmental process for accompaniment,
particularly during critical moments, for persons who have chosen
consecrated life.
It suggested that I develop my talk from Pope John Paul II's
Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Vita Consecrata, Numbers 69, 70
and 71.
Here is a brief summary of these paragraphs from
Consecrata concerning my topic.

Vita

It concerns ongoing formation, seen as a necessity, in giving
dynamism to fidelity.
After stressing that "none are exempt from the obligation to grow
humanly and as religious"; and "by the same token, no one can be
over confident and live in self-sufficient isolation" (VC, 69) the
exhortation cliffeRntin?
• life stages:
- first years of full involvement in apostolic activities
- risk of routine

- maturity and the risk of individualism
- advanced age

• critical moments with job changes, setbacks, deaths, divisions,
misunderstandings...
Who am I to be speaking to you?
I am a 60-year old Eudist priest accompanying men and women
religious, priests, and laity in their journey of life. How? By
occasional meetings: confessions, individual discussions; by
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consistent accompaniment, and in recent years by sessions at the
request of communities.
Twelve years ago, during a sabbatical year in Canada, I came
across the Institute of Integral Human Formation of Montreal
(IFHIM). There I followed formation programs for one year and
received much for my own journey in accompanying others.
My objective this morning is to share my experience and
observations with you in how to help someone to concretely commit
or recommit her life and to respond to her vocation.
I propose a talk in three parts:
I. How to approach someone who asks for help or needs
help during a critical time, during a personal ordeal, or
during particular circumstances of her life;
2. How to help during stages of growth/development:
challenges of age. These first two parts refer to
observations from N° 70 of Vita Consecrata;
3. The final section stresses three important points of
interaction during accompaniment.

Part 1 : How "to approach " someone who asks for help or needs
help during a personal ordeal or during particular
circumstances of her life?
Making an Analysis
How?
Listen to the person with interest, without judgement, but
allowing her to build a relationship of confidence. Let me explain:
During this listening, the person will express whatever is not
going right in her life, guilt feelings for shortcomings, sufferings,
doubts. It is advisable to listen to all that is said, but it is a listening
which attends to the person herself, without dwelling at length on
what is not going right for her. This approach indicates that she is in
the midst of choosing or at least looking for another way of living.
She will need time to find a new sense of balance, but she is on her
way. I am interested in her journey. I am not her judge, but her ally
on the path she is undertaking.
In listening to the person it is important to have her see that she
not confuse herself with her difficulties: she is a "unique person." She
does not reduce herself to labels by which she has a tendency to
identify herself, to enclose herself or even to condemn herself: "I am
without piety, lazy, sensual, homosexual...."
This requires a great deal of vigilance on the part of the listener.
I am sure that your pastoral experience in following Monsieur
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Vincent has taught you to receive difficult or seemingly outrageous
confessions from those who come to vou.
Here then are the personal levels that I choose to observe in
order to know how she is living.

For that I observe
- how she treats her body: how is her health;
- how she views fulfillment and work;
- how she experiences her personal contribution among that
of others.
Let me explain:
- How does she treat her body?
- How does she handle fatigue and the signs of this fatigue?
- How does she maintain its important balances: waking/
sleeping, nourishment/elimination, time for work/time for
rest and relaxation?
There is no need to do a medical exam which would undoubtedly
not be well received, but simply, to look, listen, and observe the
person who is sharing her difficulties, to note how she refers to her
body, her health, how she lives in her body. We can tactfully be
interested in someone's health without intruding and taking care to
respect cultural traits. We do not talk about health in the same way
everywhere as is done in Europe and North America, but we do live
our health everywhere in the world! Moreover, a man must be very
tactful in talking about health with a woman: being careful not to be
indiscreet. I have not finished learning this myself; sometimes I go
too quickly!
Why be interested in the body, the corporal dimension of a
person? On the one hand, we cannot do an thing without our
bodies... and on the other, moments of crises have repercussions on
our bodies, in our muscles especially.
Here are some observable repercussions: spasms in the
shoulders, the neck, the back, stomach problems, lump in the throat,
inhibition or hyperactivity, and many other dysfunctions. We could
talk about them again later if you would like.
These observations allow you to take into account the intensity
of what the person is living, they guide you in helping her to take
control.
If this person has serious imbalances, if she is suffering in a way
that cannot be explained, if she experiences moments of anguish, loss
of a taste for living, loss of appetite, of sleep, if she has serious
difficulties in getting up in the morning or going to bed at night, 1
ascertain whether or not she may be depressed. If this is the case I
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suggest that she see a competent person : a doctor who will, if
necessary , direct her to a psychologist or psychiatrist.
In addition to the body, I observe the way the person sees her
achievements . I want to talk about her work , adaptations to specific
circumstances in her life. Does she show an interest in what she
does? Does she have confidence in herself ? Is she proud of what she
accomplishes?
Then I observe how she experiences her personal contributions;
that is, her contributions in her milieu of life . I want to talk about
what she brings of uniqueness , of personal , without losing sight of
the contributions of others . Is she at ease with others?
Together these elements allow me to choose how to help this
person take control , considering her personal situation , her openness
to herself and others.
Suggesting Accompaniment : What does it mean?
It means being interested in the development of this person, for
as long as necessary ; and encouraging this person to take charge of
her life once again , in light of her values and her commitments. In
other words: support her "desire to change ," her "desire to progress,"
her "desire to live" her vocation.
How? There are many ways to accomplish this. I will share with
you the one that is the most familiar to me, and that I find to be the
most respectful of the person , but, I do not know everything!
It is "affirming the person ' s strengths " so that she can make
decisions adjusted to how she wants to live. Affirming the person's
strengths : that is to say, helping her to be aware of her abilities to
take her life in her own hands, so that she might use it in new
occasions. How to arrive at this?
Attentive to what the person is saying about herself, I look for
the times where she made real decisions. In making a real decision,
the person reaches her goal in a determined way, she takes into
account circumstances , her context of life; she shows her openness to
herself and others.
Personally, I hold on to a decision , from what the person has
shared , where there is action involved. This makes my intervention
easier to follow. If needed , I delicately question the person to find out
if she has other experiences to tell me.
There are always more - if necessary - I have her tell me how
she decided to come and see me!
When I find a clear decision, I propose to her, by asking her
permission , to tell me again this decision, and in detail, while asking
sufficient questions , such as, "How did you do that ?..." until she sees
herself achieving the goal that she has chosen . In making her clearly
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aware of what she did to arrive at what she wanted, I allow her to
realize her psychological strengths, to affirm her strengths.
But before going any further, I want to say a few words
concerning psychological strengths.
In observing the people to whom he listened, the psychoanalyst
and anthropologist Erik Erikson (1902-1994), noted the existence of
psychological forces present in a person. He observed that when this
person attains her goals in a determined and committed manner, she
then experiences an efficient logic of action in the way of using these
means. She experiences these forces, which he calls "psychological
forces." These psychological forces are: the force of the "pursuit of
goals," the force of "hope," the force of "wanting," the force of
"competence," the force of "fidelity," and the force of "love." Erikson,
who discovered them, then wondered how these forces are developed
in a person.
Jeannine Guindon, born in 1919, a Canadian psychoanalyst,
psychologist, educator, and foundress of psycho-education, established
a clinical approach to these forces. In observing the young, and in
particular young delinquents she was rehabilitating, Jeannine
Guindon discovered, in her turn, the psychological forces already
conceptualized by Erik Erikson. She called them "vital human forces."
She then made a discovery. In observing the responsible and
appropriate free decisions made by these people, she updated the
indicators that revealed the presence of these forces. This clinical
approach in daily experience allowed Jeannine Guindon in having
one become aware, to "affirm one's strengthens." She calls this
"the actualization of vital human forces." This awareness unifies
the person, gives her confidence. She will be able to make new
decisions, freely, responsibly and committedly, more geared to what
she would like.

It is impossible for me to give you more on the theory of
actualization of vital human forces. I prefer to give you some
indicators and the way of making them appear in order to affirm
someone's strengthens.
!/' yon would like, I could say more on this during the time set
aside tar questions.
I any returning to my topic in describing for you now it way to
help a person by having her discover in herself some indicators of
vital human forces present in her true decisions.
When I have gone deeper into a coherent decision with the
person, where she has achieved her goal, in opening to herself and
others, I encourage her to see what objective she pursued. How to
arrive at this?
I conic back to the decision and ask, In doing that, what did you
want?" Perhaps her answer will be vague. Then I conic back to her
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answer keeping the action verb she used and 1 "dig into" the verb by
asking "In doing that, what did you want?" until her objective
becomes clear to her. To have a clear objective and to hold onto it is
an indicator of the strength to pursue goals.
- When she has seen her objective, I ask her: "Is this
important to you?" and I allow her to draw a link between
what she has decided and the meaning that she gives to
her life. The meaning of life present in a decision is
another indicator of the strength to pursue goals.
- In the same way, I also help her to see the adapted ways
she had put into place to achieve her goal. The choice of
appropriate means is also an indicator of the presence of
the strength to pursue goals.
- I question her on the way in which she knew how to take
her time, in which she knew how to organize herself in the
time and live with the delay. These are indicators of the
force of hope.
- Finally, I make her see the choices and the renunciations
she was capable of making, in asking her the question:
"what renunciations , what choices did you make to arrive
at what you wanted?" This is an indicator of the presence
of the force of wanting.
There are still other indicators, but our time is limited. To make
appear the indicators of these forces is enough to "affirm someone's
strengths."
Let its understand \\,ell: it is not about explaining her forces to
the person, but to make her aware of them through her experiences,
her lived experience. I help her see her vital strengths in her decision.
When she "sees," I see on her face an emotional nuance, (a smile, an
appearance of well-being, blushing) which tells me that the person
has become aware.
I invite her to hold on to it. "In what you have seen of yourself,
of your means, of your capacities, what do you what to keep? What
will help you live your commitment?" Even in her ordeal she is
capable of deciding in a determined way and this strengthens her in
her choices for the rest of her life.

I hope I was clear enough; you can talk to nre about it later if you
would like.
I now want to talk to you about emotions and frustrations: what
we also call affective burdens; that is, the shocks, the contrarieties
which affect us in our everyday life.
To decide clearly, to make judicious choices one must be in a
"state" to do so. As you have surely observed, having lived it
yourselves, ordeals or crises are sources of emotions, frustrations,
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affective burdens that have to do managed, otherwise the person will
make erroneous decisions. Emotions can distort her lucidity, and to
he more precise, alter the perceptions she has of those around her
and herself. As a result, she allows herself to "get involved" in her

emotions. She no longer sees reality as it is.
We all experience this. Under the pressure of an emotional
burden, it can happen that we see or hear things that do not exist or

things that concern other people than ourselves; inversely, we do not
see, we do not hear signs or messages that are addressed to us.
Examples of these erroneous perceptions are plentiful.
If the emotional burden is very intense, it makes us live a drama
which distorts reality still more and weighs heavily on our life with
our surroundings. Hostility towards others or towards ourselves
grows in us. Sometimes we "hold it against ourselves and others at
the same time."

What happens in us, when we are disappointed by a decision
made by a superior, by an attitude of confreres who seem not very
uncharitable to us? What happens when a setback, a car breakdown,
a pastoral defeat, a fit of anger, etc., takes place. As you see, there are

numerous sources of emotional burdens. They affect us more or less
profoundly, but frequently, even everyday. We all live with emotional
burdens. We do not always recognize them.
What do we propose to a person whom we are helping to
manage her emotional burdens? How do we manage our own
emotional burdens?
I suggest you proceed in four successive steps.
1. First of all. recognize as quickly as possible the emotional
burden we are experiencing, the events, the causes that provoke
this emotion and what the emotion brings out in us. This is
indispensable! But it is also very difficult and requires vigilance, an
"attention to oneself" which educates us. Otherwise, we continue to
live our burdens without being aware of them. People around us,
they will he aware of them, often before us.
2. Observe what the emotional burden makes us experience, that is
to say, psychic signs : all that is going on in my head, strange or
excessive ideas, worries, restlessness, judgments about ourselves,
about others, the impression of having a movie or video always
going, generalizations, thinking or talking about everything or
nothing, building up of grievances that have nothing to do with the
situation, etc. Observe too the physical signs of the consequences in
my body, particularly: muscle tension as we spoke of earlier,
emotions and frustrations always have an impact on our muscular
system. You know people who have back problems after a trying
meeting, who lose their appetite after a reprimand or contradiction,
who burst into tears, who no longer see clearly. Popular language -
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at least in French ! - is rich in colourful expressions to describe
emotional signs or frustrations that we experience . I notice that this
language calls on bodily discomforts . " I'm sick and tired of it," "It
takes away my appetite ," " I've got one of those migraines!," "My head
is going to explode."
3. The time has come to decide to do something to be oneself
again . This is the third step . It amounts to undoing and getting rid of
muscle tensions by doing appropriate physical relaxation exercises or
tensing/ relaxing muscles. Following the intensity of the burdens and
especially the intensity of observable physical signs , I choose to do
what brings me back to a sense of calmness . And I do it until I get
results.
Here are some examples of relaxation or tensing/relaxing
muscles: breathing, moving the extremities or the trunk of the body,
more or less fast walking, vigorously practicing tensing / relaxing
muscles. It is in trying that one learns what to do. Getting rid of
tensions, to he present to oneself, takes perseverance, a true
asceticism.
You will tell me that you use spiritual means : prayer , the rosar,
lectio divina , adoration ? I do not forget them , but I want to stress the
prime importance of the body, in the management of our emotional
burdens . Spiritual refreshment , sensory relaxation , music, the song
of a bird , the beauty of a psalm, of a landscape , of a painting, of a
picture... also contribute to the managing of emotional burdens but
only in the measure that muscle tensions are undone, unwound, and
eliminated first.
It is a true commitment to oneself that requires sacrifice. In a
number of communities where I was brought to help people, the
mother superiors gave some all terrain bikes (ATBs ) for relaxation
exercises and physical recovery of several young religious. "The
results are noticeable," these superiors tell me... as do the sisters of
the community. Peace and harmony in the community have benefited
from these recreations on bicycle!
Please do not think that it is necessary to build pools and gyms
everywhere to manage emotional burdens ! Pushing against walls,
holding on to the rungs of one's chair , moving loads , wood , rocks,
boxes, undertaking manual labor that requires physical work to relax,
these are available to everyone , provided that these activities are
chosen and experienced not as a chore , nor as a performance, but as
to bring about relaxation which allows one to become oneself again,
to love better.

4. Becoming oneself again , with the return of calm , the person
perceives the signs of improved well-being. She takes a stand with
regard to the event in choosing a new objective , in accord with the
meaning of her life . M anaging emotions and frustrations is "to
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move," that is, to leave the way of emotions or the way of
frustrations, the heavy obligations, to come back to oneself, to
interior freedom in order to decide in accord with one's values, one's
true points of reference. This approach gives results. I have been a
surprised witness of this with many collaborators and former
students of the IFHIM. Since 1995, we have been asked to help
people who have lived through the horrors of civil wars. Through
their faithfulness to practicing relaxation techniques, deep tensing/
relaxing of body muscles, many of these psychically wounded people
have come back to themselves, to re-choose their life, and for many
to return on mission, to places still exposed to tensions. Certainly
they used other means to clarify their choices, but all these choices
could only be done because they had made this return to being
themselves in managing their very intense emotional burdens as you
can imagine.
All of us have to manage feelings in our everyday lives: happy or
painful emotions. The occasions are numerous: contradictions,
disappointments, irritations that are not lacking in the common life,
work life, certain community exercises, even practices of piety. One
must also add the more or less anticipated changes, separations,
mourning, personal failures, serious misunderstandings. You will
have understood that to decide in time, to undo and to get rid of
one's emotional burdens is useful for everyone, but particularly for
those who have chosen religious life, and community life.
In this first part, therefore, I have attempted to suggest to you a
method of helping someone by rereading her lived experiences of
taking control of herself. In seeing how she achieved her goal, in
organizing herself in space and time, in choosing appropriate means,
in taking into account the context of her life, she learns to be
confident. She continues her apprenticeship, learns to recognize and
manage her emotional burdens. She thus prepares herself to face the
next challenges. At the time of a new meeting, the one who
accompanies will ask her how she used what she learned?

Part 2 : How to help during developmental stages : the challenges
of age
At age 18, it can be considered that a person is almost shaped,
organized, and equipped to continue her development until death.
Following observations by Jeannine Guindon, and many writers, I
notice that every ten years a period of questioning arises. This
questioning opens a new stage, brings to light new challenges, to
deepen her commitment.
It usually begins two years before the change of the decade.
So, here are some summaries on these phases of adult life.
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The twenties from 18-28 years of age
The twenties mark the entrance into adulthood. The young adult
is impatient to make her mark as an adult by living autonomously.
She feels capable of making a living and meeting her needs. She
wants to prove her knowledge, abilities by concrete achievements. I
insist on this need of the young adult to see him/herself in his/her
achievements.
I was able to note that often pastoral stages are suggested to
people in their twenties, asking them to be content to look and
observe the situation around them. This way often creates uneasiness
for the trainee. Not seeing their achievements, these trainees lose
their perspective and live a feeling of uselessness or boredom and
sometimes a loss of interest in the work experience. What is there to
say then of the hardship of unemployment for so many young
people!
The exhortation Vita Consecrata remarks that the first years of
full insertion in the apostolate constitute in themselves a critical
period. It adds that it will be important that these young people be
accompanied by a brother or sister who helps them to fully live their
love and enthusiasm for Christ. A good service to offer the person in
her twenties is to help her make concrete choices, without loosing
her perspective. How can she take into account her mission, her
consecrated life, but also her energy, and her fatigue? In having her
specify her objectives, clarify what she wants, she will see more
clearly the choices and renunciations necessary to organize her time
for prayer and spiritual refreshment, work, healthy distractions, rest,
and fraternal life. The Lord does not ask us to live our vocation to
our detriment. I am sending you back to what I said earlier regarding
the body and management of emotional burdens. This vigilance, of
course, will be as necessary in the other phases of adult life.
We also help the young adult see how to continue to gain
knowledge within successful experiences and how to continue to
grow in competence.

The thirties 28-38 years of age
I will stress the development of interiority. Of course, it is
different from interior life, from spiritual life. The person always
desires new achievements, but in the twenties, she freely goes in
every direction possible that is offered to her, whereas in the thirties,
she will be more and more attentive to the meaning that these
achievements have for her. Attentive to the values that she continues
to interiorize, she wants to make her decisions in concert with that
which is most important for herself.
Yes, live achievements, but not just in any manner.
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Often , during this period, there are difficulties living obedience,
if the person has not made the necessary connections between what
is asked of her and the meaning of what she came to live in a
community . She is helped to clarify this in finding the connections
between how she wanted to live in following the obedient Christ and
that which is asked of her today.

The forties 38-48 years of age
I will emphasize a consciousness of the totality of her life. The
person in effect becomes conscious of her age, discovers that she has
reached the middle of her life (2 times 40 = 80!). She has only one life
and only she is responsible for it. She is conscious of the totality of
her life up until death. This consciousness often brings on moments
of distress. This trial has often been described in literature, especially
in autobiographies. This is the time when the person is aware of this
loneliness that nothing will be able to fill completely. It is not
surprising to see people in their forties seeking times of solitude.
They need it to find themselves.
For most humans, this period brings many existential questions:
Have I made good choices in my life? a good job? a good spouse? a
good community? or even, have I chosen a good state of life? how
can I live without children? without any descendants? Women
anticipate these upcoming changes during their childbearing years.
These changes also happen to men. Those of you who are listening to
me, you know these questions of the forties. You also know the
fragilities that follow. To support the person during this stage of life,
it is appropriate to let her accept the questions, be aware of the
difficulty she is experiencing and help her to decide something to
manage all the emotional burdens that are the result. I have already
spoken about this previous] ; I will not go back to it.
During this period, the person will have to give up her adolescent
expectations of others in order- to re-choose her life, such as it is now;
it is in her today that she responds with love to the concrete call of
the Lord. It is in this sense that the exhortation Vita Consecrata talks
about "the risk of routine and the subsequent temptation to give in to
disappointment because of meager results" and the document invites
her to connect herself with her first option in "not confusing the
completeness of one's dedication with the degree of good results."
You see, helping a person to come back to her first option, to her
values, demands making her manage well her emotional burdens in
order to take a stand where she is today.
This is not done all at once. It is a daily asceticism, lived through
love and in a love, choosing communion with the Lord our Shepherd,
and his Church. Meditation on the parable of the Sower (Mt 13),
during this stage of life, nourishes our steps in following the Sower.
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The Sower went out to sow. He did not come back discouraged by
his lack of success. He remained faithful in sowing. He thus
continues to sow the Word in me.
If I am wrong, I hope the exegetes among you will be indulgent
with me!

The fifties 48-58 years of age
If she can lower her expectation of others, the person reaching
the stage of the fifties is capable of a new breath. Interiority
continues to grow and overrides activity for herself. Less attached to
her achievements as of those of others, her interest for the people
around her becomes more refined. She also learns to relativize
events. She is capable of individualizing her path like that of others.
Through her adapted advice she participates in the growth of the
people around her. She knows how to communicate modestly the
fruits of her learning.

The sixties 58-68 years of age
In the sixties, people who accept their age show a particular
aptitude for discovering the most important needs of their
surroundings. Conscious of these needs, they respond to them, and, if
needed, they do the necessary learning! In effect, one sees people in
their sixties training themselves to help their grandchildren do their
homework, learning the computer with them, new games, etc.
In communities, I have witnessed similar behavior in people in
their sixties. Their openness to others, their love, which has become
more and more universal, leads them to place themselves at the
disposition of others. They freely give themselves to fulfill services. If
it is the time to retire from professional work, they are capable of
leaving their functions without losing their know-how. How many
former schoolteachers provide tutoring to students in difficulty, as
well as to adults needing to learn to read. In like manner, one finds
nurses, nurse's aides, social workers, cooks who offer their services to
volunteer support works.
The period of 68- 78 years of age
This is the age of wisdom. The person can contemplate her life.
Certainly, she has known difficulties, but she sees how, by her
decisions, she responded to the call, she adapted herself to the
circumstances, without losing her perspective, which always gives
meaning, the salt of life. One can help these persons in having them
write their memoirs, or in having them retell the big decisions, the
important memories of their life. As often as possible, in the course
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of the retreats that I give to people who have arrived at this age or
older, during a few minutes of individual direction, I help them to
see the cohesiveness of their life, of their entire life.
Going deeply into a significant decision for this person often
suffices for her to make connections with all the important decisions
of her whole life.

The period of 78 years of age to the end of life
Certain signs indicate that people are coming to a point of
unifying their life. Provided they are still in good enough health to
express themselves, people at the end of life often tell of their joy at
seeing their life become clearer. They are often able to laugh at
themselves, which to me is a sign of great wisdom! They desire to
transmit their heritage in the form of memories, anecdotes, often
repeated of course, but these stories have a great deal of meaning for
them. They are preparing for their meeting with Love, in discovering
how this Love is already present in their lives.

Two remarks:
- Recognizing the challenges of age on a person allows one
to better oriente oneself in order to make the diagnosis
and offer appropriate help.
- You will have observed that the critical situations revealed
in the document Vita Consecrata N" 70 are relative to a
large extent to the challenges to take up during the phases
of adult life.

Part 3 : A very short last part before concluding some important
points to integrate during this accompaniment
1. Be Aware of Counter-Transference. Do not bring yourself into
the story of the person especially if what she is saying echoes your
own life; for it is essential to focus on the person for herself, in the
way she is unique.
2. Always Have Yourself a Clear Objective. If necessary re-clarify
your role when the relationship becomes more difficult. "What do I
want for this person," "how am I going to get myself to stimulate her
in the meaning she has chosen to give her life." I will he up to
visualizing this person and differentiating her from myself, from my
own evolution, from my questions, and from my personal
preoccupations.
3. One piece of advice: be accompanied yourself by a person
who will allow you to visualize better your own personal journey and
to respect the journey of others. Like our own, the journey of another
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is unique. When I accompany a person , I do not make a general plan,
but I discover, at every instance , a person completely unique and that
I choose to follow in her growth.

Conclusion
Dear friends, I am well aware of not having addressed the
organizational modalities of this accompaniment of persons during
their religious life. I shared with you my practices; that is to say,
some dynamic components of accompaniment.
You are aware of the necessity of suggesting supports to people
engaged in consecrated life and putting the needed means in place.
What needs to be organized: sessions, retreats, awareness conferences,
individual meetings? How do you form people for accompaniment in
the spirit of St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Marillac?
Only you are in a position to make these choices, from your
observations, the means at your disposal, your formation, and
especially the cultural settings of the countries where you exercise
your ministry.
I close with a remark. N° 71 of Vita Consecrate sets forth the
dimensions of ongoing formation. I quote these: "Life in the Spirit,
the human and fraternal dimensions, the apostolic dimension, the
cultural and professional dimensions, and finally, the point of view of
the charism."
I am well aware of having presented to you the human
dimension, without, of course, isolating the other dimensions. I
believe that in helping a person live real autonomy, you allow her to
be adaptable to her surroundings, to her community, to her mission,
to her spiritual life. You offer her the possibility of finding again in
the roots of her decisions the grace, the living charism of your
Founders, St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Marillac.
I do not lose sight that we are accompanied by the Holy Spirit,
the One whom Jesus promised us.
My very dear friends, you live a great and beautiful ministry. I
wish you the ability to continue to find much joy in serving the
development of vocations, in discovering with the persons you are
helping, the pathways of the Word of God in their everyday life.
Safe journey and perseverance in your own stage of formation.
Thank you for your attention.
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY, Paris)

Vincentiana, July-Octobcr 2001

Reflections on Discernment
and Accompaniment
by Charles Bonnet
Sultriciau Priest
20.VII.2001

I must acknowledge that it was a bit imprudent of me last
September to accept speaking to you this morning and there are at
least three reasons:
- Imprudent because this talk falls during an extremely busy
time for me as I just spent the first two weeks of July preparing,
directing, and then participating as a simple member at our
Provincial Assembly which elected my successor as provincial and
following that I had to prepare to move to Lyon where I will be next
year. This explains the lateness of providing my texts and work.
- Imprudent also because I am used to giving talks on vocation
and spiritual discernment to future priests. I am less used to matters
concerning the sisters, even the Daughters of St. Vincent de Paul, and
yet we are somewhat "cousins." "Cousins" is the name given to
Vincentians, Oratorians, Eudists and Sulpicians seeing that, founded
in the same era, they lived the spiritualities called forth from the
French School. In spite of all that, I hardly know my "cousins," even
with the fact that my own family cousin is a Daughter of Charity in
Madagascar.
- And, imprudent because I am not addressing the sisters
directly but that particular race that are the Directors of the
Daughters of Charity. A race that Fr. Lautissier gave me a few hints
about. But I acknowledge, even after having read the Constitutions
and Statutes, the Director's Directory and an article by Fr. Quintano
on this topic, I am having a hard time imagining how the Directors
play a concrete role close to the sisters and how, in the reality of
things, they share responsibilities, especially within different
countries and cultures as well.
But since, "the wine is poured, it must be drunk." Please excuse
me if it is still a hit young and not to full maturity. I have been
asked to speak about two things: "vocational" discernment and
accompaniment of the sisters during their lives. There are many
common points even if this concerns distinctive stages of life.
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1. Vocational discernment
Religious vocation is at the turning point of two plans: the plan
of one who is asking to enter the Daughters of Charity and the plan
of the Congregation that wants to have a future and to find persons
who will take over and carry on with the work undertaken in the
spirit of its Founders. Discernment will be the adjustment of these
two plans.

1.1 To feel called Is not enough
The constitutions, as well as those who present themselves,
spontaneously take up the vocabulary of a vocation: "I feel called by
God." It is a generous sentiment but does not absolutely prove that
one is called by God, for God has been silent for a long time. We are
no longer in the time of Prophets whom God would speak to directly,
not- in the time of Jesus who chose "whom he wanted." Today, God
has no other means to convey his will to us except through creation:
feelings or abilities that God gives us. Discernment will be precisely
searching in what conditions this sentiment of being called truly
expresses the will of God.
One does not hold on to the feeling of being called for nothing,
for it expresses where the desire is. I feel called because it pleases
me, I want to do it. it is there that I think I will be happy and
blossom fully to what God has given me. This desire can appear in
various ways: frequenting sisters who have given the desire to live
like they do, an invitation given by one of them, concern for service
of the poor which makes one look for ways to do it successfully,
discovering Vincent de Paul, etc. Vocation stories are often very
varied and sometimes surprising. But the desire is only a starting
point. It must mature and no longer he an illusion.

1.2 It can be an illusion
It can be an illusion of the very life of which one dreams.
One wishes to consecrate herself to God and to the poor and finds
that this takes place through a life in community with specific sisters,
who entered for their sanctification but still have a long way to go;
that one is under the direction of superiors who are called servants
but who do not make their authority felt any less; that the service of
the poor is not what one imagined and sometimes instead of being
sent to the poor, one is sent to cook. That is why one cannot discern
with hindsight. It must occur within a long probationary time to
verify if it is well this life that is desired and in this style. All vocation
always goes through an imaginary mourning to accept reality, even
when one truly believes that one knows. Sometimes this discovery is
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discouraging, and other times it is stimulating. It was not the life I
imagined but it is the life I want to live. But there is almost always a
time of confusion, at the beginning or a little later. And it is
important to understand that this confusion or this doubt does not
necessarily mean that one is not called to this life but it is a normal
part of the journey.
There can be illusion on the very reasons for which one
wishes to become a Daughter of Charity. Why do I want to enter
this society? To serve God, yes, but also perhaps to be like sister
so-and-so, to please my parents, to be admired by others in choosing
a heroic lifestyle, to prove to myself and others that I am capable of
doing it, because I am afraid of life or marriage, to punish myself for
living a dissolute life up until now, etc. and even other more bizarre
reasons. There is never a chemically pure desire, of unambiguous
and perfectly Christian motivations. All of this is very muddled: one
finds there the best and the less good. This is nothing shocking. It is
important to face reality and have the courage to take inventory of all
the acknowledged or unacknowledged reasons for one's choice. Some
stereotypical pious words can suppress problems in slipping into an
assumed will. One must not be afraid to bring light into the darkest
inner recesses. It is the only way to clean up and put things in order.
What is important are not the motivations that one has at the
beginning , but those for which one makes a choice in the end.
Even if one enters for questionable reasons, this does not mean that
this person does not have a vocation. The Spirit can use anything to
guide us where the Spirit awaits us. Even if one entered for poor
reasons, it must be for good reasons that one wishes to stay. One
must simply, calmly. peacefully come to desire this life for truly
Christian reasons, what is traditionally called the right intention.
There is an entire education to be done so that this be the service of
God, the will to live according the Gospel which become the first and
fundamental motive, even if it continues to mix with other things.
These residuals must be lived with humor in order not to be taken
too seriously.
For, in the end, the desire must become availability . I very
much would like to enter the Daughters of Charity but "may your will
be done and not mine." If I am accepted, I will see your will in that.
If I am not accepted, if unforeseen circumstances of health, if it lack
of ability hinders me from continuing, I will see your will there also.
It is truly a vocation only if one is ready to renounce one's vocation,
if it appears that it is not there that God wants us. The "I want or I
would like" must always be transformed into "Here am I, if you
want." Otherwise, it is not a vocation but a command given to God.
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1.3 Verifying if the plan responds to the expectations of the
Company
It is there that the personal plan meets the plan of the
Daughters of Charity of St . Vincent de Paul. The chapter of the
Constitutions that speaks of membership and formation begins with
this citation from Monsieur Vincent: "You must often beg God..., to fill
the persons who enter the Company with the spirit he wants all of you
to possess, so that by this means you may be able to continue the good
work that has been started." "... to continue the good work that has
been started." All of society, and the Daughters of Charity are no
exception, want descendants, daughters who will take up and
continue "the temporal and spiritual service of the poor." It is for this
mission that there is a desire for numerous vocations that will follow
in the same spirit as St. Vincent.
Therefore, it does not suffice when someone wishes to enter the
Daughters of Charity that she is able to "continue the good... begun. "
It must be verified that she has the abilities for this mission. One
does not enter a society that does everything but enters a society that
has a mission. Will she be "useful" for this mission? I do not hesitate
to use the word "useful" that Canon Law uses concerning the call of
priests: the bishop only ordains priests that are "useful." Useful
means usable, that one could employ effectively in the different
missions of the Company. The Company has its works, its positions:
its service of the poor, apostolic services, functioning of the
community. The one presenting herself, is she apt for at least one or
another of these missions? This is also part of vocational
discernment. To have a vocation to come to the Daughters of Charity,
there must be a vocation to the work that is theirs, ability to do one's
share and to do it in a spirit that directs these activities and is its
source. If not, it suffices to join a humanitarian organization that
does a similar work.
She will live this life within established conditions . Firstly,
she must accept a loss of autonomy . Used to being single up to this
point, managing her life, her money, her travels and her time
independently, she will now live under control, depending on an
authority for her activities, her expenses, her going out, her free time.
Even prayer is not up to the free choice of each one: its rhythms,
times, methods and places are determined by the rules of the society
or those responsible for the community. The autonomy given to each
one is undoubtedly greater than it had been, but its limits are always
felt at one moment or another. If some experience it as a freedom
from concern for oneself - not always very healthy - for many it is
a painful renunciation that requires time, especially if one entered
later in life, to be able to live serenely, as a breath and not in
confinement. If this loss of autonomy can only be lived in stress or
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protest, like an unbearable yoke and not in freedom and detachment,
even often seen with humor, this would be a contraindication. "God
made us free men (and women)" we sing. If the methods of service
are lived as in slavery, one must release oneself or achieve releasing
oneself from this mentality or take up one's freedom again.
She will live it in a community, with sisters whom she did not
choose and were given to her as "neighbor" by the will of superiors.
A neighbor whom it is not enough to love as oneself but with whom
one must live. It is often presented like a family that one has not
chosen and requires a commitment of sharing, common life, and
common prayer that many families do not require and that would
make more than one break up over it. Certainly deep friendships
can be formed, a feeling of common belonging can facilitate
relationships. But when one listens to religious, they often return to
this topic and I do not believe that the fact of having Charity as one's
mother prevents the Daughters from having the same difficulties.
Also, the ability to live this life will play an essential role in
discernment. One must always be attentive in this area. Certainly
some sisters can become embittered or not age well, but too many
communities are victims of sisters of whom it is known, since the
noviciate, that they are "difficult sisters." Time rarely changes things
in this area and if sometimes one could keep them in the name of
charity, this also requires that impossible sisters not be imposed on
communities. A religious community does not have the calling to
welcome persons whose personality problems risk not only the
disturbance of the common life but even weigh on the service of the
mission.
It is to better live love and be more available both for
fraternal life and mission that the sisters live as celibates. One
does not commit oneself because one would not be able to marry, but
one wants to consecrate one's life to love. One can, in making vows,
take the phrase pronounced by couples for their marriage, "I give
myself to you to faithfully love you all the days of our life." My heart
and my body will not be for anyone but you. In the same way: "1 give
myself to God, and to others, to love them faithfully all the days of our
life." To give myself to them, my heart and my body will not be for
anyone else. As one makes a covenant in marriage or through
consecrated life, the same qualities are required: ability to love, to be
faithful to one's gift and to be so all of one's life. There also, this
ability must be measured in duration. Chastity does not reduce itself
to self-restraint lived peacefully and without excessive stress, but also
shows itself in the capacity for just relationships with others, keeping
a safe distance, having straightforward relationships with the
opposite sex without ambiguity nor prudishness, without demanding
excessive affectivity or even exclusiveness, both with regard to men
as well as women. There are no assurances in this area, all is risk.
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Things may go very well in the beginning of religious life and unravel
later. But, if during the time of formation, chastity, in every sense of
the word, is known by transgressions, the diagnosis for continuation
is always very worrisome. If it is impossible to live chastity at the
moment when one is in the best of psychological, spiritual and social
conditions of living, what would happen later? Applying the principle
of caution in this case is often the best decision for the interested
party as well as for the community.

1.4 The two sides of discernment
Therefore one sees that discernment applies itself to two sides: is
admission good for her? Is it good for us? Will she be happy with us?
Will she make others happy? A certain vocational theology could
favor the role of the individual vocation shown by the interior
sentiment of being called by God. This sentiment makes it a duty for
the concerned authorities to call those who evidently feel so called
under the pain of infidelity to God. We insisted on saying that God
does not only call by interior feelings, but also exteriorly through
discernment of abilities made by the competent authorities.
But exterior discernment must know how to respect interior
journeys. If the person presenting herself must ask if her entrance is
really the will of God for herself, those responsible in the Company
must do the same and have the same availability. God alone is the
master of vocations.
Even in times of shortage, one must be ready to allow to leave,
without exaggerated insistence nor undue pressure, someone who
seemed to have all the qualities for becoming a Daughter of Charity,
who should have been a new member of choice but who does not see
herself remaining and being happy. If it can be insisted upon that the
decision not be made prematurely or lightly, one must know how to
peacefully accept a departure when this decision becomes evident for
the interested party. And even if the decision seems maladjusted or
the fruit of a lack of generosity from fear or refusal to advance, it
must be accepted in peace as Christ did, even if one has the right to
be, like him, truly saddened by it.
Shortage should not hinder the clarity and courage to say no.
Even when needs are crying out and there is a lack of personnel for
the mission, it takes strength to refuse those for whom it is obvious
that it is not the place for them. This is a service to the Company and
often also to the one who was not made for it, even if she is not
convinced of it. It is the mission that demands not engaging someone
who would be more hindrance than help.
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1.5 Leave some time for time
This double work of discernment is not possible without the help
of time. Vocation is a story , one that began long before entrance
into postulancy and will not be completed with first vows. That is
why discernment must begin well before entrance. If, within the
Constitutions, postulancy is a provisional stage and easily reversed,
for those that enter, and even more for those who see them enter, it
is a often decisive break. Every looking back will be lived as a failure,
or even in the eves of some as cowardice of one who "looked back
after putting her hand to the plow" or inconsistency of those
responsible in lacking people and rashly refusing those who are
willing to Join them. One must not too quickly say: "come and see"
and decide later. Crossing the threshold, in the eyes of those on the
outside, is already to commit oneself. Therefore, a certain
discernment must take place before, to see if there are reasonable
chances of succeeding, if not the failure risks being dramatically
lived out.
Different stages : Postulancy , Seminary , Sending on Mission
are important times of commitment for the interested persons
and of discernment for the responsible authorities . Discernment
criteria are always the same but what happens over time gives more
and more assurance within discernment. One can, little by little over
the years, better measure the abilities of entering into the Vincentian
spirit, living the demands of the vows and community life, especially
the evolutions in these areas. Evolution is always decisive for
discernment. If nothing moves, if no level of maturity is achieved, if
one remains vague, if one has a difficult time understanding a
personality and making a positive decision, those are always
disturbing signs. A seminary professor said, "Every candidate to the
priesthood, for whom twice as much time is spent than for the
others, must be sent away immediately" and a Benedictine abbot, "If
one hesitates, there is nothing to hesitate about" (meaning refusing).
This is not always true and one often hesitates to be so forthright,
especially in the current situation, but one often regrets not having
done it. One can hope, in the beginning, for changes but, after many
years, still hoping for changes that never come shows a lack of
prudence. Even if one saw changes, unpleasant surprises are not
impossible. Just as a balloon is able to compress itself to be put into
it pipe or tubing and then take up the space and shape within the
pipe, it can happen that upon leaving the tunnel of formation, those
who were thought of as having been formed, quickly take on their
previous form. This is not a discouragement but to recall to humility
all the formators, who think of themselves as being more effective
than Jesus with his Apostles.
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1.6 Differentiating the set of actors
In seminaries , one always distinguishes what pertains to
spiritual accompaniment ( in the internal forum) and what
pertains to the superior and the council members (in the
external forum ). The accompanier plays a decisive role at the level
of the soundness of motivations and often at the level of certain
abilities that only he/she may know, particularly concerning the
ability to live chastity. Because of this, in some cases, he/she may ask
a candidate to stop his/her formation but without saving anything to
the superior or the council. The superior and his/her council base
their opinion on what they see in the seminary's life or in the parish
and come to a decision on abilities for ministry. The spiritual
accompanier, in the case of a negative decision, can only accept the
verdict without saying a word and help the person he directs to
accept the decision.
Is there something analogous to this for the Daughters of
Charity? I admit that I did not find a clear answer to this from the
documents that were given to me. I clearly see the role of the Visitatrix
and her Council which seems to me to be the council of the seminary.
I see less clearly the role of the Director who seems to participate in
the council meetings where he gives his opinion without being
decisive. And I ask myself above all who, in the seminary, has the role
reserved for spiritual accompaniers: the one responsible for formation,
the confessor, the Director? It seems to me that personal spiritual
accompaniment has an essential role and that mixing the programs of
interior and exterior discernment and having them done by the same
person appears to me an exaggerated control of the government on the
accompaniment. But my questions may be inopportune.
I have come to the end of my first talk. I am very aware of an
additional gap. I have not sufficiently taken into consideration the
cultural contexts within which you exercise your mission. Even
though I lived 13 years in Africa, spent almost a year in the United
States and on numerous occasions visited Colombia and Vietnam, I
am situated within a European context. It is up to you to make the
necessary adaptations and points of emphasis. I hardly even developed
the European cultural context that nevertheless poses many questions
on the life plan of the Daughters of Charity. Many think that it is not
necessary to be a religious to do what the Daughters of Charity do and
on the contrary their religious lifestyle imposes restraints and places
them under an unacceptable supervision for today's women, and, what
is more, hinders the efficaciousness of their work close to the poor.
But, do they see that they live this to draw, from the source, the love
necessary to fulfill this work?
But perhaps one can criticize me for another gap? Having
spoken about vocation without saying much of the God who
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calls. To talk of vocation is nothing more than to seek what is his
will for me. I did nothing more than to point out how to do it
without any illusions . I have detailed the means to avoid illusion:

- Purify the motivations so that they meet God's ways of
seeing;
- Look to see it one is able to live the mission and the way

of life that Vincent de Paul, and the traditions that claim
him, have assigned, through the action of the Spirit of God
on the Company he founded;
- Have trust in those to whom God has confided the
responsibility of knowing, yes or no, if one is able to
effectively and joyfully live as a Daughter of Charity.

2. Accompaniment
When the time of formation and discernment are done, all is not
yet finished. On the contrary, all begins. After the calm of the harbor,
one must now confront the high seas. Normally, if there is nothing
more to discern, one must unceasingly verify if one is maintaining
the course, changing it at times, to face storms or overcome the
monotony of the days when the sea is too calm and the landscape
remains constantly the same. If one has need of' the attention of
others so as not to be misled, it is because we all have this need in
order not to go astray. Being accompanied is necessary when one
wants to live, without weakening, the religious life and it is even
more so when one is given the responsibility of guiding others, if not,
one risks having the blind lead the blind.
And once again I find myself before the same question that I had
asked just a few moments ago. What is the Director's role in this
accompaniment? Is he responsible for providing it himself or must
he only make sure that it is provided? Is he first of all responsible for
the accompaniment of Sister Servants? Not knowing how to respond
to these questions, I will simply indicate some necessary points of
attention for those who accompany and stop on some stages and
situations. What I will say would apply both for the spiritual
accompanier as well as anyone who plays a role in accompaniment
and in other situations even the person responsible.

2.1 What is accompaniment?
Accompanying, the word says well what it is . Accompanying is
to walk at the pace of another . It is the other person who leads the
walk and one is happy to be next to him/her to give support by ourpresence, give our advice on the road to follow, encouragement when
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weary, intervene to overcome an impasse or bring help in case of an
accident. It is the presence of a friend who does not want to impose
the route but offers to help in order to make a better journey.
Accompaniment is not putting yourself in the place of the other,
deciding for him/her but allowing the other- to decide even if one feels
the other may be mistaken. Accompaniment is always keeping a
distance from the other: he/she is in a better position to know what
is being experienced, he/she will be the one to carry the weight and
the consequences of the decisions made.
And if one does this, it is not only out of respect for the person's
freedom and conscience, it is out of respect for the Spirit.
Accompaniment , is to place oneself at the school of the Spirit
who speaks to others . To walk at the pace of another is to walk at
the pace of the Spirit who is in the other. It is the Spirit who must
indicate the path, but the Spirit speaks in the other and not in me. It
is up to the other- person to say what he/she is experiencing, desiring,
is attracted by and not up to me to determine it for him/her. This
implies, on the part of the accompanier, what St. Ignatius calls
indifference: not indifference to what could happen to the other
person but availability to welcome the calls of the Spirit in the other
even if they throw me off course and do not correspond to what I
was thinking. I do not know in advance what the Spirit may suggest
to the other person, I simply remain available. Nothing is logically
excluded, even that which surprises or displeases me, without having
verified if this has not come, in spite of everything, from the Spirit.
Accompaniment is to rid oneself of certainties, of what one believes
in order to welcome the newness of the Spirit.
Indifference does not mean inactivity . It does not say that I
accept everything that comes from the other person as coming from
the Spirit. There is a discernment of the Spirit to be done. For if the
Spirit can catch one unaware by certain suggestions, there is never a
contradiction. The Spirit can tell one to do only what has always
been said and done within the Bible, by Jesus, within the history
of the Church and the saints. "No one who speaks in the Spirit of
God ever says, 'Cursed be Jesus,'" St. Paul said to the Corinthians
(1 Cor 12:3). No one can say that the Holy Spirit inspired him/her if
it leads one to do something contrary to the gospel, sowing trouble
and discord, breaking up the community or to cut oneself off from
the Church. It is there that our word of accompaniment must
intervene to clarify, recall what has been forgotten, show what is at
stake but without ever wanting to force the decision, even if it
appears to us to be a poor choice.
Accompaniment is "keeping all these things in one's heart," being
the memory, knowing how to remind the other where one is going,
showing the road to follow, going back to the source to begin better
again. Accompaniment is being there in the difficult moments,
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building courage when the other loses confidence, not abandoning
him/her even when seeing that the other is going down a dangerous
road and one does not know how to stop and hinder him/her from
going any further. Accompaniment is sometimes going where one
has not imagined going, where one does not want to go but where
one is going so*that the other is not alone. It is a leaving of oneself so
that the other is not left alone.

2.2 The various faces of accompaniment
The word is rich but the task is not always easy and takes on
different faces according to age and responsibilities. Ever
religious has her own story but these often pass through the same
stages.
The first years of religious life are often times of enthusiasm
and often times of confusion . Enthusiasm because one can finally
give oneself fully, one goes from one discovery to another, one is
happy to practice new strengths. Confusion because the reality is not
what one imagined or that the sisters, with whom one works, do not
seem to be giving of' themselves as much as we are or the sisters look
at us with the compassion of those who think that the other is still
naive and that "it will pass." Accompaniment must then educate one
to a healthy reality, temper enthusiasm and disappointment, know
how to show all that there is of generosity in what appears to be
routine within older sisters, wisdom in what appears too stale, invite
to patience when things are not going as quickly as one would like.
Then things calm down . One dreams of being different and
discovers that one is still oneself, that one still finds the same
difficulties in spite of all of one's resolutions, that all of this is
wearisome. Whatever one tries does not change much, one has to live
with oneself, accept oneself as is. And one must discover that what
one thought was half-heartedness or weakening is really wisdom.
Maturity is being at peace with one's immaturities. It is accepting
oneself as God has made its for it is in this \\,•as that God loves us and
it is how we really are, and not how we dream of being, that God
wishes to work with us. Maturity is to mourn what we will never be
able to do and what we will never be able to be. This is not laziness
but wisdom. It is loving oneself as one is because God loves us in this
way and Wishes to use us in this way. For with who we are, God can
do wonders. Not all is possible. but with what God has created within
us, many things are possible.
At times there are crises , we ask ourselves if we did right in
committing ourselves on this way. When we are at home with
family, we see relatives or friends leading their lives as they wish
without all the constraints that are imposed by religious life. They
have children and we are alone yet we would like to hold an infant in
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our arms or by the hand, and hear him/her say mama. They live in
the deep affection of a family and we find ourselves in the midst of
sisters who are not always understanding. All of a sudden, everything
seems dark and we begin to regret all that we are missing, forgetting
all that we have gained. Sometimes we are ready to give up
everything to make up for lost time, or at least to attempt a few
adventures or some relaxation so as not to have lost everything. We
no longer see clearly, we doubt, we feel lost. It is there that the
accompanier must remain close, not denying the crisis with too
pacifying pat phrases "it just a bad time you are going through,
better times are coming." For the moment it is the storm and we
must face it with her, not turning away from questions and doubts,
allowing the other to fully express everything, to say what one would
never dare say or acknowledge, even imagining the unacceptable. It
is only when we have accepted to go into the depths that one can
come back to the surface. This often allows one to sec oneself more
clearly, to lose ones illusions and to repeat a more realistic and
humble yes. Would Peter have been what he became without the test
of denial which made him lose all illusion about himself and all
pride, but made him able to hear anew the "follow me" of Christ as
he had never heard it? And if the crisis leads to foreseeing breaking
off and leaving the Company, one must be yet even closer to help find
again a stability in life that starts off again on other pathways.
The crises overcome , others are brewing, one begins to sense
the first effects of decline . Health is no more what it was, more
fatigue is felt, our rhythm slows: we need more time to do what we
have to do and to rest after we have done it. One would like to hide
all this or at least hide it from others, showing that one can still hear,
see and walk as well as before, but others notice it and often make a
comment to us. Soon we will be asked to give up such and such a
task that was part of our life, and take retirement. One wants to back
away from the moment, afraid of not being able to be of service at all
and because of this no longer being anything. The accompanier must
also help in the acceptance of the inevitable. We are creatures
destined to grow old and to die. This is part of life and even of
spiritual life. There are times when one is given to working and times
when one is given to being taken away from what one has. This time
is as important as the others. Christ shows this to us in the moment
when he freeh_• gave his life to his Father, the most important
moment of his life and of our salvation: "I give you inn handed-over
body." Handed over, yes, abandoned into the hands of those who will
hand him over to death but freely abandoned. "No one takes rrty li/E
but it is I who give it. " The accompanier must also lead those whose
life is being taken away hit by hit, who progressively lose their
strength, hair, eyesight, use of their legs, often their minds and finally
their lives so that nothing is taken away without being given: "You
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have given this to me, you take it back from me, I give it to you
because you are asking it of me." Aging and death are also vocations:
God calls me to himself, I freely accept to join him. This
accompaniment is far from being easy: one feels powerless and often
clumsy. One does not know what to say or do. Often there is nothing
more to do than to just he there without saying or doing anything.
One must accept this powerlessness, it is nothing more than pure
accompaniment. It is perhaps the moment when we can best perceive
what accompaniment is before saying or doing whatever. It is first of
all being there, very near, and sometimes it will be only that.
But there are not only stages to pass through, there are tasks to
accomplish and tasks which necessitate accompaniment. I read that
the Director must be especially attentive to the accompaniment
of Sister Servants . The title of servant wants to be faithful to the
gospel for which to command is to serve. But it is not that easy to
exercise authority as a service. Firstly, because the sisters to whom
authority is confided did not enter for that purpose and are often not
prepared for it. It is an art that is learned with time and where
balance is not easy to find. There are easy-going authorities, who let
things he and only intervene when they cannot do otherwise. There
are authoritarian authorities, who want to regulate ever}thing. In the
beginning, the need to assert oneself can show itself by a certain
harshness or on the contrary timidity or the need to feel loved by a
fear of imposing oneself. Afterwards, things can get better or get
worse. There also, and more than elsewhere, whoever is the
accompanier, especially if it is the Director, must respect the
responsibility of the one being accompanied. He is often the only one
to whom she can speak in total confidence of what she cannot
confide to others. He must he very careful not to use this trust to
encroach upon areas that are not his responsibility. He can counsel,
warn, but it is not he who decides and bears the responsibility of the
decision. To accompany is to clarify, to support, not to decide.
( IYan.lation: CIi\TER OF TRANSLATION - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY,

Paris)
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Introduction
I have been asked to give a "detailed account of the envisioned
method and process for the Assemblies of the Daughters of Charity
with a view to revising the Constitutions." For a better understanding,
allow me first to give an historical view.

Historical view
The 1997 General Assembly voted on a proposition that asked:
"In the light of the theme 'Inculturation of the charism in a
changing world,' and as a consequence of the General
Assembly of 1997, that a Commission be established to revise

the Constitutions and Statutes and that all the provinces take
part in this study."
The General Council, responding to this request, named a
Commission of four sisters: Sr. Keavenev, Visitatrix of Los Altos
Hills, United States; Sr. Tamargo, of the Province of Gijon, Spain;
Sr. D'Avella of the Province of Naples, Italy; and myself.
This Commission met for the first time in January 2000 here at
the Motherhouse. First, we tried to understand well the "why" and
"how" of this proposition as the idea came from two provinces. From
listening and rereading the transcripts of the interventions of the
General Assembly, we perceived the concern to keep the essential,
that is to say, that which always makes a Daughter of Charity; a
concern not to touch the fundamentals, to stress the lived reality.
Without a doubt, the members of the Assembly were conscious of
safeguarding the essential, for the Constitutions are part of the
heritage of our Company. "The whole patrimony of an institute must
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be faithfully preserved by all. This patrimony is comprised of the
intentions of the founders , of all that the competent ecclesiastical
authority has approved concerning the nature , purpose, spirit and
character of the institute , and of its sound traditions " ( Canon 578).
The General Assembly participants emphasized that:
- Our Constitutions are beautiful , rich, and profound.
- Additions will be incorporated into the unified whole.
- The language must be updated , keeping inculturation in
mind.
The Commission also wanted to be clear on the content of terms
used, therefore:

Our interpretation of the terms of the proposition
"In light of the theme 'Inculturation "' - While recognizing
the importance of inculturation and wanting to remain attentive to
the integral relationship between faith and culture, between charism
and different cultures, we must think that the Constitutions and
Statutes apply to the entire Company. The differences of culture and
place can be expressed in other documents. This must he kept in
mind especially in provincial and community plans. Our Superior
General reminded us of this in Rome while addressing the
Visitatrixes:
"... be sure to ask this question: Is this a general norm
applicable to the whole Company, or could there be many
cultural variations here? If it is a general norm, it should be
part of your Constitutions.... If there are many cultural
variations, then it should be left to the provinces or other
bodies to define the matter more specifically" (Fr. Maloney,
22 May 2000).
"Revise " - This word has different meanings: to modify, to
improve, to correct. We understand it in the true sense of the Latin
word "revisere" meaning "to come back to see" (revisit) ourConstitutions; read them and meditate on them with "new eyes," a
new interest. Thus, this new study of the Constitutions can become a
"kairos" for all Daughters of Charity, for the deepening of their "rule
of life," its "revision" can lead them to "revitalization" in finding "at
the source the inspiration and intuitions of their Founders, so that
they may respond with ever-renewed fidelity and availability to the
needs of their time" (C. 1.3).
"Participation of all the provinces for this study" - The
members of the Commission felt that the Assemblies offered the
time and context favorable for profound reflection and serious
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discernment . Beginning with every Daughter of Charity, an
irreplaceable part of the Company, this must be entered into with
prayer, discernment, and renewal.

Elaboration of the method

Thinking first of a questionnaire, we approached a Jesuit

sociologist to solicit his help. After listening to our plan, he advised
us against the questionnaire, not seeing that this process would be a
good method of attaining our intended goal. He stressed that the
Constitutions were a gift of the Spirit and that all approaches must
be done with "discernment."
So, we looked for another method to accomplish this task - a
method approved since by the General Council and the Visitatrices at
the time of their meeting in Rome during May 2000. We were very
conscious that this important task that has been confided to us, is a
great responsibility. Indeed, a revision of the Constitutions will make
us touch the heart of our life as a Daughter of Charity, our "nile of
life," the heritage of our Founders.
It is clear for us that we must know our Constitutions thoroughly
before being able to suggest judicious modifications. For this reason,
the Commission proposed a preparatory phase in asking for:
A time of deepening of the Constitutions for the entire
Company before the Assemblies. To this end, a letter was addressed
in September 2000, a small text with some suggestions for personal
reflection to motivate and help all the sisters. The Commission
proposed:
• a deepening of knowledge by:
- reading the first two parts of the Constitutions using first
person pronouns (reading C 1.4 in this way: "In fidelity
to my baptism and in response to a divine call, I
consecrate myself entirely... to the service of Christ in
my brothers and sisters, the poor... through faith, I
know that God awaits me in those who suffer...";
- looking for parallels between the Gospel and the
Constitutions;

- looking for passages that speak, for example, of personal
responsibility and dialogue.
• to pray our Constitutions as prayers of praise, thanksgiving,
supplication, penitence.
The Visitatrixes and their Councils have the freedom to suggest
other means for the deepening of the Constitutions. The annual
retreats also lend themselves to this type of reflection.
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This deepening is also an opportune moment to compare the
Constitutions with life, for often, "... the problem is not one of
formulating definitions but of putting the principles into practice"
(Fr. Quintano, Echoes, November 2000, p. 510).
Therefore, it is a question for the Company, for every Daughter
of Charity, to look into the minor of the Constitutions, this
"summary of the Gospel" and find the ideal image. On 4 March 1658,
St. Vincent confirmed: "... the people seeing what you were doing,
... gave you this name...." Then, let us ask ourselves: Could those who
see me and those whom I serve, call me or give me again the name
of Daughter of Charity if they knew only me? Mother Guillemin's
words to the sisters in retreat, in August 1966, are applicable for
today and tomorrow: "In reality, the truth of the renewal of the
Community is in the journey and the effort of holiness of each
member... All decisions can be made, all the Constitutions can be
renewed, revised, updated, nothing else will matter if everyone does
not put forth this essential effort, this vital effort of holiness."
At this stage personal work follows:
Community sharings for mutual enrichment, to simply share
with one another the thoughts that God has given, for the Lord
reveals many wonderful thoughts through Daughters of Charity....
It seemed to us that such richness could be expressed quite
naturally within
Celebrations
- thanksgiving
- asking pardon

Immediate preparation for the Assemblies
Filled in this way with the "spirit of the Constitutions" and with
a true understanding of our "rule of life," we will be able to discern
what makes an authentic Daughter of Charity today, "given to God for
the service of the poor, humble, simple, loving." Then we can suggest
corrections, improvements in the text; we can update the basic
document, find "the happy medium" between tradition and renewal,
between faithfulness and boldness, between holding on to and
adapting. Then the changes will be a sign of life and not an artificial
adaptation to the present time.
After receiving the General Assembly convocation letter from the
Superior General, the provinces will receive the questions on which
the sisters must center their reflections and decisions as well as the
concrete manner with which they are to present their responses.
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All the sisters are invited to reflect on three simple and open
questions that will be dealt with during the Domestic and Provincial
Assemblies, namely:

1. Are there essential elements that help you to realize your
vocation in the world today and that you would like to
add to the Constitutions and Statutes? What are they?
Why?
2. Are there articles or passages in the Constitutions and
Statutes that present obstacles or difficulties for the
inculturation of our charism in the world today and that
should be removed? Which ones? Whv?
3. Are there articles in the Constitutions and Statutes that
you would like to modify, reword? Which ones? Whv?
As you can see, each question requires an explanation "why." In
fact, the Commission holds firm to the motivation, convinced that
any change in the Constitutions requires sufficient cause.
A second wish of the Commission is to limit the pages of
postulates as much as possible. It would be desirable that the
responses, that is, the approved postulates, be no longer than two
pages. This is in keeping with the Directory which states that "it is
strongly recommended that the Postulates not be excessive in
number, and that they exclude details of minimal importance..." (69).

The Assemblies
You know well that "in the Company of the Daughters of
Charity, the role of Assemblies is to evaluate and promote fidelity to
its specific charism and its apostolic vitality" (C 3.47).
How can we better evaluate our fidelity to the charism than by
comparing our life with our plan of life, our Constitutions? The
requested revision is therefore a wonderful occasion for this
evaluation.
The revision also includes changes within the text: additions,
deletions, modifications. In this sense, extremes must be avoided: the
refusal of any change on one side and the desire to change everything
on the other.
It is very likely that the third part of the Constitutions, which is
rather juridical, will give rise to more interventions than the first two
parts that are more spiritual and pertaining to the charism.
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The Postulates
At this point, I would like to focus your attention on the
postulates . By the fact that this time we envision a change in the
Constitutions and Statutes , it is obligatory that we present our
suggestions in the form of postulates . In fact , by definition a
postulate is "a request addressed to the General Assembly relevant to
some decision bringing about modifications to the Constitutions and
Statutes , since only the General Assembly is legislative."
Furthermore , the Directory distinguishes between a " postulate"
and a " proposition ." The latter is defined as "all requests addressed to
the Provincial or General Assembly ( or to the Superioress General
and her Council , or to the Visitatrix and her Council ) and which
require no change , total or partial , in the Constitutions or Statutes."
This is the case if one wants to study provincial affaires. for example,
the Provincial Plan, the revision of works, etc.
The Directory specifies that : " Propositions or postulates
- are limited to a single subject,

- are phrased in an affirmative form as to avoid the
ambiguity of double negatives,
- are written in a declarative form to allow affirmative (Yes)
or negative ( No) votes ( cf. Directory , 72, m-o, s)."
To accept postulates at a Domestic or Provincial Assembly, an
absolute majority ( more than half the number of votes ) is sufficient,
whereas 2/ 3 of the votes are required at the General Assembly. The
secret hallot is obligatory within Domestic ( 37) and Provincial (70)
Asscnthlk '.

The role of the Director during a Provincial Assembly
Please excuse my boldness in saying a few words on your role
during the next Provincial Assemblies.
I admit that we sisters give you a delicate yet thankless role.
According to the Directory. you preside over the Assembly, but the
Visitatrix directs the debates (17). You have the responsibility to see
',that all matters are treated with the necessary freedom and
according to the norms of universal and particular law" (S. 46), but
you do not enjoy the right to vote. You may intervene from time to
time, but you should abstain from too frequent interventions (17c).
You may respond when the Visitatrix calls on you, but you should
not, in general, participate in the discussions (17d). It is indeed a
difficult task!
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Number 48 stipulates that "the Director, as President of the
Assembly, shall deliver an allocution on the importance of the
Assembly......
After all I have just said on the goal of the next Assembly, it is no
longer necessary to stress its importance. But allow me to address to
you an entreaty:
Help us, so that this revision of the Constitutions becomes for us
a true renewal in

- trying to bring from our treasures both the new and the
old (cf. Mt 13:52),

- to adapt the plan of our Founders to today's needs,
- to revise in order to revitalise.
Be watchful that no modification is made just to relax the rule...
for "the adaptations we are making are not made to respond to a
passing fancy, a youthful opinion or other persons! The adaptations
that we are making are to deepen justly our spiritual renewal, to
allow us to have a more authentic relationship with God and to
allow... our witness of religious life to be read, to be recognized by
the world" (Mother Guillemin, August 1966).
Help us to make this process a true revision, not only of our
laws, but of our lives. Such is the exhortation of the Superior General
when telling us: "Ii after this long process, the Company lives the
Constitutions more deeply, then it will surely have been worth it"
(Fr. Maloney, Rome, 22 May 2000).

Climate
Finally, allow me to say a word about the climate. A true
discernment, an opening to the action of the Holy Spirit assumes and
creates a specific climate. That is why I ask you to help us create and
maintain this climate of prayer, simplicity, freedom of expression,
respect, and listening. In this way the Provincial Assemblies will
become little "cenacles " where all will be filled with the Holy Spirit
and will begin to speak... according as the Spirit gives them to
express themselves so that we all will hear proclaimed the marvels of
God (cf. Act 2:4 and 11).
Now, I want to express to you my profound gratitude, and in the
name of all the sisters, for all the help you will bring us during the
Provincial Assemblies, but also for your invaluable service every day.
I would like to close this talk with some words from Mother
Elixondo:
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"Let us ask God to trace out for us the path to be followed if
we are to accomplish this important task and to guide the
steps of each one so that everything will be transformed into
what is good... a Pentecost experience ..." (Rome, 15 May
2000).
(Translated by: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY , Paris)

Vincentiana , July-October 2001

Essential Elements That Should Always
Be Present in the Constitutions
by Alberto Vernaschi, C.M
Director of Rome and Siena
25.1'11.2001
Introduction
The topic that I have been asked to present is very technical,
clearly juridical.' 1 used some other studies, but the mandatory
reference points logically remain the Code of Canon Law and its
commentaries, sonic documents from the Apostolic See, in particular
those from the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and
Societies of Apostolic Life, and finally, the Proper Law of the
Company of the Daughters of Charity.
I have attempted to develop the topic is this way: part one will be
a rapid, but necessary, review of the important judicial ideas; part
two will reference the journey of revision of the Constitutions
currently in progress in the Company; and in part three, I will focus
attention on the essential elements that must always be present in the
Constillitions.'

' The documents from the Apostolic See that are the most important to
remember are: Perfectae Caritatis, "Decree on the Adaptation and Renewal of
Religious Life" of Vatican 11 (28 October 1965); Ecclesiae Sanctae, "Norms for
implementing the Decree. On the Adaptation and Renewal of Religious Life"
(6 August 1966); Reno%'ationis causant, "SCRSI Instruction on the Renewal
of Religious Life" (6 January 1969); Et'angelica testificatio, "Apostolic
Exhortation on the Renewal of Religious Life" (29 June 1971); Alutuae
Relationes (14 May 1978) on "Mutual Relationship among Bishops and
Religious"; Essential Elements in the Cluo-clt'.s Teaching on Religious Life as
Applied t,, Institutes Dedicated to Works of the Apostolate (31 May 1983);
Redentptioni.s domntt (25 March 1984) on "Religious Consecration in light of
the Redemptive Mystery"; Fraternal Lilc in Contntuttity (2 February 1992); Vita
Cotnccrata (25 March 1996).

For the sake of brevity, I will use the abbreviation IVC to mean
Institutes of Consecrated Life and SVA to indicate Societies of Apostolic Life.
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1. Basic Ideas
If I start off and devote some time to a review of some basic
elements and ideas, it is because I consider this as necessary to face
the main point with a sense of security. In fact, to understand what
are the essential elements that must always he present in the
Constitutions, the indispensable elements, one must know precisely
what the documents of the Church require on this subject, what are
the expressions used, what are the procedures followed by the
Church for a first draft or revision of Constitutions.

1. There exists, within the Church, three categories of law that can
be divided as such:
1.1 Universal or Common Law. It consists of legislation promulgated
by the supreme authority of the Church and is valid for the entire
Church, such as the Code of Canon Law, the Documents of the
Dicasteries of the Apostolic See concerning the Universal Church or
some of her members (laity, clerical, or consecrated).
1.2 Particular Lax. It is the law(s) promulgated by some special
Churches in the current language of the said local Churches (dioceses
and the like) or their grouping together.
1.3 Proper Lan'. This concerns the legislation of the internal dictates
of Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life. It is
composed of all the norms that regulate the life of an Institute,
outside of Universal or Common Law. Such norms are of different
types.
2. According to Canon 587, Proper Law - on the level of content
- comprises a double series of norms.
2.1 The first is called Fundamental Code or Constitutions. The". could
be called the plan of general law (Constitutions, Traditions, Rules,
etc.). It determines what constitutes the patrimony of the Institute
(Canon 587, § I makes reference to Canon 578) and in addition the
basic norms about the governance of the institute, the discipline of
the members, admission and formation, and the proper object of
their sacred bonds" (Canon 587, § 1). The norms of Universal Law
can also be included here, if the Institute does not determine its own
norms.
The goal of the Constitutions is to guarantee, by suitable and
reliable expressions, the spiritual aspect and basic structures of the
charism proper to the institute, gathering together in them the
characteristic traits; they have special canonical recognition and
enjoy particular stability. That is why they must contain only things
that have a permanent and universal value in time and space, only
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what one considers and one wishes to be valid for the institute
everywhere and always.'
2.2 The second is called other norms... collected in other codes
(Canon 587, § 4). They can be statutes, directories ,4 etc. They concern
concrete applications, according to circumstances, responding to
determined historical conditions. They regulate the life, discipline,
the activity in a detailed manner. They enjoy a margin of flexibility
for considerable revision, leaving it to the judgment of the Institute
which, however, should avoid too frequent changes.
The legislation does not dictate that each Institute have
numerous books or separate codes, or that within one book or code,
the basic code be separated from the others. What is important is the
qualitative distinction: that it be clear and that one can easily
distinguish what pertains to the fundamental code or constitutions
and that which does not. An institute can also always have several
secondary codes in accordance with different matters.
The Code of Canon Law often makes reference to the
fundamental code or constitutions or proper law of Institutes of
Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, referring to such
texts for many determinations.'
3. The Concept of Patrimony of an Institute is linked to that of
Proper Law.
The Code speaks of patrimony "sic et simpliciter" (thus and in
every respect) in what concerns true patrimony, the sole patrimony! ^

'See Gutierrez. A., El Nuevo C6digo de Derecho Can6nico v el derecho
inferno de Ins lnstituros de vida consagrada, in SCRIS IX (1983) 98-115.
'In regards to the great variety of expressions used to indicate "other
codes," cf. Dortel-Claudot, M., Le Code complernentaire, in SCRIS IX (1983)
126-139. The author lists 20 or more expressions, for example: Directory,
Complementary Code, Customs, Decrees, Ordinances, Complementary Books;
additional expressions used by other authors regarding the same topic:
Statutes, Appended Code, Additional Code, Second Code, Secondary Code,
Second Book, Book Two; still others taken from Institutes: Norms, Additions
to the Rule of Life, Rules. Practical Additions, Modes, Complementary Book,
Code of Life.
The system of reference is very much used in the present Code of
Canon Law in so far as it leaves many provisions to particular legislation.
Part III of Book II relative to the IVC and to SVA, indicate this situation: of
the 153 canons dedicated to the IVC (Canons 577-730), 86 are referred to
institutional or proper legislation and 32 to the constitutions or other codes.
As far as the 16 specific Canons relative to the sections pertaining to the SVA
(Canons 731-746), nine refer to the constitutions and three to proper
legislation (cf.. Gutierrez, A., op. cit.).
' This expression makes direct reference to the charism of the institute
or of the founders, ahout which Mutuae Relationes speaks in no. 11, where the
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It is the patrimony of the institute, but also that of the Church since
each institute is a gift of the Spirit to the Church. Canon 578 specifies
that it is made up of two sets of elements:
• The thoughts and plans of the Founders, which have been
recognized by the competent ecclesiastical authority,
concerning the nature, purpose, spirit and character of the
institute. Not all of the experiences of the founders
become part of the patrimony of the institute, but only
that which is cited in the Canon listing, emphasizing
"recognized by...," an expression that refers to the approval
of the Constitutions by the Apostolic See.
• Sound Traditions. Not all traditions become part of the
patrimony of the institute, but only the "sound traditions."
The specification sound is guided by a great deal of
prudence. What counts is the Tradition. This is also made
up of traditions (the sound one's), but it is not confined by
them. In effect, the Tradition indicates more a line of
evolution, an orientation, a spirit. It denotes a lifestyle, a
manner of thinking, living, acting, looking hack at a
history that saw the institute travel a determined route.
4. At the level of drawing up the texts of the fundamental code or
constitutions of the institute, the legislator established clear
principles 7 in Canon 587, § 3: "The spiritual and juridical elements
are to be aptly harmonised" and "norms are not to be multiplied
without necessity."
The first element marks a turning point and is of fundamental
importance for the very conception of the constitutions. In effect, by
this harmonious fusion of evangelical and theological elements with
juridical elements, the constitutions acquire solidity. They truly

charism of the founder is seen "as an experience of the Spirit, transmitted to
their disciples to be lived, kept, made deeper by them and constantly
developed by them in tune with the body of- Christ, in continuous growth." In
this way, the charism does not end with the experience of the founder. Some
documents (for example: Evangelica Testificatio and Mtetuae Relationes) and
some studies speak of the charism of' the founders and the charism of the
foundation or of the institute. However knowing that the term "charism" is
used in so many varied ways (sometimes not in precise ways), the Code, in the
wake of the Vatican 11, prefers to speak of the "patrimony." The binding
reference is to the decree Per/ectae Caristatis, which says: "It redounds to the
good of the Church that institutes have their own particular characteristics
and work. Therefore let their founders' spirit and special aims they set before
them as well as their sound traditions - all of which make up the patrimony
of each institute - be faithfully held in honor." (No. 2b).
- Such principles were already clearly indicated in the motu proprio
Ecclesiue Sauctae.
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reflect, before the Church and before its members, the exact
physiognomy of the institute. They are its true identity card. It
concerns a remarkable step forward from the time when the
constitutions were exclusively a juridical text and, according to the
1921 "Norms" of the Congregation for Religious (which went back to
those of 1901 and 1917), they could not contain "citations from the
Bible, the Holy Fathers and theologians, nor ascetical, spiritual and
mystical instructions, nor theological and moral questions...."
Admitted even less was reference to the institutional charism and
expressions of the Founders. Now, on the contrary, it is precisely the
original inspirations of the Founders that must animate the terms of
the fundamental code. We could say then that the modern
constitutions are, in this way, getting closer to the former Rules, and
are truly "rules of life.""
The second element states that the constitutions must not be too
detailed and go into the least of the particulars, even if a necessary
preciseness is required. "In effect, it is inconceivable that a
fundamental Code that is the authentic 'Rule of life' only puts
forward theological principles and ascetical orientations. The
doctrinal principle is alive in all its richness when it matures in the
corresponding norm.""

II. Revision in progress
As Fr. Maloney observed in his presentation to the Visitatrixes of
the Daughters of Charity on 22 May 2000,10 the prospective of a
change at the level of law can bring about an attitude of
condemnation of the change itself as well as an attitude of
impatience to change. On the juridical plane, stability of the law is
more justifiable than continuous change. In fact, one of the
characteristics of law is its stability. This stability risks diminishing if
the laws which govern common life continually change (as happens
not uncommonly in some countries). That is why one should not be
too eager to change unless this is useful or necessary.
Law must follow and facilitate the development of life, and its
stability is not equivalent to immutability. If the term "patrimony,"
calls for a certain stability on the one hand, on the other, it does not

" In this respect, the study of Macca, V., Le costituzioni tra teologia e
diritto, in SCRIS IX (1983) 116-125, is interesting. See also, Iglesias, F.,
Orientamenti cnrlciliari e del rrmgi.ctero, in SCRIS IX (1983) 46-60.
Macca, V., op. cit., 122.
Maloney R., "The Importance of the Constitutions and Statutes in the
Life of the Company," in Echos of the Company. 2000, pp. 283-290.
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mean something permanent, static or unchanging. On the contrary, it
is a living and dynamic reality. When the Code speaks of the duty of
Chapters (Canon 631, § 1), it brings together both protection of the
patrimony and promotion and appropriate renewal, indicating that
they are one and the same: true protection of patrimony of the
institute cannot disregard promotion of appropriate renewal.
Provided that renewal is in harmony with the patrimony, this is then
a guarantee, safeguard and protection of the vitality and perpetual
validity of the patrimony itself."

The Constitutions of the Company of the Daughters of Charity

can therefore be modified if it is judged necessary or appropriate,
even if they have only been in place for 20 years. The Holy See, in
fact, approved them on 2 February 198312 after some modifications to
the text according to the criteria established by the motu proprio
Ecclesiae Sanctae," and after the experimental phase of the texts

developed and studied by various Assemblies.
As Constitution 3.60 states: "The present Constitutions, as well as
the Statutes which follow, form the particular law of the Company of
the Daughters of Charity." That is why "they are to be faithfully
observed by all the sisters as being the expression of the will of God
for them." Following then, is an important detail: "While the statutes
can be modified or repealed by a General Assembly (cf. C. 3.50), the
Constitutions cannot be modified except by the Holy See if 2/3 of the
General Assembly request it. It is also the responsibility of the Holy
See to give them their authentic interpretation."
The Company of the Daughters of Charity, responding to the
suggestion of the General Assembly of 1997 put underway the
following process with these goals: above all, personally and as a
community, to study and deepen the Constitutions in order to
interiorize them and live them; this is a work that can be beneficial
both for the sisters individually and for the Company in general.

" The keeping of the patrimony of the institute and the adequate renewal
harmonized with it constitute the aspect and the substantial duty of even
general chapter: defense of the patrimony which is the defense of identity of
the institute , its place in the Church and which has to have the characteristics
of integrity and fidelity; promotion of renewal which is not the theme only for
today, but a continual concern; conditions of survival, of vitality, of maturity
in the vocation and in the mission (cf., Andres, D.J., 11 diritto dei relig iosi.
Rome , 1984, nos. 215-216).
2 The text of the Decree of approval on the part of the Congregation for
Religious and Institutes of Secular Life, which had the competence also for
Societies of Apostolic Life, is referred to at the beginning of the Constitutions:
pp. III-IV.
" The motu proprio Ecclesiae Sauctae fixed the general criteria of renewal
and adaptation of the Constitutions and indicated also some particular
themes, as mental prayer, poverty, practice of common life, formation.
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From this will emerge on the one hand, the richness of the contents
of the Constitutions and on the other, the insufficient knowledge
of them.
Following this work will flow the necessity or appropriateness of
proceeding with some change. In this case, it would be necessary to
follow the procedures provided for by the Constitutions themselves in
the aforementioned C. 3.60.
In light of what criteria? Which elements should be stressed...?
The General Assembly of 1997 had recognized the necessity of a
revision in the light of inculturation. In order to proceed with this
revision, Fr. Robert Maloney highlighted three criteria and five
beams of light that must shine in a special way in the Constitutions: "

1. Criteria (I will use some expressions and ideas of Fr. Maloney)
1.1 Inculturation . The Company of the Daughters of Charity
extends throughout the entire world. Its members come from
differing cultures. This is a matter of bringing together two
requirements: unity and diversity. Examining an article of the
Constitutions, it is necessary to ask oneself if this is a general norm,
applicable to the entire Company or, on this subject, it can have
cultural differences.,, If it is a general norm, valid throughout the
Company, it must be part of the Constitutions. Otherwise, it will be
necessary to leave the decisions to the provinces in other instances.
When this concerns a basic value, it will always be necessary to be
attentive to both the necessity of adapting and incarnating this value
in the culture and the necessity of evangelizing a particular aspect of
this same culture.
1.2 Subsidiarity . Each level of government should have the
necessary powers for exercising authority appropriately at that level
(cf. C. 3.26). Restudying the juridical articles, in particular, one must
evaluate if it is better that a specific subject be decided by the
Superior General or by the Superioress General and her Council or
by the Visitatrix and her Council or by the Sister Servant after
consultation with the local community. In the past, perhaps

" It is clear that, in the process of revision, before sticking to the criteria
indicated by Fr. Maloney, it is necessary to guarantee a triple fidelity:
fidelity to the Gospel, to the proper charism and to the signs of the times.
Cf., Iglesias, F., op. cit.
" The sharing of opinions and of experience among the Directors of the
Daughters of Charity of various nations, during this Vincentian Month 2001
in Paris, has underlined the cultural diversity relative to the different aspects
of the life of the Company.
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centralization was exaggerated (this was a general attitude in the
Church). However, it is necessary to have a balance between
centralization and decentralization: for matters of great importance
both spiritual and administrative, a certain higher supervision offers
some safeguards. At times it may happen that the local level may not
have the necessary competence.
1.3 Key values. The key values must shine forth like beams of light
in the Constitutions and Statutes. These have been greatly and
accurately treated during this Vincentian Month) The issue is to see
if these values are expressed accurately in the Constitutions and
Statutes or if the wording of some should be improved so as to have
more effect on the Daughter of Charity in the world of today.

2. The five beams of light
Fr. Maloney reminds its that these are: the person of Christ,
simplicity, mutual love, prayer and communal service of the poor.
Perhaps we could add others. Assuming we all know what he said
and wrote, I am not going to take time to go into detail on this
point."

Ill. Elements that must be in Proper Law
As we have already indicated, according to Canon Law, there is
an important series of elements that must be part of the Proper Lawof Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life. It is
necessary to distinguish, however, between what must necessarily
appear in the fundamental code or constitutions, and what, on the
contrary, can be contained in other norms. Nonetheless, this
distinction is not always easy. This also depends on the manner of a
Society's perception of a specific subject. In any case, some basic
guidelines should always be indisputable:
• When the Code says that such or such point is defined by
proper law (Constitutions or Statutes), proper law must be
concerned with this.

"See the interventions of Sr. Juana Elizondo in the presentation of the
Company of the Daughters of Charity, of Fr. Fernando Quintano on "Mission
and Charity" and on "The Vows of the Daughter of Charity: identity and
Specificity," of Sr. Wivine Kisu on "Daughter of Charity Identity:
Characteristic and Distinctive Elements. How does a Daughter of Charity live
in today's world?." and that of Sr. Anne Prevost on The Spirituality of the
Daughter of Charity."
" Cf., Maloney. R., op. cit.
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• When the Code specifies that a subject is defined by the
Constitutions, then these substantial elements are placed
in the Constitutions, leaving to the Statutes more
particular propositions.
• If proper law accepts a certain subject straightforwardly,
or refers it to Universal Law, such a decision cannot be
modified without the intervention of the Apostolic See
(even if this is part of the Statutes).

A. Matter that must necessarily appear in the Constitutions
Already, with all that has been said, a specific enough response
should appear. Fr. Perez Flores. for his part, asserts that all the
elements that are currently found in the Constitutions of the
Daughters of Charity are essential and need to be there. These
elements can certainly be improved or specified, but, in substance,
however, they are valid. I am in full agreement with this assertion.
Taking into account the directives of the Code, the various
documents of the Apostolic See and the practice of the Congregation
for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, I
Would like to be more specific. The Congregation for Institutes of
Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life has a "general
outline for the drawing up of Constitutions" that it provides to
religious institutes desiring to make or revise their own constitutions.
It is not, however, an outline for Societies of Apostolic Life. In this
case, the society itself must define its identity, using the freedom
given by common law, by the texts of the founders and by its
tradition. Usually, the Congregation respects the formulations and
interpretations adopted by the society, especially a society with a
solid tradition, where the content is clear and complete, especially
with regard to the charism, the nature and end and the particular
and specific elements.''
1. The general principle is established in Canons 578 and 587 § 1.
2. Considering the details and speaking solely of Societies of
Apostolic life, one must determine.
2.1 The nature: if it treats of a Society of Apostolic Life clerical or lay
(Canon 588), of diocesan or pontifical right (Canons 589, 593, 594,
595), of a Society of Apostolic Life exclusively missionary or not, or
dedicated to some other specific activity in the Church (Canons 731
and 732).

" In the presentation, I basically follow the way traced by Bonfils, J.
which can be found in Les societes de vie apostolique (Ed. du Cerf: 1990)
169-174.
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2.2 The purpose is not to be confused with the concrete activities or
the objectives that the chapters generate or other bodies of
government can assign to a Society of Apostolic Life in keeping with
particular circumstances. The activities and works must flow from
the purpose, as traditions, but not ends in themselves. This last point
indicates rather, the basic direction that determines everything, and
from which, one cannot deviate without changing the identity. To put
this in a Vincentian framework, it is necessary to "follow Christ, the
evangelizer of the poor" (C.M.), "to honor Jesus Christ as the source
and model of all charity, serving him corporally and spiritually in the
person of the poor" (D.C.).
2.3 The spirit is understood generally as the manner of being, the
way of acting, the lifestyle, the spirituality that animates the life of all
the members and which distinguishes the Society of Apostolic Life
from any secular group. For example: the interior characteristics,
proper virtues....
2.4 Sound traditions are not so much about variable disciplinary
details, but rather, elements deeply rooted in the nature and purpose,
of which one has gradually become aware and which have
contributed to molding the spirit of the Institute.

2.5 The fundamental rules which govern the institute (Canon 734):
- can divide the Society of Apostolic Life into parts

(provinces, districts, regions...), establish new parts, unite
them, otherwise modify those in existence;
- empower superiors and chapters to have authority over
the members taking into account also Canons 131, 133,
137-144, 598, § 1, 734, 617-633;
- appointment of a superior to an office and the exercise of
this office: Canons 617-619, 626;
- the authority of the superior general and other superiors:
Canon 622;
- who is a major superior in a Society of Apostolic Life:
Canon 620;
- the number of years members must be definitively
professed in order to be a major superior: Canon 623;
- the duration of the appointment of superior general:
Canon 624, § 1;
- the method of election of superior general: Canon 625, § 1;
- the method of naming other superiors, by preliminary
consultation or confirmation of the competent major
superior: Canon 625, § 3;
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- the creation and composition of councils of superiors
and the need to make use of them: Canons 627, § 1; 127,
§ 1, § 3;
- the composition, duties and authority of the General
Assembly: Canon 631, § 1, § 2;
- only the Apostolic See can modify what has been
approved: Canons 583, 587, § 2;
- the need for superiors to visit the communities: Canon 628;
- the need for superiors to reside in their houses: Canon 629;
- the need for superiors to acknowledge the freedom due

to the members concerning the sacrament of penance:
Canon 630, § 2;
- the ability for provinces, local communities and any
individual member to freely submit their wishes and
suggestions to the General Assemble: Canon 631, § 3;
- the provision for other assemblies in the Society: Canon
632;
- the establishment or suppression of a house: Canon 733,
§ 1;
- the capacity of the Society and its subsidiaries to
administer temporal goods and fundamental rules for the
administration of these goods: Canon 634 If.
2.6 The corrrrrudnities and their members
a) The physical persons (members of all Societies of Apostolic Life)
admission, probation, incorporation and formation of
members, taking into account Canons 735, 642-645, 797
and in accord with the purpose and nature of the Society;
- propositions desired by Canon 739, relative to the pursuit
of holiness, prayer life, sacramental live, simplicity of life,
appropriate attire, etc. (application with appropriate
adjustment for clerics in Canons 273-289);
- observation of common life, presence in a community and
laws regarding absences: Canon 740;
ability of members to acquire, possess, administer and
dispose of temporal goods in accordance with their own
law: Canon 741, § 2.
- rights and obligations of incorporated members and the
obligations of the Society toward them: Canon 737;
- obedience to superiors for all that concerns the internal
life and discipline of the Society: Canon 738, § 1;
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- departure and dismissal of members who are not
definitively incorporated: Canon 742;
departure of a member who is definitively incorporated
whether to go to another institute , or to live outside the
Society, but not beyond three years: Canons 743-745;

- dismissal of a member who is definitively incorporated:
Canons 746, 694-704.
b) The physical persons : members of Societies of Apostolic Life
included in Canon 731, § 2)
Norms relative to the observance of the three evangelical
counsels of chastity, poverty and obedience, as well as the observance
of community life: Canons 598-602.

c) The juridical persons
- who are the juridical persons in the Society: Canons 741,
§ 1;

- their capacities with regard to temporal goods: Canons
741, § 1, 636, 638, 639.
2.7 Relationships with the successors of the Apostles: Pope, Apostolic
See, Bishops
- submission to the supreme authority of the Church and
obedience to the Pope by reason of incorporation into a
Society of Apostolic Life: Canon 590;
- exemption or not from the authority of the local
ordinaries: Canon 591; N.B. It is necessary to distinguish
between a true autonomy (Canon 586) and an exemption
(Canon 591);
- periodic reports to the Apostolic See on the state of the
Society: Canon 592, § 1;
- the duty of superiors to make known to the members of
the Society the documents of the Apostolic See and to
assure that they are observed: Canon 592, § 2;
- Submission to the diocesan bishop (general principle and
it applications) Canons 738, § 2, 679-683.

B. What must be present in the proper law (Constitutions or other
norms)
1. With regard to government
- the definitive number of years of incorporation in order to
be named superior (not major): Canon 623;
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- practical arrangements in order to carry out the established
norm in Canon 624, § 2 (not remaining in charge of
government for too long of a time);
- other than cases foreseen by universal Law, to determine
in what other cases is the approbation or the advice of the
council necessary for the validity of the acts, according to
Canon 127, and taking into account the reponses of the
Commission for the interpretation of the legislative texts
of 14 May 1985 (in the AAS 77 [1985) 771);

- rules for carry ing out the assembly (or ch apter) , especially

concerning elections and the order of day for the questions
to be treated: Canon 631, § 2;
- arrangements with regard to participatory and consultative
bodies: Canon 633;
- periodicity for visits of superiors and behavior of
members: Canon 628, § 1, § 3

2. With regard to members
All that is considered necessary to be codified in order to support
the physical, moral, spiritual and community life of the members,
but only from one Assembly to another.

Conclusion
After having spoken for so long, I conclude with a great regret:
that of not having resolved all of your doubts. If this is any
consolation, I have not resolved my own. For this reason, before
presiding over the Provincial Assemblies in our provinces, it would
be worthwhile to attentively reread the Code of Canon Law relative to
Societies of Apostolic Life, with the help of a good commentate.
(Translation: TRANSLATION CENTER - DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY. Paris)

(Translation of the notes: ROLANDO DELAGOZA, C.M.)
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